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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is a developmental investigation of early child English negative
constructions using 'no' and 'not' in an interpreted Unification Categorial Grammar
(UCG). We ask (1) What is the developmental relationship between adult and child
negative utterances?, (2) What is the optimal characterization of the developmental
correspondence between formal grammatical negative structures and their interpretive
uses?, and (3) How can the temporal dynamics of this developmental correspondence
between form and use be rationally accounted for?
A discourse analysis of child English negation reveals that young children like
adult speakers use' no' neither as a suppletive alternant for' not' nor as an auxiliary, as
is commonly assumed. Nor is the common assumption that young children use 'not'
solely as a sentence negation operator true. We argue that the child negation system is
highly similar to the adult colloquial negation system. Young children use 'no' either as
a determiner in descriptive colloquial negative nps and copular np predicates, or as a
metalinguistic exclamatory negation operator. 'Not' is a polycategorial negative operator
used in both colloquial negatives and (internal) sentence negation.
We present a colloquial negation fragment in which we treat the interpretation
of colloquial negation as a function of model structure rather than underlying categorial
structure. This is done by using contextual functions to derive different interpretive
functions and making these interpretations available for translations of elliptical
negatives in discourse. This approach to child language interpretation is natural to UCG
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where the interesting connections between categorial, semantic, and pragmatic
information can be explicitly described for each well-formed expression of a (child)
language.
This dissertation also investigates how UCG can be exploited as a theory of
language development. The Categorial Complexity Hypothesis (CCH) states that children
produce the simpler categories of the target language in their utterances before they
produce the more complex ones in their utterances. When applied to UCG, the
hypothesis states that the progressive development in children's negative utterances
follows the partial ordering of categories based on the complexity of their descriptions.
We discuss two predictions made by the CCH and evaluate them using child English
spontaneous speech data from three children.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is a study of early Child English negation in an interpreted
Unification Categorial Grammar (UCG) framework. The primary goal of the study is
to provide a fragment of English negation based on (1) a descriptive discourse
analysis of early child English utterances using the operators 'no' and 'not', the two
negative operators which have received the most attention in the developmental
psycholinguistic literature, and a descriptive discourse analysis of corresponding uses
of negation in adult English. We are interested in (1) understanding how these
operators differ with respect to both syntactic distribution and discourse-semantic
function, and (2) understanding how young English speakers' uses of these operators
are related to adult uses of colloquial and standard negation in discourse. A
secondary goal of this study is to investigate how complexity distinctions among
category types in Categorial Grammars can be utilized to model the progressive
development of complex negative utterances from simpler negatives utterances in
early child English. We are interested in providing a theory of categorial complexity
and testing it using child English negative data.

1.1 Overview
We understand the primary goal of a linguistic theory of child language
negation to be to describe in an intuitive way the grammatical competence underlying
children's negative utterances and to describe how children come to produce negation
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as adult speakers in their community produce negation. We want our theory to
include the following fundamental components:

I

A descriptive analysis of children's negative utterances, outlining the forms
used to express negation and the discourse-semantic functions they express,

II

A descriptive analysis of the kinds of negative utterances adult speakers use
to express these functions.

III

A theory of the grammatical competence exhibited by child and adult negative
utterances, and

IV

An explanation of how children's competence in expressing negation and the
forms reflecting this competence are related or unrelated to an adult speaker's
competence in expressing negation.

We also want any candidate linguistic theory of child language negation to
observe what have become standard logical constraints on the domain of possible
theories of language acquisition in general, namely arguments from the absence of
negative evidence. In addition, such a theory should observe continuity constraints
ensuring the homogeneity of (universal) grammatical knowledge and the
implementation mechanisms needed to use this knowledge across child and adult
speakers. Conditions on linguistic homogeneity have been cast as the Continuity
Hypothesis by Pinker (1984).
Our investigations are restricted to child English syntactic negatives where
negation is expressed using 'no' or 'not'. We use the term 'use' in this dissertation to
mean 'use in language production' or 'use in utterances' . A descriptive analysis of
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children's uses of 'no' and 'not' like those in (1) and (2) reveals that they are used to
express six functions: nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, opposition, rectification,
and denial.

(1)

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

bibby
a flag
not raining
the sun shining
Mommy cut it
rocking
push
pen
soup

(2)

not TV
not fire
this not Jesus
I not a copy cat
not write
is not a toy
Fraser not see him
not there
not on my nose

Virtually all previous syntactic analyses of these utterances treat child English
'no' as equivalent to child English 'not'. We show that two standard assumptions
underlying previous syntactic analyses of children's uses of 'no' are mistaken: (1) that
'no' is a suppletive aItemant for 'not' and (2) that 'no' is used by children as an
auxiliary (Deprez and Pierce 1993) or as an adjunct to VP or V'(Radford 1990).
We argue that 'no' and 'not' are distinct operators on formal and functional
grounds. 'No' is used in syntactic constructions by children in two ways. It is used as
a determiner in colloquial negations like (3) to express nonexistence, rejection, and
prohibition.

(3)

a.

Nonexistence
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(peter writing, looking at Lois who has no pen)
Peter: No pen.
b.

Rejection

Eve:

(Eve pushing soup away)
no soup.

c.

Prohibition

Adult: Rock a bye baby in the treetop. Do you want to sing a song for Ursula
and Cromer?
Adam: No rocking.

Second, it is used as a metalinguistic exclamatory negation operator with
echoic complements to express opposition (4a.) or rectification (5a.)(proposed
interpretation in italics).

(4)

a.

Opposition

Adult: That's a cake. We're gon(t)a have it for dinner.
Peter: No that's a cake!
Like hell that's a cake!
Adult: Yeah it's a cake. I just wanted to show it to you.
b.

Rectification

Adult: "oh no, it's not raining"?
Adam: No not raining.
I didn't say "it's not raining".
Adult: Well, is the sun shining?
Adam: No the sun shining.
I didn't say "the sun shining".
Adult: "the sun's not shining"?
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This analysis, in particular, differs from all other analyses of child English
external negation we are aware of.
We also argue that 'not' is used, in contrast to 'no', not only as an auxiliary in
simple sentence negations (5a.) but also as a metalinguistic negative operator in
constituent negations (5b.).

(5)

a.

Sentence Negation
(Peter goes to door)
Peter: Cromer Dot there.

b.

Constituent Negation
(Eve correcting grandmother's version of "blanket")
Eve: My blanket, Dot my blaDky.
Adult: Not your blanky, no, blanket.

We conclude that children's uses of 'no' and 'not' are unrelated means of
expressing negation in child English. Thus, there is no developmental relationship
between the uses of the two morphemes contra Bellugi 1967, McNeill 1970, Klima
and Bellugi 196611973, Lebeaux 1988, Radford 1990, and Deprez and Pierce
1990/1993. Further, we conclude that children do use functional categories like
determiners quite early, suggesting that the progressive development of child
language production is not definable in terms of gross lexical distinctions like
function/content or open class/closed class (Lebeaux 1988, Radford 1990).
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A descriptive analysis of adult speakers' uses of colloquial and standard
negation shows that children's colloquial negation system is highly similar to adult
English speakers' colloquial negation system with respect to syntax and
discourse-semantic function. Young English speakers' uses of 'not' in standard
English-like negatives also exhibit similar syntactic and functional properties of adult
standard English uses of 'not'. We interpret these findings to suggest (1) that children
use both standard and colloquial negative tokens in the input as a model for their
uses of 'no' and 'not', and (2) that children's uses of negation reflect an adult-like
grammar of negation.
Our negative fragment is cast in a Unification Categorial Grammar framework
interpreted in Discourse Representation Theory (DRT)(Zeevat 1988, Calder, Klein
and Zeevat 1989). Categorial Grammar constitutes a lexicalist approach to syntactic
representation developed from work by Ajdukiewicz (1935), Lambek (1958),
Bar-Hillel (1960: 1964) and others, and has recently been used to describe the
morphology and syntax of natural languages by Dowty (1979), Bach
(1981;1983;1986), Hoeksema (1984), Steedman (1985), and Moortgat (1988)(cf.
Oehrle, Bach, and Wheeler 1988 for a representative selection of papers). To our
knowledge, only O'Grady (1987) has investigated in any depth how Categorial
Grammar might be extended as a theory of language acquisition, though several
authors have described how Categorial Grammars might be used to model language
development (e.g., Schmerling 1983, Dowty 1988).
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A Unification Categorial Grammar is used in this study because (1) it allows
us to recursively map individual non-sentential syntactic expressions into discourse
language in a straightforward way, and (2) it makes clear and precise predictions for
the progressive development of children's negative utterances. In previous analyses,
children's negative utterances are commonly treated as fragmentary sentences. The
burden of interpreting these negatives is placed on more articulated underlying
syntactic configurations which preserve the meanings left unexpressed at the
utterances level. In Chapter 2, we present a critical analysis of this general approach.
In Chapter 3, we present a discourse-semantic alternative analysis of child English
negation. Our approach is to evaluate children's negatives directly without appealing
to hidden predicates to supply missing information. Instead, we place the burden of
interpreting both child and adult colloquial negatives on model structure. We show
how this can be done by making different model structures available to speakers
through the use of contextual functions. Our approach accounts for a wider range of
children's negative utterances than are usually chosen for analysis while observing
leamability constraints on theories of language acquisition.
Our analysis of children's negative utterances gives us a new set of negative
types which include both function and content categories, and both descriptive and
metalinguistic uses of negation. In the second part of the dissertation, we investigate
how the UCG theory we present in Chapter 3 can be used to model how children's
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negative production gradually comes to include the entire range of negatives
produced by adult speakers.
Our proposal is cast in the form of the following hypothesis.

Categorial Complexity Hypothesis (CCH)
Children produce the less complex categories of the target language in their
utterances before they produce the more complex categories of the target language in
their utterances.

The CCH is a claim about how young children process linguistic structure for
language production and how the ability to process linguistic structures develops over
time. It is not a claim about language comprehension or a claim about children's
general knowledge of language. When applied to category structure as it is defined in
Categorial Grammars, it claims that young children are constrained to produce a
subset of the set of categories adults produce because some categories are too
complex for them to process. We assume that other types of processing complexity
also constrain children's utterances, resulting in the omission of certain items and
length restrictions commonly observed in children's utterances. In contrast, the CCH
is a claim about the kinds of categories children produce in their early utterances.
The content of the claim rests on the way that categories are defined in
Categorial systems. In Categorial Grammar, categories are defined as either atomic or
complex. Complex categories consist of a set of 'argument categories' (simple or
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complex) and a single 'range category'. A complex category is more complex than
any of its argument categories or its range category (plus refinements). Categories are
recursively defined over a set of basic categories and closed under a set of
connectives that define (together with a type calculus) the local combinatorial
requirements of the category. Each natural language chooses a set of categories and
assigns lexical and phrasal expressions in the language to members of a particular
category type. Defining categories recursively in this way creates a partial complexity
ordering on categories based on the number and type of functions described in each
category type generated by the definition. This partial ordering may be used in
making specific predictions about the acquisition of such a system. One prediction is
that children simply acquire the simpler categories before the acquire the more
complex categories. This prediction is a prediction about children's comprehension
and production systems. This is not what the CCH claims. The CCH claims that,
ceteris paribus, children will find the simpler categories selected for their language
easier to produce in utterances than the more complex categories selected for their
language.
With respect to negative production, the hypothesis claims that children use
negative utterances which require the use of simpler categories before they use
negatives which require the use of more complex cateagories. To the extent that the
partial ordering of categories in Categorial systems differs from the partial ordering
of categories in other syntactic sytems like phrase structure systems, the Categorial
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approach makes unique predictions for the progressive development of child language
negation.

1.2 Organization of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, we present a critical review of previous syntactic analyses of
preclausal and prepredicate uses of 'no' and 'not' as sentence negation operators.We
outline several assumptions made in previous developmental syntactic analyses which
should either be rejected or reevaluated, given our descriptive findings. We then
present a nontechnical, discourse-functional, descriptive analysis of the negative types
we find in child language and corresponding negative types in adult English.
In Chapter 3, we present our version of Unification Categorial Grammar,
based on Zeevat (1988) and Zeevat, Calder, and Klein (1989). We then present a
fragment of English negation in this framework, concentrating on issues concerning
the representation and interpretation of colloquial uses of negation to express
nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, contrast, opposition, and rectification. Most of
this chapter is highly technical. The reader who is not interested in the technical
aspects of UCG theory should skip to the negation fragment presented in Section 3.2,
and in particular, our discussion of how negatives are interpreted in this framework
in Section 3.2.1.2. Of particular interest to the developmental psycholinguist is our
approach to interpreting child negation, which differs from other developmental
analyses using the' rich interpretatio,n' method of interpretation in that we use
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contextual functions in model structure to describe the meaning of children's
colloquial negatives rather than articulated underlying syntactic predic'ates for this
purpose. This innovation greatly simplifies the grammar of child language negation
and captures interesting generalizations relating child and adult discourse negation.
We do not come to the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis until Chapter 4. In
this chapter, we discuss in detail what the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis claims
and how it relates to other developmental theories of child language production. We
then present a formal theory of categorial complexity which provides a rank partial
ordering of the negative morphemes and negative complement types we presented in
our negative fragment in Chapter 3. Again, the reader not interested in technical
details regarding the complexity distinctions among production grammars may want
to go straight to the end of the chapter where we discuss two predictions made by
the CCH given our complexity measures.
In Chapter 5, we present the results of two experiments performed to test two
predictions made by the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis. Let the reader beware
that the results do not support the CCH, though the results do correspond to previous
findings concerning the uses of . no' and . not'. We discuss how we might try to find
further evidence for or against the CCH.
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2.0 TWO NEGATIVE OPERATORS IN TELEGRAMMATIC CHILD ENGLISH
The primary goal of this chapter is to provide a discourse analysis of the kinds
of negation we find in child English and a descriptive analysis of the corresponding
forms in adult discourse. Both of these tasks are required before we can present our
negation fragment and address complexity issues surrounding child language negation.
Many of these negatives have not been descriptively or formally analyzed in the
literature. Therefore, we take some time to do the necessary analyses. We show that
children use a much wider range of negative utterances than are usually considered in
analyses of child language negation. Specifically, we argue that we cannot hope to
understand the grammatical knowledge underlying child language negation and its
relation to adult grammar unless we look at colloquial as well as standard uses of
negation. The forms we find in the data will serve as the basis for our negative fragment
in Chapter 3.
Previous analyses have concentrated on investigating either the syntactic
distribution of negative operators to express Standard English sentence negation (Bellugi
1967, Klima and Bellugi 1973, Pinker 1984, Lebeaux 1988, Radford 1990, Deprez and
Pierce 1990) or the semantic or discourse functions of children's negatives (e.g. mainly
nonexistence, rejection and denial)(Bloom 1970, McNeill and McNeill 1973, Pea 1980,
Keller-Cohen, Chalmer and Remler 1979, Choi 1988). There has also been some
investigation of the pragmatic aspects of children's use of negatives (Volterra and
Antinucci 1979). In the first part of this chapter we present a critical review of previous
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syntactic analyses of child English negation. We first address three developmental issues
regarding language acquisition.

2.1

On the Term 'Telegrammatic'
We use the term telegrammatic in this dissertation to replace what we consider

the commonly misused term 'telegraphic', a term first coined by Brown and Bellugi
(1964) to describe early child language and later described in detail in Brown (1973).
In effect, we are following Brown's own instructions regarding the term (Brown
1973:403):

(1)

'Neither telegraphic speech nor pivot grammar affords a satisfactory account of
Stage I constructions. I include this negative conclusion mainly because I think
it is time both descriptions were dropped from introductory textbooks.'

Brown (1973:74-88) uses the term 'telegraphic' to describe a set of common
properties of child languages. Children's utterances are 'limited in length (p.77)'. They
'tend to preserve' contentives like nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and to omit function
morphemes like articles, prepositions, copulas and auxiliaries (p.75). Also missing from
telegraphic speech is the use of conjunction and embedding like relative clauses.
Children's utterances consistently preserve word order (p.75).
In our opinion, the term has unfortunately come to be used as a label illustrating
how child languages differ from adult languages. First, the term is often
mischaracterized. De ViIliers and De Villiers (1985:39) use the term to refer to
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languages 'made up predominantly of content words like (nouns, verbs, and adjectives),
an omitting function words like prepositions, auxiliaries, and copulas', suggesting that
there is a complete absence of function morphemes, rather than merely a tendency to
omit them. This kind of definition also highlights the content/function distinction at the
expense of other characteristic properties of telegraphic utterances like short utterance
length and correct word order.
Second, recent investigations of child languages have concentrated on single
aspects of Brown's description to isolate child language as non-adult-like. Formal
theoretical descriptions of telegraphic speech have concentrated mostly on syntactic
aspects of children's sentential utterances, such as the absence of functional structure and
subjectless sentences. Some syntacticians have claimed that the function/content
distinction is a criterion for distinguishing adult and child English (Radford 1990,
Lebeaux 1988). Radford for example, proposes that child English is a lexical or thematic
language which does not utilize IPs, CPs, or DPs, suggesting that inflections,
complementizers and determiners are not used at all. There are numerous studies of child
English which show that children use determiners productively and correctly (e.g., Miller
and Ervin 1964, Valian 1986, P.Bloom 1990a). Further, descriptive analyses of
crosslinguistic data confirm that nominal and verbal inflections are used quite early by
children learning languages with highly salient inflection systems like Turkish (Aksu-koc
and Siobin 1985).
Other investigators have concentrated on showing that the utterance length
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limitations characterizing children's early utterances are due to extralinguistic processing
limitations (P.Bloom 1990, Gerken 1991). Bloom argues that children omit subjects
because children have difficulty processing long sentences. He finds that subjects tend
to be omitted more often when the vp is longer in length. Further, he finds that vp
length is negatively correlated the length of complex subjects. Gerken argues that
children tend to omit weakly stressed elements of a sentence. Both Gerken and Bloom
assume that sentence complexity of some kind is a variable leading children to delete
elements. But this issue is not addressed in detail by either author. We will return to
these studies throughout the thesis to show how processing theories can be used in
combination with UCG to account for missing items in children's children's utterances.
We, of course, agree that children's utterances differ from those of adults in many
cases. But child and adult utterances are similar if not identical in many ways as well.
Our investigations of child language negation below reveal that many child English
negatives, although short and elliptical, are fully grammatical as non-standard negations.
They are perfectly consistent with adult uses of language in discourse. It would be a
mistake to label these negatives as 'telegraphic' if we were not also prepared to analyze
identical adult colloquial negatives as telegraphic. The term 'telegraphic' seems to make
sense as a descriptive term only if we restrict our attention to Standard English.
Young children also use repetition quite often in producing negation in discourse.
As Keenan (1989) points out, repetition is a common and productive use of language
in adult discourse asowell. Thus, the use of repetition by young children should not be
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taken as evidence that child language is distinct from adult language. Rather, the use of
repetition, like the use of short, elliptical negatives, is a reflection of children's linguistic
and communicative competence.
We use the term 'telegrammatic' as a descriptive term on utterances.
Telegrammatic utterances include both function and content words, though not the full
range of either class. Telegrammatic utterances are typically shorter than adult
utterances. Telegrammatic language is a reflection of how childern learn to use language
in discourse; it includes both Standard and Non-Standard or colloquial uses of language.
Telegrammatic language hehavior is the result of the fact that many types of complexity
combine to limit children'S ability to produce utterances, including grammatical
complexity, processing complexity, discourse complexity, cognitive complexity, etc. We
use the term in this way henceforth.

2.2 Developmental Theoretical Issues
2.2.1 The Logical Problem of Language Acquisition
The logical problem of language acquisition is the problem of 'predicting what
grammar a learner will internalize as a function of the data available (Grimshaw
1981: 165)'. We can make several general observations about both the grammar which
must be internalized and the data to which children are exposed. We require that a
mature grammar of a language be a characterization of well-formed expressions in the
language. Because a language consists of an infinite number of expressions, the grammar
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must be strong enough to compute the well-formedness of an infinite set. However, the
number of input expressions a child has access to is finite. The task for the child, then,
is to generalize from the finite set of expressions to an infinite set which includes the
finite set of tokens she is exposed to without knowing beforehand all of the well-formed
expressions of a language.
The problem arises when we try to constrain the kinds of hypotheses we allow
a child to make based on exposure to data. Any number of hypotheses are consistent
with a finite sample, including those which do not refer to grammatical information. As
an example, let's assume that one particular relative of a child, say an uncle, uses the
term 'tea' with a particular meaning with his niece which differs from the way her
parents use it. Let's assume that this uncle visits his niece every Sunday. Given that the
child is sensitive to the linguistic distinctions between uncle and parent speech, we
might expect the child to choose to entertain any hypothesis consistent with her
perceptions of her uncle. For example, she might hypothesize that the unique
grammatical properties she associates with her uncle's speech are properties only allowed
to be used on Sunday, or by bald men, or by older persons who call her mother 'Sis'.
The logical problem to be addressed concerns how to constrain the kinds of hypotheses
a child might entertain which are consistent with the input to those which are 'relevant
for determining the properties of the grammar.
The now standard way of addressing the problem is to place constraints on the
set of hypotheses a child can make to those which are relevant to determining the nature
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and functioning of grammatical competence.
Following Pinker (1989:6)(see also Dell (1981) and Manzini and Wexler (1987»,
there are four logically possible ways a child's hypothesis can be incorrect, given that
each hypothesis a child might entertain describes a set of sentences making up a
language H. We let the input language be a target language L. One way a child's
hypothesis can be incorrect is if the language H it characterizes is completely disjoint
from the target language L, as in (2a). It is also logically possible that a child's
hypothesized language may intersect with the target language (2b.), or be a proper subset
of it (2c.). In all of these cases, a child may still use well-formed input expressions, or
'positive evidence', to correct a faulty hypothesis. In the final scenario (2d.), this is not
the case. If the child's language includes the target language as a proper subset, there
may be no positive evidence available for the child to use to change her hypothesis.!

!Whether or not a language learner can recover from a situation like (2d.) seems to
depend on the nature of the learning problem and the nature of the learning strategy
(Oehrle, p.c.). For example, we might choose to extend Pinker's definition of positive
evidence to include not only actual well-formed expressions but also the absence of a
sufficient number of occurrences of a particular form, which is commonly called indirect
negative evidence. Under this definition, if a child is not exposed to a particular threshold
of occurrences of a form, she may choose to abandon her hypothesis that the language
allows sentences with this form. For example, learning on the basis of positive evidence
that a particular inflectional paradigm has gaps, assuming the existence of
paradigmatically-represented grammatical information, might require a child to retreat
from an initial hypothesis that all cells in a paradigm are to be filled. Therefore, the
problem described by (2d.) is not a logical problem.
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(2)

(a)

(b)

a

a

b

c

b

c

(c)

(d)

a

a

b

c

b

c

Studies have suggested that children are not explicitly corrected for producing
ungrammatical expressions. Thus there is no 'negative evidence' available to a child that
will inform her of her error.

Given the absence of negative evidence, a theory of

language acquisition cannot allow children to entertain a hypothesis like (2d.). The task
for the psycholinguist is to specify how a child is led to make the correct hypotheses
about the target language and the grammatical means by which the target language is
realized in discourse.

2.2.2 Continuity
One important problem faced by any theoretical account of language acquisition
or language development is to reduce the number of degrees offreedom which constitute
the range of possible predictors of a linguistic hypothesis given a set of language data.
Given that learning to use a language is not an instantaneous process, we are led to ask
what role grammatical knowledge plays in the acquisition of language production
development. However, we also assume that there are a varied set of extralinguistic
predictors of this process at each stage in development, such as memory, processing
load, and conceptual development, in addition to linguistic predictors like grammatical
knowledge. The task for the psycholinguist is to reduce the number of extralinguistic
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variables which might interfere with the claims she is making about grammatical
development.
Pinker (1984) has proposed that developmental psycholinguistic studies of
language development utilize a version of the standard null hypothesis used in
developmental psychological studies as one method to achieve this purpose. The null
hypothesis in psychological studies, taken from Macnamara (1982), is that the cognitive
mechanisms of children and adults are the same. We are only at liberty to reject this null
hypothesis if the data leave us no other choice. In cognitive psychological terms, we
search for developmental explanations of children's cognitive competence which use
theoretical objects and mechanisms independently required to describe adult cognitive
competence and which require the least number of changes to achieve adult cognitive
competence. This is labelled the CONTINUITY HYPOTHESIS.
In developmental psycholinguistic terms, to observe continuity, we look to
theoretical explanations of empirical problems in language development which require
that children and adults use an identical grammatical system. We look for theories which
posit the most conservative number and kinds of developmental changes to explain the
process of language development. From the point of view of linguistic performance, we
look to continuity to preserve the qualitative homogeneity of performance mechanisms
across child and adult speakers. We want to do this so that we can say that the
processing mechanisms responsible for language performance are of the same kind and
implemented in the same manner at all stages of language development and in adult
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language performance. This gives us the freedom to treat the notion of processing
mechanism as a constant when theorizing about differences between child and adult
language performance.
A constraint like continuity is also valuable as a restriction on the kinds of
mechanisms available to theorists for describing and predicting language behavior.
Without this constraint on performance, ad hoc mechanisms are equivalent to those we
would normally associate with language performance. Continuity requires that the same
mechanisms be used in all stages and kinds of language performance.

2.2.3 Language Processing and Telegrammatism
Whenever the study of child language production is used to make claims about
children's linguistic competence, it is incumbent on the investigator to consider whether
the phenomenon under investigation should be explained in terms of cognitive
limitations restricting the performance of linguistic competence on-line or in terms of
developing grammatical competence. We assume that performance limitations regarding
memory capacity, shortened attention span, or immature cognitive processing capacities
interfere with both adult and child language use. At the same time, it is un controversial
that language use engages the speaker's grammatical knowledge of language. Our
problem is to describe how extralinguistic cognitive abilities and linguistic knowledge
conspire to exhibit telegrammatic linguistic behaviors.
We see two alternative ways of looking at telegrammatic negation in this light.
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The first way is to see the problem of accounting for telegrammatic negation is as a
problem related

to extralinguistic processing difficulties. One description of this

problem would be that there is a bottleneck somewhere in the language production
system which results in the use of telegrammatic negatives. From this point of view,
children's knowledge of language is assumed to be highly articulated but restricted in
speech due to either extralinguistic constraints on memory capacity (Pinker 1984, Bloom
1990) or sensitivity to metrical structure during processing of linguistic structures
(Gerken 1990).
We might also hypothesize that telegrammatic negation results, in part, from the
notion that children are simply learning to produce discourse negations (Keller-Cohen
et al 1980) rather than sentence negations. Since discourse negations are shorter in
length than Standard English negations, we might expect utterance length to be a
function of the fact that children use negation in discourse. The idea behind this
hypothesis is that children's apparent lack of expertise in using what may be articulated
knowledge of language may be a function of expressing discourse-functions rather than
Standard English.
To frame the two views mentioned above, We consider Pinker's (1984:159)
suggested three ways that a child might come to use fragmented utterances or utterances
with apparently missing constituents .

. (1)

He or she may not have learned certain unstressed closed-class morphemes, and
so will not say them; . . .
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(2)

He or she has learned the fact that in the adult language noun phrases can be
uttered in isolation in certain discourse contexts ....

(3)

The child's processing mechanisms are limited in capacity and so can coordinate
only a fixed number of lexical items at some stage in the chain of transduction
from communicative intention to semantic structure to f-structure to c-structure
to actual utterance.'

Pinker (1984: 160-161) suggests that the third alternative is the correct one for
fragments in which a relational verb is missing while the first is correct for fragments
missing copula verbs (p. I 03-1 07). Pinker doesn't argue against the second alternative but
simply states that a complete theory of acquisition will have to include rules of
discourse ellipsis.
Let us start with the first case. Pinker states that 'the best theory of the
fragmentary nature of early speech would place the limitation not in the child's rule
system but in the procedures that utilize the rules in speech production'. We might
elevate this suggestion to a hypothesis, called the 'processing limitation hypothesis'
which can be stated, in terms of Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG), as the following
claim (Pinker and Lebeaux 198 I):

PROCESSING LIMITATION HYPOTHESIS (LFG Style)
The locus of the processing bottleneck is the link in the chain of transduction
between functional structure and constituent structure.

In particular, Pinker suggests that children's incomplete utterances result from a
failure of the processing mechanism determining the realization of a (relational)
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predicate's argument list from an f-structure (functional structure)2 to introduce more
than several lexical items into syntactic slots in a c-structure (phrase marker) at
particular stages of acquisition. Using his example, given a processing bottleneck
between f- and c-structure, the functional information underlying 'Mommy draws an eye'
(3b.) could be projected only as 'Mommy eye' in c-structure (3a.V

2An f-structure in LFG is 'an explicit compilation of all the grammatical information
relevant to the semantic interpretation of the sentence' (Pinker 1984: 15). A c-structure is
a phrase marker generated by the production rules of a definite clause grammar which
associates with each daughter category of a production information concerning its
grammatical function.

30ne might imagine other possible realizations of c-structure (3a.) arising from a
processing bottleneck like the one described, such as 'Mommy draws', 'draws an', 'an
eye', or 'draws eye'. Pinker seems to have chosen 'Mommy eye' as his example to provide
an alternative LFG derivation to Bloom's (1970) transformational analysis of these
constructions. In an account like Bloom'S, the identity mapping between deep and surface
structures in Transformational Grammar is the easiest to compute. This predicts that
children will find the production of 'Mommy draws an eye' to be the easiest surface
structure projection of the corresponding deep structure. The use of transformational
deletion rules at surface structure adds to the computational complexity of a derivation.
As Pinker (1984:161) observes, 'because there is no identity mapping between functional
structure and phrase structure [in an LFG, kd], a surface structure with unrealized nodes
would instead be "easier" to compute', One might still wonder how unattested examples
like 'Mommy an' and 'draws an' are ruled out in such a system, under the assumption that
language processing mechanisms are extralinguistic and presumably blind to distinctions
in grammatical category.
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(3)
S
a.

VP

NPSUBJ

V

NPOBJ

Mommy
eye
b.
SUBJ

[PRED "Mommy"]

PRED

"draw (SUBJ, OB1)"
agent theme

OBJ

PRED "eye"
sg
NUM
DEFINITE -

In (3), all relevant functional information is explicit. This means that the sentence
node S in (3a.) is interpreted. Both child and adult speakers are assumed to be able to
process the SUB] and OBJ functions in f-structure and fill the NP positions in cstructure annotated with SUBJ and OBI. However, a processing bottleneck renders the
child incapable of coordinating more than two lexical items in a c-structure in the same
utterance. Hence the telegrammatic form 'Mommy eye' is uttered instead of the
grammatical 'Mommy draws an eye'.(We follow Pinker in not addressing the 'absence
of the indefinite determiner in this example).
We understand Pinker's analysis to include the assumption that the PRED
function in (3b.) is available for children. That is, the position under V in (3a.) has been
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earmarked for the phonological form [draw]. The bottleneck appears to be related either
to the retrieval of phonological form, or to the insertion mechanism, or to a limited word
buffer resulting from immature lexical storage techniques or lexical storage capacity. The
crucial idea for Pinker is. that the bottleneck appear' downstream' from the semantic
component. This is required so that an adult interpretation of the telegrammatic utterance
is retrievable from the underlexicalized c-structure.
Given the kinds of utterances Pinker uses as examples, this strikes us as a
reasonable scenario. As Pinker observes, children generally observe argument order in
generating

N suB ]

+

NOB]

utterances. If we assume that the order of arguments in a

sentence like 'Mommy draws an eye' is determined by the phrase structure rules

S
VP

--> NSUB ] VP
--> V NPOBI

(Pinker 1984: 111),
then the LFG account predicts that' whenever NPs are correctly ordered in a verbless
sentence the verb must be represented at some level prior to the insertion of NPs in
phrase structure slots (Pinker 1984:160)'. In LFG, the V slot in c-structure is required
to ensure this ordering. We must also assume that the predicate 'draw' exists in fstructure so that the SUB] and OBI functions are correctly linked to NPs in c-structure.
Enter the bottleneck scenario.
As Pinker observes, the processing limitation scenario is only consistent if a child
exhibits control of a multi word sequence by 'sampling' ordered subsets of the sequence.
In the case of transitive action sentences, this criterion is met. It has often been reported
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that children use 'agent-action', 'action-object' and less often 'agent-object' sequences
in their speech before they use all three items in an utterance (Bloom 1970). Further the
first uses of three word transitive sentences coincides with emergence of three word
utterances.
The hypothesis would not be as feasible if children did not use all possible
subsets of a simple string or if the emergence of the complete string did not coincide
with the emergence of sentences with similar length. Pinker cites children's copula-less
sentences as examples of this type. Children use strings like' is hot' or 'that hot', but not
'that is,.4 Also the use of simple copulas (e.g., contractible copulas) may be delayed until
after the emergence of three word utterances. Thus, we cannot assume that the cstructures underlying utterances with missing copulas include vp configurations like
(4a.). Rather, we must admit the possibility that children construct configurations like
(4b.) when the copula is missing. As Pinker observes, the problem for the child becomes
'that there is no way to determine the mother of the complement constituent' in (4b.).

(4)

(a)

(b)

s

s
np

vp
v

that

is

np

ap

that

hot

ap
hot

4This may be a false assumption. For example, Stan Kuczaj's subject Ben (25 mos.)
uses incomplete copulas like 'here is'. However, we cannot be sure whether this is a
telegraphic version of 'here it is' or 'here is X'. We shall assume that Pinker is correct
for the purposes of this discussion.
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Pinker's solution is the proposal that children can treat certain parent-less
constituents as 'orphans' which are initially under 'temporary custody' of an 'ancestor'.
Let us call this the Orphan Hypothesis. In (4b), the orphan is the ap, the missing parent
is the vp, and the ancestor is s. Pinker's proposal is that initially child may assign
constituents like predicate nominals to orphan status and let an ancestor node have
temporary custody of the orphan. If there is evidence for an intervening parent, vp, for
the orphan in the input, a child will hypothesize an intervening parent and use the
copula, as in (4a.). If no evidence of an intervening parent is found, the child assumes
that temporary custody is permanent custody. Languages utilizing both (4a.) and (4b.)
are learned if the grammar includes a rule prohibiting a child from expunging a structure
like (4a.) when she has realized that structures like (4b.) exist in her language.
Presumably, a child will finally arrive at the correct copula grammar for her language

if either (4a.) or (4b.) is realized first. If (4a.) is realized first, then a child will not
expunge (4b.) and retain both configurations. If (4b.) is realized first, then upon realizing
that (4a.) is grammatical, the child will expunge (4b.). A child will then require exposure
to another exemplar of (4b.) to realize that it is a grammatical structure in the language,
while retaining (4a.).
Neither the Orphan Hypothesis or the Processing Limitation Hypothesis seems
applicable to children's short colloquial negations. Rather, the hypothesis that children
use short negations because they appear in adult discourse is the appropriate alternative
for describing these negations. In other cases, some version of the orphan hypothesis
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seems appropriate.
We begin with the observation that the Processing Limitation Hypothesis has a
very limited domain. First, it addresses only one of four logically possible transduction
relations between c- and f-structures, the situation in which f-structure may be more
explicit than the c-structure it is associated with. Second, the hypothesis only addresses
ungrammatical utterances which resemble ordinary sentences in Standard English. If we
assumed that c- and f-structure were equally articulated or that f-structure was less
articulated than c-structure, we would not need to posit a bottleneck scenario because
all functional information would be expressed in the child's utterance. We should
weaken the Processing Limitation Hypothesis if we found examples of telegrammatic
uses of non-sentential constituents in child language which did not involve an
asymmetry between c- and f-structure. The hypothesis would also be undermined if we
found that particular NPs in an utterance in child language had no particular grammatical
function. In this circumstance, we would not need to posit an underlying V node to
define the NP as subject or object.
The processing limitation scenario is not an appropriate one for describing the
nature of telegrammatic or colloquial negation since these utterances do not seem to
create an asymmetric relationship between c- and f-structures. Nor do they require the
presence of underlying nodes to encode grammatical relations. We suggest that this is
because telegrammatic negations, like colloquial uses of negations, are used in many
cases to express discourse-based functions like presupposition-cancellation rather than
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truth-functions. As an example, let's take the nonexistence negatives 'no pen!' and 'not
there', two attested child English expressions. We assume pending our analysis of these
negatives in Section 3.3 that 'no pen' is an np and 'not there' is a negated locative
phrase (Iocp) in child English. We want to ask whether a processing bottleneck between
functional (semantic) structure and constituent (syntactic) structure is responsible for the
form of these utterances.
In order for the processing bottleneck scenario to work we have to assume (I)
that f-structures underlying these negatives are more articulated than their corresponding
c-structures or (2) that the locative phrase or np has a grammatical function discharged
from an underlying syntactic position which has not been lexically realized. One reason
for rejecting the first assumption is that anyone of an infinite set of f-structures is
compatible with 'no pen', making it difficult to determine which underlying elements
may have undergone ellipsis. Though we usually assume underlying structures for
telegrammatic utterances are simple, this is not a necessary assumption. We might
interpret the utterance 'no pen' as the declarative 'It is not true that the pen exists' or
as the subject NP in 'no pen X', where X is any predicate of any length expressing a
property a child may have assumed the pen to have, or as a focused constituent in the
cleft 'It is not the pen that exists'. We find a similar scenario to hold for the utterance
'not there'. In each case, any number of possible translations are equally likely
representations of what may appear to be a child's intended message. However, the
number of empty slots we require in underlying structure as placeholders for ellipsed
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items in a particular utterance make important predictions concerning a child's capacity
for storing linguistic structures in memory. Since we have no complexity measure to tell
us what kind of structures we might expect a child to posit underlyingly at a particular
stage of acquisition, it is difficult to determine how tight we would want the bottleneck
to be or what constituents we would want it to target for ellipsis.
It is also difficult to find support for the second assumption. This is because it

is not clear if or how simple telegrammatic negations, or colloquial negations for that
matter, should be assigned grammatical functions. Without discourse context,
telegrammatic negatives do not appear to have any grammatical function at all. In
discourse context, the grammatical function is often irrelevant to the meaning of the
negation. In uttering 'Well, no Andre', one might be canceling either the claim that the
referent for the subject of the sentence' Andre should be dining with Reynaldo' or the
referent for the oblique object in the sentence 'Reynaldo should be dining with Andre'
is present. Since SUBJ and OBJ are primitives in LFG, we find it difficult to associate
an f-structure with an appropriate c-structure for telegrammatic and colloquial negations.
We conclude that the Processing Limitation Hypothesis does not capture why
telegrammatic negatives are short in length. Nor does it capture the underlying structures
for telegrammatic and colloquial negatives.
Similar arguments can be assembled for rejecting the Orphan Hypothesis for
colloquial negations like 'no pen' and 'not there'. First, the fact that a simple copular
sentence was chosen as the example is incidental, since children's negations are
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compatible with any number of more complex copular sentences. But the Orphan
Hypothesis seems tenable only for cases in which one element of a simple copula is
omitted. In (4b.), a single sub configuration, vp, and a single word, 'is' are omitted. In
cases like 'no pen', we would need to invoke mUltiple applications of parent node
deletion. We shall assume that the first application would give us a structure like (4b.).
What of a second application? We might assume that the tentative custody mechanism
would fail, since there is no ancestor to s. Or we might assume that as a default the
custodian mechanism will choose the nearest mother as temporary custodian. Here, we
would retain the s as the custodian to the bare np 'no pen'. In either case, the Orphan
Hypothesis is simply unintuitive, since the same utterances are constructed by adult
speakers without the benefit of the orphan and temporary custody mechanisms.
Children do use copula-less negatives like (4b.), however, e.g., 'That no Mommy'
(see Chapter 5 for arguments to this effect) and 'I not copy cat' ('I am not a copy cat').
The Processing Limitation Hypothesis is not applicable here, since children do not use
strings like 'That is' to assert 'That is no Mommy'. However, the Orphan Hypothesis is
feasible. It would claim that children use 'That no Mommy' until they realize that the
copula vp is an intervening node between the predicate np and the s node. Upon this
realization, they reject their earlier hypothesis that copula-less sentences are grammatical
in the target language and hypothesize structures like (4a.) for copular sentences.
One problem with Pinker's solution is that he doesn't offer a reason why a child
would not recognize at an early age that there is an intervening phrasal node in copular
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sentences if copulas are indeed used in the input. Configurations like (4b.) are less
complex than configurations like (4a.) in that they require a lesser number of syntactic
nodes and a flatter structure. Children may simply being using structures like (4b.)
because they are less complex.
Second, by concentrating on how orphan constituents are attached in phrase
structure, Pinker neglects the question of why constituents like copulas are omitted in
the first place. Why should children have a problem with copulas when they apparently
have less of a problem with nps and prolocatives?
A third problem concerns when a child might know which elements should be
considered orphans. One possibility Pinker suggests is that a child may consider a
constituent to be an orphan if it is heard adjacent to a function morpheme a child has
not yet fully analyzed. A function morpheme z may either be evidence for an
intervening phrase zp, presumably as in
xp

x

zp
yp

z

y

leaving yp with a proper custodian, or a case marker on a former constituent, as
in
wp

zp
xp
x

z

?yp?
?y?
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leaving the yp (in question marks) as an orphan with a temporary custodian wp.
Pinker's mentions a second possibility whihc is that there is a universal set of
potential orphans including, presumably, copular predicates which are treated as orphans
until appropriate positive evidence can be used by a child to assign the proper custodian
to the orphan.
The second possibility simply defers the question. Do children initially assume
all constituents are possible orphans? Are some phrasal nodes not potential temporary
custodians? The first possibility is more interesting but also problematic. Pinker's phrase
structure rules for Stage 1 grammars are quite simple (p.l 05).

S --> NPsubj {VP, ?AP?, ?PP?, ?NP?}
VP --> V (NPObj) {(NPobj2 ), (?NP?n.comp) (?NP?obliqUc)}
NP --> {(NPposs), (APmod), (QPquant)}
AP --> A
PP --> P (for in, here. there,)
QP --> Q

What happens when a child reaches Stage 2? Presumably, a child must
reconfigure orphan constituents into phrase structure rules. For example, to arrive at (4a.)
from (4b.) a child must reconfigure ?AP? initially generated under S as an item
generated under VP. When we consider more cases over time, we arrive at the unlikely
scenario that children are constantly reconfiguring phrase structure as they assign
orphans to permanent custodians.
In addition, we would need to account for other kinds of orphans, such as
orphaned Ns in determinerless NPs. Allowing multiple orphans leads to problems,
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however, as we noted above for cases of colloquial negations.
Other processing limitation theories of omission are also feasible (P.Bloom 1990,
Gerkin 1991). Gerkin (1991) proposes that children omit elements which occupy weak
positions in the metrical structure imposed on a sentence by the language production
mechanism. Copulas often occupy such positions, as evidenced by the use of contracted
copulas in discourse. Thus, the claim would be that children omit copulas initially not
because they have deficient grammars, but because the language production mechanism
marks weakly stressed items as potential targets for omission in speech. In Chapters 4
and 5 we show how Gerkin's theory can account for missing morphology in children's
negations.
One argument against extending Gerkin's account to copula-less sentences is that
children appear to learn to use the uncontractible copula productively before they learn
to use the contractible copula productively (Brown 1973, De Villiers and De Villiers
1973). If we assume that the copula is contracted when it is weakly stressed, then
Gerkin's theory makes the wrong prediction regarding the order of emergence in child
language. This does not constitute evidence against Gerkin's theory, however, since the
English contractible copula may be complex in other ways which delay its emergence
in child language.
In summary, neither the Processing Limitation Hypothesis nor the Orphan
Hypothesis seems applicable to children's negations like 'no pen', since adult speakers
use the same utterances in discourse. Thus, these uses of negation should not even be
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called 'telegraphic', in our opinion. The Orphan Hypothesis does apply to children's
copula-less sentences like 'That no Mommy'. But the hypothesis does not tell us which
constituents should be considered orphans, or why a child might consider a constituent
to be an orphan for a period of time when the input informs her otherwise from the start.
This leaves us with Pinker's second possible reason for length limitations in child
language; because short utterances are sanctioned in discourse. In the remaining chapters
of the thesis, we investigate this possibility. We operate under the assumption that
children recognize the fact that negative operators can take isolated constituents as
complements in discourse contexts and that they use colloquial negations as a model for
their own telegrammatic negatives. The question of why children use simple discourse
negations is one question we want our theory of categorial complexity to answer for us.
We also expect the theory to describe copula-less sentences which cannot be treated
simply as discourse negations. We discuss these issues at length when we come to our
discussion of the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis in Chapter 4.

2.2.4 Summary

In this subsection, we have discussed three theoretical issues pertinent to any
theory of child language production; the logical problem of language acquisition,
continuity, and the interaction between extralinguistic processing factors and child
language grammars. We argued that telegrammatic negation phenomena were not easily
explained under a processing deficit scenario positing a bottleneck between functional
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and constituent structure nor under an Orphan Hypothesis in which missing constituents
leave orphaned constituents which must be temporarily reconfigured.

Since

telegrammatic negation resembles colloquial negation, we considered the possibility that
telegrammatic negation is a form of colloquial negation, an hypothesis we investigate
further in this chapter.

2.3 The Problem of Sentence Negation in Child English
2.3.1 Some Notorious Data
Developmental psycholinguists have been fascinated with the syntactic
development of children's telegrammatic uses of 'no' and 'not' in utterances which
appear to be sentential or clausal in nature. In their seminal investigations of the uses
of these operators, Bellugi (1967) and Klima and Bellugi-Klima (1973) identified three
early periods in the acquisition of these operators, labelled Periods I, II and III. The
periods are identified by mean length of utterance (MLU) values. Children are
considered to be in Period I if their utterances have an MLU around 1.75 morphemes.
Period II MLU is 2.25 morphemes. Period III MLU is 2.75 morphemes.
In Period 1, the 'no' operator appears in utterance initial position before a
telegrammatic full clause, bare verb, verb phrase, common noun, or adjective as in (4a.j.). In these examples, the 'no' operator is interpreted as non-anaphoric. This means that
the operator is not used to deny a previous proposition or to reject a previous utterance
but rather to deny or reject the constituent following the operator. Though some
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investigators found few if any examples of the 'no' operator used in this way (Bloom
1970), others have consistently found this use of' no' to be productive (De Villiers 1981,
Radford 1990, Deprez and Pierce 1990/1993). We shall assume that these uses of 'no'
are productive.

(5)

Uses of 'No' and 'Not' (Klima and Bellugi 1973:455-57)
Period 1
a. No singing song.
b. No the sun shining.
c. No money.
d. No sit there.
e. No play that.
f. No fall!
g. No heavy.
h. No want stand head.
i. No Mom sharpened it.
j. No Fraser drink all tea.

Period 2

Period 3

k. I can't catch you

v. No, it isn't
w. No, it isn't
x. That was not me
x. This no good
y. Paul not tired
z. I not crying
aa. That not turning
bb.You didn't caught
me
cc. Donna won't let
go

I. We can't talk
m. I don't want it
n. I don't know his name
o. Book say no
p. touch the snow no
q. Don't leave me
r. Don't wait for me
s. That no fish school
t. He no bite you
u. That not 'Q', that blue.

Periods 2 and 3 are marked by the acquisition of sentence-medial placement of
'no' and 'not' and a more varied membership in the set of items which can be used to
express negation. In particular, in Period 2, the negated modals 'don't' and 'can't' emerge
in child English and distribute to prepredicate position like 'no' and 'not'. These items
are assumed to have no internal structure at this stage. That is, the 'nIt' is not considered
to be c1iticized onto a 'do' morpheme. This assumption is based on the fact that' don't'
and 'can't' do not contrast with 'do' and 'can' in child English at this stage. 'Don't'
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expresses either a negative imperative meaning (5q.,r.) or a negative declarative meaning
(5m.,n.).
In Period 3, we witness the first uses of compositionally derived negated verbs
using 'nit' like 'isn't' and 'didn't', positive auxiliary items like 'wr:d and 'am', a more
varied set of negated modals including past tense forms, e.g. 'won't' 'didn't', aspectual
marking, e.g. 'turning'. We assume that the authors treat 'didn't' as compositional on the
grounds that they found evidence that the children had acquired the affirmative 'do'
form, though there is no mention of this in their paper. Also, though not specifically
mentioned by these authors, 'no' gradually disappears as a negative marker in preclausal
position.

2.3.2 Previous Syntactic Analyses

The goal of this section is to discuss the strengths and weaknesses of some recent
and not-so-recent syntactic analyses of the uses of the negative operators 'no' and 'not'
as expressions of sentence negation.
All previous syntactic analyses, with the exception of Braine 1963, are interested
in describing the development of sentence negation. Generally, two strategies have been
used to investigate children's negatives and for explaining how children gradually
acquire the competence to use negation as mature speakers. The first strategy is to make
the most conservative estimate of the grammatical structure underlying child language
negatives at a particular stage and to gradually allow more varied and more complex
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negative constructions to emerge during the course of language production through the
addition of more structure. These incremental syntactical acquisitions are interpreted as
the acquisition of new phrase structure rules, transformations, levels of representation,
or functional categories. Therefore, these theories are the least likely to conform to some
form of the Continuity Hypothesis. We call this the Radicalist Strategy, since they not
presume that adult and child grammars are equivalent. The Radicalist Strategy is taken
up by Braine (1963), Bellugi (1967), Klima and Bellugi (1973), and, to a certain degree,
Lebeaux (1988) and Radford (1990).
An alternative strategy has been to make strong assumptions about the underlying
structure of children's negatives from the earliest stages of acquisition and to let various
linguistic or extralinguistic mechanisms restrict the performance of this knowledge at
various stages of language production. Under this strategy, new structural relations
emerge in language production as the performance-based constraints on implementing
grammatical competence are overcome. This ConservativeS Strategy observes the
Continuity Hypothesis in its strongest form. This is the strategy adopted by Bloom
(1970) and Pinker (1984).
The burden of explanatory adequacy is different for the two strategies. For
Radicalists who have concentrated on matching structure with utterance, one problem

SThis strategy is labelled . conservative' to capture the assumption underlying this
strategy that semantic interpretations are captured by appealing to adult-like underlying
syntactic configurations, whether or not they are expressed by lexical items at the
surface.
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is to explain how children can use non-adult-like utterances without violating universal
constraints on phrase structural configurations. A second problem is to explain how
children get from stage to stage without violating the Continuity Hypothesis or without
failing to observe induction arguments. For Conservativists who have assumed that the
level of grammatical knowledge underlying the structure of utterances is essentially
static across stages, the problem is to explain why this knowledge is not expressed at
particular stages of language production and how it is made available to language
production devices as children age.
Theoretical psycholinguistic studies of child language negation under both
strategies have operated under three assumptions, which often remain implicit. The first
is that negative operators are 'functional' expressions. Though they may not be
expressions of standard functional categories like determiner, tense, or agreement, they
contrast with

'content' or open-class categories like noun and verb in being non-

referential (Braine 1963, Lebeaux 1988). With the exception of Braine (1963) who did
not report uses of 'not', all previous studies have made the following second and third
assumptions. The second assumption is that the 'no' operator is a suppletive altern ant
for the 'not' operator. This means that although we might expect 'not' to be the
canonical sentence negator in child English, we find 'no' appearing quite often as an
apparent altern ant for 'not'. The third assumption is that both 'no' and 'not' are either
expressions of a Standard English-like proto-auxiliary category or an adverbial element
inserted either in [Spec,VP] or [Spec, V']. Though we agree that we should draw a
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distinction between negation operators and open-class items, we argue that the remaining
assumptions should be reevaluated.
Recent Generative analyses of the syntactic distribution of negative particles in
English, French and German (Lebeaux 1988, Weissenborn, Verrips and Berman 1989,
Radford 1990, Deprez and Pierce 1993) have been inspired by two recent theoretical
advances regarding the syntactic distribution of deep and surface subjects (Fukui 1986,
Koopman and Sportiche 1988, Contreras 1989, Speas 1990) and recent claims
concerning the internal structure of INFL (Pollock 1989) stemming from the Principles
and Parameters approach described by Chomsky (1985;1986; 1989;1992)(See Deprez
and Pierce (1993) for references). We will assume the reader has a general
understanding of these proposals in the following discussion.

2.3.2.1 Negative Operators as Pivot Categories
The first Radicalist strategy for accounting for child English negation was
advanced by Braine 1963. Braine's analysis of multi-word negatives was embedded in
his general analysis of two-word combinations produced by his three subjects, Andrew,
Gregory and Steven (Mean age: 23 mos.). To account for the distributional patterns he
observed in two-word utterances, Braine proposed two category types for child English.
Pivot categories consisted of a small class of frequently occurring utterance-initial or
utterance-final words (e.g. 'more', 'nother', 'byebye', 'off, 'allgone', 'hi', 'all', 'there',
'here', 'it',

'want', 'no'). Pivots occurred in combination with a set of 'open-class'
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categories, corresponding to nouns, verbs and adjectives of adult English, which, in fact,
composed the majority of single-word utterances for these children. A representative
sample of Andrew's pivot utterances are given in (6).

(6)

Andrew (Mean Age: 23 months)
more
more
more
more
more
more

car
cereal
hot
high
read
sing

no
no
no
no
no
no

bed
home
fix
pee
wet
down

boot off
light off
pants off
shirt off
water off
bib off

hi Calico
hi mama
hi papa

all
all
all
all
all
all

broke
done
dry
gone
messy
wet

Braine proposed that a child only had to learn the distribution of pivot
expressions in order to construct pivot grammars. No restrictions were placed on the
domain of open class words which could occur as complements to pivots in these
constructions.
Braine proposed that these utterances reflected a 'Pivot Grammar' consisting of
the phrasal combinations in (7a.-c.).

(7)

Pivot Grammar (Braine 1963)

a.
b.
c.

P+O
O+P

o

d.
e.
f.

.p + P
.p
·0 + 0

Productive two-word utterances could consist of a pivot expression and an open-
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class expression combination, where the pivot expression occurred only in one of the
two possible positions (7a.,b.). Bare open-class expressions were also permitted (7c.).
Bare pivots (7e.) combinations of pivots (7d.), and combinations of open-class
expressions (7f.) were prohibited. The pivot category type was interpreted solely in
terms of it's distribution with open-class expressions. Open-class expressions were not

-'

assigned combinatorial functions.
Though Braine never intended to use Pivot Grammar as a grammar of child
negation, and less so a grammar of sentence negation, his approach accurately predicted
the distribution of the' no' operator in two-word telegrammatic English as an utteranceinitial negative, an instantiation of the 'P

+ 0' rule in (7). It also accurately predicted

the general absence of combinations of 'no' with other pivots in two-word utterances.
Further, productive pivot-like expressions are observed in published studies of
child Dutch (Schaerlaekens 1973), child Swedish (Lange and Larrson 1973), child
Finnish (Bowerman 1973) and child Hebrew (Braine 1976), as well as in the data
presented in Section 2.2. In many cases, the distributional and combinatorial properties
of pivots hold across child languages (Drozd 1989). These phenomena remain
unexplained and unpredicted. In retrospect, Braine's analysis also raises the question of
why 'no' was used by his subjects but not 'not', though this aspect of the data was never
addressed. Braine also did not address the semantical properties of pivot words.
Eventually, Pivot Grammar was abandoned for it's failure to distinguish pivot
word order from the word order of substantives (Bowerman 1973) and its failure to
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address the semantic heterogeneity of syntactically identical word combinations (Bloom
1970). Bowerman (1973) found that verbs, names, and pronouns distributed similarly to
Braine's pivots in some child languages. Pivot Grammar predicted these forms to be
categorially identical, ignoring the intuitive difference between standard pivots, which
consisted of expressions of functional categories like determiners and substantives or
content words.
Bloom (1970:65-67) observed that the semantic distinctions among the following
Noun + Noun combinations she found in her data could not be distinguished using a
purely distributional analysis, as Braine would have predicted (underlined nodes in (8)
did not appear with lexical material).

(8)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Conjunction

Attribution

Genitive

Location

S

S

S

S

N Coni N

Nom
N

umbrella boot

VP
N

coffee cake

Nom

NP

N~

N

sheep

N

(e)

S
VP
V

ear

Subj-Obj

N

VP

PrepP

V

Prep N

cat

sweater

N
meat
chair

Rather, these utterances were to be accounted for by assuming that underlying
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forms were reduced at Surface Structure. We address this approach later in our
discussion of Conservative analyses.
The relevant point to be made here is, though Braine was perhaps the first to
assign the child English' no' operator to a syntactic category, he did not address how the
use of 'no' as a pivot was related to previous or subsequent stages of its use, the absence
of a 'no'rnot' contrast in his data, or the relation between child English and adult uses
of the 'no' operator.

2.3.2.2 Negative Operators as Expressions of a NEG category
Two seminal investigations concerning the acquisition of negation, Bellugi (1967)
and Klima and Bellugi (1973), described three chronologically ordered periods of
acquisition of English sentence negation using phrase structure rules. These periods,
shown as (9), (l0) and (11), described the use of negation in the speech samples taken
from Adam, Eve, and Sarah, three young English speakers whose utterances were later
described in Brown (1973). We reanalyse the data from the first two of these children
later in this thesis.
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(9)

Klima and Bellugi's Period 1 Negation Rule6
[{no,not} ---- Nucleus]s or [Nucleus --- no]s

(10)

Klima and Bellugi's Period 2 Rules
a.

S ---> NP - (Neg) - VP

b.

no
Neg ---> not

Vncg
c.

(11)

V ncg ---> can't
don't

Klima and BeIlugi's Period 3 Rules
a.
b.
c.

S ---> NP - Aux - VP
Aux ---> T - v aux -- (Neg)
V aux ---> [do, can , be, will]

d.

Optional 'be' Deletion
NP - be ---> NP -

<I>

6The authors do not explain their rule notation. In particular, the dashes between
symbols to the right of the expansion sign '-->' are not explained. Therefore, we cannot
assume that the authors make any claims as to the hierarchical structure of negatives
characterized by these rules. I interpret the dashes in these rules as the relation 'followed
by'. Rule (6a) is interpreted then as the expansion of the S symbol into a flat phrase
structure with three daughters, NP, (neg) and VP.
I assume the authors are following Chomsky (1965) in allowing lexical items as
well as category symbols to be entered into phrase structure by expansion rule. This
accounts for the conflation of lexical items and category symbols in rule (9b), for
example.
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e.

'Do' Deletion
do - V ---> <!l - V

The negation system in Period 1 (MLU: less than 2.0) was described as the
placement of a negative particle 'no' or 'not' before a sentence 'nucleus', or the particle
'no' following the nucleus. The use of 'not' as a preclausal element is rare given their
representative examples, though this notion is not discussed. 7 Sentence nuclei were
described as forms' consisting largely of nouns and verbs without indication of tense or
number. Inflections, prepositions, articles, adjectives, adverbs, and auxiliary verbs rarely
occur [in nuclei, kd].' (Klima and Bellugi 1973:342).
Period 2 (MLU: 2.8-3.0, De Villiers and De Villiers 1985:81), is marked by the
emergence of an expanded f:et of negative particles, 'no', 'not', 'don't', 'can't'. The
negative auxiliaries 'can't' and 'don't' were not found to contrast with positive 'do' or
'can' (a standard criterion for productivity) till Period 3, and were interpreted at Period
2 as negative particles (Hyams 1986). However they were assumed to be distinct from
'no' and 'not' due to their underlying structure, e.g. 'auxiliaries accompanied by Neg' (p.
343), and assigned to the category vneg. The occurrence of 'no', 'not', or vneg in
preverbal position was determined by the selectional properties of the main verb.
Nonprogressive main verbs selected members ofVneg in preverbal position. The selection

We note that all of the representative examples in Klima and Bellugi-Klima (1973)
occur with the 'no' operator, suggesting that occurrences of preclausal 'not' in Period 1
were extremely rare.
7
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of 'no' and 'not' was not addressed.
A particularly important addition to the set of rules in this period is (lOa).
According to the examples given for Period 2, (lOa.) appears to have been introduced
in order to account for the use of negative operators or negated auxiliaries utteranceinitially in imperative forms (e.g. 'don't leave me'), sentence-medially in declaratives
including a lexical verb (e.g. 'I can't see you', 'I don't want it', 'He no bite you'), in
reduced copular expressions with demonstrative subjects (e.g. 'That no fish school',
'That no Mommy'), or in reduced existentials (e.g. 'There no squirrels'). However, the
rule also marks an expansion of the sentence nucleus into subject and predicate
categories and the use of a new categorial node '(neg)'. Presumably, (neg) is introduced
to account for the expansion of the set of particles used to express negation as well as
the emergence of (internal) sentence negation, but the theoretical import of this addition
is never discussed. The use of '(neg)' as a category was apparently made legitimate
earlier by Klima (1964:316), who introduced the node as a modality marker in his rule

S --> (wh)(neg)(Adv(neg»(Adv)Nominal-Predicate.

It is at Period 3 (MLU: 3.4-3.9, de Villiers 1985:81) when children learning

English are assumed to have obtained a 'mastery of basic negation' (Bellugi 1967: 18).
Basic negation was defined as the placement of the negative particle in auxiliary
position after a subject. Basic negation was claimed to be the most prevalent syntactic
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type of negation found in the input, though the implied equivalence of adult basic
negatives and child basic negatives in this period is misleading, since most of the 'be'
forms are missing in copular negatives, e.g. 'That no fish school'. In any case, this
period is marked by the emergence of the copula 'be' in positive and negative
declaratives, the emergence of the dummy 'do', and a more diverse AUX category
membership. Curiously, the uses of 'no' and 'not' are not addressed in the set of rules
for Period 3.
Klima and Bellugi do not discuss the application of their deletion rules (lld.,e.).
We find it reasonable to assume that they intended the rules to predict the optional use
of ' do' and 'be' in the speech of their subjects, as in the examples 'They not hot' vs. 'It's
not cold', and 'I not hurt him' vs. 'Paul didn't laugh'.
Bellugi's (1967) and Klima and Bellugi's (1973) analyses of child English
negation are important for several reasons. These were the first TransformationalGenerative studies which treated child English negative operators as sentence negation
operators. In these studies the discovery was made that the distributional properties of
sentence negation operators in child English cluster together systematically across
subjects learning the same language, giving the appearance of a chronological sequence
of'periods' or stages in the use of these operators. In particular, these analyses were able
to treat both 'no' and 'not' as equivalent expressions of Neg. Secondly, they showed that
these periods were describable in formal terms, namely in terms of additions to phrase
structure rules in the form of new category node symbols, expanded categorial rules, and
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the use of transformations. Additions of this sort were needed in order to expand the
theory of the child's categorial base into the theory of adult categorial competence,
which required this formal machinery. This showed that the chronological emergence
of negation could be captured in a Transformational-Generative framework, an advance
over Braine's Pivot Grammar approach.
However, it is clear that these authors leave several important questions regarding
the categorial status of 'no' and 'not' as well as the distinctions between them
unanswered. At Period 2, they introduce a new syntactic category 'Neg' into phrase
structure, yet their reference is

ambiguous~

' ... where the formant 'Neg' has as possible

lexical representatives' can't', 'don't', 'not', and occasionally 'no' (p. 343)8. Though the
distributional distinctions between the negated auxiliaries and the negative particles is
accounted for by assigning 'don't' and 'can't' to

vneg,

no such distinction is made

concerning 'no' and 'not', even though the authors' representative examples suggest that
'not' is highly preferred as the expression for sentence-medial (neg) in Period 2, while
as we have noted, 'no' is preferred as the preclausal operator. Further, the categorial
status of the negated auxiliaries 'don't' and 'can't' is equally ambiguous. These
expressions are considered to be auxiliary verbs obligatorily' accompanied by Neg' (p.
343). Yet no auxiliary category is introduced. Also, the absence of other possible
negated auxiliaries is not addressed. The categorial status of 'no' and 'not' at Period 3

8We find the rare use of prepredicate 'no' to be an important fact in our analysis in
Chapter 3.
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is not addressed at all. In particular, the apparent gradual disappearance of 'no' as an
expression of (Neg) in Period 3 is not discussed.
Also, we are not given a clear idea of how the other constituents in negative
utterances develop. Klima and Bellugi describe their sentence 'nucleus' constituent in
Period 1 as having 'limited structure' (p. 342) reflected by the simple combination of
constituents into clauses, 'no the sun shining', or VPs, 'no sit there', or the use of bare
adjectives, 'no heavy', or bare verbs, 'no fall'. We are given no further clues regarding
the grammatical nature of this structure. Period 2 rules suggest that a child has acquired
knowledge of subject-predicate structure and the capacity to use Standard English
sentence negation but there is no description of how these acquisitions were
accomplished.

2.3.2.3 Neg-Transportation

One important variation of Klima and Bellugi's analysis which we will be
referring to in later chapters was made by McNeill (1970:87), who introduced the notion
that the acquisition of transformations could describe the acquisition of Period 2
negatives from Period 1 negatives. This advance in the theory of child language negation
further legitimized the assumption that 'no' and 'not' should be treated as equivalent
operators.
McNeill suggested that preclausal negation be considered a universal of language,
constituting the' earliest schema' for the production of negative sentences (Period 1) in
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child language as well as the underlying structure of adult negatives. He proposed that
a transformational rule of 'Neg-Transportation' (e.g. AUXncs + NP ---> NP AUXncs) be
added to the rules for Period 2 to capture the grammatical link between Periods 1 and
2. In Klima and Bellugi's original formulation, '(Neg)' simply appears in prepredicate
position in Period 2 and is deleted from its preclausal position at Period 1, even though
negative operators were stilI generated in precIausal position at Period 2. McNeill's
proposal allowed negative operators to distribute to either preclausal or prepredicate
position at Period 2 in accordance with the data. In addition, McNeill's proposal
provided a way to accurately predict the absence of do-support in Period 2. The
emergence of negative operators in AUX position was derived from neg-transportation
alone, whereas the dummy 'do' was inserted into the structure via a separate
transformation in adult English to 'support' the negative morpheme. If it could be said
that two processes underlay the derivation of 'do not', it was a small leap to the
conjecture that they need not be acquired at the same time. This accounted for Klima
and Bellugi's claim that negative modals are not derived compositionally until Period

3.

2.3.2.4 Criticisms of the Radicalist Strategies
The Radicalist strategy was criticized by Bloom (1970) and Bowerman (1973)

(I) for its failure to address the complexity of children's negatives in Period 1, (2) for
the claim that the preclausal negation is a legitimate stage in the acquisition of negation,
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and (3) for the use of optionality as a method for deriving appropriate phrase structures
for children's negatives. We discuss some additional problems with these accounts given
our findings in Section 2.2.
One objection was advanced by Bloom (1970), who argued against Bellugi's
Period 1 rule based on the observation that the use of negation seemed to interact with
the use of subjects in her data. Subjects were consistently absent in negatives, though
they appeared often in positive utterances. Bloom interpreted this phenomenon as an
indication that the use of negation increased the complexity of an utterance, forcing the
deletion of another constituent in the utterance. The subject was chosen as the target for
deletion because it was outside the scope of the negative. Klima and Bellugi's Period 1
rule, 'appears to imply that there are no constraints on sentence complexity or sentence
length with the operation of negation (Bloom 1970: 171 )'. Bloom suggested that the rule
be replaced by the following rule, which adds internal structure to Klima and Bellugi's
sentence 'nucleus' (where Nom _a> {N, Dem}, using the lexical feature rules (conflated)
Dem _a> {that, that(s), J}, N _a> [+N, +1- animate, +I-N}, Bloom 1970:68)

S __ a> Nom (neg) (NP, VP).

A second objection was made perhaps most strongly Bowerman (1973) as well
as by Bloom (1970). Bowerman (1973: 174) objected to the claim for sentence-external
negation as a veritable period in the acquisition of negation because it was based on few
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substantive examples. In most cases, negative particles are distributed before or after
constituents like nouns, verbs and verb phrases rather than full clauses. As a
consequence, then, we are forced to either expand the set of possible underlying
structures to include forms like 'Neg + VP' or 'Neg + NP' as well as 'Neg + Clause' to
account for the variation, or to propose a reduction strategy which stipulates that
complements of negative particles consisting of sub-sentential constituents are really
reduced clauses. As Brown (1973) observed, reduction rules are unacceptable methods
for deriving elliptical child utterances because they predict that earlier stages which
include reduction rules are more complex than later stages in which the rules need to
be dropped. This leaves us in a quandary with respect to the proper description of Period
1 negatives.
Bowerman (1973: 174) rejected McNeill's proposal as well because it supports
Klima and Bellugi's original claim that the use of pre clausal 'no' reflects a 'stage' in the
acquisition of negation. McNeill's claim that children are directly expressing syntactic
deep structures of the form 'Neg + S-nucleus' entails the prediction that children are not
using surface structures in the input to make particular hypotheses about their grammar.
Instead it predicts that their reasoning about the grammar of their native language is
driven by universal principles/constraints on well formed underlying configurations
which are masked at the surface. This prediction contrasts with the acquisition of other
structures which are clearly modeled on input data.
Bloom (1970) as well as other more recent investigators (Radford 1990) found
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few if any preclausal negatives in which the subject was clearly expressed. The use of
an overt subject was used by Bloom as a necessary criterion for claiming the existence
of preclausal negation. Therefore, Klima and Bellugi's Period 1 rule could not be
claimed to hold across child languages. The claim that a stage of preclausal negation
does not exist is found in Bloom's most recent work (1990).
Third, both Bloom (1970) and Brown (1973:236) objected to the use of
optionality when describing child languages. Brown apparently considered optionality
inherently flawed as a method of description because the possibility of using all options
in a particular phrase structure rule, for example, often exceeded the complexity limits
characteristic of the period for which the rule was posited. Telegrammatic child English
is often limited to two- or three-word utterances consisting of subjects, verbs and direct
objects, but other constituents like locative PPs and modifiers like adjectives and
possessives also appear. Allowing modifiers and locatiyes to be optional in the rule
expanding S implies that we get utterances much more than three words long if all
options are available (Brown 1973:236).
Bloom (1970) also objected to optionality because it allowed necessary
constituents to be left out of underlying structures for telegrammatic utterances. Bloom
claimed that the interpretation of N + N utterances as Subject - Object are only
interpretable if the verb is found somewhere in the surface structure assigned to the
utterance. If the V node is deleted before lexical insertion, the relation between the
nouns cannot be recovered.
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2.3.2.5 Reduction Rules
Conservative approaches to child language negation analysis have been proposed
by Bloom (1970) and Deprez and Pierce (1990). Lebeaux (1988) and Radford (1990)
propose negation analyses intermediate between Conservativist and Radicalist
approaches.

These analyses have argued against two of Klima and Bellugi's claims (1)

that negative particles are generated outside of the sentence nucleus and (2) that NegMovement (i.e. transportation) accounts for the placement of the negative particle in
preverbal position. These analyses have either assumed or argued for two claims: (1) that
negative operators are inserted under VP in underlying structure (Lebeaux 1988, Radford
1990) and/or (2) that negative particles are inserted into [SPEC,NegP] under IP
underlyingly (Deprez and Pierce 1990). In each case, the assumption is that the structure
underlying children's negatives is highly articulated, in contrast to Radicalist strategists
who assumed a minimal amount of underlying structure.
We address Bloom's approach here as the representative Conservative approach.
We address Radford's approach as the representative mixed approach in Section 2.2.6.
The hallmark property of Conservativist approaches to child language negation
is the postulation of underlying structure not reflected in the children's speech in order
to account for the propositional meaning assigned to these utterances. Children's
telegrammatic utterances are interpreted as reduced versions of articulated underlying
structures which are gradually filled out with lexical material as the child progresses
from telegrammatic to adult-like speech.
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Bloom's (1970) method for retrieving the semantic content of missing arguments
(substantives, not functors) from underspecified surface structures was to postulate two
reduction transformations, which we label General Reduction (12a)9 and Negative
Sentence Reduction (12b.) which operated on underlying strings to delete those lexical
items which did not occur at the surface.

(12)

Reduction Transformations (Bloom 1970: 141)

a.

General Reduction
Structural Description: # - X - Y - Z
where X, Y, Z are category symbols dominating lexical items,
Structural Change: # where 1 :5: i < j :5: 3

b.

XI - X 2 - X3

--> # -

Xi - Xj

Negative Sentence Reduction
S.D:

X - Neg - Y
where, X, Yare category symbols

General Reduction was postulated as a general lexical deletion mechanism to
account for the apparently free deletion of lexical items in telegrammatic surface
structures. On the one hand, it was responsible for the deletion of a categorial projection

9Bloom's ordering of indices \ 0 :5: i :5: j :5: 3' is replaced with \ 1 :5: i < j :5: 3' in (12a.).
If we allow i = j, then we predict that any factor can be doubled. This gives us the
unwanted result that more than a single symbol can be deleted under one application of
the rule. If use 0 as the first symbol in the expression, then we expect to find Xo in the
structural change rule. But this is undefined (Oehrle, p.c.).
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if a sister category was included at the surface ('linear reduction'). In (13a.b.,c.) either
X or Y are deleted if the other is chosen to be made explicit at the surface.

(13)

(a)

(b)

(c)

S

S

S

X

Y

X

Y

cf>

Y

X

cf>

X

Y

z

w

z

w

General reduction also contributed surface deletions if another category was
expanded hierarchically (,hierarchical reduction'). In this case, lexical insertion under a
categorial node higher in the tree, e.g. [X,S] in (14), would require the deletion of a
lower level item.

S

(14)
X

x

Y

z

w

cf>

w

This strategy was particularly well suited to account for the projection of N + N
strings at the surface with different semantic meanings alluded to earlier in (8).
Negative Sentence Reduction made a similar contribution to surface structure
form. Negatives could be reduced on a linear level (15a) or as the result of hierarchical
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expansion (ISb.,c.).

(IS)

(a)

(b)

(c)

S

S

S

X

Neg

Y

Neg

cp

Neg

Y

Neg

Z

W

Neg

Z

W

Neg

cp

W

Neg

Z

cp

Y

Y

Neg

Bloom's postulation of Negative Sentence Reduction in particular accounted for
the statistical correlation in her data between the presence of a negative marker and the
absence of subjects in child English. Bloom found that sentence subjects were omitted
in her subjects' utterances when a non-anaphoric negative appeared sentence initially.
This did not hold when the negative particle could be considered anaphoric and not
connected to the surface structure of the following material. For example, Bloom
(I 970: 155) reported that her subject Kathryn at Stage I produced the minimal

positive/negative pairs 'no tum' and 'this tum', and 'no dirty' and 'this dirty' but never
'*no this tum', '*this no tum', '*no this dirty', or '*this no dirty'. Bloom concluded that
including a negative particle into an utterance' increased the syntactic complexity of the
sentence' (p. 156). Negative Sentence Reduction accounted for the subject deletion cases
by placing a general complexity limit on negative sentences. The use of a negative
operator precluded the insertion of another lexical item but preserved the interpretation
of the string as a negative proposition.
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Although reduction succeeded as a method for deriving telegrammatic surface
forms, Brown (1973) among others found the strategy difficult to defend in its strong
form. First, Bloom required reduction to be obligatory early in the telegrammatic period
and optional later in the period in order to account for the increased number of words
uttered as language production developed, a feature uncharacteristic of transformations
in Standard Theory (Katz and Postal 1964).
Second, reduction transformations took any category as a target, thus making it
impossible to predict the apparent fact that functional relational categories, such as
verbs, were deleted much less often than verbal arguments.
Third, the application of reduction rules imposed a negative correlation between
processing capacity and stage of acquisition when a positive correlation seemed more
appropriate. In order to derive less complex strings at the surface, more applications of
the reduction rule were required. This predicts that simpler utterances require more
applications of reduction than longer utterances. Yet the simpler strings were produced
earlier than the more complex ones, suggesting that more transformational steps were
required to derive earlier utterances. This is especially important point when we consider
Bowerman's observation that children's uses of the 'no' operator precede a variety of
constituents other than clauses, like NPs and VPs, and, as we have seen in Section 2.2,
adjectives, common nouns, bare verbs and bare prepositions. To account for the simplest
complement types, we would need any number of deletion rules, an unintuitive result.
Bowerman's other alternative was to simply address each negative utterance type
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individually, e.g. 'Neg + VP', 'Neg + NP', 'Neg + CN', etc. Yet since all syntactic nodes
are equivalent in terms of complexity, we have no way of determining a sequence of
acquisition for these utterances. We return to this dilemma in our summary.
Other arguments against deletion analyses for child language description have
been presented by Pinker (1984: 156), who finds reduction analyses incompatible with
the 'recoverability of deletion' criterion on deletion transformations, and the need to
'unlearn' deletion rules like (10) which are generally incompatibl.e with learning theory.
In sum, Bloom's reduction rule is ultimately too strong a measure to account for
child English negation. Though it accounts for the finding that negatives were
subjectIess more often than affirmatives in Bloom's data, we cannot extend the rule
schema to other negative utterance types without producing unintuitive results.

2.3.2.6 Negation Without Functional Categories
Lebeaux (1988) and Radford (1990) exploit the distinction between lexical and
functional projections in natural languages to describe preclausal and presentential
negation in CEo
For Radford, development in child language is defined over the acquisition of
two grammatical subcomponents, the lexicon and the'categorial component (i.e. X-bar
theory) mediated by a set of four grammatical mechanisms or 'lexical visibility
mechanisms', which mediate 'a mapping from thematic 'invisible' argument structures
into 'visible' (categorial) syntactic structures' (p. 244). The general model is given in
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(l6)(We define the terms used in this system as we go on).

(16)

Radford's Child Language System

a.

Stage 1

Lexicon
Lexical Visibility Mechanisms
Saturation Mechanism
ii. Projection Mechanism
iii. Uniform Thematic Extemalization Mechanism
iv. Linearization Mechanism
I.

b.

Stage 2

Lexicon
Categorial Component

Stage 1 consists of agrammatic representations consisting of only phonological
and semantic properties (e.g. AGENT, PATIENT) of lexical items. Stage 2 marks the
acquisition of the categorial component. Lexical category systems (e.g. N-Systems, VSystems, A-Systems, P-Systems) are constructed by first assigning lexical category
names to Stage 1 items and projecting them syntactically into X' and X" categories
according to the rules of X-Bar Theory. Functional categories are argued to be absent
in child English. In addition, Case and Agreement marking are not available for
licensing NPs. Therefore, thematic dependencies license the use of NPs in this system.
A fully projected syntactic structure for lexical dependencies is assigned a
structure like (17), where L stands for 'Lexical'.
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(17)

Lexical Projection
L"

L'

Specifier

L'

Adjunct

L

X

head

Complement(s)

The idea that such structures exist has been proposed in various Generative
studies beginning with Chomsky (1970).
Telegrammatic characteristics of child language such as argument ellipsis and the
early acquisition of word order are described in terms of visibility conditions which
determine the (gradual) acquisition of Stage 2. The Saturation Mechanism specifies
whether any given argument is lexically or syntactically saturated (Rizzi 1986). If a
verbal argument is lexically saturated, it remains implicit (syntactically 'invisible') as
part of the lexical entry for the verb. Subsequently, no syntactic position is projected for
the argument. If the argument is syntactically saturated, a syntactic position is projected
for the argument according to the X-Bar schema and an appropriate lexical item is
inserted into the position. to

tORadford (p. 237) later presents two ways to describe argument ellipsis. It may be
characterized either by lexical saturation, as I have described in the text, or in terms of
empty NPs whose distribution and interpretation is determined pragmatically. I interpret
Radford's use of the Saturation mechanism as evidence that he favors the former method.
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The Projection and Linearization Mechanisms in (16) determine the position and
order of thematic constituents once they are visible (e.g. saturated in the syntax). The
Projection Mechanism provides two syntactic positions for the arguments of transitive
verbs like want, one in the complement(s) position of (17) and one in [SPEC, L"] in
(17). The Externalization Mechanism determines which argument is to be external and
which is to be internal according to extralinguistic criteria like saliency and
informational content. More salient arguments, or arguments with more informational
weight, are assigned external status. Linearization then determines the word order for
arguments once the external argument has been computed.
To illustrate, the bare verb' want' produced at the single-word stage is assigned
the phrase structure in (18a.). The lexical combinations 'want Mommy' and 'I want
Mommy' produced at the multi-word stage, are assigned to the phrase structures in
(18b.,c.)(Based on Radford 1990:229).

(18)

(a)
V"

(b)

(c)

V"

V"

V'

V'

Nil

Nil

V

V

N'

N'

V'
V

Nil
N'

N
want

N
want

M0mmy

1

want

Mommy
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In (ISa.), both arguments have been lexically saturated and remain implicit much
in the way that the object of 'eating' is invisible in the adult English sentence 'I'm
eating'. For Radford,

as a child learns how thematic roles are projected in her language,

she gradually learns to saturate arguments in the syntax, described by the expanded
syntactic constructions in (ISb.,c.). Thus, argument ellipsis characteristic of multi-word
telegrammatic speech is described in this system as the free alternation between lexical
and syntactic saturation. In (ISc.) we let the Projection Mechanism create two syntactic
positions, [SPEC, V"] and [Complement, V']. We let Externalization pick 'I' as the
external argument, and we let Linearization order external arguments before
complements around the verb.
Radford's analysis of Bellugi's Period 1 and 2 sentence negation is based in part
on the claim that children do not use the functional projections DP, IP and CP, a claim
he supports thoroughly in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. This predicts that negatives must be
projected under VP in child English rather than in [SPEC, NEGP], for example.
Preclausal and prepredicate negation are described in terms of two placements
of a negative operator. Both negative operators 'no' and 'not' are assumed to be adjuncts
(Radford 1990: 155). When these operators appear in preclausal position, they are
assumed to appear as an adjunct to V", as in (19), creating a structure which resembles
phrasal adjuncts in adult English.1I

IIIn previous work, Radford (19S8:254) clearly distinguishes between specifiers and
complements, which are 'functional' rather than 'categorial' terms, and attribute and
adjunct, which are purely categorial terms. I use the term adjunct here in keeping with
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(19)

Radford's (1990: 153) Representation For Preclausal Sentence Negation
V"
Adjunct

V"
Nil
N'

V'
V

Nil
N'

N

N
no

me

the spirit of Radford's latest work.

go

home
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In Period 2, the negative particle is generated as an adjunct to V', as in (20).12

12Lebeaux (1988) antedates Radford's use of [Spec, VP'] as the insertion site for
Klima and Bellugi's preclausal 'no'. For Lebeaux, the preclausal negative operator is
adjoined off of a clausal VP by 'adjoin-alpha', as in (i). Period 2 emerges once thematic
representations like (i) merge with Nominative Case frames like (ii). Once thematic
representations are merged with a Nominative Case 'frame' projected from AGR features
under INFL in English (Lebeaux 1988:39), VP-internal subjects raise to [SPEC,IP]
obligatorily to satisfy local Spec-Head Agreement requirements (iii).
By distinguishing preclausal and prepredicate negation as being derived by
different methods, adjoin-alpha and merger, it automatically requires that Periods 1 and
2 are represented on different levels of representation. Therefore, the prediction is made
that children learning English must acquire two distinct levels of grammatical
representation in order to use both of these structures. If we extend Lebeaux's analysis
to include the proposal that merger is a more complex mechanism than adjunction, then
the extended analysis makes the correct prediction that preclausal negation will emerge
first in child English, predicting the chronological relationship between preclausal and
prepredicate negation observed by Bellugi.

(ii)

(i)

IP

VP
SPEC

VP
V'

NP

no

me

I'

SPEC

V

NP

go

mommy

Thematic Representation Frame
after Neg adjunction (Period 1)

I
[AGR]

VP

Nominative Case
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(20)

Radford's (1990: 153) Description of Prepredicate Negation

V"

Nil

V'

N'

V'

Adjunct

V

N

Nil
N'
N

man

no

like

celery

Radford's proposal differs from the proposals based on Standard Theory
previously discussed in that the negative in Period 1 is not assumed to be an extrasentential modality marker, as Klima and Bellugi proposed, but rather a particle inserted
into a position within the sentence. Second, Radford does not derive prepredicate
negation via a transformational process, as McNeill suggested. Rather, Radford predicts

(iii)

IP
I'

SPEC
I
[AGR]

VP
VP

SPEC

V'

NP

V
no

go

Merged Representation After Subject-Raising (Period 2)

NP
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that children simply choose to place the negative in a different position, perhaps as a
result of observing more token negatives in the input.
His approach also differs from the others we've discussed in how he takes child
English negatives to be related to adult English negation. Radford is interested in linking
the prepredicate child English negatives in (21a.-c.) with two adult English
constructions, the ordinary negatives in (21d.-f.) taken to be the adult counterparts of
(21a.-c.) and the Small Clause structures (2Ig._k.).13

(21)

Child English Prepredicate Negatives
a.
b.
c.

Tina not have it (Domenico 2;0)
Wayne not eating it (Daniel I; 11)
Kathryn no like celery (Kathryn I; I 0)

Adult English Counterparts
d.
e.
f.

riP Tina [I can ] not [vp have it]]
riP Wayne [, is ] not [vp --- eating it]]
[IP Kathryn [, does] not [vp like celery]]

13It is not entirely clear from Radford's examples given here as (21) if the negative
operator 'not' in (2Id.-f.) is to form a constituent with the VP to its right or with the I
expression, to its left or if both constituencies are permissible. Radford (1990: 152) does
state that the reader should ignore' the possibility of not c1iticizing to the ... ' auxiliary
in I' for these examples; the topic is not discussed further. Given this, we assume that
Radford intends us to regard the operator as a VP adjunct in these examples.
Also, Radford does not discuss in any detail the status of 'not' in (18g.-k.). Again,
he appears to advocate a VP adjunct analysis for the operator in these examples, e.g., 'It
seems likely that the negative particle not here functions as a predicative adjunct,
expanding the X-bar predicate into another X-bar of the same type (Radford 1989:153)'.
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Adult English Small Clause Structures
g.
h.
I.

j.
k.

I found [sc the chair not comfortable enough]
I consider [sc that joke not in very good taste]
He might let [sc you not attend the seminar].
I can imagine [sc the students not paying attention].
I found [sc my proposals not taken seriously].

The apparent link between the child and adult English examples is the use of a
negative operator as an adjunct to V', though Radford (pp. 152-153) does not assign
categorial status to the negatives in (21d.-k).
The preclausal child negatives in (22a.-c.) are assumed to be linked to their adult
counterparts in (22d.-f.) on the basis that the negative operators in both constructions are
phrasal adjuncts.
(22)

Child English Preclausal Negatives (Radford 1990: 154)
a.
b.
c.

No Mom sharpen it (Bellugi and Klima 1966)
No Daddy hungry (Kathryn 1; 10)
No me go Mommy (Lebeaux 1988)

Adult English Phrasal Adjunct Negations
d.
e.
f.

I want you specifically to not [say anything].
You can't simply not [tum up].
What I'd like to see them do is not [each contradict the other all the time].

Radford's argument is that if V-bar adjuncts and V" phrasal adjuncts are required
in adult English phrase structure, they must be described in Universal Grammar (UG).
Therefore, adjunct positions are available for children learning English who are
searching for syntactic positions in which to insert negative particles. This allows him
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to suggest that preclausal negative structures like (22a.-c.) are' simply an extension of
existing structure in adult English (p. 155)'.

2.3.2.7 Summary
We have briefly described Conservative and Radical strategies for describing and
predicting the uses of 'no' and 'not' in CEo Radical strategies propose minimal structures
for children's negatives and account for the development of negation by the use of
additional structures or rules. The notion that 'no' and 'not' should be considered
equivalent expressions of an auxiliary Neg category is grounded in these analyses.
Braine's (1963) Pivot Grammar account was shown to correctly predict the
distribution of the negative 'no' in two-word child English and the general absence of
combinations of pivot category expressions. However, Braine offered no description of
how children might enter or leave the Pivot Grammar stage.
Bellugi (1967) and Klima and Bellugi (1973) presented a more complete analysis
of child negation as the acquisition of more complex and more varied phrase structure
rules. As a result, the notion that child language negation appeared to advance in stages
and the notion that the stages were describable using linguistic theory was established.
Bloom (1970) and Bowerman (1973) fault their analyses because (1) their use of the
term 'nucleus' did not account for the complexity distinctions within sentences which
affect the use of negation (2) they incorrectly portray preclausal negation as a legitimate
stage in the acquisition of negation, (3) they are susceptible to incorrect predictions
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associated with the use of optionality in phrase structure rules, and (4) they do not
accurately characterize the complete range of uses of the operators. We also found that
there is no discussion in their analyses concerning why 'no' is the preferred preclausal
operator and 'not' is the preferred prepredicate operator, or why 'no' eventually
disappears in child English in both positions.
Conservative strategies for describing and predicting child language negation
assume that children construct articulated underlying structures for their negatives,
though each syntactic slot may not be filled with lexical material in the early stages of
negation production. The problem for these strategies is to account for how the lexicon
is gradually exploited in child English language production to resemble adult like
language production.
Bloom's (1970) reduction rule approach showed how the semantically
heterogeneous meanings of N+N utterances predicted to be equivalent in Braine's
account could be handled by assuming an articulated underlying structure for these
utterances. Bloom also showed that the reduction strategy could capture the fact that
negation seemed to add complexity to a sentence, and seemed to require the deletion of
another constituent in the utterance. However, it was faulted for wrongly predicting a
negative

correlation

between

utterance

complexity

and

the

application

of

transformational rules, for failing to distinguish grammatical and ungrammatical
subjectless negatives, and for requiring unrestricted deletion of categorial information
(Brown 1973).
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Radford's (1990) more radical proposals regarding negation in child English
accounted for the distribution of negatives in Klima and Bellugi's Periods 1 and 2 as the
placement of the negative in different adjunct positions within VP. However, Radford's
account leaves open how or why children come to choose one adjunct position over
another to realize Period 2. This is especially np,eded since they both appear to be
equally available at either Period 1 or Period 2 and do not seem to be distinguished on
complexity grounds. Further, Radford's proposal that telegrammatic utterances are
derived via lexical and syntactic saturation faces a leamability problem due to the
indiscriminate application of the mechanisms.

2.3.3 Two Negative Operators in Child English
In this section, we present our proposal that 'no' and 'not' are distinct negation
operators in CEo
We have two goals in this section. First we want to investigate how child English
'no' and 'not' operators are used in syntactic constructions in discourse and evaluate
previous work with regard to our descriptive findings. We show that the child English
uses of the 'no' operator previously used to support arguments for the acquisition of
Standard English sentence negation constitute one set of examples from a much larger
colloquial negation system which is not used to express sentence negation. We perceive
the source of the problems underlying the Conservative and Radicalist approaches to
child English negation to be that they have operated under two unlikely assumptions (1)
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that 'no' is a suppletive a1temant for 'not', and (2) that 'no' is a sentence negation
operator in telegrammatic CEo
Having grounded our claim for two distinct operators on descriptive evidence
from CE, our second goal is to outline two issues which immediately present themselves
for further investigation in Chapters 3 and 4. We cast these issues as two questions:

(1)
(2)

How are colloquial and Standard uses of child English negative operators related
to adult colloquial and Standard English uses?
How is the use of child English 'no' and 'not' related to the use of corresponding
negative operators across child languages, specifically, the child German
counterparts 'nein' and 'nicht'?

We note that we use the term 'metalinguistic negation' in this chapter, a term
borrowed from Horn (1989). We refer the reader to Section 3.1.6.1 for a description of
this term and a detailed discussion of Horn's theory.

2.3.3.1 Telegrammatic Uses Of 'No' and 'Not'
The data we survey in this section is taken from Bloom's (1970) study of the
syntactic negatives of her three subjects, Kathryn, Gia and Eric, and the syntactic
negatives of three other English-speaking children, Eve and Adam (Brown 1973), and
Peter (Bloom 1970), which were obtained from transcripts found in the CIDLDES data
base (MacWhinney and Snow 1985, MacWhinney 1990). We present the relevant
information on these children such as age, number of utterances per transcript, etc. in
Chapter 5. Here we are interested in getting acquainted with the ways child English
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speakers use the 'no' and 'not' operators in discourse in the majority of cases.

2.3.3.1.1 Telegrammatic Uses of 'No'
The model study for recent functional investigations of children's syntactic negatives
was presented by Bloom (1970), Bloom observed that the negations of her three
subjects, e.g. Kathryn (K), Gia (G) and Eric (E) could be divided into three
semanticallfunctional categories, nonexistence, rejection and denial. The saliency of
these three semantic categories for children is also observed in the use of negation by
Japanese children (McNeill and McNeill 1973) and by Korean and French children
(Choi 1988). We find it helpful to organize our presentation of the data within these
parameters.
Bloom (1970:54) used the following contextual criteria for distinguishing negatives
as expressions of nonexistence. A nonexistence meaning was assigned to a negative in
the majority of cases if

'the referent was not manifest in the context, where there was an expectation of
its existence, and was correspondingly negated in the linguistic expression.'

For the purpose of making Bloom's term 'referent' explicit, we replace Bloom's
definition with one which is identical to Bloom's but replaces 'referent' with 'object,
person, or event'. e.g.,
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'the obj ect, person, or event was not manifest in the context, where there was an
expectation of its existence, and was correspondingly negated in the linguistic
expression' .

When the 'no' operator is used to express nonexistence, it occurs to the left of a
common noun or common noun phrase (23e.), a bare verb stem (23a.,b.), and much less
often before a VP (23f.) or PP (23g.). We assume that in these latter cases, an action or
event is directly negated. Children often used' no more' to express nonexistence as well,
as in Eric's (23c.,d.). An analysis of this utterance type is beyond the bounds of this
thesis.

(23)

Representative child English Nonexistence Negatives (Bloom 1970, MacWhinney
and Snow 1985)

(a)
Kathryn:

(Kathryn standing in unzipped boots)
no zip

Kathryn:

(Kathryn unable to tum plastic screw in washer)
no tum

Eric:

(Eric pointing to the lamp, which was off)
no more light

Eric:

(Lois getting the tape recorder and microphone together, preparing
to leave)
no more noise

Peter:

(Peter writing, looking at Lois who has no pen)
no pen

Peter:

(Peter putting barrels together)
no fit in that.

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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We assume that nonexistence statements are one subspecies of denial (Tottie
1972). That is, we assume that (23e.), for example, is used to deny that Lois has a pen.
The subsequent use of adult-like expressions of nonexistence using sentence
negation is marked first by the use of the negatives 'not' in prepredicate or auxiliary
position and the use of negative modals 'don't', 'didn't' 'can't', 'couldn't. The lack of
contrast in child English between 'don't and 'can't' and their positive counterparts 'do
and 'can' and the general absence of other modals has been used as evidence for the
proposal that' don't and 'can't' are used as sentence negation operators like 'not' (Bellugi
1967, Hyams 1986). Expressions including these items are used to express the absence
of an activity e.g. 'not crying', an accomplishment e.g. 'I no reach it', the absence of an
event, e.g. ' Kathryn not go over there' or the ability to perceive an object 'I couldn't
see them'.
Bloom added a negative utterance to her 'rejection' class if

'the referent actually existed or was imminent within the contextual space of the
speech event and was rejected or opposed by the child'

Bloom seems to have intended the word 'referent' in this definition to mean
object, as her example (24a.) would suggest. We found very few examples which
conform to this definition under this interpretation. In all of these cases, rejection is
expressed by placing the 'no' operator before a common noun (phrase), as in (24b.).
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(24)

Rejections

(a)

(Kathryn pushing away a piece of worn soap in the bathtub,
wanting to be washed with new pink soap)
no dirty soap
(Bloom 1970:149,185)

Kathryn:

(b)

(Eve pushing soup away)
no soup.

Eve:

Below we argue that the opposition meaning Bloom included in her definition
of rejection should be a category unto itself.
In late telegrammatic speech, child English speakers also express rejection by
using the sentence negation 'I don't want X', where X is a nominal constituent or an
uninflected VP. Some children such as, Eve, Peter and Bloom's subject, Kathryn, learned
to use' don't' late in the telegrammatic period. Other children, such as Adam, acquired
'don't, earlier than the other children, but used it incorrectly in many cases. We discuss
this point in Chapter 3.

(25)

Kathryn 3
a.
b.
c.
d.

I
I
I
I

don't
don't
don't
don't

want
need
want
want

Adam
play with Lois.
pants off.
to comb hairs.
those shoes.

e. Don't Adam foot.
f. Don't drop it.
g. Don't red yellow.
h. Don't throw next.

In addition, grammatical rejections like 'no playing' using a verbal gerund begin to
occur along with earlier telegrammatic verbal complements, e.g. 'no put it there'.
Before we tum to Bloom's third category, denial, we want to introduce the
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category, prohibition, into our functional taxonomy. This category covers a small number
of imperative uses of the 'not operator, as in (26). We considered examples to be
prohibitions if they were best interpreted when the operator was replaced by imperative
'don't'.

(26)
(a)

Adam: baby treetop wind blow.
Adult: rock a bye baby in the treetop. do you want to sing a song for Ursula and
Cromer?
Adam: no rocking.

(b)

(Jenny still reaching for Peter's barrels)
Peter: Jenny, Jenny, Jenny, no, no have that.

Note that prohibitions are different from rejections. Prohibitions are directed to
another person or thing e.g., '1 don't want you to do X' or '(you) don't X'. Rejections,
as we interpret Bloom to have used the term, concern objects the speaker doesn't want,
e.g., '1 don't want X', and is not a direction to another person.
Bloom's third functional category is denial. We repeat her representative example
here as (27)(the underlining is mine). Negatives are classed as denials if they express
the claim that an actual or supposed predication was not the case.
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(27) Bloom's Example of Denial (Kathryn)
(Kathryn, Mommy and Lois [Lois Bloom,kd] looking for the truck.)
Adult:
Where's the truck?
(Mommy picking up the car, giving it to Kathryn)
Adult:
Here it is. There's the truck.
Kathryn: No truck.

We have a lot to say about utterances like (27). First, we need to clarify what
it means to say that an actual or supposed predication is not the case. In describing our
data, we find it useful to divide Bloom's denial category into two categories. First, if the
negation is used to claim that a particular predication is not true, we call it a TRUTHFUNCTIONAL DENIAL. This appears to be Bloom's interpretation of (27). Bloom
glossed this token as denying 'the expressed entity of the car as a truck (p.173)'. We
might paraphrase this remark to mean that the token meant something like 'That car is
not a truck'.
We point out here that truth functional denial is to be contrasted with contrastive
denial. A negation is a contrastive denial (or just a contrastive) if it is used to contrast
one predication with another. Bloom apparently did not distinguish between truthfunctional denials and contrastive denials. This is perhaps due to the fact that both truthfunctional and contrastive denials emerged last in the speech of her

subj~cts,

an

observation also made about child Japanese (McNeill and McNeill 1973) and child
Korean (Choi 1988). We are assuming that contrastive denials are not truth-functional,
following Horn (1989)( cf. Section 3.1).
We offer the following criterion for contrastives:
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An utterance is an example of a CONTRASTIVE DENIAL
if the complement to the negative operator is explicitly contrasted with another
constituent. The contrasting alternative may occur in a tag, as in the general form
'Not X, Y' or 'X, not Y', or in a following utterance, e.g. 'Not X. Y' or 'X. Not
Y'. Or the contrast can be expressed with sentence negation, e.g. 'That's not X,
That's Y'.

Several negatives with 'no' appear to express a contrastive function. A
representative sample of these negatives are given in (28). These kinds of negatives
occur with a CN complement (28a.) or an NP complement either from utterance-initial
position (28b.) or prepredicate position (28c.).

(28) Telegrammatic Replacements Using the 'No' Operator
(a)

Adult: looks like a square.
Adam: no square. is clown.

(b)

Adult: Pluto?
Adam: no Pluto. egg.

(c)

Adam:

Dat no Mommy. Dat Mommy.

We prefer not to treat these negatives as contrastives. One reason is that 'no'
negatives are not used to express contrast in adult English, as we show below. A second
reason is that we need to distinguish the negatives in (28) from the grammatical
contrastives using 'not' we discuss in the next subsection. For the time being we will
assume that these negatives fall under Bloom's denial category.
The remainder of this section is devoted to analyzing examples like (27) and
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(28).

First, one might wonder why Bloom did not classify this token as a nonexistence
statement. For example, the context of utterance permits two nonexistence readings: (1)
'there is no truck here' and (2) 'that is not a truck', the nonexistence of the event-type
'that being a truck' relative to an anchor for the demonstrative. We rule out these
readings on the basis of Bloom's gloss of the negative as 'That car is not a truck'. This
reading is incompatible with Bloom's nonexistence category in our view since there is
no claim being made that an event of being a truck does not exist. According to Bloom's
gloss, the predicate 'a truck' is being denied of the NP 'the car'.
One might also hypothesize that this token expresses rejection. For Bloom,
denials and rejections are similar in that the referents of both kinds of negatives are
manifest in context in some way. However, for Bloom, in denial statements like (27),
'the negated referent ... was manifest symbolically in a previous utterance (p. 173).'
whereas, the referent of a rejection statement was manifest in context. The notion that
the referent in denials is manifested symbolically also distinguishes this category from
nonexistence statements, which are used when the referent is not manifest in context
either symbolically or physically.14 We interpret our data as support for this criterion for

14 The notion that the referent of a nonexistence statement cannot occur symbolically
in a previous utterance is not true of adult discourse, which allows conversational chunks
like the following:
Speaker A:
Speaker B:

I'd like to see Roman crash this party.
No Roman here!
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distinguishing denials from nonexistence and rejection statements. We also find that
nonexistence, rejection and prohibition statements generally do not occur with referents
previously manifested symbolically in the discourse, while nearly all of those utterances
standardly classified as denials do have such a property, as we see below.
We also might interpret this negative as a contrastive denial. Contrastive denials
typically occur with referents 'manifested symbolically' in previous discourse. However,
this property is not a sufficient criterion for labelling a negative as an instance of truthfunctional denial. A referent of a truth-functional denial may be uttered without the
benefit of prior mention, e.g.

Speaker A: 'Bush made a fool of himself in the last days before the election'.
Speaker B: 'Perot didn't seem to notice.'

One might assume, then, that Bloom's intention was to classify this negative
token as an instance of contrastive denial, Though there is no explicit mentioning of an
alternative to truck, the reading 'That's not a truck, but a car' is consistent with the
discourse surrounding the utterance.
The difficulties we are facing in trying to assign (27) to a particular functional
category have also been noted by other investigators (Bowerman 1973, Greenfield and
Smith 1976, Hom 1989: 163 for interesting speculations). This is not surprising since
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speakers use negation to express many different functions and the transcripts often do
not contain the kind of intonational or contextual information we would need to
determine which function a child is expressing when using a negative. However, if we
are to make any progress in understanding how and why children use the negatives they
do use and how their uses of 'no' compare with their uses of 'not', we are obliged look
more closely at examples like (27), since the majority of child English uses of 'no' are
of this type. The examples in (29) give us a good idea of the range of utterance types
we are talking about.

(29) Candidate Denials Using the 'No' Operator
(a)

Adult: yeah, yeah, you pushed it
(tape recorder)
Peter: no, push it, me no push it

(b)

Adult: Fraser drink all tea.
Eve: no Fraser drink all tea

(c)

Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:

raining outside. you go look out the window and tell me if it's raining.
no! raining!
is it raining?
car ... raining (in)side. raining raining. oh no raining.
"oh no, it's not raining"?
no not raining.
well, is the sun shining?
no the sun shining.
"the sun's not shining"?
oh no the sun shining.
is it cloudy?
oh no ... cloudy.
what kind of day is it?
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(d)

Adult: that's a cake. we're gon (t)a have it for dinner.
Peter: no that's il cake
Adult: yeah it's a cake. I just wanted to show it to you.

(e)

Adult:
Peter:
Adult:
Peter:

(f)

(Mother puts bologna in Peter's plate)
Adult: d(o) you want me to cut it?
(Peter cutting bologna)
Peter: no Mommy cut it.

(g)

Adult:
Eve:
Adult:
Eve:
Adult:

(h)

Adult: you want me to ride your bike?
Peter: no ride ilbike.
Adult: no? no ride the bike?

(i)

Adult: no. don't push that don't push that. no.
Peter: no push

G)

Adult: where are the other blast offs?
Adam: no dat blast off.

(k)

Adult: if you put the tractor on your book won't you tear it up?
Adam: no, no tear book.

Is Butch gon (t)a go on the walk?
no no no, no Butch is gon(t)a walk, too cold.
oh, is it too cold for Butch?
too cold a Butch.

are you goin(g) to eat this one?
uh(uh).
what?
no eating that one.
don't eat it then.
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(I)

Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:

(m)

Adam:

can you give the baby in the bed?
baby bed.
can you give me the boy in the bathtub?
boy bathtub. where boy bath? what puppy dat doing? where boy go?
here he is in the bed.
what dat?
is the boy in the bed?
boy bed. no a boy bed.
he's not in the bed.
what dat? what dat?
that's a bathtub.
bathtub. what dat, bathtub?
that's a boy in the bathtub.
boy boy bath tub. boy boy bath tub.

Bambi. like Bambi. like Bambi. like Adam Bambi.
(gets toy Bambi)
Adult: is that Bambi?
Adam:
no Adam Bambi. bunny rabbit. no bunny rabbit.

Before we analyze these utterances, we should be concerned that all of the
children's utterances were transcribed correctly. For example, one might wonder if
Peter's utterance 'no that's a cake' in (29d.) is a mistranscription of 'know that's a cake',
or, if the 'no' is anaphoric, of the string 'No, it's a cake'. We rule out the anaphoric use
option on the basis that when we replace Peter's utterance with 'no, that's a cake', the
discourse doesn't make sense. This is because in English one cannot felicitously negate
a previous assertion by using the free operator 'no' and then asserting the i,dentical
assertion (cf. Section 2.3.4.1.1 for discussion of free operator 'no'). Also, there appears
to be only one cake in this context, ruling out the possibility that Peter's uses 'that' to
refer to a cake different from the adult's intended referent.
With regard to the first option, 'know that's a cake', we can never prove that any
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utterance was transcribed correctly using the available transcripts. Despite this, we find
that there are at least three ways of supporting any particular transcription of an
utterance.
First, it is important to use the transcribers notation

10

choosing the best

transcription. We note that the CIDLDes system makes the symbol '(?)' available to
transcribers who are unsure of how to transcribe an utterance. This symbol is used to
indicate that the transcriber is guessing at the interpretation of the word immediately
preceding the symbol.
Second, the transcripts often provide enough discourse context to determine how
children's utterances contribute to the discourse. We ruled out the anaphoric option for
'no' on this basis above. One criterion for choosing one transcription over another would
be if one of the transcriptions connects the child's utterance to surrounding discourse.
If we find one alternative transcription to be connected to surrounding discourse and one
which is not, we might consider the transcription giving us connected discourse to be
the correct transcription. We note that this criterion would not be useful in circumstances
in which all alternatives could be construed as connected to discourse.
Third, we might search through the transcripts of the child whose utterance is in
question to determine if an alternative transcription is likely given the range of
utterances the child is using at the time the utterances were recorded. We might use the
following statement as our second criterion: If one transcription of an utterance suggests
that a child is using a structure outside of the range of structures she is normally using
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at that stage, while an alternative transcription is more consistent with the kinds of
utterances found at that stage, choose the transcription which is more consistent with the
data.
When we look both at the immediate discourse for (29d.) and other utterances
in Peter's transcripts, we do not find support for the hypothesis that 'know' has been
mistranscribed as 'no' in this example. Let's assume that 'know that's a cake' is the
correct transcription in this example. Then, given our criteria, we expect three things:
(1) the use of (?) marking, (2) that the utterance connects in a meaningful way to
surrounding discourse, and/or (3) that the structures included in the chosen transcription
are also found in the transcripts of that child at the age the particular utterance was
made.
First, there is no marking after 'no' in this example indicating an unconfident
transcription. In fact, we have excluded all syntactic uses of 'no' from our analysis
which are followed by this symbol. We assume that all of the remaining uses of 'no'
found in the transcripts were assigned this interpretation with confidence.
With regard to (2) we want to look at the surrounding discourse, in particular,
the adult utterance' Yeah, that's a cake' following the child's utterance. One reasonable
interpretation of the utterance 'yeah, that's a cake' is as a reaffirmation of the adult's
assertion 'that's a cake' made immediately prior to the child's utterance. One reason a
speaker would find it felicitous to use this utterance is to respond to a situation in which
the validity of a previous assertion is being threatened. The use of an utterance like
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'know that's a cake', meaning 'I know that's a cake', does not seem to threaten the
validity of the previous assertion in any way. Therefore, if 'know that's a cake' is the
correct transcription of the child's utterance, one might wonder why the adult speaker
finds it necessary to reaffirm her previous utterance in this context.
If the child's utterance is transcribed as the negation 'No that's a cake' we can
provide a felicitous context for the reaffirmation. We can say that the adult speaker
interpreted the child's utterance as a negation of her previous utterance 'that's a cake' and
issued the reaffirmation on this basis. For this reason, we might consider the original
transcription of the utterance the correct one.
Following criterion (3), we could support the alternative' know' transcription if
we found that Peter was using 'know' similarly in other utterances. In our case, we
might expect Peter to use this verb or others with clausal complements throughout the
transcripts. We note that any particular finding does not give us a reason for choosing
or rejecting one transcription over another. A child may not find it necessary to use a
particular verb or verb type or a clausal complement during the taping sessions being
transcribed. This does not mean that the child lacks the grammatical competence
required to produce these structures. However, if we found that a particular construction
included in an alternative analysis is systematically misused by the child, we might
interpret this finding as a reason for hypothesizing that the child has not learned to use
that construction correctly. Alternatively, if we found a systematic grammatical use of
the construction, we would have a reason for hypothesizing an alternative analysis
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consistent with this usage.
OUf

search of Peter's transcripts finds 12 uses of 'know'. It's use is limited mainly

to imitations and interrogatives. It is never used in assertions. In one case, Peter was
singing a song (30a.). We consider this usage an imitation. In six cases, the word was
found in an imitation used to question a previous statement (30b.). Five other formulaic
uses were found, e.g., 'Know what that is?', represented by (30c.). We found one
example where 'know' is used in a locative interrogative (30d.).

(30)

a.
Peter:
b.

Peter:
Adult:
Peter:
Adult:
Peter:
Adult:
Peter:
Adult:
Peter:

(Peter singing)
this I know up in the sky . . . .
what that.
I don't know.
huh?
I don't know.
Ldon't know?
(imitation)
hm, hm. I don't know.
(Peter tapping page)
huh?
I don't know.
I don't know. don't know?
(imitation)
(Peter drawing, hears door open)

c.

(car hom heard outside)
Peter: know what that is? that's a hom.

d.

Peter: know where (?) Daddy is.
(talking to self)

This result alone neither supports nor undermines the claim that Peter knows how
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to use the word 'know' grammatically. Imitations, for example, may be considered
evidence of production error or evidence of grammatical competence (Peters 1985,
Speidel and Nelson 1989). In this situation, we are particularly not in a position to
interpret the imitations in (30a.,b.) as evidence of competence because they are 'blind
repititions' (Radford 1990: I 8) which are identical to the target utterance may be
interpreted as exhibiting no internal structure. We might interpret the repeated use of
'know what that is?' either as evidence of the use of a rote-learned string or as evidence
of knowledge of derived interrogative structure. Our point is that there is no support
from our search for the claim that Peter can use 'know' in assertions with sentential
complements, as our alternative transcription for (29d.) would suggest.
To summarize, we find that the transcriber did not find it necessary to use the
(?) symbol in this example, indicating confidence in the transcription. Second, we find
that the adult utterance 'yeah, that's a cake' is felicitous if the transcription is 'no that's
a cake' but infelicitous if the transcription is 'know that's a cake'. Third, though we find
that Peter does not use 'know' with embedded complements in assertions in the
transcripts, we cannot use this as evidence to support any alternative transcription. Given
our first two findings, we conclude that the original transcription of (29d.) is the correct
one. For the purposes of our analysis, we assume that all other transcriptions are correct,
if they are not followed by the transcribers' (?) marker.
We now return to the examples in (29).
We have noted that many investigators of child English negation have had
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difficulty determining which functions these negatives are used to express. We include
ourselves in this group. With the exception of de Villiers (1981), who observes that most
of the 'no' negatives of her son Nicholas were used to express rejection (a point we will
come back to below), these investigators have treated these negatives as truth-functional
sentence denials. What we intend to show is that a careful investigation of the discourses
surrounding children's negative utterances reveals that many of them are

(1) incompatible with a truth-functional denial interpretation, and
(2) are not used as sentence negations.

We begin by arguing for (1).
First, we note that some examples, like (29b.), are hopelessly ambiguous. We
have no written contextual information to help us decide what functions these negatives
might be expressing. We might interpret Eve's 'No Fraser drink all tea' in (29b.) as the
truth-functional denial 'Fraser isn't drinking all of the tea', or as a rejection of the
proposition expressed in the previous utterance, 'I don't want Fraser drinking all of the
tea'.
Other examples like (291.) and (29m.) are almost equally uninterpretable. In (291.)
we cannot be sure whether Adam's 'A boy bed' is evidence that he has misinterpreted
the previous question 'Is the boy in the bed?' to mean something like 'Is there a boy
bed?' as the previous discourse would suggest, or if he understands the question and is
attempting to answer the question on this basis. Similarly, in (29m.), we cannot be sure
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whether the child is saying 'That's not a bunny rabbit.' or 'no, a bunny rabbit', for
example. We leave these examples out of our discussion.
On the other hand, a small minority of tokens represented by (29a.), (29c.), and
(29d.) do seem to clearly express truth-functional denial. We can see this by showing
that a grammatical sentence denial paraphrasing the child's meaning seems to be
felicitous in these contexts. For example, the sentences 'I didn't push it' , 'that's not a
cake', and 'the sun is not shining', all seem to be appropriate replacements for 'me no
push it' 'no that's a cake', and 'no the sun shining', respectively, in these examples.
We now analyze one of these tokens, (29c.), in more detail. We argue that this
token is not an expression of truth-functional negation but an expression of
RECTIFICATION. By rectification, we mean that the negative is used to correct a
previous utterance either made by the child or by another discourse participant but does
not deny the truth of the utterance. For example, we interpret (29j.) as a clear instance
of rectification. In this example, Adam seems to be using his negative to cancel an
incorrect presupposition entailed by the use of the previous question. As we will see
more clearly in our discussion of Horn (1989) in Chapter 3, presupposition cancellation
is a metalinguistic use of negation, not a truth-functional one.
Our claim about (29c.) is that it is also used as a rectification. We claim that it
means something like 'I didn't say that the sun is shining (I said that it was raining)', a
metalinguistic usage, rather than the truth-functional meaning 'it is not true that the sun
is shining' or 'the sun isn't shining'.
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To illustrate, we begin by repeating (29c.) here for expository purposes. We have
labelled each of the points in the discourse we refer to in the analysis to follow.

(29c.)

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

Adult:

raining outside. you go look out the window and tell me if it's raining.

Adam: no! raining!
Adult: is it raining?
Adam: car (unintelligible speech) raining (in)side. raining (a)
raining. oh no raining.
Adult: "oh no, it's not raining"?
Adam: no not raining.
Adult: well, is the sun shining?
Adam: no the sun shining.
Adult: "the sun's not shining"?
Adam: oh no the sun shining.
Adult: is it cloudy?
Adam: oh no ... cloudy (= 'oh no it cloudy', by assumption, kd)
Adult: what kind of day is it?

One can describe (29c.) as a discourse in which an adult speaker introduces a
series of YIN questions regarding the weather to Adam, who appears to negate each one
in tum (we will assume that the final negation is similar to the previous two, though the
transcription is incomplete). The standard descriptive analysis of these utterances is that
Adam is denying the truth of the propositions 'it is raining', 'the sun is shining', and 'it
is cloudy', embedded in the questions.
This discourse is much more complex than this analysis would suggest. To arrive
at the correct interpretation of Adam's utterances in this discourse, we first have to look
at (a), "oh no raining", more closely. What does this utterance mean? We find at least
two likely interpretations for this utteranctl. First, one might read it as 'oh, no raining',
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meaning something like' oh, it's not raining', a truth-functional denial reading. A second
reading is 'oh no, raining', meaning 'oh no! it's raining!'. This second reading treats 'oh
no' as a single unit. As in adult speech, we assume this unit is used to express surprise,
recognition of danger or of a negative event of some sort, e.g., 'Oh no, it's raining I
Open your umbrella!'.
There is at least one reason for choosing the second interpretation as the correct
one. The transcripts include many discourses in which Adam seems to use 'oh no X' as
a formula for expressing his recognition of danger (real or imagined) or, in a minority
of instances, for rectifying an adult's utterance. A representative example of each type
is given in (31).

(31 )
(a)
Adult: don't knock it over. good morning. hurt knee. hurt knee.
Adam:
oh no hurt, tape (re)corder hurt. screwdriver hurt.
Adult: you didn't hurt yourself with the screwdriver.
Adam:
screwdriver screwdriver screwdriver. fix screwdriver.
(Adam fixing tape recorder with screwdriver)

(b)
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:

what about the book and the door?
I a (?) put b(e)long .
you're going to put it where it belongs? who puts your gloves on?
oh no Ill!Lhand glove. outside Ill!Lbook.
why are you going to put the book outside?
put book outside. scuse me . Urler (Ursula, kd), scuse me . (a)nother one book.
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In (31 a.), 'oh no hurt' does not seem to mean, 'oh, it's not hurt'. If Adam thought
the tape recorder was not 'hurt', we would not be able to account for why he attempts
to fix the tape recorder with the screwdriver almost immediately after this utterance.
Further, if this utterance were negative, then the following adult utterance, which
appears to deny Adam's previous utterance, would be infelicitous in this context. Rather,
Adam seems to be declaring (perhaps with urgency) that the tape recorder is hurt, e.g.,
'Oh no!, It's hurt'. This reading is consistent with the context.
We find at least two interpretations for Adam's' oh no put hand glove' in (31 b.).
One interpretation is the truth-functional one, 'Oh, I'm not putting my hand in the glove'.
Another possible reading is that Adam is trying to return the conversation to the topic
of putting the book outside, e.g., 'I don't want to talk about who put my gloves on'. I
want to talk about putting the book where it belongs' or 'I'm not saying put my hand in
the glove. I'm saying put the book outside'. We might rule out the truth-functional denial
reading' oh, no put hand glove', meaning 'I'm not putting my hand in the glove', on the
basis that a truth-functional denial reading is not a felicitous response to an information
question like 'who puts your gloves on' the WH question preceding Adam's utterance.
Our claim is that Adam's intent in uttering' oh no raining' in (29c.) is analogous
to his intention behind uttering 'oh no hurt' in (31 a.). It does not mean 'oh~ it's not
raining' but 'oh no! It's raining in here!. This is both consistent with the discourse in
(29c.) and consistent with (31 a.). In (29c.), Adam states that he sees it raining inside the
window ('raining (in)side') before he uses 'oh no raining'. This can be interpreted as a
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warning to the adult that it is raining inside. In effect, we are proposing that 'oh no
raining' is not a negation at all.
We now tum to the adult's YIN question following Adam's 'oh no raining',
namely '''oh no, it's not raining"?'. How are we to interpret this utterance?
We first note that the function of this YIN question seems to be to clarify what
Adam previously said, not to ask Adam if it is not raining. The evidence for this
analysis is the transcriber's double quotation marks in this example. A search through
Adam's transcripts reveals a number of discourses in which the adult speaker furnishes
a more complete version of Adam's utterance in an attempt to clarify his meaning. Many
of these are clarifications of Adam's 'oh no' utterances, e.g., (32a.,c.). The transcriber
has thoughtfully supplied quotation marks in all of these cases to indicate their
c1arificational function.
(32)

(a)
Adult: Adam break suitcase Cromer? no, Adam shouldn't break Cromer-'s suitcase. he'd
do without a suitcase.
Adam: oh no ... do suitcase.
Adult: "do with a suitcase"? he'd have to do without a suitcase,
because he wouldn't have one.
Adam: no no ... have one. oh no ~~.:..have one. have one.
Adult: "oh no, he wouldn't have one".
Adam: oh no ... Catherine take suitcase .
Adult: "Catherine take the suitcase"?
Adam: oh no ... happen ... break suitcase.
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(b)
Adam:
red. take paper off. oh no. Chatter. Chatter, what matter you?
Adult: "what's the matter with you"? where did Adam go ?
Adam:
Adam (?) sleeping. doggie sleeping. good morning.
(c)
Adult: what else ?
Adam: milk.
Adult: do you like tomato soup ?
Adam: oh no ... like (to)mato soup.
Adult: "no, you don't like tomato soup"?
Adam: other side .
(d)
Adult: "right there"?
Adam:
gon (t)a (?) put (to)gether .
Adult: oh , "you're going to put it together"?
Adam: oh !!Q...drop boot. drop.
Adult: what are you going to do now?
Adam: drop drop drop drop drop . drop mitten.
where
(?)
(x)

indicates unintelligible speech,
indicates the transcription of the previous utterance is a guess,
indicates that the material x has been added to the child's utterance to
indicate what the target form is.

In all of these examples, the adult's utterances put in double quotes are clearly
clarificational in nature. In (32a.), we find that Adam answers each of the adult's
requests for clarification with a different response, apparently because the adult hasn't
interpreted his previous utterance in the way he intended. The example, 'oh no ... do
suitcase' is felicitous if it is read as something like' oh no. I meant' do with a suitcase'.
The other examples of 'oh no' in (32a.) can be interpreted similarly.
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We interpret the adult utterance (b) transcribed as "oh no it's not raining" in
(29c.) to be identical in function to the utterances in double quotes in (32). We conclude
that the adult speaker in (29c.) is not asserting that it's not raining, but trying to find out
if Adam wanted to say that it was not raining. In effect, the adult's '''oh no, it's not
raining"?' implies that she has mistakenly interpreted Adam's' oh no raining' as meaning
'Oh, it's not raining'. As we have argued, Adam's 'oh no raining' means 'oh no! It's
raining in here!', not the negative 'oh no, it's not raining'.
We now turn to Adam's response 'No not raining', or (c) in (29c.).
One thing we can say about this utterance is that it is not felicitous as a truthfunctional denial in adult discourse, e.g. 'It's not not raining', or 'It's not true that it's not
raining'. This is because it is not generally felicitous to assert the negation of material
previously presented only for clarification purposes. Assume for the moment that (b) in
(29c.) is equivalent to the more perspicuous paraphrase 'Did you say 'Oh no, it's not
raining"?', the meaning we argued for above. It is not felicitous to respond 'It's not true
that it's not raining' in this case, since the aim of the question is not to ask whether the
expression 'It's not raining' is true, but to ask if the speaker meant to say that it's not
raining. A felicitous response to this question would be 'No, I didn't say, 'oh no, it's not
raining'. I said' oh no, its raining! ", the rectification meaning we are arguing for here.
What we want to claim is that Adam is sensitive to the clarificational fWlction
of the adult's utterance and what it means to make a felicitous response to this question.
This suggests that Adam's (c) means 'I didn't say that it wasn't raining (I said 'oh no!,
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it's raining'}', rather than 'it is not true that it's not raining.' That is, we want to propose
that the meaning of 'no' in this example is 'I didn't say that', rather than 'It is not true
that'.
An identical situation appears in the sub-discourse (d}-(g), repeated here.

(d)
(e)
(t)
(g)

Adult: well, is the sun shining?
Adam: no the sun shining.
Adult: "the sun's not shining"?
Adam: oh no the sun shining.

Here, (d) seems to function like (b). In both cases, the adult speaker seems to
misinterpret Adam's previous utterance as a truth-functional denial. In the case of (d),
she has misinterpreted 'no not raining' as 'It is not true that it's raining' rather than the
more felicitous (in our view) 'I didn't say it wasn't raining'.
In addition, (e) seems to function like (c). That is, Adam seems to be using' no
the sun shining' to mean 'I didn't say that the sun is shining', rather than 'It's not true
that the sun is shining'.
The following two conversational turns, (t) and (g), can be interpreted as support
for this analysis. In (t), we see that the adult speaker is again requesting clarification of
Adam's negation by implying that his utterance (e) is a truth-functional sentence denial.
If this was Adam's intended meaning, we would have expected Adam to respond to (t)
by uttering 'Right' or 'Yea' or to use an imitatation of the utterance to express
affirmation. Rather, Adam uses 'oh no the sun shining'. We might choose among several
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alternative interpretations of this utterance if we were given more contextual
information. Given our analysis of Adam's use of 'oh no' in (28b.), the most likely
reading of (g) is something like 'Oh no. The sun IS shining.'
The point of this analysis of (29c.) is to show that a fairly rigorous discourse
analysis of the syntactic uses of preclausal 'no' in child English reveals that at least in
some cases, utterances which appear to be truth-functional denials of the sentences
following the negative operator are actually not used to express this function. In some
cases, they are not even negations. Rather, we propose that children who are engaged
in complicated conversational situations often find their utterances being misunderstood
and use negation as one method to rectify a previous misinterpretation. Children use
preclausal 'no' not to deny the truth of an expression but to claim that the expression,
whether true or false, should not be attributed to them.
We now want to ask if there are alternative analyses for the other negatives in
(29). Specifically, we want to look more closely at examples (29f.,g.,h.,k.) repeated here.

(29f.)

(Mother puts bologna in Peter's plate)
Adult: d(0) you want me to cut it?
(Peter cutting bologna)
Peter: no Mommy cut it.

(29g.) Adult:
Eve:
Adult:
Eve:
Adult:

are you goin(g) to eat this one?
uh(uh).
what?
no eating that one.
don't eat it then.
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(29h.) Adult: you want me to ride your bike?
Peter: no ride A,bike.
Adult: no? no ride the bike?

(29k.) Adult: if you put the tractor on your book won't you tear it up?
Adam: no, no tear book.

Are these examples of truth-functional denial? One piece of evidence that they
are not is that minimal truth-functional Standard paraphrases are not felicitous
replacements for the children's negatives. One clear example is (29f.). In this example,
'Mommy isn't cutting it' is not a felicitous alternative to 'no Mommy cut it'. This is
because the previous YIN question is not questioning whether Mommy is cutting the
meat or not. Note that this discourse is different from those found in (29a.) and (29d.)
in which simple sentence denials can replace the children's negatives. We cannot replace
'no ride a bike' in (29h.) or 'no tear book' in (29k.) with paraphrases like 'you're not
riding the bike' or 'there is no riding of the bike' , or 'I'm not tearing the book' or
'there's no tearing of the book', respectively. Initially, we might replace 'no eating that
one' in (29g.) with the truth-functional 'I'm not eating that one'. But then we have to
explain why the adult speaker responds with the imperative' don't eat it then'. Simply
stating that it is not true that one is not eating something, whatever it is, would not
normally elicit the imperative response, in our view.
One might notice that we have departed from the standard strategy of assigning
articulated translations to negatives like these. Usually, investigators obtain a truth
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functional reading of utterances like (29f.) by translating them into Standard English
truth-functional sentence negations. This is done by adding predicates like 'I don't want'
to an adult-like version of the child's utterance. When we use this predicate to replace
the negative operator in example (29f.), we arrive at a negation which is felicitous in the
discourse, e.g. 'I don't want Mommy to cut it'. This strategy works for all of the other
examples as well. In (29g.), 'no eating that one' can be replaced with 'I'm not going to
eat that one'. In (29h.), 'no ride a bike' can be replaced with 'I don't want you to ride
my bike'. In (29k.), 'no tear book' can be replaced with 'I won't tear my book (if I put
the tractor on it)'.
This is also a common strategy for translating expressions of other functional
categories we have discussed so far. Rejections like 'no soup' are commonly translated
as 'I don't want any soup'. Nonexistence statements like 'no pen' are translated as 'There
is not pen here'. Prohibitions like 'no have that' are commonly translated as 'You can't
have that'. Contrastives like 'no Pluto, egg' are translated as 'That's not Pluto. It's an
egg', or 'That's not Pluto but an egg', and so on.
Why not use this method to translate child English negatives?
We have to be careful when using any method for interpreting child language
utterances. In particular, even though a translation may seem to capture

a child's

intended meaning, we have no basis for assuming that the child is using the grammatical
structures required by our translation. In fact, there are at least six reasons for either
abandoning this method altogether or for using it only as a last resort.
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First, articulated adult-like translations are often inconsistent across tokens and
open-ended. They are inconsistent because there is no criteria for assigning additional
meanings to sentences. As a consequence, we are not informed as to what meanings
children are leaving unexpressed or why they might find them difficult to express. The
open-endedness is evident in the range of predicates one might use to construct an adultlike utterance which is felicitous in the discourse the child's utterance is found in.
Though investigators commonly use short adult-like paraphrases of children's negatives,
there is an infinite number of longer paraphrases which are compatible with any child
negative.
Second, the adult paraphrases often do not respect the structures the children
have chosen to express negation. As we have seen, to arrive at a felicitous adult
paraphrase for (29f.), the child's use of the verb 'cut' is changed to an infinitive form 'to
cut' and the negation is transported to the main clause which did not even appear in the
child's utterance, e.g., 'No Mommy cut it' --> I don't want Mommy to cut it'. This
paraphrase does not necessarily reflect the way the child uses his

grammatical

knowledge to produce the utterance. It is well known, for example, that infinitival 'to'
is not used productively by young children, and that children are not productive users
of embedded complement structures.
In addition, adult paraphrases are often inconsistent with pragmatic aspects of
children's utterances. For example, the assumption that an embedded negative (I want
Mommy not to cut it) is equivalent in meaning to its neg-raised counterpart (I don't want
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Mommy to cut it) which is required to make this paraphrase work, has recently been
discounted by Hom (1989:308-330), who proposes that the neg-raised counterpart is a
metalinguistic, rather than a truth-functional, use of negation. Also, we have to be
careful in assigning apparently semantically equivalent paraphrases to contrastives. As
Hom (1989:402-409) argues, the concessive 'That's not Pluto but an egg' is truthfunctional, while the negation in 'That's not Pluto, it's an egg' expresses a metalinguistic
function (cf. Chapter 3).
Third, the child rarely if ever uses the words attributed to her in the paraphrase.
For example, though the predicate 'I don't want' is often used to interpret children's
negatives, the word 'want' rarely appears in children's 'no' negatives. This fact is left
unexplained.
Fourth, by assuming that more grammatically complex utterances are the
appropriate paraphrases of children's negatives, we fail to account for the fact that all
of these negatives include echoic complements (underlined in (29» and the majority of
them are responses to YIN questions. We return to these properties below.
Fifth, the strategy leads us back to the problems with the conservative approaches
to child English negation we discussed in Section 2.2.4 above. Whenever we assign
complex, articulated underlying structure to children's utterances we are faced with
positing unwanted reduction rules of some sort to predict the form of the utterances we
find in child languages. In addition, in using this method, we refuse to recognize
Bowerman's (1973) observation (discussed in Section 2.3.2.5) that there are few
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examples in the data which warrant the assumption that children's utterances are
reductions of more complex structures.
Sixth, as we argue below, in many cases we do not have to expand on a child's
utterance to find an acceptable adult-like counterpart. In many cases, a child's negation
is identical to an adult colloquial negation used to express the same function. This is a
main theme of the thesis which we will return to again and again. In other cases, there
are missing items such as missing inflections on deverbal nouns, e.g., 'no tum' or
missing subjects 'not have that'. We address how we might formerly account for these
omissions in Chapter 3. The point is that we do not want to fail to credit children with
linguistic competence when they use negations in a grammatical and acceptable way.
To summarize, our point is that although it has been standard practice to treat
negatives like (29f.,g.,h., and k.), as truth-functional sentence denials, we can show that
paraphrases which consist of simple denials using only the content of the child's
utterances are not felicitous in these contexts. We have argued that the common practice
of adding additional structure to a paraphrase to arrive at a felicitous adult-like Standard
English paraphrase of the child's utterance comes at too high of a price.
But if these utterances are not to be construed as truth-functional denials what
functions do they express? We note that they do not seem classifiable as rectifications.
If we replace the negative operators in these expressions with the predicate 'I didn't say
that', we do not get negatives which are felicitous in the discourses in these examples.
We propose that negatives like (29f.,g.,h.,k.) are used to express opposition to
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a speaker's use of a previous utterance which the child is unwilling to accept for some
reason. By 'opposition' we mean an objection to an utterance which carries a meaning
which either conflicts with a child's desires or requires a child to relinquish control of
a situation against her wishes. By 'carries a meaning' we mean that the utterance
presented to the child is used to express an implicature the child is unwilling to accept.
In other words, we interpret the use of 'no' in these utterances to be equivalent to the
predicate 'I'm unwilling to accept that' or the exclamative 'Like hell', rather than 'it is
not the case that' or 'I didn't say that'. Rectifications differ from oppositions in that
rectifications are used by a child to correct another speaker's grammatical error or an
error in interpretation. Oppositions are not responses to errors. They are used to
aggressively object to another speaker's intentions or to express dissatisfaction with a
situation.
In some cases like (29f.) and (29h.), the meaning is presented via a YIN question
as an indirect speech act which implicates a request that a child unwillingly relinquish
her control of a situation and allow the adult to take over. We assume that Peter
interprets the question 'You want me to ride your bike?' in (29h.) to mean 'Let me ride
your bike', or a prohibitive meaning like 'I don't want you riding your bike home in the
dark', and opposes the use of the question in this way since he wants to ride the bike
himself.
Similarly, we assume that Peter infers that the adult speaker, by uttering' do you
want me to cut it' in (29f.), is actually either requesting to cut the meat herself or telling
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Peter to let her cut it. A reasonable reading of Peter's negative under this interpretation
is something like 'Don't try and cut it, let ME cut it!' or 'Like hell you're cutting it!'. We
construe the adult's interrogative in (29k.) to implicate the prohibitive meaning' don't put
the tractor on your book!', a demand Adam is obviously unwilling to accept if his
intentions are to put the tractor on the book.
The inferences we are attributing to children in these examples are no different
from the inferences we would expect an adult speaker to make under the same
conditions. YIN questions in particular are used to express a wide range of
presuppositions and implicatures. We see no reason to deny that a child can make the
same inferences about these structures as an adult would under these circumstances.
We interpret examples like (29g.) as consistent with the opposition interpretation,
though these utterances are not as clear cut in our view. One reading of (29g.) is that
Eve is simply responding to the literal meaning of the previous question. We might
interpret her negative as the sentence negation 'I'm not going to eat that one', or the
string 'no, I'm not going to eat that one'. But we would need to say something more if
we wanted to try to explain why the adult response to Eve's negation is 'don't eat it
then'. To us, an adult speaker would be likely to respond in this way if the previous
utterance was pragmatically charged with a meaning of defiance or opposition, e.g. 'Like
hell I'm eating that one!', 'I'M not going to eat that one! (You eat it)' or 'I'm not going
to eat THAT ONE!' (that's the small piece, 1 want the big piece), or if the speaker was
responding to a negative such as 'I don't want to eat that one!'. This would mean that
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Eve, like an adult speaker, is responding to the pragmatic force she associates with the
previous question as well as, perhaps, its literal meaning.
We might also interpret Peter's negative in (29a.) to be an attempt to avoid
accepting an assertion which would put him in a vulnerable position. Clearly, even an
adult addressee might regard the adult's utterance 'you pushed it' in this example as
accusatory. Peter may have used the negation 'me no push it' in order to avoid the
implication that he might have done something wrong, whether he pushed the tape
recorder or not. Though the transcripts do not provide enough information to choose one
function over another, we find the opposition reading felicitous in this discourse.
We note that our opposition category is not a new idea. We are simply fine
tuning earlier category definitions which include opposition meanings and describing in
more detail the range of meanings to be included in the category. The opposition
function we want to impose on negatives is similar to de Villiers' (1979) rejection
category. De Villiers (1979:60) interpreted a negative as expressing rejection if 'some
object, action or event, present or proposed or imminent, is opposed by the child'. This
definition effectively isolates opposition as a functional category, though it is labelled
as rejection. What we want to make explicit in proposing our opposition category is the
fact that a child may oppose an implied meaning associated with the use of an utterance,
in addition to the literal meaning of a sentence, for any number of reasons. We feel that
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this point is only implicit in de Villiers' definition of rejection. IS
The opposition meaning underlying child English negatives is also noted by
Volterra and Antinucci (1979:286-289). In Volterra and Antinucci's generative semantics
model, the meaning of a sentence is represented, in part, by two components. The
performative component represents the speech act type carried by the utterance of a
proposition (e.g., commanding, asserting). The propositional content of the speech act
is represented below the performative component, as in the following configuration (p.
284):

performative

proposition

Volterra and Antinucci argue that children use negation to deny a presupposition

ISThe view that children use these negatives to express opposition to the use of an
utterance in a certain way, rather than solely in terms of its literal meaning, is also
consistent with Royce's (1917:265) view of children's uses of 'no' (also cited in Hom
1989: 164). Royce claims that any child capable of voluntary action is also capable of
'refus[ing,kd] to act in a case where his will is concemed'. Specifically, children's uses
of 'no' and 'not' are 'used to express, not necessarily disobedient refusal, but objection,
or unwillingness, or a preference and desire standing in some sort of negative contrast
to the modes of action which the questions or the proposals of his elders or his playmates
suggested. '
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they associate with a particular proposition. Children's negatives are distributed into one
of four pragmatic categories given in (33). Each category is determined by the
presupposition to be denied and the kind of utterance (performative + proposition) used
to express the denial of the presupposition. The letter 'pI in (33) refers to the proposition
associated with the presupposition, though it is not clear how the two notions are
Iinked. 16

(33)
Presupposition

Performative Type

Type A:

S believes that L is
doing or about to do P

Command: S does not want
L to do P.

Type B:

S believes that L
believes P

Assertion: 8 does not want L
to believe P.

16Volterra and Antinucci do not specify how or if presuppositions are associated with
propositions nor how presuppositions are denied by negating propositions. In addition,
these authors use the term 'proposition' in a confusing way. The term is used to refer to
a verbal expression (e.g., the complement of Don't below), or to a sentential complement
to a negative operator, (as in No Mommy sing "Soldier, Soldier'~, or to an action (as in
the presupposition and command statements below). The ambiguous usage is illustrated
in the following excerpt (p. 284):
'In Type A, the presupposition is, "The speaker believes that the listener is. doing or
about to do P." The command is that the speaker does not want the listener to do P. For
example, I believe that you are going to to go to your office because you are putting
your coat on ... 80 I would say Don't go to your office'.
The phenomenon these authors are apparently attempting to describe is the use of
negation to deny a presupposition by combining a negative morpheme with the
proposition associated with that presupposition. We will assume that this is the case
throughout this discussion.
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Type C:

S believes that L wants
L to believe that S will
do P.

Assertion: S does not want L
to believe that S will do P

Type D:

S believes that L wants
him to confirm or
disconfirm a statement

Assertion: S confirms/disconfirms
a statement

(S = Speaker, L = listener)

In this system, a negative operator is considered to be a performative element,
rather than an element of a proposition. In other words, negation tells us how the
speaker 'reacts to the proposition (p. 284)' at a metalinguistic level rather than how
negation might function to reverse the truth value of the proposition it combines with
in an utterance.
It is not clear from Volterra and Antinucci's text how exactly presuppositions are

canceled by combining a negative operator with a propositional element. We assume
Volterra and Antinucci would represent Type A negation 'No Mommy sing "Soldier
Soldier'" roughly, in the following way:17

The speaker (child) doesn't want the
listener (adult) to do P

Mommy sing "Soldier Soldier"

17This interpretation is based on the following excerpt from their text: 'In each of the
utterances of this group [Type A, kd] there is some performative--"The speaker doesn't
want the listener to do P"--and the same presupposition--"The speaker believes that the
listener would do P."
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In this example, the morpheme 'no' in the utterance 'no Mommy "Soldier
Soldier'" is used to express the meaning, 'The speaker doesn't want the listener to do
(the action depicted in) pI, where P is a variable to be replaced by 'Mommy sing
"Soldier, Soldier"'. In negating the proposition, the child also negates the presupposition
associated with the proposition, e.g., '(The speaker believes that) the listener would do
pl. The command speech act the authors describe in (33) seems to be captured by th(33) seems

paraphrase 'Don't sing "Soldier, Soldier"'.
What is of interest to us here is the fact that Antinucci and Parisi classify all of
the child English 'no' constructions in their data as instances of types A, B or C. That
is, syntactic negatives using the 'no' operator are apparently never used simply to
confirm or discomfirm a statement, what we are caIling truth-functional deniaL I8 We list
the set of examples found in their appendix in (34).

18Interestingly, all child English syntactic negatives given as examples of Type D in
their appendix use either 'not', 'don't', 'doesn't' or 'can't' as negative operators (pp. 300303). When 'no' does occur, it is used as in the adult language as a device for expressing
anaphoric negation (Adult: 'Do you want an orange?', Eve: 'No' (I don't want an
orange).). One might interpret this as support for our general claim that 'no' is a distinct
operator from 'not' and our more specific proposal here that 'no' is not used in echoic
constructions as a truth-functional negation operator.
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(34)

Volterra and Antinucci 1979, Appendix

TYPE A
a.

Adult: Hey, sweetie, I am gonna sit down on the floor, Okay?
Child: No Mommy sit down too.

b.

(child's mother singing "Soldier, Soldier")
Child: No Mommy "Soldier. Soldier"

TYPEB
c.

Adult: ... But you have to give him the horsey first.
Child: No horsey

TYPE C
d.

Adult: You want to sit on Danny's lap?
Child: No Danny

e.

Adult: Evie sing "la,la,la".
Child: No Evie "la.la.la".

f.

Adult: Give me a horsey.
Child: No Danny horsey.

mu.

To us, Volterra and Antinucci's Type A and Type C examples are functionally
identical to our (29f.,g.,h.j., and k.).
Let us summarize what we have said so far about the interpretable examples in
(29). We have been arguing for the position that many of these negatives are not used
by children to express truth-functional denial. We have argued against the practice of
assigning Standard English truth-functional sentence negation translations to these
utterances because they are open-ended and often either attribute much more structure
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to the utterance than used by the child or destroy the structures the children do use to
express negation. We showed that minimal truth-functional negation translations using
the structures found in the children's utter&nces are often not felicitous in the discourse
contexts the utterances are found in. We then presented our proposal that

m~y

of these

negatives are actually used to rectify a previous utterance or to oppose an utterance
which carries implied meanings which conflict with children's desires or require that the
child give up control of a situation.
Having presented our proposal that these negations do not express truthfunctional negation, we now tum to the question of whether these negatives, especially
the preclausal cases like 'no the sun shining', are instances of sentence negation. Our
main piece of evidence against the sentence negation analysis of these negatives is that
it does not capture two characteristic properties of these utterances, (1) that the
complements in these negatives are' echoic up to deixis', and (2) that they are used to
respond largely to YIN questions.
The first property is that in the vast majority of cases, complements to
rectification and opposition 'no' are 'echoic up to deixis', a term we borrow from Hom
(p.c.). This means that children seem to copy previous utterance chunks as complements
while maintaining the appropriate referential assignments for deictic terms like personal
pronouns and prolocatives.
In many cases, the entire complement to the operator is copied or echoed from
immediately previous discourse, as in (29b.-d.). We treat these complements to 'no' as
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imitations without internal structure. In the remaining cases, the copy is echoic but not
identical to the target. These cases can be classified into three general types. 19

(35) a. A copy made up of salient words of a partially remembered previous
utterance,
b. A copy occurs with determiner, preposition, or pronoun replacement,
c. A copy occurs with additional morphological or lexical constituents not found
in the target utterance.

We treat the partially copied utterances (35a.) as equivalent to full copies. In a
number of cases, the utterances children attempt to copy into their negatives are either
previously uttered a number of conversational turns before the child's utterance or are
too long for the child to enter into working memory. In these cases, children piece
together salient words from the utterance in a linear sequence. For example, Adam
appeared to intend his complement in his utterance 'no want stand head' in (36) to
confirm his mother's previous indirect statement.

(36)

Adult: no you've got her upside down. you don't want her to stand on her head,
do you?
Adam: no want stand head

We assume that these complements, like the full copies, are non-compositional.
We treat the use of additional and replaced material mentioned in (35b.,c.) as a

19As our examples in (23), (24), and (26) show, the majority of the 'no' negatives
WITHOUT echoic complements were used to express either the absence of an expected
entity or event, rejection or prohibition.
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result either of the lexical retrieval of a colloquial form or the miscopying of an
unstressed utterance constituent.

We attribute determiner replacements like (37a.)

demonstrative replacements like (37b.) to children's miscopying unstressed pieces of
utterances. The replacement of 'you' with 'I' and 'me' with 'Mommy' in (37c.) and
(37d.) respectively are problematic, since there is no clear phonological resemblance
between the two forms. One way to handle examples like these is to say that the child
simply misheard or did not hear the pronoun and inserted into its position an appropriate
lexical item. However, the systematic pronoun replacement we find in our examples
suggests this is not a correct approach to the problem. We will assume that these
complements occupy a middle ground between direct quotations, which allow no
replacements of any sort, and paraphrases. In this respect, they resemble indirect
quotation complements required of certain manner of speaking verbs like 'whisper' and
'murmur', which also allow pronoun replacement (Cole 1975).
(37)
(a)

Adult: you want me to ride your bike?
Peter: no ride a bike.

(b)

Adult:
Eve:
Adult:
Eve:

are you goin(g) to eat this one?
uh(uh).
what?
no eating that one.
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(c)

(d)

Adult: hear a tractor? no I think that's a truck. if you look out the other window
maybe you'll see it.
Adam: see truck, Mommy. see truck.
Adult: did you see the truck?
Adam: no I see truck.
Adult: no, you didn't see it. there goes one.
(puts bologna in Peter's plate)
Adult: do you want me to cut it?
Peter: no Mommy cut i1.

We treat the use of 'bibby' rather than the target 'bib' in (38a.) as a result of Eve
initially entering the colloquial form rather than the standard form of the word in her
lexicon. Any attempt to retrieve the item 'bib' at this stage finds 'bibby', which is
consequently produced in place of 'bib'. We find examples which include added
demonstratives (38b.), indefinite determiners (38c.), intensifiers (38d.), and locative
phrases (38e.) more difficult to describe as performance errors. We attribute the uses of
these additional items to the flexible nature of echoed constituents. It is important to
note that the echoed portions of complements in examples like (38c.), like the
complement in (36), are not a constructive syntheses of target utterance constituents. In
addition, we find that echoed constituents are never violated internally. In (38d.), for
example, we find an echoed constituent which appears to be broken up by the use of the
intensifier 'right'. However, a careful search of the transcripts in which this utterance
was made reveals that the locative string 'right dere' in (38e.) is used with a variety of
strings to its left in Adam's speech, e.g. man/go/tattoo man/water/Adam/red/ball right
dere', suggesting that' dere' is not an echoic copy of the previously uttered 'there'.
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(38)
(a)

Adult:
Eve:

just cheese. come on. get in your high chair
with your bib and I'll give you your cheese.
no bibby.

(b)

Adult:
Adam:

where are the other blast offs?
no dat blast off.

(c)

Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:

here he is in the bed.
what dat?
is the boy in the bed?
boy bed. no a boy bed.
he's not in the bed.

(d)

Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:

do you have a whistle over there?
no whistle, right dere.
the microphone. careful!
careful, microphone.
no. careful, Adam!

(e)

Adult:
Adam:

let's see if there are any pictures in this book.
no pictures in nere.

We conclude that the child English opposition operator 'no' selects for echoic
copies of previous utterances as complements.
We note that the echoic property we found to characterize our data is consistent
with syntactic uses of child English 'no' found in other published analyses available to
us. For example, each example in Volterra and Antinucci's data in (34) fits the observed
pattern. Greenfield and Smith (1976) give three examples of the 'no' negatives in context
produced by their subject Nicky, all of which observe the echoic pattern. These are
listed in (39)(underlining is ours).
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(39)

Nicky (Greenfield and Smith 1976:95-102)

a.

Adult: Do you want to dance?
Nicky: No dance.

b.

Adult: Are you ready to run around?
Nicky: No run around.

c.

Nicky:
Adult:
Nicky:
Adult:
Nicky:
Adult:
Nicky:

Record.
(Nicky points to tape recorder)
That's a tape recorder.
On.
It's on. Do you want to listen to it?
No record.
Do you want to take it off?
No.
(record still on)

The second property characterizing these negatives is that the majority of them
are responses to YIN questions. In our data, we find this to be true for 54% of the
tokens, approximately the same percentage of negatives used to respond to YIN
questions in the examples given by Volterra and Antinucci in (34) and Greenfield and
Smith in (39). In the remaining cases, the negative is a response to utterances which
may be interpreted as prohibiting a child from taking an action (34c.,f.), or as
implicating that a child has done something wrong (29a.). Other cases are ambiguous
without more contextual information (29d.).
One might conjecture that children interpret singing in some contexts like (34b.)
as prohibiting them from communicating their desires to adults and oppose it on that
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basis.20

2.3.3.1.2 Summary
We have shown that children use 'no' in combination with other constituents to
express nonexistence and contrast (two kinds of denial), rejection, prohibition,
opposition, and rectification.
Our findings are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1

1.

Uses of 'No' in Child English

Function

Distribution

Complement Examples

opposition

utterance-initial

echoic up
to deixis
Clause

NP
V

VP
CN
Prep

ADJ

'no
'no
'no
'no
'no
'no
'no

that's

~cake',

~flag',

push',
gQ".home'
bibby',
over',
heavy'.

20We do not provide a theory of echoic complementation in CE in this thesis. One
theory of these forms is presented in Drozd (1993). In this paper, I propose that children's
use of echoic complementation in their 'no' negations is a function of their interpretation
of previous YIN questions as short-circuited implicatures (Morgan 1978). This proposal
argues that CE 'no' forms an operator class with CE 'why not', which exhibits the same
properties we have discussed in this section.
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2.

replacement

utterance-initial

echoic
CN
NP

'dat no Mommy,'

utterance-medial

3.

rectification

utterance-initial

echoic up
to deixis
Clause
VP

4.

prohibition

utterance-initial

rejection

utterance-initial

nonexistence utterance-initial

'no
'no
'no
no

fall'
have that'
pillow'
over'

not echoic
CN
CNP

6.

'no the sun shining'
'no dat blast-off
,
no not raining'

not echoic
V
VP
CN
PP

5.

'no square'
'no Pluto'

,

no soup'
'no dirty soap'

not echoic
CN
CNP
PP
V
VP

'no
'no
'no
,
no
'no

pen'
dolly in there'
inside the green one'
tum'
fit in that'

We have argued in this section that child English 'no' negations are neither
sentence negations nor expressions of truth-functional negation in many cases. We
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argued that those negatives ordinarily assigned truth-functional interpretations, in
particular the uses of 'no' before a full clause, are used to express metalinguistic
functions like opposition and rectification. We have tried to show that when 'no' is
used to express other functions like prohibition, rejection and contrast, it is not used
as a truth functional operator.
We then argued that we are not in a position to treat these negatives as
sentence negations. We argued that the common strategy of translating these
negatives as more articulated Standard English sentence negations was inappropriate.
We also argued that this treatment does not account for the fact that many of the
negatives which are used to express rectification and opposition occur with echoic
complements after YIN questions.
We tum to child English telegrammatic uses of the 'not' operator.

2.3.3.1.3 Telegrammatic Uses of 'Not'
In this subsection, we present data illustrating how the 'not' operator is used to
express nonexistence, denial, prohibition and contrast. We assume the definitions of
these categories we presented in the last section.
In expressions of nonexistence, the telegrammatic child English 'not' operator is
used in the majority of cases much like an auxiliary operator (40a.,b.) to negate a
predicate of a subject (missing or overt) or like a negative copula (40c.-e.). As these
data show, children are able to use colloquial nonexistence statements (40c.,d.) as
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well as Standard English-like ones. We refer the reader to Chapter 1 for definitions
of colloquial and Standard English uses of negation.

(40)
(a)
Eve:
(b)

(Eve trying to put a pencil in position)
not go in there.

Eve: yes. that Fraser briefcase. left Cromer briefcase home.
Adult: did Cromer leave his at home? yeah, I think he did. yeah, he must
have.
Eve: Fraser have not boot. where crayon?

(c)
Eve:

(Eve looking in briefcase for something)
not in there

(d)

Eve: in my pocket.
Adult: yeah.
Eve: le(t) me see. le(t) me see. not, not there.

(e)

(Peter goes to door)
Peter: Cromer not there

Though (40b.) might be construed with a contrastive meaning, e.g. 'not the boot
but the shoe', we reject this interpretation on the grounds that the utterance was made
in an indicative (non contrastive) environment. This means that there was no evidence
in the transcript, either in the form of investigators' comments or in the discourse
surrounding this utterance, that Eve intended to contrast one entity, a boot, with
another.
Contrastives using the 'not' operator included two types. In those resembling
Standard English, the operator occurred as a negative copula in a sentence negation
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(41a.,b.,e.) in which the echoed predicate is denied of a subject. Others in which 'not'
occurs with either a CN or an NP (41c.,d.) were similar to acceptable colloquial
contrastives. The operator is rarely used ungrammatically.

(41) Contrastives Using the 'Not' Operator.
(a) Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:

what about grandson?
you grandson.
whose grandson are you?
I not grandson, I'm Adam.

(b)

(Peter plays with car, Jenny crawls over, picks up a toy chair)
no it's (unintelligible) it's [... ]
(takes it (=car) from her
it's not yours Jenny. it's mine.

Peter:
Peter:
(c) Adult:
Eve:

yeah, big stool. Well that's
not the big stool.
not hig.stool. little stool.

Eve:
Adult:

(Eve correcting grandmother's version of "blanket"
my blanket, not my blanky.
not your blanky. no, blanket.

(d)

(e) Eve:
Adult:
Eve:
Adult:
Eve:

Eve read it .
oh, Eve's going to read it .
not Fraser read it
Fraser's not going to read it?
Eve read it.

In the small number of prohibitions in our data, 'not' occurred with a nonsentential constituent, as in the colloquial negation (42a.), or in a Standard sentence
negation with either an overt or missing subject (42b.).
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(42)

'Not' Operator Prohibitions

(a)

Eve:
Adult:
Eve:
Adult:

(b)

Adam:

I can't write with it.
why not?
because. write with it. not on my nose.
no.

clock. you do it. what dat noise?
(asking Ursula to wind it up)
(noise is clock ticking)
Adult: listen to it.
Adam:
what de tum? turning. tum. no. is not a toy. is dat a toy too.

Prohibitions were distinguished from contrastives in that they did not occur
with an overt contrastive tag. Contrast, of course, is communicated by intonation as
well as by contrastive tags. We are necessarily limited to certain criteria for
determining the functions of these utterances due to limited information available in
the transcripts. Thus we cannot be sure these utterances were not uttered with
contrastive intonation. In some cases, we can find evidence for the prohibition
reading. In (42b.), for example, Adam's 'is not a toy' is a repetition of an earlier
prohibition 'That is not a toy' directed to Adam.
The majority of our 'not' tokens are classified as truth-functional denials.
These denials were classified as Standard English-like if they were similar or
identical to truth-functional Standard English sentence denials. These included
utterances in which 'not' is used as a negated copula (43b.-d.) or as an auxiliary
operator (43a.).
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(43)

Standard English-Like Denials (Sentence Negation)

(a)

Adult:

Eve:

yes, he'll have to come back. He was on the fence ...
(unintelligible speech) ... we saw him. We saw him, didn't we?
We say the squirrel.
Fraser not see him.

(b)

Peter: that's not my writing.
(touching Patsy's paper)
Adult: no, that's MY writing.

(c)

Eve:
Adult:
Eve:
Adult:

(d)

Adult: yes, ma'am .
Eve: I'm I not ma'am,
Adult: yes you're ma'am.

you writing with you pencil.
yeah.
Cromer not writing with he pencil.
no he's not.

Colloquial denials are those in which the operator occurred utterance-initially
with a non-sentential constituent and used for the purpose of affirming a previous
negative utterance or proposition (44a.) or to answer a YIN question in the negative
(44b.,c.). In all of the colloquial denials, the negative operator occurs with a temporal
or locative adverb.

(44)

Constituent Denials

(a)

Adult: oh. we're not ready to go home yet.
Peter: n(ot) W.
Adult: hm. not yet.

(b)

Adult: Was it SNOWING when you were outside?
Peter: no, not today.
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(c)

Adult: d(o) you want this pencil?
Peter: this pencil, not now.

It is instructive to see that these negatives are quite different from the uses of

the' no' operator we classified in the previous subsection as rectifications and
oppositions. In contrast to these negations, the examples in (43) and (44) do not
usually occur with echoic complements. Nor are they used to respond to specific
kinds of previous utterances. Moreover, they can be felicitously replaced with simple
truth-functional negations.
We found no uses of 'not' to express rejection or opposition, as these
categories are defined in the previous section. The fact that we do not find rejections
like' "'not soup', whereas we do find' no soup', is not surprising since utterances' not
soup' are not used by adult speakers to express this function. Other cases in which
'not' expresses this function in colloquial speech are marked, e.g. 'Not a single drop
(of coffee) for me!'. Thus, we would not expect children to use these utterances to
express rejection.
We want to be equally careful in translating these negatives as we were in
translating children's 'no' negatives. In particular, we. want to avoid ascribing more
structure to the colloquial uses of 'not' than is required. We do not want to propose
that the nonexistence statement 'not there' is a truncated version of the sentence
negation 'X is not there', or that the contrastive 'not big stool, little stool' is a
reduced version of the sentence negation 'That's not the big stool but the little stooL'
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Similarly, we do not want to say that the colloquial denial 'not now' is a reduced
version of 'I don't want the pencil now'.
Also, we do not want to interpret prohibition and contrastive statements using
'not' as truth-functional negations. It would be inappropriate to claim that Eve's 'my
blanket, not my hlanky' means something like 'It is not true that that's my blanky',
since she is apparently not asserting that the object picked out by demonstrative 'that'
is not a blanket. Rather, she is using the negation metalinguistically to rectify the
adult's use of the form 'blanky' (cf. Chapter 3). It is equally inappropriate to assign a
truth functional interpretation to the prohibition 'not on my nose', e.g., ""It is not the
case that it is on my nose', since this is not the intended meaning of the utterance.
Rather, we want our formal analysis of these forms to describe in some way
how negation is used as a metalinguistic operator to express these functions.

2.3.3.1.4 Summary

The following Table 2.2 summarizes our findings.
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Table 2.2

Uses of 'Not' in Child English
Distribution

Complement Examples

utterance-initial
prepredicative

adverb
VP
NP
ADJ

'not now'
'Fraser not see him'
'I'm not Ma'am'
'I not funny'

utterance-initial

prepredicative

echoic
CN
NP
NP

'not hl&,.stool'
'not my blanky'
'I not grandson'

utterance-initial
prepredicate

PP
NP

a. colloquial

utterance-initial

b. Standard-like

prepredicate

Prolocative
PP
VP
Prolocative

Function

1. Denial
a. colloquial
b. Standard-like

2. Contrast
a. colloquial

b. Standard-like

3. Prohibition
a. colloquial
b. Standard-like

,

not on my nose'
'is not a toy'

4. Nonexistence
'not there
not in there'
,
not go in there'
'Cromer not there'

2.3.3.2 Summary of Telegrammatic Negation
In this section, we have presented a descriptive analysis of the uses of the 'no'
and 'not' operators in our sample of CEo As we argue below, we interpret our
findings as supporting our claim that 'no' and 'not' are distinct operators in CEo
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When we compare Tables 1 and 2, we find that . no' and not' have quite
different distributions and complement structures though both operators can be used
to express many of the same functions.
First, we found that the nonexistence statements using the 'not' operator in
(40) are syntactically distinct from the use of the 'no' operator in (23) to express this
function. First, in the majority of cases, the child English 'no' operator selects
complements which are used to refer to the object or event in question. For example,
we interpret the investigator's accompanying gloss for 'no tum' in (23b.) to indicate
the translation 'there is no turning going on'. In contrast, in the majority of cases, the
'not' operator selects for a predicate which is denied of an overt or missing subject
constituent referring to the absent entity. That is, a child English locative negative
like 'not there' is not translatable as ... ·there is [no there-ing/no being there/no X]'
going on', but only 'X is not there'. The 'no' nonexistence operator never appears
with locative phrases, e.g .... ·no there', ... ·no in there', suggesting that 'no' and . not' are
in complementary distribution with regard to expressions of nonexistence. This what
we expect in adult colloquial English as well.
Interestingly, we find that the nonexistence operator 'no' is always used as a
colloquial operator in CEo It never occurs in argument NPs in Standard English
sentences, like 'No linguist is at the party'. 'Not', on the other hand, is used in both
Standard and colloquial nonexistence statements.
We found that both 'no' and 'not' are used as contrast operators and
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prohibition operators. In contrastives, both operators are restricted to

eN or NP

complements, whether the usage is colloquial or Standard English-like. In addition,
both contrastive operators occur with echoic complements. Thus, contrastives do not
support our claim that 'no' and 'not' are distinct operators.
The two operators differ when used as prohibition operators. While 'not'
selects for complements consistent with adult grammar (PPs) and occurs in both
colloquial and Standard negatives, prohibitive 'no' occurs only as a colloquial
operator and selects for a wider range of complements, including VPs, which are
unattested in adult English.
The clearest evidence for the claim that child English 'no' and 'not' are
distinct operators comes from our analysis of oppositions and truth-functional denials.
We used the category 'opposition' to capture the observation that children appear to
use 'no' negatives generally to express an unwillingness to accept an utterance which
carries an implied meaning which conflicts with a child's desires. We argued that
these negatives were neither truth-functional nor sentence negations.
In contrast, we found that 'not' is felicitous in a large number of examples as
a truth-functional denial operator. Though one might interpret the contexts in which
these utterances were made as consistent with an opposition reading, there is no
evidence from context that a child is being placed in a compromising position or is
unwilling to accept an implied meaning which conflicts with their desires, as we
would expect if 'not' were being used like 'no' as an opposition operator.
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Second, we find that grammatical truth-functional denials are felicitous as
paraphrases of the children's negatives with 'not'. This was not the case with
examples with the opposition operator 'no'.
Third the 'not' negatives are largely non-echoic and appear to be used in noncontrastive environments to assert new information. In those cases in which children
use words found in previous utterances, they do not seem to be echoic. By echoic,
we mean that they are not used in requests for clarification ('You said WHAT?') or
to target previous utterances for contrastive purposes. Rather, these utterances, like
adult denials in discourse, include pieces of previous utterances as a function of their
connection to discourse. For example, we find it difficult to interpret Eve's utterance
in (43a.) to be an opposition to the prior use of 'see him' or to a possible implicature
or supposition Eve may have associated with these words or as a request for
clarification. In addition, the 'not' operator negatives are not used as responses to any
particular kind of previous utterance, in contrast to 'no' operator negatives.
These facts strongly suggest that the uses of 'not' in (43) and (44) are distinct
from the uses of child English 'no' we have been calling oppositions and
rectifications.
We conclude that two assumptions underlying previous syntactic analyses of
the 'no' operator are unlikely, though we find these same assumptions to be
appropriate in many respects to the treatment of 'not' operator.
The first assumption was that 'no' is a suppletive altemant for 'not'. Our
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descriptive findings support the opposite assumption, namely that 'no' and 'not'
neither select the same types of complements nor express all of the same functions.
In addition, while the child English 'not' operator uses are similar to adult uses and
survive as productive negatives in post-telegrammatic speech, the child English 'no'
operator selects for a wider range of complements than found in adult English many
of which fallout of the grammar when children come to learn the correct grammar
for 'no'.
In rejecting this assumption, we are obliged to reevaluate previous approaches
to 'preclausal' 'no' in at least one respect. Specifically, our findings suggest that the
development from Period 1 preclausal 'no' operator placement to prepredicate 'not'
operator placement in Periods 2 and 3 is not a property to be described as a
transformational bridge like neg-transportation (McNeill) or as the use of a lexical
insertion strategy mirroring the structure of Small Clauses (Radford) or as the
acquisition of a more complex level of representation (Lebeaux). If 'no' and 'not' are
functionally and syntactically distinct operators, then we have no basis for the
assumption that the utterances they occur in are chronologically linked at all. Instead,
we adopt the assumption that preclausal and prepredicate uses of negative operators
are unrelated, and require different explanations for their existence.
The second assumption underlying previous analyses we need to reconsider is
that the 'no' opposition operator is inserted under a preclausal or prepredicate protoauxiliary Neg category (Bellugi, Klima and Bellugi) or into a VP- or V'-adjunct slot
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(Radford, Lebeaux) or into [Spec, NegP] (Deprez and Pierce). First, we need to
reevaluate previous claims as to the structure of Klima and Bellugi's 'nucleus'
constituent in preclausal negatives. We find it unlikely that this unit is a sentential
constituent with internal structure, as Bloom proposed, or a clausal VP, as proposed
by Radford and Lebeaux, for two reasons.
First, we have presented extensive evidence that these nuclei, even when they
are sentential, are actually echoic complements of previous utterances used in
opposition and rectification statements. If these complements were constructively
derived as sentences, it would be a mystery why children choose to use echoed
constituents, many of which include lexical material normally not produced in the
telegrammatic period.
Second, we argued that we must make extensive use of inappropriate
structural extensions of the children's utterances in order to maintain the claim that
these nuclei are sentences. This objection was predated by Bowerman (1973) who
noted that if we accept the notion that these preclausal 'no' complements have
sentential phrase structure underlyingly, we are committed to accounting for
nonclausal or non-VP complements by a reduction transformation (or a lexical
saturation mechanism like Radford's). However we have found that each of these
solutions is not optimal, since we create an inverse relation between utterance length
and number of reductions and we have no way of describing which constituent is to
be reduced or how children recover from their reduction strategy (Brown).
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In rejecting this second assumption, we also need to reevaluate how we
expect children's uses of 'no' and 'not' to be related to adult English uses of these
operators. In previous work, the assumption was made that children were using
Standard English sentence or Small Clause negation as the model for their negatives.
Both operators were either derived by a rule lexically expanding a (Neg) category
node or by lexical insertion into [Spec, VP] or [Spec, V'], two positions for negative
operators in small clauses. As we argue below, children appear to use colloquial 'no'
like a determiner, as adults do, when expressing nonexistence, rejection, prohibition,
and contrast. Also, children use' not' much like adults do in colloquial and Standard
English as a constituent negator to express nonexistence, contrast and truth-functional
denial.
To illustrate the problem, we briefly review Radford's (1990) analysis.
Though Radford's analogy between English small clauses and prepredicate negation
is interesting, the analogy between preclausal negation in child English and phrasal
adjuncts in adult English is suspect. It is clear, for example, that the more appropriate
minimal pairs for (22a.,b.,c.) are not the examples with elliptical subjects in
(22d.,e.,f.) but the following ungrammatical sentences including an overt subject.

(45)

a. "'I want you specifically to not you say anything.
b. "'You can't simply not Henry tum up.
c. "'What I'd like to see them do is not each person contradict the other all the
time.
Radford's use of 'each' in (22f.) is clearly a red herring, since' each' is a
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floating quantifier which may not necessarily assume subject NP position. In fact,
'each' is clearly not a subject NP, since we cannot replace it with other
uncontroversial subject NPs like 'each person'.
In addition, assuming the equivalence of 'no' and 'not', Radford predicts that
we should be able to replace 'not' with 'no' in (22d.-f.). But this move creates
ungrammatical forms in adult English as well. This suggests we cannot accept
Radford's suggestion that (22d.-f.) are the adult counterparts of the preclausal
negatives in (22a.-c.).
One possible response for Radford would be that he is making a more modest
claim, namely that preclausal child English negatives are simply' extensions of adult
English structures, rather than the claim that the two structures are identical. Since
UG allows the projection of adjuncts at the single- and double-bar levels, children
may choose to use this categorial knowledge initially to suit their own purposes in
forming negatives.
The problem with this response is that it predicts that c1ausal-VP initial
negative placement is a legitimate extension of X-bar theory for children, when, in
fact, we need to find ways to predict the fact that it is ungrammatical. If children are
not violating UG in using negatives as clausal

VP~initial,

how are we to rule out

structures like (19)? If we do not need to rule these structures out, we are presented
with a leamability problem, since children are not presented with evidence that UG
should not be used to generate these structures.
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A second objection to Radford's approach is that there is no clear aspect of
the theory we can use to explain why children might first use phrasal adjuncts in
Period 1 and use single-bar adjuncts in Period 2. If we assume that hierarchical levels
correspond in some way to categorial complexity (Clahsen, Eisenbeiss, and Vainikka
1990), we might easily assume the other order of emergence, since the use of a
single-bar adjunct would require the projection of a flatter phrase marker than the use
of a phrasal adjunct would. For Radford, all adjuncts appear to be equivalent in terms
of complexity. Other theories which have addressed the problem of predicting the
preclausal-to-prepredicate ordering in negative placement (e.g. Lebeaux 1988) make a
clear distinction between prepredicate and preclausal negation. For Lebeaux, the use
of prepredicate negatives requires the acquisition of Subject-raising as the method for
satisfying Case and Agreement functions at Surface Structure. Radford simply
neglects the entire issue .
. A third objection, which can be traced back to Bloom's Reduction analysis
and Klima and Bellugi's optional use of category symbols in phrase structure,
concerns Radford's use of syntactic and lexical saturation to derive telegrammatic
child English utterances. Radford's saturation method and Bloom's reduction method
are similar in that both strategies make no distinction between possible targets for
their operations. In Radford's theory, as in Bloom's General Production Rule, a child
is predicted to delete subject NPs as often as she is to delete verbs or object NPs.
Further, Radford predicts that children will lexically saturate arguments of predicates
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which are not lexically saturated in adult English, suggesting that children learning
English use language in a radically different way than adult English speakers. A
child may make the right choice when choosing to lexically saturate the object of
'eats' and utter 'Mommy eats', but she is clearly misusing the saturation mechanism
in applying it to 'want' or 'push', e.g., ""Mommy wants'. One might say on Radford's
behalf that the verb 'push' when used in imperatives like 'don't push!' requires lexical
saturation of both internal and external arguments. But this explanation does not
apply to 'want', e.g. ''''don't want'. This leads us again to a learnability problem, since
it is not clear what kind of evidence would be required to expunge the rule.
In the following chapters, we present an analysis of nonexistence, rejection,
contrast and prohibition negation which makes two assumptions based on our
descriptive findings.
First, we assume that preclausal and prepredicate uses of negative operators
are not related as expressions of sentence negation. We investigate the child English
uses of these operators independently. In particular, we want to investigate the
hypothesis that children may be using colloquial as well as Standard English input as
a model for their negations. We look at the corresponding adult forms in the next
section.
Second, we assume that 'no' is not a proto-auxiliary or auxiliary expression in
child English. We let our investigation of the corresponding uses of 'no' in adult
English help us to assign a category type to the child English 'no'.
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2.3.4 Two Points of Further Investigation
In this subsection we want to look at how the children's negatives we just
discussed in detail compare with adult colloquial and Standard English negatives.
In addition, we want to look at some cross-linguistic evidence from child
languages which may inform us if OUi descriptive findings for child English have any
cross-linguistic support. In particular we are interested in looking at child languages
like child German. Unlike English which utilizes the same lexical item, 'no', as a
bare negative operator, e.g., 'No!', and a negative determiner, German uses 'kein' and
it's allomorphs to express negative determiner meanings and 'nein' as the bare
operator form in discourse. In contrast, German and English utilize one auxiliary
morpheme to express ordinary sentence negation, e.g., 'nicht' and 'not'. We can use
the child German data to help us decide if our analysis of the child English forms
can be extended cross-linguistically. For example, if our claim is that children use
'no' as a determiner during the telegrammatic period, then we might expect to find
child German speakers using' kein' and its allomorphs during the telegrammatic
period as well. If we found that telegrammatic child German speakers did not use.
allomorphs of 'kein' to express negation, we would be obliged to explain why they
did not.
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2.3.4.1 Colloquial and Standard Uses of Negation in Adult English
In this section, we are interested in showing that there is an interesting
relationship between adult colloquial

u~es

of negation and the children's uses we

have discussed. To this end, we present a survey of negative utterance types in adult
English which correspond to the children's uses. Since we are primarily interested in
the colloquial negatives, we do not discuss Standard English negation at any great
length unless such a discussion helps us to understand how the colloquial negatives
are being used. We assume, as we did in the last section, the definitions of colloquial
negation and Standard English negation presented in Chapter 1.

2.3.4.1.1 Colloquial Uses of 'No'
Adult English speakers use colloquial and Standard English 'no' in
syntactically similar ways to express nonexistence, prohibition, rejection and denial.
Pending a more formal analysis of this operator in Chapter 3, we adopt the
assumption that syntactic 'no' is assigned to the determiner category in English as a
descriptive generalization. In all cases, 'no' occurs to the left of its complement,
which must be a CN, CNP (common noun phrase), or, in some cases, a proper name.
We begin with a description of colloquial uses of 'no' to express nonexistence,
rejection, prohibition, and denial, in that order.
Imagine a context in which an English speaker is seeking out particular
people at a particular social function. In this context, (46a.-k.) would be acceptable
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and understandable nonexistence statements. But to use the operator with any of the
predicates or adverbials in (461.-p.) to express nonexistence is unacceptable, though
they are acceptable as rejections or prohibitions.
(46)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Well,
Well,
Well,
Well,
Well,

no
no
no
no
no

Pablo.
Pablo on the veranda.
Pablo here.
Pablo talking with his wife.
Pablo tonight.

f. Well, no linguist
g. Well, no linguist on the veranda
h. Well, no linguist here
i. Well, no linguists talking with their wives.
j. Well, no linguists tonight
k. Well, no talking to his wife tonight.
I. ·Well, no on the veranda.
m. ·Well, no with his wife
n. ·Well, no his wife
o. ·Well, no here
p. ·Well, no tonight

Several properties appear to hold of the operator in these negatives. First,
other operators such as 'not', or the negated modals like 'don't' or 'can't' are
unacceptable replacements for 'no'. Second, the operator must occur in
utterance-initial position, e.g .• ' Pablo no on the veranda'.
Several properties hold of the complements in these examples. First, the
complement must be an Proper Name, CN, or CNP. Verbal complements must be in
gerund form (461.), e.g. ·'no (Pablo) sees the door', ·'no wheel turns', and
pronominal and prolocative complements are unacceptable, e.g. ·'no it/thatlhelhim'
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and ·'no there'. We note that child English 'no' does not occur with a locative PP or
prolocative complements.
Also, the negative appears to have scope over the entire complement. This is
illustrated by the fact that polarity items are licensed in nonexistence negative
complements.

(47)

a. Well, no Pablo on any veranda.
b. Well, no Pablo talking with any of his ex-wives.
c. Well, no Pablo drinking any wine.

We can show that it is the negative operator which triggers the use of polarity
items in these examples by contrasting the examples with positive existentials, e.g.
·'Well, a man on any veranda', ·'Well, some men talking with any linguists.'. This
property of these constructions will become important when we come to decide the
categorial type for the operator.
When we compare these uses to the children's uses of the nonexistence
operator 'no', we find that the adult's uses constitute a proper subset of the child's
uses. Though both populations use the operator only utterance-initially, children use
PP complements and uninflected V and VP complements, as well as the CN and
CNP complements attested in adult discourse.
We now tum to rejection and prohibition statements.
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The colloquial rejection and prohibition 'no' operators have similar properties.
Let us expand our social function scenario to include the situation in which our
speaker of English, while waiting for Pablo's entrance, has made his way to the
veranda and is offered a glass of wine. We find that each of the utterances in (48a.e.) but none of the utterances in (48f.-i.) is acceptable in this context. Though 'no'
can occur utterance-initially before CN (48a.) or CNP (48b.-e.) complements, it does
not occur before NPs, as in (48f.), PPs (48h.), prolocatives (48i.), or adverbs (48j.).

(48)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

no
no
no
no
no

wine (for me)
drinking (for me)
drinking wine (for me)
drinking wine on the veranda (for me)
wine on the veranda (for me)

f. *no some wine (for me)
g. ?no Reynaldo (for me)
h. *no on the veranda (for me)
i. *no here (for me).
j. *no quickly (for me)

While proper name complements are acceptable in nonexistence statements,
they are only marginally acceptable in rejections. One might use (48h.) in a context
where the speaker is not up to holding a conversation with the antagonizing,
argumentative Reynaldo, for example. We regard this usage as highly marked.
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The context we imagine for the prohibition statements in (49) is one where
one speaker is attempting to stop another speaker from drinking too much. These
uses of 'no' exhibit the same properties as those in (49).

(49)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

no
no
no
no
no

wine (for you)!
drinking (for you)!
drinking wine (for you)!
drinking wine on the veranda (for you)!
wine on the veranda (for you)!

f. "'no some wine (for you)!
g. ?no Reynaldo (for you)!
h. "'no on the veranda (for you)!
i. "'no here (for you)!
j. "'no quickly (for you)!

As with colloquial nonexistence statements, both the rejection operator 'no'
(50) and the prohibition operator (51) license negative polarity items in the nominals
to their right.

(50)

a. Well, no wine on any veranda (for me).
b. Well, no talking with any of his ex-wives (for me).
c. Well, no drinking any wine (for me).

(51)

a. Well, no wine on any veranda (for you).
b. Well, no talking with any of his ex-wives (for you).
c. Well, no drinking any wine (for you).

The rejection and prohibition operator 'no' can occur with a contrastive tag in
restricted contexts, indicating that the operators optionally express a contrastive
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function. We find rejections and prohibitions like 'no beer, wine' and 'wine, no beer'
to be acceptable. However, 'no' contrastives with verbal complements seem felicitous
only as prohibitions, e.g., 'eating, (but) no drinking'.
Adult English speakers also use 'don't' as a prohibitive operator. Interestingly,
as we mentioned in Section 2.2.2, Bellugi and Klima and Bellugi found that' don't'
emerged in child English later than 'no'. Our data suggests that some children use
prohibitive 'don't', though in a non-adult-like way, during the telegrammatic period
(cf. Section 2.3.1.1). We digress for a moment to mention some basic properties of
adult uses of' don't' as a prohibition operator.
In syntactic contexts, prohibitive' don't' is normally restricted to occurring as
an auxiliary before a verbal predicate in sentences with or without a subject (S2a.,b.).
In subjectIess prohibitive statements, the implicit subject is interpreted as the second
person singular or second person plural pronoun. In these statements, the verbal
predicate must be uninflected, e.g., ""Don't {to jog/jogs/jogging}', ""I don't {to
want/wanting} you jogging alone at night. '.
In our dialect, 'don't' can occur before other complements as well, such as
PPs (S2c.) and lexical ADVs (S2d.) in colloquial contexts, though it is prohibited
from occurring before NPs and Prolocatives, e.g., ""Don't the veranda' and ""Don't
there'. We consider these marked prohibition statements.
'Don't' can also occur as a bare operator (S2e.).
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(52)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

I don't want you jogging alone at night.
(You) Don't jog alone at night!
?Don't on the rug!
?Don't tonight!
Don't!

When we compare these uses to the corresponding children's uses of the 'no'
operator in Table 1, we find that child and adult speakers' uses of the 'no' operator to
express rejection and contrast do not differ. Both adult and child speakers use
rejection and contrastive 'no' only with CN and CNP complements. However,
children use a richer set of complements in prohibitions, including PP and
uninflected VP complements, than those attested in adult prohibitive statements.
The remaining four uses of the child English 'no' operator, rectification, truthfunctional denial, contrast, and opposition, are either not expressible at all or difficult
to express in adult colloquial English using the 'no' operator.
Contrast is expressible using 'no' in restricted contexts. Expressions like ·'No
men but women' are not felicitous as contrastives apparently because the 'no X but
Y' formula is used strictly for exceptive constructions like 'No candidate but Perot is
fit to be president' (cf. von Fintel 1992). Other examples using' X but no V', like
'men but no women' do carry a secondary contrastive meaning. However, the
primary functions of expressions like these are nonexistence, rejection, or prohibition.
This is perhaps clearer when we look at other contrast expressions, like those using
the 'no X, Y' formula. Notice that one can felicitously utter 'no wine, beer' to
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express rejection or prohibition. But metalinguistic contrasts, which express
rectification rather than nonexistence, prohibition or rejection, are not acceptable, e.g.
*'no 'sappy', happy'!'. This indicates to us that 'no' is not used generally as a contrast
operator. As we show below, metalinguistic contrast (cf. Chapter 3) is canonically
expressed using the 'not' operator in English, as in 'Not sappy, happy!'.
English speakers have few ways to express truth-functional denial using
colloquial 'no'. One may say 'No way!', for example, to mean 'That is not true', but
few other examples exist.
Finally, opposition, as we have defined it in the previous section, is difficult
to express using this operator. Recall that we defined opposition expressions in child
English to include those which are used to negate an utterance whose implied
meaning conflicts with a child's desires, or requires a child to relinquish control of a
situation, if accepted. We assumed, for example, that Peter's negative in (29h.)
repeated here (53), is used to respond to an implied meaning such as 'Can I ride your
bike?', 'Let me ride your bike', or 'you shouldn't ride your bike' or 'you're too tired
to ride your bike now', which is communicated to the child by using the question as
an indirect speech act.

(53)

Adult: You want me to ride your bike?
Peter: no ride 5lbike .
Adult: no? No ride a bike?
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If an adult speaker wanted to cancel the request implicatum 'Can I ride your
bike', she might choose use the prohibitive 'No riding the bike'. But this form may
be inappropriate because it implies that no one is allowed to ride the bike, not that
the addressee in particular is excluded from riding it (we return to this point below).
Here, the appropriate form seems to be 'don't', as in the response, 'No, don't ride my
bike!', or a negative following a use of free operator 'no', as in 'No, you can't ride
my bike!'.
Shorter utterances are inappropriate or generally ambiguous. We might choose
to replace Peter's response with an adult-like 'No, I don't' response. But this can only
mean that the speaker does not want the hearer to ride his bike. It does not cancel a
request implicatum like 'Can I ride your bike' or a demand like 'Let me ride your
bike'. To use a negative response like 'No, you can't' is ambiguous. This response
can be used to mean that the hearer is physically unable to ride the bicycle or that
the hearer is not permitted to ride it. A more informative response which digresses
from the question, such as 'No, I won't let you ride it' seems to be needed to
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disambiguate the two meanings. 21 The most appropriate short utterance would be 'no
don't'.
Before we end this section, we want to mention how adult speakers use the
anaphoric free operator 'no'. By anaphoric, we mean that the operator is not used to
negate the expression it occurs with but a previous utterance. Our main reason for
looking at adult uses of this operator is to help us decide if what we have been
calling children's syntactic use of utterance-initial 'no' is actually the use of the free
operator. Our hypothesis is if children are using 'no' in this way, we would expect
them to use the operator as adult English speakers use anaphoric 'no'. If we found
such evidence, we would have support for Bloom's (1970, 1991) claim that children's
preclausal uses of 'no' are anaphoric.

21We think the difficulties associated with using some shorter negations to
challenge prohibitory implicatures communicated through indirect speech acts is
perhaps tied to difficulties which arise when we try to challenge only the conventional
implicatures implied by the use of a quantified sentences. Karttunen and Peters
(1979: 14) suggest that conventional implicatures like those associated with' even' are
'not set apart so they can be challenged in a direct way', making it difficult to negate
the implicatum without disrupting the flow of discourse. Following their example, let's
assume that the sentence 'Even Bill likes Mary' communicates the truth-functional
meaning 'Bill likes Mary' and the implicatum 'Other people besides Bill like Mary'. If
our goal is to negate the implicatum, we cannot use the simple negation 'No, that's
not so!', since this only negates the truth-functional meaning and, without further
embellishment, implies that the speaker has accepted the implicatum. To negate the
implicatum, the speaker would need to spell it out in more detail, as in 'Yes, but no
one else does.', digressing from the question.
Notions like these lead to the hypothesis that children may construct nonadult-like conventions for challenging implied meanings because there is no clear
convention for doing so in the discourse model.
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Adults use the free operator 'no' anaphorically to answer YIN questions in
two of four logically possible ways. The parameters we use to define these
possibilities are the truth value of the YIN question (positive or negative) and
whether the free operator is used to agree or disagree with the value of the question
(agreement and disagreement). We use the following acronyms to name the
alternatives:

(54)

PA
PD
NA
ND

agreement with a positive question
disagreement with a positive question
negative agreement
positive disagreement

Each of the possibilities is illustrated with an example in (55).22
(55)

a.

PA

Speaker A:
Speaker B:

Is Elvis alive?
*No, he is.

b.

PD

Speaker A:
Speaker B:

Is Elvis alive?
No, he isn't.

c.

NA

Speaker A:
Speaker B:

Isn't Elvis alive?
No, he isn't.

22The difference, for example, between positive disagreement and negative
agreement in these examples can be fleshed out by using expanded responses, as in
the following renditions:
PD

Speaker A:
Speaker B:

Is Elvis alive?
No, you're wrong, he isn't.

NA

Speaker A:
Speaker B:

Isn't Elvis alive?
No, he isn't, you're right.
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d.

ND

Speaker A:
Speaker B:

Isn't Elvis alive?
"'No, he isl

As the set of examples shows, English speakers normally use 'no'
anaphorically to respond in the negative to a YIN question, whether the question is
negative or positive (cf. Pea 1982:613 for summary), indicating that it is the speaker's
intention rather than the truth value of the sentence embedded in the question which
governs the use of the negative operator (Akiyama 1979). This 'positive-negative'
system contrasts with the Japanese' agreement-disagreement' system, for example, in
which the operator 'hai' is used to respond negatively to a negative question (and
positively to a positive question) and the operator 'iie' is used to answer in the
negative to a positive question (and in the positive to a negative question)(Akiyama
1979).
When we return to the examples in (29), we find that the vast majority of
utterances following the use of 'no', what we have been calling 'no' complements, are
not negative in value. In our data, we found one case which might be interpreted as a
free operator followed by a negative expression, Adam's 'no not raining' in (29m.).
However, as we have argued, this is not an anaphoric use of the operator.
We take this as evidence against the hypothesis that children are using
utterance-initial 'no' with echoic complements as an anaphoric free operator.
To summarize at this point, we have found that adult English speakers can
use colloquial operator 'no' to express nonexistence, rejection, and prohibition. It is
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also used to express contrast, but only as a secondary function. It is a poor device for
expressing opposition, rectification, and truth-functional denial. We found that
nonexistence and rejection 'no' must occur with nonspecific complements, while
prohibition statements using either 'no' or 'don't' do not observe this requirement.
We now tum to the uses of 'no' in Standard English.

2.3.4.1.2 Standard English Uses of 'No'
Standard English determiner 'no' in sentence negations exhibits all of the
syntactic properties we mentioned for colloquial 'no' regardless of the function of the
sentence the negative determiner occurs in. Rather than go through each function
separately, we illustrate the pattern using the nonexistence statements in (56).

(56)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

No Pablo is on the veranda.
No Pablo is here.
No Pablo is talking with his wife.
There is no Pablo on the veranda.
There is no Pablo here.
There is no Pablo talking with his wife.
No psycholinguist is on the veranda.
No psycholinguist is here.
I. No psycholinguist is talking with his wife.
j. There is no psycholinguist on the veranda.
k. There is no psycholinguist here.
t. There is no psycholinguist talking with his wife.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.

"'Pablo is no on the veranda
"'Pablo no talking with his wife.
"'Pablo arrived with no his wife.
"'Pablo is no here.
"'Pablo is here no tonight.
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The typical distribution of determiner 'no' is illustrated in examples (56a.-q.).
The operator must occur to the left of a CN or CNP (56g.-1.) or proper name (56a.h.). It does not occur to the left of a PP, VP, NP, Prolocative, or adverbial, as shown
in (56m.-q.).
As in the colloquial uses, Standard English uses of determiner 'no' license the
occurrence of negative polarity items in the sentences they occur in, as illustrated in
(57).

(57)

a. There's no Pablo on any veranda.
b. "'There's Pablo on any veranda.
c. There's no Pablo talking with anybody.
d. "'There's Pablo talking with anybody.
e. There's no Pablo anywhere.
f. *There's Pablo anywhere.
g. No psycholinguist is on any veranda.
h. *A psycholinguist is on any veranda.
i. No psycholinguist is talking with anyone.
j. *A psycholinguist is talking with anyone.
k. No psycholinguist is anywhere.
l. *A psycholinguist is anywhere.

What is important to notice about these Standard English negatives is how
they compare to the colloquial forms we have just discussed. In particular, we notice
is that while determiner 'no' in Standard English is used in sentence negations to
express truth-functional denial and nonexistence, it is difficult to find good examples
where it is used to express rejection. We also find that Standard English 'no', like
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colloquial 'no', is a poor device for expressing contrast, prohibition, rectification and
opposition.
The canonical function of determiner 'no' is as a sentence denial operator
(Klima 1964). A sentence like 'No candidate impressed the citizens of New
Hampshire' expresses the truth-functional denial, 'it is not true of any candidate that
he impressed the citizens of New Hampshire'. Similarly, a negative sentence like 'No
candidate is on the platform' makes a fine nonexistence statement, e.g., 'it is not the
case of any candidate that (s)he is on the platform.'
However, Standard English 'no' is a poor choice for expressing prohibition.
At least two facts conspire to give us this result. First, we find that determiner 'no',
to the extent that it can be used to express prohibition, is in competition with the
canonical operator for expressing prohibition in English, namely imperative' don't' or
'do not'. Second, truth-functional negation, however it is expressed, is generally
incompatible with prohibition, Standard English sentence negations like 'Reynaldo
drinks no wine!' or 'No friends of mine drive drunk!' seem awkward as prohibitions
because they are generally used to express truth-functions like 'It is not true of John
that he drinks wine' and 'It is not true of my friends that they drive drunk'. These
meanings are irrelevant to speakers interested in keeping the subject from drinking in
the future.
In other cases, prohibition meanings like' Don't X' are commonly
communicated by implicature. For example, we find that Standard English sentence
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negations like 'No driving tonight is best' or 'No one drives drunk tonight' can be
used to express prohibitive implicata like' don't drive drunk tonight', but these are
awkward. 23 Colloquial negatives like 'no driving!' and 'don't drive drunk!' seem to be
the preferred method for expressing prohibition.
Standard English 'no' is also a poor vehicle for expressing rejection. To use a
negative like 'I want no beer, thank you', is possible but highly marked. Or one
might utter 'No wine is going to make this conference less boring' when waving
away an offered glass of cabernet, and successfully imply the rejection meaning.
Again, colloquial negatives like 'no wine (for me)' seem to be much more natural
expressions of rejection.
Other functions like rectification and contrast are difficult to express using
Standard English 'no'. For example, if one uttered 'The king of France is bald', the
nonexistence statement 'There is no king of France' is felicitous if there is no present

23We might capture the intended meaning as an example of flouting Grice's
(1975:46) RELATION Maxim 'Be Relevant'. The implicature would be worked out as
follows, using Grice's (1975:50) general procedure. Let A and B be different speakers
in a discourse, and let A direct the utterance 'No driving tonight is best' to B. Then B
might reason as follows:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

A has apparently violated the RELATION maxim, since driving is generally
considered to be better than alternative means of transportation. Thus, A has
apparently flouted the maxim. Yet 1 have no reason to suppose that A has
opted out of the Cooperative Principle.
1 can regard the irrelevance as only apparent iff 1 suppose A to be expressing
A's wish that I do not drive in my condition.
A knows that I am capable of working out (2).
So A implicates that A does not wish me to drive tonight.
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king of France. However, Standard English 'no' generally fails as a rectification
operator because it cannot be used as a constituent negation operator. It also fails to
express rejection as a determiner, e.g., ·'Chantal dates no men with beards, men with
mustaches.'
The restriction on using Standard English 'no' in contrastives appears to
follow from the fact that the 'no X but Y' formula is used mainly for exceptive
constructions, as we noted in our discussion of colloquial 'no'. (58b.), for example, is
ungrammatical because one cannot consider the set of objects picked out by the CN
'rhinos' to be an exceptional complement to the set of objects picked out by the CN
'coyotes'. Similar examples with 'not' (58e.,f.), which we talk about below, are
grammatical, suggesting that' not' is the preferred rectification operator in these
constructions.

(58)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

"'No coyotes but rhinos are on the endangered species list.
"'I prefer no milk but cream.
"'Rhinos, no coyotes are on the endangered species list.
"'I prefer cream, no milk.
Rhinos but not coyotes are on the endangered species list.
1 prefer not milk, but cream.

Finally, we find that we have as much difficulty coming up with simple uses
of Standard English 'no' to express opposition as we had coming up with simple uses
of colloquial 'no' to express this function. Assuming that the YIN question 'Can
someone pass the salt' implicates the request, 'Please pass the salt', the reply 'No one
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will' seems equally as awkward as 'no way' as a negation of the request, though 'no
way' can be used to deny that anyone has the physical ability to perform the passing.

2.3.4.1.3 Summary
We summarize our descriptive findings for colloquial and Standard English
'no' in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3.

Uses of 'No' in Standard and Colloquial English

Function

Category Type

1.

opposition

N/A

2.

rectification

N/A

3.

prohibition

determiner

'No wine (for you)'
'You may have no wine.'

4.

rejection

determiner

'No wine (for me)'
'I want no wine.'

5.

nonexistence determiner

'Well, no linguists'
'There are no linguists'

6.

denial

'No way"
'No candidate is competent.

determiner

Examples
(Colloquial and
Standard English)
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When we compare adult uses with child uses of 'no' summarized in Table 2.l,
we find that children generally have a wider range of uses for the 'no' operator than
adult speakers. Child speakers appear to use determiner syntax when using the
operator in expressions of nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, and opposition, while
adult speakers do not use the operator to express rectification or opposition. Also,
children choose to use the operator with other constituents like PPs and uninflected
VPs while these are not grammatical choices for adult speakers.
We also find that children use the operator to express a wider range of
functions than adult speakers. Functions like opposition and rectification are
particularly difficult to express using either colloquial 'no' or Standard English 'no'.
Colloquial English offers few ways to express truth-functional denial using 'no',
whereas the canonical use of Standard English 'no' is as a truth-functional sentence
negation operator. In contrast, in the vast majority of cases, children use 'no' as a
colloquial negation operator. It is used most often to express opposition and
nonexistence, but it is also used to express prohibition, rectification, and rejection.
Each of these properties lead to a subset problem, since the children's uses of
'no' are a superset of the adult uses. This is one problem we have to address when
we come to our negation fragment in Chapter 3.
We also considered the possibility that what we were treating as syntactic
uses of the 'no' operator were actually uses of the free operator 'no' with a following
assertion of some sort. The evidence for ruling out this possibility was the fact that
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when children respond negatively to a YIN question, they very rarely use follow the
'no' operator with a negative expression. This contrasts with the adult negative
responses to YIN questions. In adult colloquial English, a negative response to a YIN
question must also be negative whether the question is positive or negative.
We now tum to the uses of Standard English 'not'.

2.3.4.1.4 Colloquial Uses of 'Not'
Colloquial expressions using 'not' exhibit similar properties whether they are
used to express nonexistence, rejection, or prohibition.
First, we recall that children use 'not' as a nonexistence operator with either a
prolocative complement or a locative PP complement. We see in (59) that these
complements are a subset of complements that occur with the colloquial nonexistence
operator 'not'. In adult speech, the operator occurs utterance-initially before certain
quantified NPs,24 as in (59a.-c.), an indefinite determiner phrase (59b.), a prolocative
(5ge.), a locative PP (59f.), or a temporal adverb (59g.), but is unacceptable before a
VP, PP, a definite NP or proper name, a sentence, or a CN (59h.-1.). Henceforth, we
use the symbol '#' before expressions which do not support the interpretation under
discussion.

24We argue in Section 3.4.1.1 that 'not' combines with the NP to its right in
examples like (60a.-c.).
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(59)

a. Well, not many linguists.
b. Well, not many linguists on the veranda.
c. Well, not many linguists tonight.
d. Well, not a single linguist here.
e. Well, not there.
f. Well, not on the veranda.
g. Well, not tonight.
h. #Well, not talking with his wife.
i. #Well, not the veranda.
j. #Well, not Reynaldo drinking beer with Pablo
k. #Well, not ReynaIdo.
I. #Well, not linguists.

Like the colloquial nonexistence operator, the colloquial rejection operator
'not' occurs utterance-initially before indefinite NPs (60a.-d.), certain quantified NPs
(60e.), locative PPs (60g.) and temporal adverbs (60h.). It is unacceptable before a
VP or sentential complement (60i.j.), a proper name complement (601.), or a eN
complement (60m.). In contrast to the nonexistence operator, rejection 'not' does
occur before a definite NP (60f.) but does not occur before a prolocative complement
(60k.).
(60)

a. Not any wine (for me).
b. Not any wine on the veranda (for me).
c. Not any wine tonight (for me).
d. Not a single glass of cabemet (for me).
e. Not much beer (for me).
f. Not the veranda.
g. Not on the veranda.
h. Not tonight.
i. #Not talking with his wife.
j. #Not Reynaldo drinking beer with Pablo.
k. #Not there.
I. #Not Reynaldo.
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m. #Not glass of wine.

Prohibitions seem to occur with a wider set of complements than either
nonexistence or rejection 'not'. As shown in (61a.-i), prohibition 'not' can occur with
indefinite, definite, or quantified NPs, PPs, adverbs, and prolocatives. Like the two
prior uses of 'not', prohibition 'not' is prohibited before VPs, sentential complements,
proper names, and eNs (61j.-I.).
(61)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Not any wine (for you)!
Not any wine on the veranda (for you)!
Not any wine tonight (for you)!
Not a single glass of cabemet (for you)!
Not much wine (for you)!
f. Not the veranda!
g. Not on the veranda!
h. Not tonight!
i. Not there!
j. #Not talking with his wife!
k. #Not Reynaldo drinking beer with Pablo!
I. #Not Reynaldo!
m. #Not linguist!
We note that in all of these cases, utterance--medial uses of the operator are

unacceptable, e.g., .' a single linguist not here', Second, 'not' appears only with a
restricted set of NPs. Examples like (59d.), (60d.), and (61d.), for example, are
members of a small set of indefinite NP complements acceptable with 'not'. We can
replace' a single' with 'one' or we can replace' single' with an adjective as in the
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nonexistence statement 'Not a bad one in the bunchl'. Few other variations seem
acceptable across functions.
Also, 'many' and 'much' are two of only a small set of determiners allowed in
the NPs following the operators. We find 'much' occurring with mass nominals, as in
the nonexistence statement 'Not much clean water here', for example. But we cannot
replace 'many' with other weak determiners2s like 'some' or 'two'. Nonexistence
statements like ·'Not few linguists on the veranda' and ·'Not three linguists here'
are ungrammatical.
We do find that the 'not' operator, like the 'no' operator, licenses the
occurrence of polarity items in the following NP, as in the following nonexistence
statements.

(62)

a.
b.
c.
d.

Well, not many
Well, not many
Well, not many
Well, not many

linguists on any (of the) verandas.
linguists talking with any children.
linguists drinking anything.
linguists with any children.

In contrast to colloquial 'no', we find colloquial 'not' can be used productively
to express truth-functional denial. One common method for answering a YIN

2SFollowing Barwise and Cooper (1981: 182), a determiner D is weak if speakers
judge the truth of the simple sentence 'D N is aN/are Ns' (where N is the
complement to D in NP) as contingent on the interpretation of D (neither
automatically valid or contradictory). While 'Every man is a man' is true in every
model and 'neither man is a man' is false in every model (in which it is defined),
'many men are men' is true just in case there are many men.
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question in the negative is to place the 'not' operator before a constituent either
mentioned in a previous question (63a.-c.) or unmentioned but consistent with
denying the proposition embedded in the question (63e.-g.). However, this constituent
cannot be the VP in the utterance (63h.) or a bare CN (63i.). We also find idiomatic
phrases like (63j.) used to express this function.

(63)
Did Reynaldo come to the exhibit?
a. No, not Reynaldo.
b. No, not to the exhibit.
c. No, not the exhibit.
e. No, not today.
f. No, not with his schedule.
g. No, not there.
h. "'No, not come to the exhibit.
i. "'No, not exhibit.
j. No, not in a million years.

We now tum to our final category, contrast.
Contrast is expressed in colloquial English by combining a single constituent of
any type with 'not' and adding a replacement tag of the same constituent type
(64a.-k.), or by stating the replacement constituent first, and negating the target
constituent in a tag (64I.-v.).
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(64)

a. not Pablo, George.
b. not a beer, a glass of wine.
c. not on the patio, on the veranda.
d. not with Reynaldo, with George.
e. not slowly, quickly!
f. not now, later!
g. not drinking, eating
h. not drinking a beer, eating raw vegetables
i. not man, woman (nongeneric reading)
j. not Pablo drinking, Andrei eating
k. not Pablo drinking a beer, Andrei eating raw vegetables.

I. Pablo, not George.
m. a beer, not a glass of wine.
n. on the patio, not on the veranda.
o. with Reynaldo, not with George.
p. slowly, not quickly!
q. now, not later!
r. eating, not drinking.
s. eating raw vegetables, not drinking a beer.
t. woman, not man (nongeneric reading)
u. Andrei eating, not Pablo drinking.
v. Andrei eating raw vegetables, not Pablo drinking a beer.

Contrast is also expressed in colloquial English using the 'X but not Y'
formula, as in (651.-v.). This form is not attested in our child English data. The 'not
X but Y' formula is not used to express contrast in colloquial English, as shown in
(65a.-k.).
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(65)

a. "'not Pablo, but George.
b. "'not a beer, but a glass of wine.
c. "'not on the patio, but on the veranda
d. "'not with Reynaldo, but with George.
e. "'not slowly, but quickly!
f. "'not now, but laterl
g. "'not drinking, but eating
h. "'not drinking a beer, but eating raw vegetables
i. "'not man, but woman (nongeneric reading)
j. "'not Pablo drinking, but Andrei eating
k. "'not Pablo drinking a beer, but Andrei eating raw vegetables.
I. Pablo, but not George.
m. a beer, but not a glass of wine.
n. on the patio, but not on the veranda.
o. with Reynaldo, but not with George.
p. slowly, but not quickly!
q. now, but not later!
r. eating, but not drinking.
s. eating raw vegetables, but not drinking a beer.
t. ?woman, but not man (nongeneric reading)
u. ?Andrei eating, but not Pablo drinking.
v. Andrei eating raw vegetables, but not Pablo drinking a beer.

The contrast operator 'not' patterns with other uses of the operator in licensing
negative polarity items.

(66)

Detective A:
Detective B:

What's happening?
Someone is carrying a kayak into this garage.

(67)

Detective A: a.
b.
c.
d.

Not just anybody, Roman!
Not any kayak, my kayak!
Not into any garage, into my garage!
Not with anybody, with Ingmar!
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A comparison of these uses to the children's colloquial uses of 'not' we
discussed above indicates that children appear to use 'not' like adult speakers, though
they do not seem to take advantage of the full range of uses available to them.
Children use 'not' with locative PP and prolocative complements to express
nonexistence and with PP complements to express prohibition. We might assume that
children do not use 'not' in nonexistence statements with other complements allowed
in adult colloquial English simply because they are not productive, as we mentioned
above. All of the child English colloquial denial tokens we found in our data like
'not yet', 'not today' and 'not now' are acceptable in adult colloquial English as well
though do not exhaust the set of acceptable uses. Finally, we find examples of two
types of adult colloquial contrastives in child English, the negative initial ' not big
stool, little stool' and the negative final type, 'my blanket, not my blanky'. We recall
that we found no uses of colloquial 'not' in child English to express rejection, though
this use is productive in adult colloquial English.
We now tum to a discussion of Standard English uses of 'not'.
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2.3.4.1.5 Standard English Uses of 'Not'26
Many of the Standard English-like uses of 'not' in child English have highly
similar sentence negation counterparts in Standard English. In our earlier descriptive
analysis of child English negation, we mentioned two uses of the Standard Englishlike nonexistence operator 'not' (cf. Section 2.3.3.1.3.). In one case, the operator is
used as a kind of 'negative copula', e.g., Cromer not there' and 'not go in there'. This
resembles the Standard English (68a.) and (68b.). In the other case, the operator is
used like an auxiliary, as in the Eve's 'Fraser have not boot'. This use resembles the
Standard English (68c.).
The few Standard English-like prohibition statements we found in our child
English data, e.g., 'is not a toy', resemble Standard English uses of sentence negation
as an indirect speech act to express this function (68d.). We recall that we found no
examples of child English 'not' which were used to express rejection.

(68)

Nonexistence
a.
b.
c.

Cromer is not there.
The pencil isn't going in there.
Fraser doesn't have a boot.

26There has been much recent investigation of the syntactic distribution(s) of the
Standard English sentence denial operator 'not' (Rizzi 1989, Zanuttini 1991, and
elsewhere). We do not discuss this research here. In this section, we are only
interested in presenting a descriptive analysis of how the functions we have been
considering in this thesis can be expressed using SE 'not'.
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Prohibition
d.

That is not a toy!

The child English examples of descriptive or truth-functional denial we found,
such as 'Fraser not see him', 'that's not my writing' and 'Cromer not writing with he
pencil', are either similar or identical in form to Standard English (69a.), (69b.) and
(69c.) respectively.

(69)

a. Fraser didn't see him.
b. That's not my writing.
c. Cromer isn't writing with his pencil.

In all of these cases, what distinguishes the child English from the Standard
English uses is the absence of copulas and 'do' support. These are typical omissions
in what we have been calling telegrammatic child English (Hyams 1986, Radford
1990).
Similarly, we find that children generally use the contrast operator 'not'
grammatically but in a small number of ways. We found that children often express
contrast in sentence negations by following a negative sentence with a positive one
which includes a preferred term, e.g., 'I not grandson, I'm Adam'. These uses are
highly similar to the Standard English contrastive 'I'm not' grandson'. I'm Adam'. We
do not find child English contrastives of other types though they are found in adult
discourse, e.g., 'I'm not happy, I'm sad', 'Reynaldo's not performing tonight, he's
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performing tomorrow, 'She's not on the court, she's in the bleachers.' Again, what
distinguishes child English and Standard English contrastive negation is the absence
of copulas like 'am' or "m' in child English.
In effect, Standard English allows contrast to be expressed in a multitude of
ways which children do not appear to use. For example, contrast is communicated
through the use of the 'not X but Y' construction, as in (70), or the 'X but not Y'
construction (71). These forms can be used whether the target constituent is stressed
or not.
(70)

a. Not Pablo but Reynaldo skis in Aspen.
b. Pablo wanted not a beer, but a glass of wine.
c. Pablo introduced himself not on the patio but on the veranda.
d. Pablo skis not with Reynaldo but with Chantal.
e. Pablo drinks not slowly but quickly.
f. Pablo wants to ski not now but later.
g. Pablo is drinking but not eating at the ski lodge.
h. Pablo is not drinking a beer but eating raw vegetables.
j. Chantal saw not Pablo drinking but Andrei eating.
k. Chantal saw not Pablo drinking a beer but Andrei eating raw vegetables.

(71)

a. Pablo but not Reynaldo skis in Aspen.
b. Pablo wanted a beer, but not a glass of wine.
c. Pablo introduced himself on the patio but not on the veranda.
d. Pablo skis with Reynaldo but not with Chantal.
e. Pablo drinks slowly but not quickly.
f. Pablo wants to ski now but not later.
g. Pablo is drinking but not eating at the ski lodge.
h. Pablo is drinking a beer but not eating raw vegetables.
j. Chantal saw Pablo drinking but not Andrei eating.
k. Chantal saw Pablo drinking a beer but not Andrei eating raw vegetables.
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In the absence of contrastive 'but', within-sentence contrasts are only
grammatical if the negated constituent follows as a negative tag, as in (72). Placing
the negated constituent before a positive tag within a sentence (73) is ungrammatical.

(72)

a. "'Not Pablo, Reynaldo skis in Aspen.
b. "'Pablo drank not a beer, a glass of wine, on the veranda.
c. "'Pablo introduced himself not on the patio, on the veranda, last night.
d. "'Pablo skis not with Reynaldo, with Chantal, on the bunny hill.
e. "'Pablo drinks not slowly, quickly, when he's nervous.
f. "'Pablo wants to ski not now, later, after dark.
g. "'Pablo is not drinking, eating, at the ski lodge.
h. "'Pablo is not drinking a beer, eating raw vegetables, on the lawn.
j. "'Chantal saw not Pablo drinking, Andrei eating.
k. "'Chantal saw not Pablo drinking a beer, Andrei eating raw vegetables, on
the veranda.

(73)

a. Pablo, not Reynaldo skis in Aspen.
b. Pablo wanted a beer, not a glass of wine.
c. Pablo introduced himself on the patio, not on the veranda.
d. Pablo skis with Reynaldo, not with Chantal.
e. Pablo drinks slowly, not quickly.
f. Pablo wants to ski now, not later.
g. Pablo is drinking, not eating, at the ski lodge.
h. Pablo is drinking a beer, not eating raw vegetables.
j. Chantal saw Pablo drinking, not Andrei eating.
k. Chantal saw Pablo drinking a beer, not Andrei eating raw vegetables.

We note that although 'no' generally does not occur as a contrast operator in
tensed sentences, e.g., ""Reynaldo found no gold, bullion t27 , we find the operator

27However, note that replacing 'not' with 'no' in (46a.) is acceptable in exceptive
constructions, e.g., 'Pablo drinks no wine but Merlot/"'beer'. These are not contrastive
negations, however.
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functioning as a contrast operator in restricted contexts like (74). Only subjects of
copulars are able to be contrasted with 'no' in this way.

(74)

No man is drinking with Pablo, a woman is.

This concludes our discussion of Standard English uses of 'not'.

2.3.4.1.6 Summary
We summarize our descriptive findings for Standard English 'not' in Table
2.4.

Table 2.4
Function

Uses of 'Not' in Standard and Colloquial English
Distribution

Complement

Examples

1. Rejection
a. colloquial

pre-constituent

NP, Prolocative, PP, ADV (60)

2. Contrast
(rectification)
a. colloquial

utterance-initial

any constituent

b. Standard
English
(70),(71 ),(73)

pre-constituent

any constituent

(64),
(651.-v.),(66)
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3. Prohibition
a. colloquial
b. Standard
English

utteran ce-ini ti al

NP, Prolocative, PP, ADV

(61 a.-i.)

auxiliary

predicate

(68d.)

utteran ce-ini ti al

NP, Prolocative, PP, ADV

(59a.-g.)

auxiliary

predicate

(68a.,b.,c.)

utterance-initial

NP, PP, ADV

(63)

auxiliary

predicate

(69)

4. Nonexistence
a. colloquial
b. Standard
English

5. Truth-functional Denial
a. colloquial
b. Standard
English

When we compare these results to Table 2 in Section 2.3.3.1.4, we find that
child and adult speakers use 'not' in quite similar ways. We find that children always
seem to observe the adult grammar of both colloquial and Standard English 'not'
expressions. However, in general, children's uses of 'not' are not as varied as we
might expect given the wide range of uses of 'not' in colloquial and Standard
English. In particular, children use contrastive 'not' only with CN and NP
complements, though adult speakers can contrast any constituent with another
constituent with few restrictions. Also, children use the operator to express the same
functions as adult speakers except for one. Children do not use 'not' to express
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rejection, though there are several ways to express this function using 'not' in adult
colloquial English.

2.3.4.2 Summary, Colloquial and Standard Uses of English Negation
The aim of this section is to outline how adult English speakers express
nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, rectification, opposition, contrast and truthfunctional denial using colloquial and Standard English negation constructions and
how these uses compare the children's uses of negation to express these functions.
Our first finding is that adult English speakers distinguish 'no' and 'not' on
syntactic and functional grounds. As we argued in Section 2.3.1.1, children also
distinguish these operators on syntactic and functional grounds. We interpret this
finding as further support for our general claim that these operators are distinct for
children. This finding is what we would expect, given the Continuity Hypothesis.
Regarding the uses of 'no', we find that adult colloquial 'no' is used as an
utterance-initial determiner to express nonexistence, rejection, and prohibition.
Opposition and rectification are difficult to express using colloquial 'no', and there
few ways to express truth-functional meanings using this operator. Contrast can be
expressed using colloquial 'no' but it is a secondary function of the operator and is
acceptable in only a restricted set of constructions.
In Standard English, 'no' is also used as a determiner. It's canonical function
appears to be truth-functional sentence-denial. As a result, Standard English 'no' is a
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poor choice for communicating non-truth-functional meanings like rejection and
prohibition, functions which are commonly expressed with' don't'. It can be used to
express contrast, rectification, or opposition only if the negative it occurs in is
interpreted as an implicature.
The complements to both colloquial and Standard English 'no' must always have
nonspecific reference.
In comparing children's uses of 'no' summarized in Table 1 with the adult uses
summarized in Table 3, one generalization we can make is that children's uses of 'no'
are similar to adult colloquial uses of the operator rather than to Standard English
uses of the operator. In support of this generalization, we found that telegrammatic
children do not use 'no' in negative subjects, though they do use some negative
predicate nominals. Also, in the vast majority of cases, the child English 'no'
operator occurs in utterance-initial position, as is required when it is used as a
colloquial operator in adult English. Further, when child English 'no' is used as a
rejection operator or as a contrast operator, it is virtually indistinguishable from adult
colloquial uses of the operator to express these functions.
Also, we took some time to argue that the common practice of translating child
English negatives as Standard English sentence negations is generally inappropriate
and should be discarded if an interpretation respecting the form and function of the
child's utterance can be obtained. This allowed us to open up other possible ways to
translate these negatives.
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A second generalization we can make is that children generally find a wider
range of functions for their colloquial 'no' operator than adult speakers. Though both
populations use 'no' to some degree to express nonexistence. rejection, prohibition,
and contrast, CE speakers utilize colloquial 'no' productively as an opposition
operator and less productively as rectification operator, though these two uses are
unattested in adult English discourse. We noted that 'no' is not used as a rectification
operator in at least one case because the construction required to express this notion,
e.g., 'no X but Y', is generally used for exceptive constructions.
We speculated that colloquial 'no' is not used to express opposition because it is
generally difficult to negate implicatures communicated by indirect speech acts like
YIN questions, the kind of utterance we find preceding a majority of the syntactic
uses of 'no' in child English. This speculation extends an observation by Karttunen
and Peters (1979) regarding the difficulties in using negation to cancel conventional
implicatures associated with adverbs like' even'.
An important finding of our analysis is that colloquial 'no' is used only in a
very restricted set of constructions as a truth-functional denial operator. This would
suggest that children are rarely exposed to this use of 'no', and by hypothesis, would
have no model for expressing this function using this operator in their own speech.
We interpret this finding as support for our second general claim that child English
uses of preclausal 'no' do not express truth-functional sentence negation.
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A third generalization is that children select a larger set of complement types
than adult speakers select. Though children seem to observe determiner syntax when
using 'no' as a rejection and contrast operator, as we mentioned above, they use PPs
and uninflected Vs and VPs as complements to 'no' in nonexistence and prohibition
statements. In contrast to these uses of 'no', child English opposition 'no'
productively occurs with echoic complements of any category type.
We now summarize our findings regarding 'not'.
We find that both adult and child English speakers use 'not' both as a colloquial
and as a Standard English operator. In adult speech, colloquial 'not' always occurs in
utterance-initial position. When it is used in nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, or
truth-functional denial statements, it can select a NP, PP or ADV complement. As a
colloquial contrast operator, 'not' can occur with a complement of any constituent
type in constructions (75a.-c.); (75d.) is not used to express contrast

(75) a.
b.
c.
d.

X, not Y
not Y, X
X but not Y
*not X but Y

In Standard English, 'not' occurs as an auxiliary operator to express internal
sentence negation or as a constituent negation operator to express contrast. As an
auxiliary operator, 'not' takes a predicate complement. As a contrast operator,
Standard English 'not' can take any constituent as a complement in constructions
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(76a.-c.) but formula (76d.) in ungrammatical (the expressions in (76) are assumed to
be sentence-medial constituent negations).

(76) a.
b.
c.
d.

X, not Y
Not X, but Y
X, but not Y
*Not X, Y

When we compare these results to our child English results summarized in
Table 2, we find that generally children use the 'not' operator much like adult
speakers to express generally the same range of functions as adult speakers. One
function not expressed by children is rejection, though there are several ways to
express this function using 'not' in adult colloquial English.
The important difference between the populations is that children do not seem to
take advantage of the full range of uses of the operator available to adult speakers. In
particular, though adult speakers can contrast any constituent with another (with
some restrictions) by placing the 'not' operator before the constituent to be contrasted
either in colloquial or Standard English, we find that children target only eN and NP
constituents for the contrast function.
What we want a formal theory of negation to do for us is to describe in an
interesting way how to treat colloquial uses of negation so that we can describe how
child and adult colloquial uses of 'no' and 'not' are related. Second, we want the
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theory to describe how the Standard-like child English forms and the SE forms are
related.

2.3.5 'Nein" and 'Nicht' in Child German
Th~ ·use

of preclausal negation has been observed in a number of child

languages including child German (Wode 1977;1981, Weissenborn, Verrips and
''-.

Berman 1989).

Wode (1977) and Wode and Ruke-Dravina (1976) propose that

children learning German (represented by Wode's children Inga and Lars) experience
three stages in the acquisition of German negation. These are listed in (77) in order
of emergence.

(77) Wode's (1977) Stages of Negation Acquisition in German
I

Holophrastic negation

II

Multi-word negation
a.
b.

III

Non-anaphoric
Anaphoric

Intra-sentential negation
a. Variable placement of 'nicht'
b. Correct placement of 'nicht'

In Stage I, the single word 'nein', and much more rarely 'nicht', are used in
isolation to negate a previous utterance (e.g. anaphoric usage). The extremely rare
use of 'nicht' as a bare anaphoric negator has been used by Clahsen (1988) to support
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the claim that child German holophrastic negation is 'mono-lexical' (Weissenborn,
Verrips and Berman 1990, henceforth WVB).
Stage II is marked by the placement of the operator 'nein' to the left of a
telegrammatic utterance. At this stage, 'nein' may either be used to refer
anaphorically to a previous utterance (78a.) or be used to negate a following
constituent (78b.)(the underlining is mine). Wode observes that the anaphoric use of
'nein' emerges prior to the non-anaphoric usage. However, Park (1979) observes that
this does not hold of all children learning German. Therefore, we do not assume an
ordering for Stage II negation here.
(78)

a.

(1 ;7.3)

Father tries to keep his notes from Inga (I).
Inga protests and insists on having them.

Inga: nein, ich
'no, I'

(1;8.28)

Inga rejects the fluid father tried to give her in favour of milk

Inga: nein, Milch.
'no, milk'

b.

(1; 11.2)

Inga:

Father: Komm, ich mache dich sauber
'Come on, I'll clean you'
Nein sauber
'No clean
(No, 1 don't want to be cleaned)
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Inga keeps pounding her hand on a book. Father imitates her and
bangs much harder. Inga protests and wants father to stop.

(1: 11.15)

Inga:

nein hauen
no bang:INF (don't bang!)

Other cases of preverbal 'nein' are noted by WVB (e.g. nein kanns, nein fahren
lasse, nein sach (gesagt» and several examples are found in Stein's (19??) corpus
obtained from the CIDLDES project. We see from the underlined sections of
Andreas's speech in (79), as we)) as Inga's use of 'sauber' in (78b.) that children seem
to select previous utterance pieces as complements to 'nein' in a similar fashion to
the child English 'no' cases.

(79)
(a) Andreas (Stein 19??)
Adultl:

kannst
du
ihr gleich
can:2S
you:2S her right now
'Can you show her right now?'

Adult2:

(unintelligible speech)

Andreas:

nein gleich
*no right now
'*no right now'

(b) Andreas:

"Kinder Licht
children shining
(Apparently a song)

zeigen ,
show:INF

d"urfen
kleine
may:PRES little boy

Adult:

nein.

Andreas:

nein, "du"rfen kleine Kinder nich" nein.

No

ne?
no?

Kinder
children

nich " .
not
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Though most of the non-anaphoric uses combined with a single-word
complement, several multiword sentential complements resembling preclausal
negatives in child English occurred later in Stage II, e.g. Wode's (80a.) and WVB's
(80b.)(p. 41). We have added additional examples (80c.-e.) from Park (1981). We
have found no examples of 'nicht' occurring in presentential position.

(80) Preclausal Child German Negatives

a.
b.

Subject

Age

Utterance

English Translation

Inge
Simone

2:0.7

nein schaffe ich
nein ich putt mache

'I can't manage it',
'I didn1t break it'

2~2.3

From Park (1981)
c.
d.
e.

Kathrin
Kathrin
Kathrin

2;0-2~2

2;3-2;4
2;3-2;4

nein Auto kaputt
nein Batsch Hunger
nein diese Messer Auau

'car isn't broken'
'uncle is not hungry'
'this knife is not hurting'

The correspondence between what we have been calling Periods 1 and 2 in child
English and the examples in (79) and (80), respectively, is rather clear. In these child
languages, 'no' or 'nein' is used utterance-initially before a complement which at
least in some cases, consists of an echoic complement. In addition, we find both
operators appearing ungrammatically in preclausal position.
Absent from these data are other German negative operators, such as the
canonical sentence negator 'nicht' or the determiner 'kein'. Mills (1985) notes that
constructions of the form 'nein + Vinf are gradually replaced with the correct' Vinf
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+ nicht' order for infinitives at this stage. 'Nein' emerges earlier than 'nicht' in other
data on child German as well (Weissenborn Verrips and Berman 1989:40). We take
this as support for the general absence of 'nicht' in early child German.
At Stage III, Wode's subjects begin to use 'nicht' within sentences. 'Nicht' is
correctly placed after finite verbs in deelaratives and imperatives and before
infinitives and participles as in (81). The position of 'nieht' in verbal environments
has been found to be highly correlated with tense marking, as reported in Mills
(1985), Deprez and Pierce (1990), and Weissenborn, Verrips and Berman
(1989:41-43).

(81) a. ich will nicht schlafen (Wode 1977)
b. ich habe nicht geschlafen (Wode 1977)
c. ich schlage nicht (Wode 1977)
d. schlaf nicht (Wode 1977)
e. nicht schlafen (Wode 1977)
f. Henning braucht nicht Uni (Wode and Ruke-Dravina 1976)
g. Hier nicht Tee (Wode and Ruke-Dravina 1976)

The strict word ordering of negatives with infinitive and tensed verbs has been
questioned by Clahsen (1983) who argues based on a distributional analysis of
(V,Neg) ordering of three children, that verbs initially have variable word order with
respect to the verbs they occur with. In a subsequent stage, verbs are placed almost
exclusively after the negative before the grammatical word order is acquired. Clahsen
also found strict adjacency between negative and verb to be a significant property of
(Neg,V) sequences in multi-word child German negatives. Clahsen's subjects initially
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placed the negative immediately after tensed verbs in transitive sentences (e.g.
V-Neg-NP) rather than placing the negative utterance-finally (e.g. V-NP-Neg) as in
standard adult German. However, later studies (Weissenborn Verrips and Berman
1989) show that Clahsen's claim for adjacency does not hold across all children
learning German, but allow a small set of word types (proper nouns and personal
pronouns) to intervene between negative and verb.
In sum, both children in Wode's (1977) study produced the three utterance types
in (82a.,b.,c.) in Stage III, ignoring phonological variation in the use of 'nicht'.

(82) Stage III Negative Utterances (Wode 1977:94)
a. X nicht
b. X nicht Y
c. nicht Y
where X, Y where X and Yare telegrammatic constituents denoting 'basic
relations' (e.g. identity, location, direction, actor-agent)

Absent from these investigations is a description of the development of German
'kein-'. According to Tom Roeper (p.c.), 'kein' is rarely used in early German. 28
To conclude, the acquisition of German negation appears to progress along the
following path. In Clahsen's (1988) terms (via WVB (p.45», children learning
German appear to begin with a 'mono-lexical (' nein'), bi-functional, and bi-positional

28The use of 'kein' and its allomorphs in child German is an important research
topic which we unfortunately will not have time to address in this dissertation.
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system of negation (sentence external refusal vs. sentence internal sentential
negation) to a bi-Iexical one Cnein' vs. 'nicht').

(83) Progression of German Negation Acquisition
a. Nein
b. Nein + X, X + Nein
Nicht + X, X + Nicht
c. X nicht Y

(Holophrasis)
(Multi-word Negation)
(Intra-sentential negation)

The progression from (83b.) to (83c.) again resembles the sequence of
emergence of negatives we observed in child English. In child English, the negative
particle 'no' emerges as an utterance-initial, utterance-final negative in Period 1 and
is gradually replaced by 'not' in Periods 2 and 3. We also see the gradual emergence
of 'nicht' and the use of 'nicht' but not 'nein' in sentence-medial prepredicatel
postcopular position.
In summary, we find evidence that children learning German also appear to
make a distinction between the negative particles 'nein' and 'nicht', a finding which
corresponds to our finding for child English. Again, we expect our theory of child
English negation to describe the core properties of the development of child German
negation as well.
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2.3.5 Summary

The purpose of this chapter is to present a descriptive analysis of the kinds of
negation children use and a descriptive analysis of comparable forms in adult
English. Our descriptive findings suggest that 'no' and 'not' are two distinct negative
morphemes in both adult and child English. This suggests that two assumptions
underlying previous syntactic accounts of child English negation are wrong.
First, we found that 'no' is not used as a suppletive alternant for 'not'. Second,
we found that 'no' is not an auxiliary item. We showed that 'no' and 'not' do not
have the same syntactic distribution in child English. Nor are they used to express
the same functions. 'No' is used either like a determiner or as an external negation
operator with echoic complements to express opposition or rectification. 'Not' occurs
with a variety of complements to express metalinguistic negation or descriptive
predicate negation. It never occurs as an opposition operator before an echoic
complement. Nor does it observe determiner syntax.
When we compare child English with adult English negation, we find that the
majority of the children's forms compare strongly with adult colloquial uses of
negation rather than Standard English sentence negation. Both adult and child
speakers use 'no' like a determiner to express nonexistence, prohibition and rejection.
However, we found that child English speakers have a wider range of uses for 'no'
than adult English speakers. They also use 'no' utterance-initially in echoic negatives
expressing opposition and rectification whereas these functions are not expressed in
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adult English with this morpheme. Children also use 'no' in colloquial negatives with
bare verb and pp complements which are ungrammatical in adult English.
In contrast, though children seem to use 'not' like adult speakers, they do not
seem to take advantage of the variety of negative forms available to them. Children's
colloquial negatives with 'not' are telegrammatic, they are short and contain noun,
verb, prolocative, or deictic temporal complements. Adult speakers can combine 'not'
with any kind of constituent to express contrast, for example.
In the next chapter, we provide a grammar of negation in which we try to
capture the similarities and differences between child and adult uses of negation we
have described in this chapter.
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3.0 NEGATION IN UNIFICATION CATEGORIAL GRAMMAR
In this chapter, we present a fragment of the adult and child English colloquial
uses of 'no' and 'not' we discussed in Chapter 2, using a version of a Unification
Categorial Grammar or UCG (Zeevat 1988, Zeevat, Klein and Calder 1989). The
majority of this exposition is highly technical. The reader who is interested in our
analysis of telegrammatic negation should skip to Section 3.2. where I present the
negation fragment. This section is still a bit technical but it is readable.
In UCG systems, grammatical information is specified in terms of a SIGN, which
can be described as the simultaneous characterization of grammatical properties of an
expression on various dimensions. Zeevat (1988) requires signs for expressions to
include phonological, semantic, categorial, and argument ordering attributes. The signs
we construct for our fragment are vertical or sequential lists of four attributes:
phonology (P), syntactic category type (C), semantic structure (DR) and pragmatics (Pr).
We will not need to refer to argument ordering here.

(1)

a.

phonology
category
semantics
pragmatics

b.

P:C:DR:Pr

P
C
DR
Pr

The phonological attribute P for an expression describes the way the expression
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is phonologically realized. The categorial attribute includes the category type(s) assigned
to the expression. The semantic attribute describes the propositional meaning assigned
to the expression. The pragmatic attribute consists of an implicature list associated with
the utterance of the expression. We assume that other attributes, such as the
morphological attribute or the phonetic attribute, are also included in signs. In this
section we concentrate on developing the categorial, semantic, and pragmatic attributes
and only refer to other attributes as needed. A sign can be a complete or incomplete list
of such attributes (Zeevat 1988:204, from Pollard 1985).
We describe the contents of each attribute and how they are derived individual
will not be interested in discussing the phonology attribute to any degree here.

3.1 Unification Categorial Grammar
We begin this section by describing the structure of the categorial and semantic
sign attributes mentioned to in (1) and a set of translation rules relating categories to
semantic expressions. We present a type calculus describing how signs combine with
unification. and then we discuss how the system handles simple quantification and
scopal distinctions. We table our presentation of the pragmatic attribute to Section 3.3
where we discuss issues surrounding the pragmatics of negation.

3.1.1 Category Type Language
We define a type language <CAT, CONN> consisting of a set CAT of
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recursively-defined category types and a set of connectives CONN. The recursive
definition of categories (Moortgat 1988) appears in (2).

(2)

Recursive Definition of Category
Let BAS CAT be a finite set of atomic categories and CONN a finite set of
category-forming connectives. Then CAT is the inductive closure of BASCAT
under CONN, i.e. the smallest set such that
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

BASCAT is a subset of CAT,
VAR is a subset of CAT, and
If A and B are members of CAT, and I is a member of CONN, then (BIA)
is a member of CAT.

CONN consists of three elements: the rightward directional connective '/' and the
leftward directional connective '\1, and the lifting exponent ". VAR includes a
denumerable set of indexed variables over types in CAT, and a metavariable X which
ranges over sets of indexed variables.
We assume that BASCAT is the set of category types {s[F],n[F],np"s[F],
np[F],locp[F],imp[F]}, where [F] is a set of features (possibly null). These include
specifications for tense and case, as in (3).

(3)

Feature

Morphology

s[fin]
s[bse]
s[pas]
s[ger]
np[nom]

finite verb form
base verb form
passive verb form
gerundive verb form
nominative
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np[obj]
n[sg]
n[pl]

objective
singular
plural

We let V be a nonempty collection of basic expressions and g : V --> POW(cat)
a function which associates each element v

E

V with a non empty set of categories in

CAT. Pending a description of a type calculus C, we extend the lexical assignment
function g from V to finite sequences of words V+ in L in order to type phrases in L.
This is done by relating sequences (defined below) of atomic expressions VI' ... , Vk to
a type T in CAT (written VI' ... Vk I- T) just in case there are types t l ,
that tj

E

g(vj) (1

S;

i

S;

k) and t l ,

... ,

tk

I-

... ,

tk such

T is valid in C.

The lexical assignment function g assigns expressions to category types generated
by our recursive definition. Our fragment uses the following sample of categories.

(4)
TYPE

CATEGORY NAME

EXAMPLE
EXPRESSIONS

s[F]
n[F]
np[F]
np"s[F]
10cp[F]
np[F]/n[F]
np"s[F]/n[F]
np[nom]\s[F]
(np[nom]\s[F])/np[obj]
n[F]/n[F]
s[F]\s[F]
iv\iv

tensed sentence
singular common noun
subject noun phrase
generalized quantifier
prolocative
determiner
quantifier determiner
.intransitive verb (IV)
transitive verb (TV)
adjective (ADJ)
sentence modifier
VP modifier

Reynaldo runs
woman, chair
a woman, no chair,
every woman
here, there
a, no
every
runs, walks,
finds,takes,
big, ornery
today
in Paris
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iv/(np[nom]\s[bse])
(x\x)/np[obj]
imp[F]/(np[nom]\s[bse])

auxiliary
preposition
negative imperative

does not
in, on, under
don't

Polymorphic category types are often appealed to avoid assigning multiple
category types to lexical items (Zeevat 1988:238, Dowty 1979;1988, Moortgat 1988, and
elsewhere). Our category (x\x)/np[obj] for prepositions, for example, allows us to
simultaneously assign prepositions to the polymorphic categories (n[F]\n[F])/np[obj],
(iv\iv)/np[obj] and (s[F]\s[F])/np[obj] by letting X range over variables of type n, iv, and

s.
We consider expressions ofs[bse] like 'Reynaldo run' to be analogous to subjectinternal vp expressions in the Principles and Parameters framework (Speas 1989,
Lebeaux 1988). Expressions like these are described in other systems as sentence
radicals of type .fs, and have been used to describe tenseless propositional units in
Native American languages (Steele 1988), English nondeclaratives (Huntley 1984), and
more generally in multidimensional systems (Oehrle 1988). In these systems, we might
assign tense morphemes to type «x\.fs)/y)/«x\s[bse])/y) which take lexical items as
arguments.
Further, we assume arbitrarily that the canonical or primary use of 'does not' is
as an auxiliary sentence negation operator expressing internal (predicate) negation. We

wi)) have much more to say about the categorial properties of this operator below. We
simply present this category assignment here to help us discuss how sentence negation
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is described in UCG.
Finally, we assume Zhang's (1991) proposed negative imperative category
assignment for' don't' (to be discussed below).

3.1.2 Discourse Representation Language
Our discourse representation language is related to the notation used in Discourse
Representation Theories advanced by Kamp (1981), Heim (1982) and Kamp and Reyle
(1990), though we follow the version used by Zeevat (1988) here. This approach
provides an easy way to isolate translations of particular expressions as negation targets.
Also, this framework is compatible with the pragmatic extensions we need to make to
accurately describe colloquial negation.
We describe the discourse representation (DR) component in four steps. The first
step is to specify the kinds of expressions allowed in DRs. The second step is to define
a type structure for expressions in DR language. The third step is to recursively
associate syntactic types with types of the DR language. The final step is to define a
correspondence between expressions of English and DRs.
We allow the following objects in DRs (based on Zeevat 1988:212):

(5)

sorted and unsorted variables,
n-place predicates,
formulas,
the logical negation operator ..."
the equality operator = ,
the conjunction operator, ,
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the implicative operator -->.

We allow DRs to include sorted variables (6a.-d.), n-place predicate variables
(6e.-f.) and unsorted variables (6i.).

(6)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
1.

object variables
event variables
state variables
location variables
first order n-place variables
higher order n-place variables
unsorted individual variables

a,b,c, ...
e 1,e2,e3, •••
SI,S2,S3' .••

11,1 2,1 3,

. • •

A,B,C

Q,R,S
J,K,L

The set of formulas we need to use is defined recursively as in (7). We define
a TERM t be a sorted variable or a formula (variable or constant).
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(7)

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.
f.

g.

..

If y is a sorted variable. P is an n-Iplace predicate and (t l • • • • '~ol} is an n-Ituple of terms, then P(y, t l ,
• •• ,tnol ) is an (atomic) formula with index
y, n ~ 1
If y is an individual variable and 4> and '" are formulas, then [y][4>,,,,] is a
conjunctive formula.
If y is an individual variable and 4> is a formula, then .., [y][<!>] is a negative
formula. I
If a is an individual variable and b is a sorted variable assignment in c··, then
[a == b) is a formula.
If a is an individual variable and b is a proper name, then [b = a] is a formula
If y is an individual variable, and 4> and X are formulas, then [y][4> :=) X] is an
implicative formula.
If u is a variable and 4> is a formula with index y, then l..u.[y]1.. is a formula
Sorted variables translating deictic pronouns are assigned values by contextual
functions.These are described in our section of model structure below.

This definition utilizes Zeevat's indexed language, which is distinguished by
treating particular variables as indices for formulas. Indices correspond to reference
markers in other versions of DRT (Kamp 1981, Kamp and Reyle 1990). The value of
an index is the thing (e.g., object, person, location, event, state) a formula designates in

U. BASCAT expressions are O-ary predicates translated by atomic formulas in which the
first variable following the predicate is regarded as the index for the formula. In
conjunctive, implicative and negative formulas, the index is placed in square brackets
outside of the formula.

IZeevat (1989:212) defines negation as an implicative formula. Given a formula 4>
and the absurdum formula I, the negation of 4> is written as 4> --> I in his system. We
depart from Zeevat's treatment of negation by using the more perspicuous (in our view)
.., operator. Nothing follows here from this change in formalism.
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It is convenient to define the type structure for the DR language in such a way

that we can easily set up a correspondence between category types and DRs. Since the
syntactic category type structure is defined recursively using the function-argument
structure inherent in category descriptions, the most perspicuous way to connect category
and semantic expressions is to characterize semantic types in terms of function-argument
structures and define semantic types recursively as well.
This is the course taken by Montague (1974) in PTQ (p. 256). In PTQ, the set
of types is defined as the smallest set Y such that

(8)

a.
b.
c.

e,t E Y,
whenever a,b E Y, <a,b> E Y, and
whenever a E Y, <S,a> E Y,

where e,t, and s are fixed, unordered objects. Here, e and t are primitive
categories denoting entities and truth values, respectively. The expression <a,b> denotes
a function from denotations of type a to denotations of type b, and <s,a> denotes a
function from worlds and times to denotations of type a.
The correspondence between the types of intensional logic and category types
is then defined recursively, as in (9). The base clauses of the definition assign atomic
semantic types to basic category types e and t. The recursive clause describes how
complex syntactic category types are mapped into more complex intensional types.
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(9)

a. !(t) = t
b. !(e) = e
c. For all categories A and B, !(AIB) = !(AIIB) = «s,/(B»,!(A»

Using (9), the intransitive verb walk of category tie is mapped onto the
intensional type <s,e>,t> and the VP adverb slowly of category (tle)/(tle) onto the
intensional type <s,«s,e>,t>. «s,e>,t». Thus, each 'incomplete' category type is
assigned to a unique semantic type specifying the functional description of the category.
All functors in Montague's system result in t.
In our approach, DR expressions are distinguished by the number and kind of
variables in their descriptions. Each atomic formula is a formula consisting of a
predicate expression, a list of zero or more variable terms bound by lambda terms, and
a special variable y designating the kind of object denoted by the formula. Lambda
functions are satisfied if an appropriate relational predicate is conjoined to the atomic
formula to bind the variable specified in the lambda term. For example, pending a
formal mapping of expressions to translations, we translate the intransitive verb 'walk'
of category type np[nom]\s[bse] as a formula consisting of a lambda term, a binary
predicate 'walk' " a variable a and an index e l, as (10),

(10)

Aa.walk'(el,a),

where the variable a is to be associated with the translation of the np[nom]
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argument of the functor.
Formula (10) is an 'incomplete' formula in two respects. First, there is no
relational predicate restricting the variable a. Second, the variable has no index binder,
though it is bound by the lambda operator. In Zeevat's system, formula indices act to
bind variables. As a result, a variable can be bound only if another formula is introduced
into the representation. We might further specify (10) by adding a formula 'Jones'(a)'
into the DR to fix the reference of the variable a, as in (11).

(11)

[e1][Jones'(a), walk'(e1,a)]

Recall that the singleton argument in the formula 'Jones'(a)' also serves as the
index for the formula. (11) is a closed formula.
Higher order expressions are to be translated in a similar way. We assign the VP
modifier expression slowly to category (np[nom]\s[bseD\(np[nom]\s[bseD. This category
describes two functions: a function from iv expressions to iv expressions and a function
from np[nom] expressions to s[bse] expressions. We include one higher order variable
S in the argument list for the translation of the np[nom]\s[bse] argument of the main
functor, as in (12)
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When the category (np[nom]\s[bse])\(np[nom]\s[bse]) unifies with an expression
of category np[nom]\s[bse], the variable e) of the adverb's argument list in (12) is bound
by a DR of the appropriate type. This results in the open formula (13), which is subject
to further specification, as in (14).

(13)
(14)

Aa.[e 2][walk'(e),a), slowly'(e2,e)],
[e2][e)][Jones'(a), walk'(e),a), slowly'(e2,e)],
What this exposition suggests is that we type formulas according to the number

and kind of variables found in their argument lists. We then construct a recursive
mapping procedure whereby each syntactic category type can be mapped into a unique
DR expression in which the number and kind of variables in the formula translating the
category type reflect the semantic contributions to be made by the function-argument
structure of the category type.
Using Montague's recursive definition as a model, we construct the following
recursive definition (15).

(15)

a.
b.
c.
d.

e is a type
f is a type.
If a,b are types, then <a,b> is a type
Nothing else is a type.

We assign type e to variables over members of the universe of discourse, e.g.,
individual, event, location, state, and object variables. We then assign formulas to type
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f. The recursive clause in the definition builds discourse formula types from basic types.
We use f

rather than t as the type for closed formulas because formulas are not

interpreted as truth values in DRT but as input to verification functions.
We define a DR type assignment function TYP for category types in (16).
(16)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

TYP(n[F]) = e
TYP(np[F]) = e
TYP(locp[F]) = e
TYP(s[F]) = f
TYP(np"s[F]) = <e,f>,f>
TYP(iv[F]) = <e,£'>
TYP(tv[F]) = <e,<e,f»
TYP(n[F]/n[F]) = <e,e>
TYP(np[F]/n[F]) = <e,e>
j. TYP(iv[F]\iv[F]) = TYP(iv[F]/iv[FD = «e,f>,<e,f»
k. TYP(s[F]\s[F]) = <f,f>
l. TYP(n[F]\n[F])/np[F] = <e,<e,e»
m. TYP«np[F]\s[F])\(np[F]\s[F])/np[F] = <e,«e,f>,<e,f»

Given the apparatus we've presented so far, we can construct the following
partial signs. Throughout, we assume that symbols like' [anA]' include an index variable
'a' and a variable' A' for the predicate constant or variable describing the denotation of
the index variable. Symbols like [a][A] are replaced by formulas, e.g., 'champagne'(a)',
'Bergmann'=a', etc.

(17)

a.

champagne
b.
n[sg]
champagne'(a)

c.
Bergman
np[nom]
Bergmann' = a

there
10cp[F]
12 = loc2(c)
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d.

drink
(p:np[nom):[a][A]\s[bse))/p:np[obj):[b][B)
Ab.M.drink'(e),b,a)

e.

does not
(p:np[nom): [a] [A]\S[fin])/(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\p:s[bse]): [r][R]
AR.M.[S][ -. [[rUR(a)])]

In Zeevat's system, proper names like 'Reynaldo' appear within the argument list
for a formula, as in (18a.). We choose to keep atomic semantic expressions at the
surface of the sign, as in (18b.), where we can refer to them individually. Nothing comes
of this, since (18a.) and (18b.) are equivalent expressions.
(18)

a.

Reynaldo sleeps
b.
s[fin]
e)[SLEEP(e), REYNALDO)]

Reynaldo sleeps
s[fin]
[e)][Reynaldo' = a, sleeps'(e),a)]

3.1.3 Sign Unification and Type Calculus
We first describe a version of the Lambek/van Benthem sequent calculus
(Lambek 1958, van Benthem 1986) for the concatenation of signs. We define a
SEQUENCE as a string of zero or more sign types of the form' A:a:b:c' separated by
commas, where a,b, and c are sign attributes for the expression A and colons separate
attributes. We assume a is a category attribute, b is a semantic attribute, and c is a
pragmatic attribute. We use primes to distinguish the attribute variables for different
expressions A and B, e.g. A:a:b:c, B:a':b':c'"
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Sequences are defined recursively as follows:

DEFINITION SEQUENCE
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

A sign is a sequence.
If A:a:b:c and B:a':b':c' are signs, then A:a:b:c,B:a':b':c' is a sequence.
Nothing else is a sequence.

Two sequences A:a:b:c and B:a':b':c' together with the tumstyle '

1-'

combine

to form a SEQUENT.

DEFINITION If A:a:b:c and B:a':b':c' are sequences, then A:a: b:c I- B:a':b':c' is a
SEQUENT, where A:a:b:c is non-empty, and B:a':b':c' is a single sign.

A sequent A:a:b:c

I-

B:a':b':c' may be read as a:a':b':c\, ... , a:a"':b"':c"'n

I-

B:a":b":c", where a:a':b':c'], ... , a:a"':b"':c"'n are the signs making up A:a:b:c, and
B:a":b":c" is a single sign b:a":b":c". We define A:a:b:c as the antecedent and B:a":b":c"
as the succedent of the sequent.
Sign unification is defined in terms of substitution.

DEFINITION A SUBSTITUTION is an assignment of a finite number of variables to
types (variables or constants).

If A is a sign and

(j

is a substitution, we write Aa to denote the result of

simultaneously substituting, for each variable v on which a is defined, a(v) for each
occurrence ofv in A. a will determine a unique a(v) for each variable v in its domain.
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A substitution a is a UNIFIER of two expressions A and B if Aa

= Ba.

A

unifier a is MORE GENERAL than a unifier a' if there is a unifier a" such that a' =

a,a", where' a,a" , is the application of a followed by the application of a". A unifier
of signs A and B is a MOST GENERAL UNIFIER of A and B iff it is more general
than any other unifier of A and B.
The unification of signs A and B, or A U B, is defined as follows:
DEFINITION The unification of A and B, A U B, is Ba, where a is a most general
unifier of A and B.

We now present a sign type calculus with lambda terms using these notions. The
type calculus consists of a single axiom schema and five inference rules which
characterize the notion 'valid sequent'. We count a sequent as valid if it is either an
instance of the axiom schema or the conclusion of an inference rule whose premisses
are valid. The axiom schema and inference rules are given in (19). In these rules, A, B,
and C are single signs replacing A:a:b:c, B:a':b':c', C:a":b":c", respectively, &, A, and
are sequences of signs,

e

Uis the unification operator, and Za. is a substitution on sign Z.

Rule translation is described by the lambda terms of the calculus. This method
of 'type driven translation' (Klein and Sag 1985) provides a compositional interpretation
for sequences without writing a separate semantic rule of functional application for each
kind of function application allowed by the category type calculus.
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(19)

A I-A

Identity

IElim.

A I- <A,u>

Aa = A U B = Ba

ll, <Ca,t(u» 0 I- D

.1, <CIB,t>, A, 0 I- D

\Elim.

A I- <A,u>

Aa = A U B = Ba

L\, <Ca,t(u» 0 I- D

L\, A <B\C,t> 0 I- D

/Intro.

L\, <A,v> I- <B,u>
L\ I- <B/A, Av.u>

\Intro.

<A,v>, A I- <B,u>
L\ I- <A \B, Av. u>

Cut

AI-A

L\, A, 0 I- B

L\, A, 0 --> B

The introduction and elimination rules depend on the existence of a most general
unifier

a of the functor sign and the argument sign A.
The following theorems follow from (19).
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(20)

Forward Functional Application (FFA)
Aa = A U B = Ba
<:113, A ---------------------------:> <:
Backward FWlctionai Application(BF A)
Aa = A U B = Ba
A, B\<: ---------------------------:> <:

The rules in (20) are theorems because they follow from the identity axiom, the
assumption we take for granted, by the inference rules. FFA is proved in (21).

(21)

a.

A

I-

A

Aa = A U B = Ba.

<:a.

I-

<:a.

----------------------------------------------------------~Iim.
CI13, A

I-

<:a.

By integrating unification into the type calculus in this way, we capture Zeevat's
description of functional application as instantiation and stripping of category types
(Zeevat et aI 1989: 196, Zeevat 1988:205).2

2Zeevat (1989:205) defines functional application as follows:
FUN<:TIONAL APPLI<:ATION: Let 8 1 and 8 2 be well-formed signs. Then stripping the
instantiation of 8 1 with respect to 8 2 also results in a well-formed sign.
In Zeevat's framework, the 'unification of two representations (if defined) is a third
representation which combines all of the information of the first two, if that information
is compatible (Zeevat 1988:204)'. A sign 83 is the instantiation of sign 81 with respect
to sign 82 if it results from unifying the active part of 81 with 82 (p.205). This notion
is captured in our framework by requiring that a be the most general unifier of sign types
81 and 82 (as specified in the middle premiss in (5».
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One ancillary notion we borrow from Zeevat is the notion 'ACTIVE PART of
a sign'. The active part of a sign is that part which is the domain of the substitution

0'

currently being considered. The active part of a sign B:a':b':c'/A:a:b:c or A:a:b:c\B:a':b':c'
is A:a:b:c. The active part of sign A:a:b:c is A:a:b:c.
Given this apparatus, we prove the sentence negation 'Bergman does not adore
Natassia' as in (22). The proof is read foot to head. Because these proofs tend to get
complex and unreadable, we adopt the following procedure for illustrating proofs. Before
each proof we list the signs which enter into the proof. We illustrate the action of the
inference rules by specifying how the categorial and discourse-semantic sign dimensions
unify using the inference rules of the type calculus. Metalinguistic information is added
to sign structure when necessary. We assume that unification proceeds successfully
across sign dimensions unless we indicate otherwise. We have already specified the
signs which enter into the following proof in (17) and do not repeat them here.

If unification succeeds, then the instantiated functor sign can be 'stripped', defined as
follows (Zeevat 1988:205):
Given a sign S 1 with category AlB, the result of STRIPPING SI is the sign S2 just like
SI except that its phonology is the concatenation of SI'S and B's phonology, and its
category is stripped down to A.
In our framework, the product of stripping is the result of applying 0' to C of the functor
CIB, specified in the righthand premiss of the IEIim and\Elim rules.
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(22)
PROOF
np[nom]:Bergman'=a

I-

np[nom]:Bergman'=a

(np[nom]:Bergman'=a)O' = (np[nom]:Bergman'=a)
(np[nom]:[a][A]) = (np[nom]:[a][A])O'

U

s:[s2][Bergman = a, [S2] ..., [s,][Natassia' = b, adore'(s"b,a)]] I- s:t
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\1!lim
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.[s,][Natassia' = b, adore'(s"b,a)]
I- (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.[s)][Natassia = b, adore'(s"b,a)]
«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.[sl][Natassia = b, adore'(s"b,a)])O' =
np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]:Aa.[s,][Natassia = b, adore'(s"b,a)]
U np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]) = «np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse])O'
np:Bergman'=a,
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin)): Aa.[S2] ..., [[s,][Natassia = b, adore'(s"b,a)]

I-

s:t

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iim

np[obj]:Natassia' = b

I-

np[obj]:Natassia'=b

(np[obj]:Natassia'=b)O' = (np[obj]:Natassia'=b

U (np[obj]:[b][B]) = (np[obj]:[b][B])O'

np[nom]:Bergman'=a,
(np\s)/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):A.RAa.[S2] ..., [[r][R(a)]],
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin)):Aa.[s,][Natassia = b, adore'(s"b,a)]

I-

s:t

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~lim

np:Bergman'=a
(np\s)/(np\s):A.RAa.[S2] ..., [[r][R(a)]]]
(np\s)/np[obj]: [b ][B]:AbAa.adore'(s"b,a)
np[obj):Natassia'=b I- s:t

The goal of the proof is to show that the sequent at the foot of the proof follows
from the axiom of the type calculus. This is done by applying the inference rules from
conclusion to premiss(es) till we arrive at axiomatic statements. We illustrate by
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describing the action of the first application of the !Elimination rule at the foot of the
proof. The action of this rule eliminates the / type connective of the verb sign
adore
(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse])/p:np[obj]:[b][B]
Abt..a. adore'(s) ,b,a)

if there is a most general unifier a of the active part of the verb
sign, p:np[obj]:[b][B] and the object sign Natassia:np[obj]:Natassia' = b. We can write
the function

0'

as a list of values for every variable for which

v

O'(v)

p
np[obj]
[bUB]

Natassia
np[obj]
Natassia' = b.

0'

is defined, e.g.

Sign unification is successful in this case since there is no type incongruity
between the variables v defined for

0'

and the attribute specifications of the object sign

(We assume that this is the case for the phonological variable p and the expression
'Natassia). Unification of these signs cancels the outermost' active' function of the verb
sign and simultaneously cancels the outermost A-function in the translation of the verb,
resulting in translation t..a.[Natassia'= b, adore'(s),b,a)].
We note several distinguishing features of sentence negation in UCG. First, we
can see that the DR formula' Natassia = b' appears within the scope of negation to the
right of the negation operator in the final translation of 'Bergmann does not adore
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Natassia', e.g., [s2][Bergman = a, [S2] ..., [s\][Natassia' = b, adore'(s\,b,a)]]. We adopt
Kripke's proposal that proper names are rigid designators (Kripke 1972).

Interpretive Rule: Proper names are rigid designators
This means that a proper name will pick out the same individual in any possible
world. Thus, although the translation of a proper name appears in the scope of negation,
the negation will not apply to it. In effect, the translation will be interpreted as if it is
outside the scope of negation.
We note that the event and state indices are treated differently in different
positions. Zeevat (1988:214), and more perspicuously Zeevat et al (1989:206), treat
negation as introducing a unique state variable into a semantic expression. At the same
time that negation is used to deny an event or state translating the predicate, it
simultaneously creates a state in which the event or state has been denied. This is the
meaning of the translation of 'does not' in (17e.). Intensional contexts are handled in
a similar manner by Zeevat (1988).3 We adopt this treatment here.

3Zeevat (1988) does not offer any explanation for his use of states. Zeevat's idea is
perhaps clearer in cases of universal quantification. Universal quantification in some
contexts is used to report a multiplicity of events, or a state, rather than a single event.
To use Zeevat's example, the sentence 'Some boy hits every student' ordinarily reports
not only one event, but multiple hitting events (where universal quantification has narrow
scope). The group of events is interpreted as a state, which heads the entire translation.
This is represented as (i):
(i)

Some boy hits every student
[s][boy(x), [s][student(y) --> hit(e,x,y)]]
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In addition, predicate negation blocks the event variable from occurring at the
head of the DR, as in (.). When we negate a predicate of its subject, we negate the event
or state variable translating the predicate as well. To assert that Bergman does not adore
Natassia is to deny that the state of Bergman adoring Natassia exists.

3.1.4 Quantification and Negation
3.1.4.1 Quantification Calculus
We are now in a position to describe how universal and existential quantification
and sentence negation is treated in this system and how scope ambiguities in negatives
are accounted for.
We begin by adding a new exponent type constructor

1\

to the type language.

Moortgat (1993) proposes using exponent categories in order-preserving, directional
application systems as one way of capturing appropriate quantifier scopings without
weakening the mapping between category and semantic types. We introduce Moorgat's
(1993) I\elimination and I\introduction inference rules (23) into the type calculus. As
above, we let A represent the sign A:a:b:c, B represent B:a':b':c', and C represent
C:a":b":c".

Intensional contexts are treated similarly (Zeevat 1988:214). Intensional contexts
are required to set up a new state context as well, as in (ii)(Zeevat's example has been
translated into our system).
(ii)

John believes a burglar to break into his flat
[s.][burglar(a), believe(s., John(b), [e.][his flat(y), [e.][into(e.,y), break(e.,a)]])]
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(23)
" Elimination
A,<A,u>,r

I-

<B,t'> ;

a, <B, t{AU.t'»,e

Il, A <A"B, t> r, e

I-

I-

C

C

" Introduction
C

I-

<A,t>

C

I-

<A"B, AV<ab>.V{t»

The "Introduction rule describes valid type transitions which are proved in other
systems by type lifting rules.

Following Partee and Rooth (1983), we assume that

proper names are assigned to type e rather than to type «e,t>,t> as in Montague's PTQ.
We also assume that indefinite nps are assigned to type e, following work by Heim
(1982) and Kamp (1981). It follows then that the indefinite determiner \ a' is assigned
to type np[F]/p:n[sg]:[a][A], where [F] represents either [nom] or [obj]. Generalized
quantifiers like \ every woman' are assigned to type np"s[F], where TYP{np"s)

=

<e,f>,f>. Quantifier determiners like \ every', which denote functions on sets of
individuals, are assigned to type np"s[F]/p:n[F]:[a][A], where TYPE{np"s[F]/n[F]) =
«e,f>,«e,f>,f»>.
The type transition from np[F] to np"s[F] is valid according to this calculus, as
shown in the following proof:
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PROOF
np:[a][A]
--> np:[a][A]
____________________________________________________
AIntro
np:[a][A] --> np"s:A.RAa.[r][[a][A],[r][R]]

This allows us to raise proper names and indefinite nps of type e to generalized
quantifiers of type «e,f>,f>. As is well known, this operation proves useful when
conjoining generalized quantifiers with proper names and indefinites to form expressions
like 'Reynaldo and every woman' or 'every cat and a dog' (Partee and Rooth 1983).
The AElimination rule gives us a way to capture quantifier scope ambiguities in
multiply quantified sentences without requiring multiple type assignments to verbs or
disturbing the thematic structure of the sentence. A sentence like 'Every student likes
a professor' has two interpretations which can be captured as a distinction in quantifier
scope. Either the universal quantification can have wide scope over the existential
quantification (24a.) or the existential quantification can take wide scope over the
universal quantification (24b.),

(24)

a. [st][student(a) --> [s2][professor(b),likes(s2,b,a)]]
b. [s2][professor(b), [st1[student(a) --> likes(s2,b,a)]]

is captured by the order in which the quantifier signs are solved, with the first
sign to be solved taking wide scope. This is illustrated by proofs (25) and (26), which
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prove the derivation for the sentence with translation (24a.) and (24b.), respectively.4

4Following Hendriks (1988), we might capture wide scope negation in these cases
via category type transitions for intransitive and transitive verbs, e.g., 'argument raising'
and 'argument lowering'. A transitive verb like 'loves' is mapped to the sign
p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin])/p:np[obj]:[b][B] in our system. The "Introduction rule allows us
to replace subject and object np arguments with generalized quantifier types. This is
proved for object np raising as follows:
PROOF: Object Argument Raising (Category Attribute only)
<np,v> I- <np,v> <s, AVAU.t'(U,v» I- <s,t'>
<np,u> I- <np,u> <np,v, «np\s), AU.t'(U» I- <S,t>
<np,v>, «np\s)/np,t>, <np,u> I- <s,t'>
<s, t(AU.t'> I- <s,t>
<np,v>, «np\s)/np,t>, <np"s,Az<np,s>.z(t'» I- <s,t>
«np\s)/np,t>, <np"s,A.z<np,s>.z(t'» I- <np\s,Av.t(V»
«np\s)/np,t> I- «np\s)/np"s,Av.t(A.z<np,s>.z(t'),v»

Axiom
\Elim
IElim
"Elim
\lntro
IIntro

PROOF: Object Argument Lowering
<np,v> I- <np,u> <S,AV.t(A.z<np,s>.z(t'),v»
<np"s,A.z<np,s>.z(t» I- <np"s,A.z<np,s>.z(t»
<np,v>, «np\s),t(A.z<np,s>.z(t'»> I- <s,t>
<np,v>, «np\s)/np"s,t>, <np"s,A.z<np,s>.z(t'»
<np,u> I- <np"s,A.z<np,s>.z(t'»
<np,v>, «np\s)/np"s,t>, <np,u> I- <s,t>
«np\s)/np"s,t>, <np,u> I- «np\s),AV.t(V»
«np\s)/np"s,t> I- «np\s)/np,AuAv.t(V,u»

I-

<S,t>

I-

<s,t>

Axiom
\Elim
IElim
Cut
Raising
\lntro
IIntro

Argument Raising gives us the following set of alternative transitive verb types
(in our notation), where q is a variable over generalized quantifier translations:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(np"s[nom]: [q][Q]\s[bse])/np[ obj]: [b ][B]
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse])/ np"s[obj]:[q][Q]
(np"s[nom]: [q][Q]\s[bse])/np"s[obj]: [q'][Q']

As Hendriks shows, (iii) can be used to capture the scope ambiguity associated
with transitive sentences like 'Every boy finds some girl' by ordering the application of
argument raising to argument categories (signs, in our framework).
One might consider the use of derivational polymorphism as a higher valued
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(25) SIGNS
every student
np"s[nom] 1
AQ.[student'(a) --> [q][Q(a)]]

likes
(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin])/p:np[obj]: [b][B]
AbAa.likes'(s 1,b,a)

a professor
np"s[nom]
AR.[professor'(b ),[r][R]]

PROOF
np[nom]:u

I-

np[nom]:u

(np[nom]:v)cr = np[nom]:v
s[fin]:likes(s),u,v)

I-

U np[nom]:[a][A]

= (p:np[nom]:[a][A])cr

s:t"

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iim

np[obj]:v

I-

np[obj]:v

(np[obj]:v)cr = np[obj]:v

U np[obj]:[b][B]

= (p:np[obj]:[b][B])cr

np[nom]:u (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]): M.likes'(sl,u,b)

I-

s:t"

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iim

np[nom]:u
(np\s)/np[obj]: AbAa.likes'(s 1,b,a)
np[obj]:v
I- s:t"
s:AR.[professor'(b),[r][R(b)]](Av.t")
I- s:t'
___________________________________________________

A~Iim

np[nom]:u
(np\s)/np:AbAa.likes'(s),b,a)
np"s[ obj]: AR. [professor'(b ),[ r ][R(b)]]
I- s:t'
s:AQ.[student'(a) --> [q][Q(a)]](Au.t')

I-

s:t

alternative to quantifier polymorphism on the basis that the latter adds complexity to the
lexicon in terms of a proliferation of new category types.
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____________________________________________________

A~linn

np"s[nonn]:AQ.[student'(a) --> [q][Q(a)]]
(np\s)/np:AhAa.likes'(sl,b,a)
np"s[nonn]: AR. [professor'(b),[r][R]]
I- s:t

(26) PROOF
np[nonn]:u

I-

np[nonn]:u

(np[nonn]:v)cr = np[nonn]:v
s:likes(s)"v,u)

I-

U np[nonn]:[a][A]

= (np[nom]:[a][A])cr

s:t"

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

np[obj]:v

I-

np[obj]:v

(np[obj]:v)cr = np[obj]:v U np[obj]:[b][B] = (np[obj]:[b][B])cr
np[nonn]:v (np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa.likes'(s),v,b)

I-

s:t"

-----------------------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

np[nonn]:u
«np\s)/np[obj]: [b ][B]):AbAa.likes'(sl ,b,a)
a professor:np[obj]:v
I- s:t"
s:AQ.[student'(a) --> [q][Q(a)]](Au.t")

I-

s:t'

------------------------------------------------------A~linn

npAs[nonn]:AQ.[student'(a) --> [q][Q(a)]]
(np\s/np:AbAa.likes'(s),b,a)
np[obj]:v
I- s:t'
s:AR.[professor'(b),[r][R(b)]](Av.t')
I- s:t
___________________________________________________
npAs[nonn]:AQ.[student'(a) --> [q][Q(a)]]
(np\s)/np:AbAa.likes'(s 1,b,a)
np"s[nonn] :AR.[professor'(b ),[r][R(b)]]
I- s:t

A~Iinn
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We can see from these proofs that the generalized quantifier category np"s does
the work of type raising rules in directional systems which relate np to generalized
quantifier categories s/(np\s) and (s/np)\s. One advantage of the approach presented here
is that we abstract away from directional considerations associated with type raising
rules in directional systems, and thereby avoid problems Hendriks (1990) and Moortgat
(1993) have observed in trying to capture the right scopings for generalized quantifiers
in these systems. We also avoid positing awkward syntactic configurations associated
with the 'quantifying in' procedure for obtaining wide scope for quantifiers, as in
Montague's PTQ. In this system, both binder and bin dee occupy the same position in
syntactic structure, thereby preserving thematic structure (Moortgat 1993:13).

3.1.4.2 Sentence Negation and Quantifier Scope
We can also account for scope ambiguities in sentence negations with quantifier
subjects or objects, where either argument (or both) may take wide scope or narrow
scope with respect to negation.
Such ambiguities can be observed in the interpretation of pronominal anaphora
across sentences. The indefinite object' a question' in the first sentence in (27a.) can
serve as the antecedent for the pronominal anaphor 'it' in the second sentence. We might
paraphrase the first sentence in this example as 'there was a question that Bill didn't
answer'. As suggested by this paraphrase, we can account for the existential reading of
the indefinite by allowing the existential quantification to take scope over the negation.
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In contrast, the indefinite object in (27h.) cannot be interpreted as the antecedent for the
anaphor because the existence of a question is not presupposed. One might paraphrase
the first sentence in this example as if the indefinite takes narrow scope with respect to
negation, e.g., 'It is not true that there was a question and Bill answered it'.

(27)

a. Bill didn't answer a question. It concerned the deficit.
b. Bill didn't answer a question. Questions were prohibited at the rally.

Similarly, an indefinite subject may take either wide scope (28a.) or narrow
scope (28b.) with respect to negation. The indefinite in the first sentence in (28a.) is
interpreted existentially. It refers to a particular question which was not asked because
of its subject matter. One can paraphrase this sentence with the indefinite taking wide
scope over negation, e.g., 'There was a question that wasn't asked'. The indefinite
subject in (28b.) does not have a referent. This can be described by allowing negation
to take wide scope over the indefinite, e.g., 'It was not true that there was a question
and it was asked', or 'No question was asked'.

(28)

a. A question wasn't asked. It concerned the deficit.
b. A question wasn't asked. Questions were prohibited at the rally.
The wide-scope readings of the indefinite descriptions in (27a.) and (28a.) are

captured by placing the formula 'question(b)' outside of the negative discourse
representation, as in (29a.,b.).
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(29)

a.

Bill didn't answer a question
S[fin]
[s\][BiIl = a, question(b), ..., [[answer(e\,a,b)]]]

b.

A question wasn't asked.
S[fin]
[s\][ question(b), ..., [[asked( e\,a,b)]]]

When the indefinite occurs outside the scope of the negation operator, it is
interpreted existentially. In this position, it is available to the pronoun in the following
sentence as an antecedent, providing the appropriate translations for (27a.) and (28a.).
Narrow scope readings for the indefinites in (27b.) and (28b.) are described when
the indefinite description occurs within the negative subordinate discourse representation,
as in (30).

(30)

a.

Bill didn't answer a question
S[fin]
[s\]["" [e\][BilI'=a, question'(b ),answer'( e\,a,b )]]]

h.

A question wasn't asked.
S[fin]
[s\] ..., [[e\][question(b), asked(e\,a,b)]]]

When an indefinite description occurs within the scope of the negative operator,
it is not available to be an antecedent for a pronominal anaphor in a following sentence.
Under this assumption, we can also account for the unacceptability of (27a.) and (28a.)
with wide-scope negation. If negation has wide scope in these examples, the pronoun
. it' cannot corefer with the indefinite descriptions in the previous sentences.
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The quantification calculus can be used to generate the discourse-semantic
structures describing these accessibility relations by treating the various occurrences of
the indefinite quantifier translation as a function of solving for the negative auxiliary
first or of solving for the generalized quantifier type first. We obtain wide scope for·
negation as in (30a.) by assigning sentence negation 'not' to the raised category
«np\s)/(np\s»"s and solving for negation first, as in (31). If we solve for the indefinite
quantifier np first, negation gets narrow scope (29b.), as in (32). This solution parallels
the solution presented above for capturing scope ambiguities in sentences with multiple
quantifiers.

(31)
SIGNS
Bill
(p:np[nom]:[a][A])
Bill'=a
didn't
«p:np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[ fin ])/(p:np [nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse])"5)
(ApARAa.p[PAST[[r][R(a)]])(-'p)
ask
(p:np[nom] :[a] [A ]\s[bse])/p:np[obj]: [b] [B]
AbAa.ask'(e.,b,a)
a question
np"s[nom]
AR. [question'(b ),[r] [R(b)]]
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PROOF
np[nom]:BiII'=a

I-

np[nom]:BiIl'=a

(np[nom]:BiIl'=a)cr = np[nom]:BiII'=a U np[nom]:[a][A] = (np[nom]:[a][ADcr
s:[PAST[[Bill' = a, ask'(el,v,a)]

I-

s:t"

.........................•...••...•.•-........••...••• ··································~lim
(np[nom]:[a][A]\S[bse]):Aa.ask(ely,a)

I-

(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.ask(el.v,a)

(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.ask(el,v,a)cr = (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]:Aa.ask(el.v,a»
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R]) = (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R])cr

U

(np[nom]:[a][A]):BiII'=a
«np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[fin]):Aa.PAST[[ask'(el,v,a)]
I- s:t"

......................................................············································fElim
np[nom]:v

I-

np[nom]:v

(np[nom]:v)cr = np[nom]:v U np[obj]:[a][A] = (np[obj]:[a][A])cr
np:BiIl'= a
(np\s)/«p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R]):ARAa.[PAST[[r][R(a)]]
(np[nom]:[a][ A]\s[bse]): Aa.ask( ely,a)
I- s:t"

......................................................·······················fElim
np:BiIl'=a
(np\s)/(np\s):ARAa. [PAST[[r][R(a)]]
(np\s)/np[ obj]: [a] [A]: AbAa.ask'( e l,b,a)
np[nom]:v
I- s:t"
s:AR.[question(b),[r][R(b)]](AU.t")

=:)

s:t'

................................................................ ~ ............ A~lim
np:BiII'=a
«np\s)/(np\s»:ARAa. [PAST[[r] [R(a)]]
«np\s)/np): AbAa.ask'(e l,b,a)
npAs[nom]:AR.[ question(b ),[r][R(b)]]
I- s:t'
S:(Ap.p(t'»(""p)

I-

s:t
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------A~linn

np:BilI'=a
«np\s)/(np\s»As: A.J>ARAa. [PAST[[S2)p[[r) [R(a»))))(-,»
(np\s)/np:AbAa.ask'(e\,b,a)
npAs:AR.[ question'(b ),[r][R(b»))
I- s:t

(32) PROOF
np[nonn):BiII'=a

I-

np[nonn):BiII'=a

(np[nonn):BiII'=a)cr = (np[nonn):BiII'=a
s:[PAST[[e\][BiII' = a, ask'(e\,v,a»)

I-

U np[nonn):[a)[A) = (np[nonn):[a)[A])cr

s:t"

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

(np[nonn]: [a] [A]\s[bse)): Aa. [ask'(e\,v,a)

I-

(np[nonn):[a][A]\s[bse)):Aa.[ask'(e\,v,a)

(np[nonn]:[a][A)\s[bse)):Aa.[ask'(e\,v,a))cr = (np[nonn):[a][A]\s[bse)::Aa.[ask'(e\,v,a»
(np[nonn): [a][A]\s[bse)): [r][R)) = (np[nonn]: [a][ A)\s[bse)): [r][R))cr

U

(np[nonn):[a)[A)):Bill'=a
(np[nonn]: [aJ[ A ]\s[fin]): Aa. [PAST[ ask'( e\,v,a)]
I- s:t"
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

np[obj]:v

I-

np[obj]:v

(np[obj]:v)cr = np[obj]:v U np[obj]:[b][B] = (np[obj]:[b][B])cr
np:Bill'=a
(np\s)/«p:np[nonn]: [a] [A]\s[bse]): [r] [R]):ARAa. [PAST[[r] [R(a)]]
(np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.[ask'(e\,u,a)
I- s:t"
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

np:Bill'=a
(np\s)/(np\s):ARM. [PAST[[r] [R(a)]]
(np\s)/np[obj:[b][B]):AbM.ask'(e),b,a)
np[obj]:v
I- s:t"
S:(Ap.p(t"»('"""'P)

I-

s:t'

----------------------------------------------------------------A~linn

np:BiIl'=a
(np\s)/(np\s»)As:(ApARM.p[PAST[[r] [R(a)]])(-'p)
(np\s)/np:AbM.ask'(e),b,a)
np:v
I- s:t'
s:AR.[question'(b),[r][R(b)]](AU.t')

I-

s:t

----------------------------------------------------------------A~linn

np:BiIl'=a
«np\s )/(np\s»As):ApARM.p[PAST[[ r ][R(a)]] ('"""'P)
(np\s)/np:Ab M.ask'(e),b,a)
npAs[nonn]:AR. [question'(b ),[r][R]]
I- s:t

There are six (3!) logically possible interpretations for sentences with two
quantifiers and negation like 'Every student doesn't like a professor', as in (33)

(33)

a. -'Vx[student(x) --> 3y[professor(y) 1\ like(x,y)]
b. -'3x[student(x) 1\ Vy[professor(y) --> like(x,y)]
c. Vx[student(x) --> -'3y[professor(y) 1\ like(x,y)]
d. Vx[student(x) --> 3y-'[professor(y) 1\ like(x,y)]
e. 3y[professor(y) 1\ -'Vx[student(x) --> like(x,y)]
f. 3y[professor(y) 1\ Vx-'[student(x) --> like(x,y)]

To show how we capture wide scope negation, we prove (33a.).
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(34)

SIGNS

every student
np"s[nom]
AQ.[student(z) --> [q][Q(z)]]
doesn't
(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin])/«p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R])"s
ApA.RAa. [[s2]p[[r] [R( a) ]]](~)
like
(p:np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse])/p:np[ obj]: [b ][B]
Ab Aa.like'(el,b,a)
a professor
np"s[obj]
A.R. [professor(y ),[ r] [R(y)]]
PROOF

np[nom]:u

I-

np[nom]:u

(np[nom]:u)cr = np[nom]:u U np[nom]:[a][A] = (np[nom]:[a][A])cr
s:[Iike'(el,v,u)]

I-

s:t"

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~lim

(np[nom]: [a][ A]\s[bse]): Aa.ask'( el,v,a»

I-

(np[nom] :[a] [A]\s[bse]):Aa.ask'(el,v,a»

«p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.ask'(el,v,a»cr = (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.ask'(el,v,a» U
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R]) = «np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R])cr
np[nom]:u
(np[nom] :[a] [A ]\s[fin]): Aa. [like'(el,v,a)]
I- s:t"
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IElim
np[obj]:v

I-

np[obj]:v

(np[obj]:v)cr = np[obj]:v U np[obj]:[b][B] = (np[obj]:[b][B])cr
np:u
(np\s)/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):ARAa.[rU~(a)]

(np[ nom]: [a] [A ]\s[bseD: Aa.like'(e1,v,a)
I- s:t"
------------------------------------------------------------------------lElim
np:u
(np\s)/(np\s):ARAa.[r][R(a)]
(np\s)/np[ obj]: [b ][B]:t..bAa.like'(e1,b,a)
np[obj]:v
I- S:tll
s:AR.[professor(y),[rUR(y)]](t..V.t")

I-

s:t'

--------------------------------------------------------------------------A~Iim

np:u
(np\s)/(np\s):ARAa.[r][R(a)]
«np\s)/np ):t..bAa.Iike'( e),b,a)
a professor:npAs[obj]:AR.[professor(y),[r][R(y)]]
I- s:t'
s:t..Q.[student(y) --> [q][Q(y)]](t..u.t')

I-

s:t

--------~-------------------------------------------------------------------A~Iim

every studentnpAs[nom]: t..Q.[student(z) --> [q][Q(z)]]
(np\s)/(np\s):ARAa.[r][R(a)]
(np\s)/np: t..bAa.Iike'( e 1,b,a)
npAs:AR. [professor(y),[r] [R(y)]]
I- s:t'
s:(t..p.p(t'»(""p)

I-

s:t

------------------------------------------------------------------------------A~Iirn

npAs:t..Q.[student(z) --> [q][Q(z)]]
(np\s)/(np\sys ):(t..pt..RAa. [[S2]P[[ r] [R( a)]]])(""p)
«np\s)/np ):t..bAa.Iike'(e) ,b,a)
npAs:AR.[professor(y),[r][R(y)]]
I- s:t
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3.1.5 Evaluation
3.1.5.1 Model Structure
A model is a set of data used to interpret expressions of the language under
consideration. We define a model as in (35).

(35)

A model M is a 5-tuple <W,T,C,U,V> where

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

W is a set of worlds (generically denoted by W I'W2' . . . ),
T is a set of times (generically denoted by t l ,t2, ••• ),
C is a set of contexts (generically denoted by C\,C2, .),
U is the universe of discourse,
V is a function which provides an intension for each atomic expression of the
discourse representation language.

The model includes a set of real-world objects, called the universe of discourse

U. In our system, U = objects u persons u locations u eventualities.
We use worlds and times to derive world-time pairs or indices <w',t'>

E

W x T.

Worlds are abstract objects which contain everything required to determine whether an
expression is true or false in the circumstances occurring at the moment of utterance or
in other possible but currently nonexisting circumstances. For example, one possible
world is Clinton's-inaugural-ball world. The inaugural-ball world consists of chefs,
waiters, staffers, the vice-president elect, tables, champagne, balloons, buses, etc. and
activities such as speeches, toasts, drinking champagne, dancing, playing the Arkansas
state anthem, etc .. Times include the present, an hour from now, yesterday, 1959, etc.
We use the notation <w,t> to designate the' actual' index existing at the moment of
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utterance. We use the notation <w't'> as a variable over indices.
A context c consists of a set of indexical functions and propositions. We treat
c as a contextual coordinate which can be articulated into various functions as needed
(Lewis 1972). The role of an indexical function is to determine the semantic contribution
of context dependent expressions to propositions. For example, we use indexical
functions, such as sp(c), adr(c), and IOn(c), to pick out the speaker, addressee(s), and
locations in a particular context of utterance. Sp is a function which maps a context c
onto sp(c) the speaker in c. Sp(c) can then be used in semantic formulas, e.g., [a = sp(c)]
to translate indexical expressions like'!,. LOn is a function from a context c to a specific
location, 10n(c), in c. This function is used to pick out individual locations in a context
to interpret deictic locative expressions like prolocatives.
We also allow propositions like 'sp(c) is in a position of authority to adr(c)' or
'adr( c) is to serve champagne at 10j(c)' to describe particular background assumptions
which aid in the interpretation of an utterance.
We define a CONVERSATIONAL BASE as a collection of indexical functions
and propositions. We identify a proposition as a set of world-time pairs or indices. A
conversational base can be thought of as the intersection of its propositions. Below we
construct particular conversational bases to key the interpretation of colloquial negatives
as rejections or prohibitions. We adopt Cresswell's (1973) term CONTEXTUAL
PACKAGE to refer to a world together with a conversational base which make up the
logical space in which colloquial expressions are interpreted.
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The valuation function V assigns to each atomic expression
C to a function from W x T to the extension of

q,

in U.

q, a function

from

Commonly, a variable

assignment function is included in a description of a model to assign values to variables
in the object language. For example, the intensional logic Montague used in PTQ
includes an assignment function g which assigns each syntactic variable of the
intensional logic a denotation in a model.
Here, we use formulas like 'Ii == 10i(C)' to make the appropriate variable
assignments. This is to avoid confusion our version of Gazdar's implicature projection
function introduced above, which is also called g.

3.1.5.2 Levels of Evaluation
The purpose of assuming a model like the one we presented in Section 3.2.1 is
so that we can distinguish between different kinds of interpretations and the relationship
between these interpretations and utterances of expressions.
One common method of deriving different interpretations is to treat each
component in the model (e.g. model, context, world, time) as a set and to make use of
the subsets of each set when defining particular interpretations. For example, we might
choose to consider whether a proposition is interpreted as true or false in all possible
models and in all contexts and at all indices in these models. Or we might choose to
'fix' the class of models to a specific subset K of the total set. Each component can be
fixed in this manner. Each time we fix a component we arrive at a new kind of
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interpretation.
For example, a proposition is commonly interpreted as VALID iff it is true in
all models in all contexts C in those models and at all indices in W x T. The truth value
of a valid sentence does not depend on context of utterance or on the propositional
content of the sentence. Expressions like

[~

v

~]

for any proposition

~

are valid

expressions, since any proposition is either verified or not verified in any model. A
proposition is said to be K-VALID if it is valid only in the subset of models K. A
proposition is said to be LOGICALLY TRUE if it is true in all contexts and at all
indices in a particular model M. The truth value of a logically true sentence can be
determined independently of context as well, but the propositional content contributes
to the truth conditions for these sentences. Typically, the sentence 'A bachelor is an
unmarried man' is considered not to be a valid sentence because it may be true in M but
need not be true in M' which may assign different interpretations to the expressions in
the sentence. In contrast, this sentence is usually considered to be a logically true
sentence if the set of bachelors is included in the set of unmarried men in M.
In our fragment it will be necessary to distinguish at which level of evaluation
a colloquial negation is to be interpreted. These are epistemic necessary truth, (mere)
truth, and felicity. We define each of these levels in terms of verification. The
verification function

f is defined recursively over predicates and formulas as in the

translation rules in (36). For any predicate P, we let V(P)(c)«w,t» in M be the
extension of P in c at index <w,t> in M.
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(36)
a.
b.
c
c.

d.
to
e.

f.
in
g.

If e!> is an atomic formula of the form P(y, aI' ... ,8n), then I verifies e!> in M in
c at <w,t> with respect to' g iff <XI ... , "n> E V(p)M,c,w,t.s.
If e!> is a conjunctive formula of the form [y][X /\ "'1, then I verifies e!> in M in
at <w,t> with respect to g iff I verifies X and '" in M in cat <w,t> with respect
to g.
If e!> is a negative formula of the form -'[y][\jIl, then I verifies e!> in M in c at
<w,t> with respect to g if [y][\jI] is not verified in M in c at <w,t> with respect
to g.
If e!> is a formula [a == y(c)] , then I verifies e!> in M in c at <w,t> with respect
g iff g(a) E U, y is a contextual variable assignment in c, and g(a) picks out y.
If e!> is a formula [a = b], then I verifies [a = b] in M in cat <w,t> with respect
to g iff a is a proper name, b E U, and a picks out b in U.
If e!> is an implicative formula of the form [s][e!> --> \jI], then e!> is verified in M
c at <w,t> with respect to g iff for a]] I, if I verifies e!> in M in c at <w,t> with
respect to g, then I verifies \jI in M in c at <w,t> with respect to g.
If e!> is a lambda formula of the form AU. \jI, then, for any verification function I,
e!> is that function h is that function I(u) to \jI such that h(J(u» = e!>8[J(U)/v1•

Rule (36a.) states that an atomic formula is verified in a model relativized to a
context, an index and the assignment function g iff the set of arguments for the predicate
is in the extension for the predicate at that index and the index variable is in U. The
recursive clauses (36b.),(36c.), and (36f.) describe how to interpret complex formulas
from the base clauses. Rule (36d.) says that a formula [a == y(c)] is verified if the
variable assignments for a and y pick out the same object in U. Rule (36e.) says that an
equality formula [a

= b]

is verified if the evaluation of the proper name a is identical

to b in U. Rule (36g.) says that a lambda expression denotes a function from variable
denotations to formulas.
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We can now give the formal definitions.

DEFINITION An expression <I> is EPISTEMICALLY NECESSARILY TRUE in M at
c with respect to a translation DR, iff for every index <w',t'> in M at c,
f verifies V(DR)M.c.w·.I'.g in M for every assignment g.
DEFINITION An expression <I> is TRUE in M at c at <w,t> with respect to a translation
DR if f verifies V(DR)M.c.w.t,g in M for every assignment g.

The third definition is based on the notion of consistency. We adopt Gazdar's
(1979: 107) definition.

DEFINITION An expression <I> is CONSISTENT in M if there is some index <w',t'> in
c such that f verifies the translation DR of <1>.

We define our third level of evaluation, felicity, in terms of consistency.

DEFINITION An utterance of an expression <I> is FELICITOUS in M with respect to a
translation DR iff V(DR)M.c.w·.t·.g is consistent in M in c.

To determine if an expression

<I>

is epistemically necessarily true, we need to fix

the context to the current context c and check if V(DR) is verified at every index <w',t'>
in M with respect to c. In order to interpret the expression 'I am drinking champagne'
at an index <WIt'>, we first need to fix the referent for the pronoun to sp(c), since the
truth conditions for the sentence may change depending on who is uttering the sentence.
N ext, we need to check every index <WIt'> in M at c to see if the expression is verified
at <w',t'>. For example, the modal expression 'Reynaldo must be in Somalia' is
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interpreted in terms of epistemic necessary truth. In uttering this expression, the speaker
is claiming that there is no possible index in c at which the sentence is false, given the
set of background assumptions and relevant facts and beliefs about Reynaldo and
Somalia the speaker has brought to the context of utterance. One assumption may be
that Reynaldo is a member of the UN forces. Another is that Reynaldo is fluent in a
number of northern African languages. The proposition that Reynaldo must be in
Somalia is consistent with these assumptions. But this may in fact not be the case.
Reynaldo may have been transferred to the Iraqi border at the last minute. What
distinguishes epistemic necessary truth from logical truth is that a logically true sentence
is true in every context for which the expressions in the sentence are defined. This is
not a property of epistemically necessarily true sentences, since anyone of a different
set of assumptions might be used to fix and interpretation.
An expression is (epistemically) NECESSARILY FALSE iff its DR is not
verified at any index <w',t'> in M with respect to c.
The two levels of evaluation we appeal to the most in our fragment are truth and
consistency. We argue that truth is the appropriate level of evaluation to interpret
colloquial existence and nonexistence statements, while consistency in a context is the
appropriate level of evaluation to interpret colloquial rejections, prohibitions, and
contrastive statements.
To determine the truth of an expression, we need to fix the model, the context,
and the index, to the values for these components at the moment of utterance. Truth is
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determined for an internal sentence negation in the following way. Assume the sentence
negation 'Reynaldo does not sleep' is associated with the following sign

(37)

Reynaldo does not sleep
S[fin]
[sl][el][Reynaldo'=a, [Sl] ..., [sleep(el,a)]]

We know from rule (36b.) that a conjunctive formula ~ is verified in M in c at
<w,t> if the subformulas X and

\jI

in ~ are verified in M in c at <w,t> and the index

variable is in U. In (37), we have two formulas to verify, 'Reynaldo = a' and '...,
[el][sleep(el,a)]', and we need to check if Sl and e l are in U. Let us assume a model MI
in which {Sl' e l, a, b, c} E U MI , V(Reynaldo)MI.c.w.t.s = a, and V(sleep)MI.c,w,t,g = {b,c}.
Following translation rule (36a.), we find that 'Reynaldo(a)' is verified by

f

if

V(Reynaldo)MI,c,w,t,g is a and a E U. Since a E U MI and a E V(Reynaldo)MI,c,w,t,g.
According to rule (36c.),

f

verifies the negative formula"" [el][sleep(el,a)] in Miff f

does not verify [el][sleep(el,a)] in Ml. To find this out, we have to check if {a} E
V(sleep)MI,c.w,t,g and if e: is in U MI . Though we find that e l is a member of U MI , we have
stipulated that V(sleep)MI,c,t,w,g does not pick out a. Therefore, we cannot verify
[el][sleep(el,a)] in MI at c at <w,t>. Thus, the negative formula"" [el][sleep(el,a)] is
verified in MI at c at <w,t>.
Consequently, both formulas X and

\jI

in our original conjunctive formula are

verified in MI and its index variable is a member of U MI . By definition, the conjunctive
formula [sIHReynaldo(a), [Sl] ..., [el][sleep(el,a)] is verified in Ml. Thus, the expression
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'Reynaldo does not sleep' is true with respect to this translation.
Felicity is similar to truth in that DRs for expressions are interpreted with respect
to a fixed model and a fixed context. The difference between the two interpretations is
that while an interpretation of truth needs to look only at the actual index, felicity looks
at the set of indices in c and checks if the expression is verified at anyone of those
indices <w',t'>. As a result, we allow an expression to be felicitous with respect to a
context without being true in the actual world.
We have said that an utterance of an expression is felicitous iff the expression
is consistent in M at c. We have already defined a context c as a set of propositions <1>.
We let each proposition <p in <I> be an intensional object equivalent to a set of indices
{<W,t>I' ... <w,t>n} in which <p is verified. The entire set of propositions <1>, then,
determines the set of indices {<w',t'>: for every <p

E

<1>, <w',t'>

E

<p}. What the definition

of consistency says, in effect, is that when we add the propositional meaning for X to
a set of propositions <I> in a context, the resulting set r is consistent if there is an index
<Wj,tj> such that <Wj,tj> is a member of every <p in

r.

We use the notation con[<I>] to

refer to a set of consistent propositions <1>. The utterance of an expression is felicitous
in a context if the propositions it introduces into a context are consistent with the
propositions already there.
We illustrate this interpretation with an example. Assume that a context c
includes the propositions Reynaldo campaigned for Perot, Chantal voted for Marrou,

but Clinton was elected president, and Roman adores Natassia. Henceforth, we will
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represent propositions in context in italics. Assume these propositions have the following
intensions.

(38)

cI» =

Reynaldo campaigned for Perot.

cl>2 =

Chantal voted for Ma"ou, but
Clinton was elected president.
Roman adores Natassia.

cl>3 =

<w),t»
<W2,t2>
<W3,t3>
<W4,t4>
<ws,ts>
<W6,t6>

We imagine that at index <W6,t6>' Bush was reelected for a second term as
president. This index is included in the set of indices picked out by the proposition Bush
was reelected president, the proposition expressed by the utterance 'Bush was reelected

president'.

(39)

cl>4 = Bush was reelected president.

The utterance 'Bush was reelected President' is felicitous in c if con[cI>4 1\ c]. We
can see that the intersection of cl>4 and c is not consistent because there is no index
<w',t'> picked out jointly by cl>4 and by c. Therefore, cl>4 and c do not constitute a
consistent set of propositions <1>. Consequently, 'Bush was reelected president' is not
felicitous in M at c.
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3.1.6 Pragmatic Structure
Our aim in this section is to set up the necessary theoretical apparatus for
modeling contrastive negation in UCG. We begin by describing Hom's theory of
metalinguistic negation.

We then show how metalinguistic negation is described in

UCG.

3.1.6.1 Horn's (1989) Theory of Metalinguistic Negation
Hom (1989) proposes that sentence negation can be used to express either
metalinguistic negation or truth-functional or descriptive negation. The sentence negation
operator' not' can be used as a truth-functional operator which either takes a proposition
p into a proposition not-p or a predicate P into a predicate not-Po It can also be used
as a 'metalinguistic' operator expressing a function from utterances to utterances, glossed
as 'I object to V', V an utterance or utterance type. Hom (1989:363) defines
metalinguistic uses of negation as follows:

(40)
METALINGUISTIC NEGA nON - 'a device for objecting to a previous utterance on
any grounds whatever, including the conventional or conversational implicata it
potentially induces, its morphology, its style or register, or its phonetic realization.'

Semantic-based accounts of sentence negation hold that the simple copular
negative (41) is semantically ambiguous. In one reading, the singular subject description
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is outside of the scope of the negative operator as in the logical form (41a.), describing
an INTERNAL reading of the negative. In a second EXTERNAL or marked reading, the
subject description may be translated as being within the scope of the negative, as in
(41b.).

(41) The king of France is not bald
(a) 3x(Kx & 'Vy(Ky --> Y = x) & -.Bx) (Internal Reading)
(b) -.3x(Kx & 'Vy(Ky --> Y = x) & Bx) (External Reading)

The internal and external readings of (41) are distinguished by what
presuppositions they preserve. In the internal reading, the existence of the subject is
presupposed because it does not fall within the scope of the negative operator, allowing
the reading 'there is a king and he isn't bald'. If the description does not hold of an
individual, then the sentence is false. The external reading is 'presupposition free'. The
entire negation is true whether the presupposition that the subject exists is preserved or
not, as suggested by the readings in (42).

(42) a. The king of France isn't bald -- there isn't any king of France!
b. The king of France isn't bald -- France is a democracy.
c. The king of France isn't bald -- He's blond.

Hom (p.375) groups together the marked external negation readings in (42) with
a number of other marked readings, listed in (43). In addition to existence
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presuppositions, a negative operator may' attach' to any aspect of an utterance, including
a conventional (43a.) or conversational (43b.) implicatureS, a manner of pronunciation
(43c.), a misused syllable (43d.), an unacceptable speech attitude (43e.), or a point of
view (43f.). Or it may focus on a constituent in order to contrast it with another
constituent of the same type, as in (43g.).6

(43) a. Chris didn't manage to solve the problem - it was easy for him.
b. John doesn't have three children, he has four.
c. He didn't call the [po'lis], he called the [poli's].
d. I didn't trap two mongeese, I trapped two mongooses.
e. It's not stewed bunny, it's civet de lapin.
f. I'm not his brother, he's my brother.
g. The plate is not red but green.

In all of the examples in (42) and (43), speakers express an unwillingness to accept
a particular utterance as assertable by canceling a presupposition or implicature induced
by a previous utterance and replacing it with a constituent expressing the desired value
or form. Metalinguistic negations are not used to deny propositions, as in truthfunctional systems. Rather, their characteristic function is presupposition-cancellation.

SWe adopt Gazdar's (1979:38) definition of implicature as 'a proposition that is
implied by the utterance of a sentence in a context even though that proposition is not
part of nor an entailment of what was actually said'.
6The distinction between conventional and conversational implicata is due to Grice.
Conversational implicata are computed on the basis of maxims of conversation included
under Grice's Principle of Cooperation. Conventional implicata are assigned to words and
phrases on the basis of their conventional meaning (cf. Chierchia and McConnell-Ginet
1990: 188-189 for a recent discussion).
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Hom is particularly interested in investigating the metalinguistic uses of negation
to reject scalar conversational implicata like (43b.), which are derived by exploiting
Grice's Quantity Maxim, and relational implicata, which are derived by exploiting
Grice's Relation Maxim. Grice (1975) proposed that discourse participants could
compute the meaning of utterances by following the Maxims of Conversation given in
(44), together labelled the Cooperative Principle.

(44) Grice's Maxims of Conversation (Grice 1975, Hom 1989:193-194)
QUALITY: Try to make your contribution one that is true.
1. Do not say what you believe to be false
2. Do not say that for which you lack evidence.
QUANTITY:
1. Make your contribution as informative as is required
2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.
RELATION: Be relevant.
MANNER: Be perspicuous.
1. Avoid obscurity of expression.
2. Avoid ambiguity.
3. Be brief.
4. Be orderly.

Hom's proposal is that Grice's Maxims distinguish two general patterns of
inference, a Q-based pattern described in (45a.) and

~

R-based pattern in (45b.).
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(45) Hom's (1989:194) Q and R Principles
a. The Q Principle
(Hearer-oriented)
Make your contribution
SUFFICIENT:
Say as much as you can.
LOWER-BOUNDING principle,
inducing UPPER-BOUNDING
implicata,
Collects Grice's QUANTITY.
and MANNER •.2 maxims

b. The R Principle
(Speaker-oriented)
Make your contribution
NECESSARY:
Say no more than you must.
UPPER-BOUNDING
principle, inducing
LOWER-BOUNDING implicature
Collects Grice's RELATION,
QUANTITY 2' and MANNER3•4 Maxims

Though, R-based conversational implicata do not playa role in our discussion, we
briefly describe them here.
R-based conversational implicata involve the use of a proposition Pi to implicate
a proposition Pj which is either stronger or narrower in focus than Pi' or represents a
salient case of Pi' For example, a sentence like (46a.) can be interpreted to R-implicate
the stronger proposition (46b.). Here, the predicate 'moved the piano together' denotes
a subset of the set of individuals denoted by 'moved the piano'. However, as shown in
(46c.), one cannot' attach' the negative operator to this lower-bounding implicature, and
attempt to replace the constituent conveying the implicature with a contrastive tag. That
is, one cannot reject the implicature that Kim and Lee did the piano-moving together by
attaching the negative operator to the togetherness implicature and asserting in a tag that
they did it separately. When used in a non contrastive way, the sentence takes on a
contradictory meaning characteristic of descriptive (internal) sentence negation (46d.).
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(46) a. Lee and Kim moved the piano
b. Lee and Kim moved the piano together.
c. "'Lee and Kim didn't move the piano, they moved it separately.
d. Lee and Kim didn't move the piano.

In contrast, Q-based inferences and conventionalized R-based inferences can be
negated in this way. Q-based readings can be either 'one-sided' or 'two-sided' (Hom
1989:383). The one-sided reading, which is generated by the lower-bounding principle
under the Q-Principle, is descriptive or semantical in nature. Under this reading, a
proposition Pi expresses a lower-bound reading' at least Pi'. Here the speaker makes no
claim as to whether a higher or stronger value for P, say P i+n• should be considered. The
descriptive reading can be exploited to conversationally implicate an upper-bound
reading' at most Pi'. The upper bound reading expresses the notion that no value of P
higher than value i holds. The conjunction of the lower bound principle and the upper
bound implicature results in the' two-sided reading' (Hom 1984).
We illustrate how each of these readings behave under negation by looking at
cardinal scalar predicates like 'three' in the sentence (47a.).

(47) a. Roman has three children
b. Roman doesn't have three children (but he does have two).
c. Roman doesn't have three children (but four).

An addressee to the assertion of (47a.) assumes under the Q-Principle that the
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speaker is saying as much as she knows about the number of children Roman has. One
can respond to this assertion by stating that Roman doesn't have three children, as in
(47b.,c.). In (47b.), the negation is denying the presupposition that 'Roman has at least
three children' of (47a.) and claiming 'not(at least three)' (='Iess than three'). For Hom,
the lower-bounding' at least' claim is represented in logical form as an entailment. This
is because the proposition p that Roman has three children will always logically entail
all of the propositions p' which are just like p but which have scalar predicates with a
lower value on the numeral scale than 'three', e.g. Roman has two children', 'Roman has
one child'. In negating the lower-bounding claim, the negative operator targets, or
'attaches to', the entailment of the assertion of (47a.).
The negative operator can also be exploited as a metalinguistic operator and
attached to the upper-bound 'at most' implicature if the value of the asserted scalar
predicate is weak on its scale, as in (47c.). An addressee to a proposition p including
the weak valued predicate 'three', who knows that a proposition q including a stronger
valued predicate 'four' holds, will infer using the Q-Principle that the speaker was not
in an epistemic position to have employed the stronger form. In this case, the speaker
is interpreted as implicating Roman has at most three children. The better informed
addressee is then in a position to negate the Q-based implicature that Roman has 'at
most three' children and assert 'not(at most three), or 'more than three'.
Importantly, scalar values can be ordered on the basis of logical entailment, e.g.,
<boiling (entails) hot (entails) warm> or on a nonlogical or pragmatic basis (Hom
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1989:241), e.g., <stewed bunny, civet de lapin> and <[po'Hs], [poli's]>. In our fragment,
we want to include non-logical scales under the Q-Principle in order to account for CE
contrastives like 'my blanket, not my blanky'. We do this by adopting Gazdar's
(1979:43) interpretation of Grice's Manner submaxim 1, 'Avoid obscurity of expression'
as

'instructing speakers and addressees to use, and interpret each other as using, the
same language (where LANGUAGE will be defined by reference to the lexicon,
set of syntactic rules, rules of semantic interpretation, and so forth) or to use the
intersection of their respective languages or idiolects'.

Under this interpretation, we can cast the term 'blanky' as being the weaker valued
scalar term and 'blanket' as the stronger or higher valued term on some pragmatic scale
of appropriateness.
A conventionalized R-based inference can be negated if the inference is from a
semantically nonspecific term to a conventionally narrowed or stereotyped instance of
the term (Hom 1989:390). Addressees may decode the substitution of a precise
expression with a more general one, e.g. 'lying' with 'untruthful', 'dangerous' with
'unsafe', 'an older woman' with 'a lady of a certain age', by 'applying an Rstrengthening inference, yielding a more specific--and in practice more negative-understanding' of the general term. In some cases, the inference has been either fully or
partially 'fossilized' into conventional meaning, as in the inference from 'drink' to
'alcoholic drink', or from 'married' to 'married to each other'(Hom 1989:390). One can
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interpret a negative operator as attaching to a conventionalized R-based implicatum as
shown in (i) and (ii).
(48) a.

b.

That's not a drink, that's a Shirley Temple (Hom 1989:390, via Atlas and
Levinson 1981).
They're not married, they each have different spouses!

Hom proposes that the ambiguity in the intended meaning of sentences like
(42),(43), and (47c.) is not a semantic ambiguity, as it has been cast by Russell and
Frege, but a pragmatic ambiguity. The support for this position includes Gazdar's (1979)
claim that no natural language has 'two distinct negative operators which correspond
directly to internal and external [truth-functional, kd] negation (p.366)', though natural
languages do employ a number of distinct negative markers for other' arbitrary' reasons
(p.367), undermining the claim that the external negation operator is to be found in
either the syntactic or the semantic component of the grammar.
Second, external and metalinguistic negations are claimed to constitute a set of
sentence negations which are irreducible to truth-functional systems. Specifically, the
claim is that the behavior of external presupposition-free negatives is incompatible with
use of the semantic TRUE predicate, 'It is not true that X', simply because
conversational implicatures and social distinctions between utterances are pragmatic
rather than semantic notions. Q and conventional R-based conversational implicata, as
well as phonological, morphological and social aspects of utterances, are inappropriate
as objects in traditional semantical logical forms (Grice 1975). If the negations in (42),
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(43), (47c.) and (48) were treated as semantic in nature, we must be committed to
introducing information not normally found in semantic representations into logical form
within the scope of the negative operator. If we reject this way of describing
metalinguistic functions, we are also committed to the claim that negative operators used
to object to conversational implicata do not function at the level of logical form either.
Rather, as Hom suggests, the negation function and its targets should be described at the
metalinguistic level.
Hom (1989:392-413) proposes three diagnostics for distinguishing metalinguistic
uses from descriptive uses of negation. First, as shown in (49b.) metalinguistic uses of
negation are incompatible with prefixal incorporation. Second, these uses fail to trigger
negative polarity items (NPIs) like 'any' (50b.) or inhibit PPIs like 'already' as in (51a.).
However, descriptive uses of the operator do allow NPls (50c.) and do inhibit positive
polarity items (PPIs)(51 b.), indicating that the negation function is operating at the
sentence level.
(49) a.

b.
(50) a.

b.

c.
(51) a.

b.

not likely, but certain
"'unlikely, but certain
Chris didn't manage to solve some of the problems, he managed to solve
all of them.
"'Chris didn't manage to solve any of the problems, he managed to solve
all of them.
Chris didn't manage to solve any of the problems.
The Sox haven't already clinched the pennant.
(with previous mentioning of the proposition in discourse)
"'The Sox haven't already clinched the pennant.
(without previous mentioning of the proposition in discourse)
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Third, metaIinguistic uses of negation are compatible with contrastive uses of 'but',
but incompatible with it's 'concessive' uses (Hom 1989:404). All of the examples in (52)
are intended to reject the scalar predicate 'hot' on the basis that it is too weak on its
scale.

(52) a.

b.
c.

It isn't hot, but scalding (= It is not hot but scalding)
It isn't hot--it's scalding.
*It isn't hot, but it's scalding.

As Hom explains, the interpretation goes through when 'but'

is used with

contrastive implicature (52a.), or with a rectifying full clause as in (52b.). However, the
syntax of (52c.) forces 'but' to be interpreted as a descriptive sentential connective rather
than as a rectifying conjunction. The deviance of (52c.) is attributed to the fact that it
is inconsistent to assert that something has a property higher in a scale, e.g. 'scalding',
after previously asserting that a property lower in the scale, e.g. 'hot'.

3.1.6.2 Colloquial Negation and Metalinguistic Negation
I

have

very

briefly

reviewed

Hom's

proposal

that

there

is

a

metalinguistic/descriptive split in the use of negative operators. Metalinguistic negation
operators is used to cancel presuppositions. They express context sensitive, non-truth
functional, utterance-level operations which are used to object to a previous utterance
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on any grounds. They are often but not exclusively used to rectify the use of a
constituent embedded in a previous utterance rather than the entire utterance. Lastly,
they fail to trigger NPIs or inhibit PPIs, and they do not incorporate prefixally.
Descriptive negation describes sentence-level truth-functions. It does trigger NPIs, inhibit
PPIs, and it is auxiliary-based.
Colloquial 'no', as well asSE 'no', fail to observe the diagnostics. Initially, some
of these negatives seem to express presupposition cancellation. For example, by uttering
'no

cheesecak~',

a speaker seems to be canceling an addressee's presupposition that she

may have wanted a piece. Or one might use a rejection metalinguistically to reject a
scalar (Q-based) conversational implicatum, as in (53a.). Or, as in (53b.), one might
reject an offered delicacy not for any dislike of its contents but simply because one
objects to the use of the term.

(53) a. ?No happiness (for me)! Ecstasy!
b. No stewed bunny (for me); I'll have the civet de lapin!

Note that truth or falsity is irrelevant to the meanings of these utterances.
However, when we add appropriate intonation contour and context typically used
to express metalinguistic negation, we get unacceptable utterances. For a negative
expression to be used felicitously as a metalinguistic negation, the negative expression
must have contrastive or 'fall-rise' intonation (noted with a hat) with a final rise in the
negative clause (Hom 1989:374). For example, we intend the symbols 'not "Reynaldo'
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to have the following contour

a
not R e

n

I d

0

y

It may also be followed by a rectifying tag. When we apply this contour and tag
to the colloquial nonexistence, rejection and prohibition statements using 'no' or 'not',
we get unacceptable utterances as shown in (54), whether we add a rectifying tag or not.
We use the pound sign to indicate unacceptability and retain star notation to indicate
ungrammaticality .

(54) Nonexistence
a. #No I\Reynaldo. ("'Chantal)
b. #Not many I\linguists. ("'psychologists)
Rejection
c. #No I\happiness ("'but ecstacy) for me,
d. #Not much I\wine ("'but beer) for me,

Prohibition
e.
f.

#No running in the "street (*running on the baseball field).
#Not on I\Sunday ("'on Monday)!

Examples (54a.,c.,e.) are syntactically well-formed but they cannot be used with
contrastive intonation to express nonexistence, rejection, or prohibition. Nor can they be
used to express contrastive metalinguistic negation. Examples (54b.,d.,f.) are well-formed
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examples of contrastive metalinguistic negation. However, these forms cannot be used
to express nonexistence, rejection, or prohibition. 7
We find a similar result by applying the contrast contour to SE sentences negated
with 'no'.

(55) a.

b.
c.

*Chantal trapped no "mongeese today (she trapped two mongooses).
*He's no brother of "mine(l'm a brother of his).
*No motorcycles are "unsafe (Motorcycles are extremely dangerousl)

Further, colloquial negatives only weakly observe Hom's diagnostics for
metalinguistic negation. We have already seen in Chapter 2 that colloquial negative

7Colloquial nonexistence statements can be used to express metalinguistic negation
in some contexts (Oehrle, p.c.). But these statements do not seem to be used to assert
nonexistence but to negate an existence presupposition associated with the use of a term.
For example, we might imagine a context in which a magician is about to perform a trick
where she pulls a white rabbit out of a black tophat. Instead, the magician pulls out a
brown hamster and says: 'Not a rabbit. A hamster.' We might assume the utterance 'A
hamster' is an existence statement. But it is difficult to construe the negative as asserting
the nonexistence of the rabbit, e.g., 'There is no rabbit'. Rather, the magician appears to
be using negation to cancel the existence presupposition associated with uttering 'a
rabbit'.
In Hom's theory, we might say that the negative attaches to the existence
presupposition in this case and functions as a (metalinguistic) presupposition cancellation
device. The fact that the negation is also truth-functional (there is indeed no rabbit to be
found) can be attributed to the notion that the target of the negation is a truth condition
(Hom 1989:488). If the target is not a truth condition, the truth of the corresponding
denial is not guaranteed. For example, (i) carries the implicature that the test was difficult
for Jack. Speaker Buses (ii) to cancel the implicature, yet the truth of the sentence denial
does not go obtain.
(i)

Speaker A: Jack managed to pass the exam.
Speaker B: Jack didn't "MANAGE to pass the exam--It was easy for him.
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operators trigger the use of NPls like' any'. We repeat some relevant examples in (56).
Nonexistence

(56)

a.

b.

Well, no buried treasure on any island.
Well, not many people on any island.

Rejection
c.
d.

No free vacation on any cruise ship for me.
Not any wine for me.

Prohibition
e.
f.

No drinking any alcohol!
Not any champagne!

Negatives like these also do not occur with PPls.

(57) Nonexistence
a.
b.

Well, no {??pretty/*somewhat/"'rather/*sort of} famous architects on the
veranda!
Not many {*pretty/*somewhat/*rather/*sort of} famous architect on the
veranda.

Rejection
c.
d.

No {??pretty/*somewhatl*rather/*sort of} spicy Mexican dishes (for me).
Not any {*pretty/*somewhat/*rather/*sort of} spicy Mexican dish (for me).

Prohibition
e.
d.

No {??pretty/*somewhatl*rather/*sort of} spicy Mexican dishes!
Not any {*pretty/*somewhatl*rather/*sort of} spicy Mexican dish!

We note that prohibition 'don't' also follows the pattern. It can occur with 'any',
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as in 'Don't drink any champagne', but does not occur with all PPIs, as in .' Don't eat
one of those {*prettyl??somewhatl?rather/*sort of} spicy Mexican dishes!'.
The 'but' diagnostic is inappropriate here. As we stated in Chapter 2, the formula
'no X but Y' is typically utilized for exceptive constructions in English.
We conclude then that colloquial nonexistence, rejection and prohibition statements
using 'no', 'not', and 'don't' (prohibition) are not used to express metalinguistic negation.
This finding will allow us to treat colloquial 'no' negation as truth-functional negation.
Following Hom (1989:405), we treat the formulas 'Not X but Y' and 'X, not Y' as the
canonical formulas for expressing metaIinguistic negation in SE. The 'Not X, Y' and the
'V, not X' formulas are treated as the canonical formulas for expressing metalinguistic
negation in colloquial English (cf. Example (75) in Chapter 2).
To describe these negations, we will need to describe what it means to use
negation at the pragmatic or metalinguistic level.

3.1.6.3 Pragmatic Structure
3.1.6.3.1 Pragmatic Language
The pragmatic attribute of a sign includes two kinds of objects: implicatures and
formulas. Implicatures are expressed as propositions in italics. For example, pending a
formal discussion below, we let an upper-bound scalar implicature associated with the
use of the scalar predicate 'happy' in the utterance 'John is happy' to be written as a
prop«4itippy'etg.,bEaNT~l'i1asspeaker

knows, ecstatic ;s not the case.
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The set of pragmatic formulas are defined recursively as follows:
(58) a.

b.
c.

An implicature 4li is an pragmatic formula
If 4li and Xj are pragmatic formulas then [CPi A Xj] is a pragmatic formula
If fa is a formula f of an attribute a' other than the pragmatic attribute a,
g(fa) is an implicature generated for f. by the quantity implicature projection
rule g, and NEG is the metalinguistic negation operator, then
NEG [fa A g(fa)] is a pragmatic formula.

We define a formula fa as a general term for any well formed formula of an
attribute in a sign. For example, the phonetic formula fph for the expression 'happy' is
to be written in phonetic symbols bounded by square brackets using e.g., [hrepinEs]. On
the morphological dimension, the expression would be represented in morphemes
separated by the + sign in square brackets, e.g., [happy+ness]. On the semantic level,
scalar predicates like 'happy' are specified with lower bound entailment formulas, e.g.,
'at-Ieast-happy(a)'. We use all of these formulas as triggers for the projection of
implicatures. For example, given appropriate contextual conditions, the lower bound
entailment formula 'at-Ieast-happy(a)' will trigger the specification of an upper-bound
implicature in the pragmatic attribute, e.g., For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the
case.

We use the conjunction operator A to list implicature lists generated by the use of
more than one implicature-triggering predicate in an utterance. Metalinguistic negation,
represented by the symbol NEG, is described as the negation of both the offending
formula fa and the implicature g(fo) projected for the formula by an implicature
projection rule g. We discuss how metalinguistic negation is analyzed in detail below.
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3.1.6.3.2 Implicature Projection Rules

In this section, we are mainly concerned with (1) showing how Q-based and
conventional R-based implicata can be specified in a UCG framework, and (2) how
metalinguistic negation can be described in this system.
Our approach to describing Q-based implicature projection is based largely on
Gazdar's (1979) theory of implicature projection. Gazdar treated implicata as
propositions which are read off of semantic expressions. The actual implicatures
introduced into a context by the utterance of an expression are a subset of the potential
'imp-Iicatures' an expression may have 'prior to contextual cancellation'. These implicatures are generated by the imp-licature projection rule

Is.

An interpretive function

[ ] then isolates the imp-licature appropriate to the context and projects it into a sign as
an implicature (proposition), which is then interpreted as consistent or inconsistent with
respect to background propositions already assumed in the context.
Gazdar's scalar implicature projection rule
~(ai+l)

Is

is a function taking an expression

of the semantic language with scalar predicate a and value i+ 1, such as 'John has

three i+1 children', and returning a set of epistemically qualified implicatures. These
consist of a set of 'expression alternatives'S ~(ai) to ~(ai+l) in which the scalar predicate
a i+1 is replaced with predicates a i of higher values, e.g. {The speaker knows that it is

SGazdar (1979:57) defines expression alternatives as follows:
'Sentences ~a and ~Jl are expression alternatives with respect to a and
is identical to ~Jl except that in ONE place where ~a has a, ~p has J3.'

J3

iff ~a
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not the case that John has four (=three(al+J) children, The speaker knows that it is not
the case that John has five children, ... , The speaker knows that it is not the case that
John has n children}. The implicature [41] actually introduced into discourse is chosen
by the speaker based on her knowledge of John's children.
We need to alter two aspects of Gazdar's approach here. First, Gazdar only
considered scalar implicatures which were based on quantitative scales in which lower
valued elements were entailed by higher valued one. Hom argues, quantitative scales
are just one kind of pragmatic scale9 speakers utilize to order expressions. Other
meanings, like [poli's] and [po'lis] may also ordered on some scale by speakers, let us
say a scale of appropriateness, although no entailment relation is evident between them.
Therefore, we must allow other scales to be operative to arrive at the appropriate
metalinguistic negations noted by Hom.
Second, Gazdar assumed that implicatures were only read off well-formed formulas
of the semantic language. As we have seen, metalinguistic negation may target a formula
on any level of representation, including discourse-semantic formulas. To account for
this, we need to make several assumptions about the levels of representation we have
described as constituting a sign. We assume that each level of representation R in a sign
is an algebra consisting of a recursive characterization of types and a type cal cui us. We

9Th ere are considerable problems connected to defining the term pragmatic scale
(Gazdar 1979:58, Hom 1989:411-12). Since the nature of pragmatic scales is not central
to our analysis, we leave a precise definition of this term open. We simply assume that
such scales exist in order to analyze contrastive metalinguistic negation.
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assume the algebra at each level of representation R includes a lexical assignment
function gr which assigns each sequence of expressions of the object language L to a
type in R. Each formula for any level of representation R' can be assigned a scalar
value if there is a pragmatic scale which orders this formula with respect to other
formulas on that level of representation. For example, let us say that [poli's] and [po'lis]
are two well-formed formulas on the phonetic level of representation Ph. We treat
formulas [poli's] and [po'lis] as indexed expressions on a scale P, where <[po'lis](aJ,
[pol'is](a j +1»

E

P. If a speaker uses the expression [po'lis](a j+1) in an utterance, an

addressee who knows of the more appropriate form may infer that the speaker was not
in the epistemic position to use the higher valued form and generate upper bounding
implicata on this basis e.g., The speaker knows that it is not the case that [poli'sj(ai+J
is appropriate. Other expressions are indexed in a similar way, e.g., the morphologically

».

analyzed formula pair <[mon+geese]](aj ), [mongoose+s]](ai+ 1

We propose the following quantity imp-licature projection rule gs' which takes
Gazdar's (1979) scalar quantity imp-lication rule as a base but incorporates Hom's
comments on Gazdar's rule and is described in notation consistent with our version of
UCG.
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for all <!>(aj) such that for some pragmatic scale P such that <aj, a j+l>

E

P,

X .....<!>aj'""Y, where X and Y are any expressions, possibly null.

1.

\jI =

ii.

a j precedes a j +1 in P
where <!>(aj) and <!>(aj+l) are simple expression alternatives with respect to

a j and a j +l, respectively.

»' in this rule means For all the speaker knows, it is

The expression 'PK(""<!>(aj+I

not the case that <!>(ai+J. We also use the alternative forms For all the speaker knows,

<!>(ai+J is not the case. or For all the speaker knows, <!>(a;+J is not the appropriate case.
when it aids in the presentation. We adopt Gazdar's use of Hintikka's (1962) K operator
to represent the predicate' The speaker knows that'.lo The notation 'PK' is drawn from
Hom (1989:233-4). Here, P is a possibility operator (Hintikka 1962) over what the
speaker knows. We intend the notation 'PK' to read as 'For all the speaker knows'.
This definition states that

\jI

implicates that For all the speaker knows, it is not the

case that <!>(ai+J, iff \jI includes <!>(aJ, which is just like <!>(aj+ l) except that it contains
a weaker scalar expression a j on pragmatic scale P than <!>(aj+I).1I

lOWe adopt Gazdar's (1979:46:47) interpretation of Grice's QUALITY maxim, e.g.
QUALITY: Say only that which you know' as meaning 'Utterance of <!> by a speaker
implicates K<!> (where for K<!> read 'sAknowsAthat"</»'. That is, the use of a sentence
'commits the speaker to knowledge of that sentence'.
IIThis rule differs in several ways from Gazdar's original rule. Gazdar's rule is the
following:
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To see how this device works, let's assume that a speaker has just uttered the
sentence 'Reynaldo is happy' in the presence of an addressee who is aware that
Reynaldo has just been notified that his name has been introduced into the pool of
candidates for a vacant seat on the U.S. Supreme Court and that the speaker's utterance
does not reflect the level of emotion Reynaldo is currently experiencing. We let the
addressee's knowledge of Reynaldo's emotional state be the proposition Reyna/do is

ecstatic.
Because the speaker did not use the stronger term in her utterance, under the
Cooperation Principle and the Q-Principle, the addressee infers that the speaker has said
as much as she can say about Reynaldo's emotional state without violating the Quality

for all <I>(a j ) such that for some quantitative scale Q, a.j , a j+1
1.

ii.

E

Q,

r ..

'I' = x .....<I>(a j +1 y, where x and yare any expressions, possibly null.
['1'] ~ [<I>(a j +1)],

where <I>(aj ) and <I>(aj+ 1) are simple expression alternatives with respect to a j and a i+1>
respectively.
Hom (1989:232) explains: 'This says that 'I' [potentially] scalar-quantity implicates
that the speaker knows that it is not the case that <I> if and only if there is some sentence
<1>', just like <I> except that it contains a 'weaker' scalar expression, and which is entailed
by <I> and is either identical to 'I' or forms a part of it, subject to the constraint that the
scalar expressions are not within the scope of any logical functors in <I> or <1>'.' First, we
note that Gazdar's (and Hom's) use of subscripts is confusing, since they seem to suggest
that a j+1 is lower rather than higher in a quantitative scale than aj' In our formulation, we
adjust the subscripts so that the pragmatic scalar values are easily understood. Second,
we do not use Gazdar's condition (ii) in our formulation. As we stated above, many kinds
of sets of objects may constitute the domain of a pragmatic scale, even though there may
be no evident entailment relations between members of the set. What seems to be
required here is that the values of the scalar predicates in the implicature set {X} be
higher than the value of the scalar predicate in '1'. This is what our condition (ii) states.
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submaxim 'Do not say that for which you lack evidence'. Under the Q-Principle, the
addressee uses the lower bounding entailment 'at-Ieast-happy(a)' projected for 'happy'
to infer upper bounding imp-licata. We let g. generate the following disjunctive set of
upper-bounding imp-licata for the speaker's utterance:

For a/l the speaker knows, happy(ai+J ;s not the case v For a/l the speaker knows,
happy(ai+~is not the case v ... v For all the speaker knows, happy(a;+,Jis not the
case.

Contextual clues specifying which scalar value is appropriate enable the addressee
to choose one imp-licature from the set of disjuncts above as the implicature associated
with the use of the predicate. This results in the following sign for the expression
'happy'.

(60) happy
Aa.[s)[happy(s),a), at-least-happy(s),a)J
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.;

The following structure is valid in our system.

(61) Reynaldo is happy
S
[e)][Reynaldo(a), [happYi(e),a), at-least-happYi(e),a)Jl
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case;.

It will be also be convenient in later sections to have a way of describing how

conventionalized R-based implicata are represented in sign structure. As we discussed
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above, R-based inferences are strengthening inferences associated with general terms.
As Hom notes, following Atlas and Levinson (1981),

'there is a strong tendency for a {>redicate which is semantically nonspecific with
respect to a given distinction to become pragmatically restricted so as to denote a
certain proper subset of its semantic denotation.'

For example, the conventional meaning of a common noun like 'drink' is
commonly associated with a narrower or stereotypical sense 'alcoholic drink'. This is a
meaning that can be cancelled by metalinguistic negation, e.g., 'That's not a drink. That's
a Shirley temple!' As Hom notes, the relevant inference is formulated nicely by Atlas
and Levinson (1981) as 'the inference to the best interpretation' .

'If a predicate Q is semantically nonspecific with respect to predicates Pi' 1 ::s i ::s
n, but for some j, 1 ::S j ::S n, Pj is stereotypical of Qs, then in saying Qt a speaker
will convey Pp
We use this inference to spell out the R-based inference rule gR'
(62) Let
Q be a predicate expression,
P be a set of predicate expressions {PI' ... Pi' Pj ,
Pj be stereotypical of Qs,
and V(Pj ) ~ V(Q);
Then, gR(Q)

.••

Pn },

= [Q = Pj ]

This rule says that if there is a predicate Q and a set of predicates P such that Pj
is stereotypical of Qs and the extension of Pj is a subset of the extension of Q, then
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specify an implicature [Q = Pj(Q)] for Q. For example, let's assume Q is 'drink' and that
P is a set of predicates describing properties of drinks, e.g., cold, sparkling, alcoholic,
etc. Let Pj = 'alcoholic'. Further, let us assume that Pj is stereotypical of Q's, given
certain contexts of utterance. Then we can assign 'drink' the following sign

(63) drink
n[sg]
drink(a)
[drink is alcoholic drink]

We show how this sign is used to derive metalinguistic negations below.

3.1.6.3.3 Metalinguistic Negation
Importantly, the signs (60) and (63) can be construed as targets for metalinguistic
negation. What makes these signs metalinguistic targets are the pragmatic specifications
they include. For (60), these are the entailment 'at-least-happYi(e.,a)i' and the implicature

For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case. The function of metaIinguistic
negation is to cancel both the entailment and the implicature so that discourse may
proceed. This is represented for the metalinguistic sentence negation 'Reynaldo isn't
happy' in the following sign.

(64) Reynaldo isn't happy
s[fin]
[s.][Reynaldo'=a),happy'j(s.,a)]
NEG[[at-least-happY'j(a)j] 1\ For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the caseJ
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The action of the negation cancels the 'two-sided' reading which is composed of
both lower bound entailment and upper bound implicature (Hom 1984) thereby deleting
these propositions from the common ground. In following an utterance of (64) with an
assertion like 'He's ecstatic', the speaker returns the context to consistency and discourse
is allowed to proceed.
To prove (64) is a valid structure, we need .provide an appropriate signs for the
metalinguistic target 'happy' and the metalinguistic use of sentence negation 'is not'. As
Hom has shown, the metalinguistic use of sentence negation is distinguished by a
rectification intonation contour on the negative target ('happy' in (64». We have been
using the hat symbol preceding an expression to represent this contour. This information
can be represented in sign structure for lexical expressions as in the following more
completely specified version of (64).

(65) happy
p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]
[Ahrepi]
Aa.[sl[happy'(sl,a), at-Ieast-happy'(sl,a)i]
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case./

We might consider (65) as a package of specifications distinguishing expressions
as metalinguistic negation targets. As we have seen, any constituent of a previous
utterance can be distinguished as a target for metalinguistic negation given an
appropriate context. This implies that every expression is associated with at least two
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kinds of signs, one sign reflecting the use of an expression in descriptive sentences, and
one sign reflecting its possible role as a target for rectification.
Instead of requiring each expression to be assigned a 'descriptive' sign structure
and a 'metalinguistic' sign structure on a type by type basis, we can use a set of
structural rules to accomplish the same task. We can do this by introducing structural
modality into the type calculus in the form of a new type constructor
Moortgat 1993). Like the

1\

~

(following

type constructor we introduced for the quantification

calculus, the modal type constructor gives us a new set of category types. Whereas the'
1\

type constructor gave us a way to construct raised categories on a global scale, the

~

type constructor gives us a way to infer sequences equipped with metalinguistically
relevant information from ordinary signs on a global scale. As in the case for

1\

type

constructor, we need to add a OM-Introduction rule and a OM-Elimination rule for the ~
constructor to the type calculus.

(66) OM-Elimination

r <A,t> A I- B

OM-Introduction

r

I-

<A,t>
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In these rules, the symbol 'ic' stands for the (contrastive) intonation contour
characteristic of metalinguistic negation,

Ik

is an indexed formula of any sort (e.g.,

phonological, morphological, etc., not pragmatic), and Xk is that pragmatic formula
projected in the sign for the indexed formula

A.

This is the package of specifications

distinguishing expressions as metalinguistic targets. We don't mention the discoursesemantic variable t in metalinguistic sign representations since discourse-semantic
formulas may be indexed by a metalinguistic function. Therefore, we let

I

include

discourse-semantic formulas like t. The elimination rule states that an assumption of an
ordinary sign A (without metalinguistic specifications) is necessary to infer sign ~A
equipped with metalinguistic specifications. The introduction rule states that an
assumption A is sufficient to prove an assumption <DMA,t>.
Metalinguistic uses of the sentence negation operator . not' can now be described
as a function from modal predicates to predicates.

(67) is not
[nat]
(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin])/DM(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin]):[r][R]
ARM.[s\][[r][R(a)]]
NEG [fa /\ gs(fa)]

We can successfully unify (67) with (65') to create (68).
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(65') happy
~(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin])

[I\hrepi]
A.a. [s) [happy'{s) ,a), at-Ieast-happy'{s),a)i]

For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.;

(68) is not happy
(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[finD
A.a.[s) [happy'{s),a)]
NEG [at-Ieast-happy'{sha)i]

A

For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the

case.;

To complete the derivation, unification of (68) with (69) gives us the metalinguistic
sentence negation (70).

(69) Reynaldo
[reynaldo]
np[nom]
Reynaldo'=a
(70) Reynaldo is not happy
[[reynaldo ][Iz][nat] [hrepi]]
s[fin]
[s)][Reynaldo'=a, happy'{s),a) ]
NEG[at-least-happy'{s),a)J A For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the

case.;

(70) is a valid structure in our calculus. In the following proof, we use the variable
ph to represent the phonetic attribute information of a sign.
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(71) PROOF
np[nom]:Reynaldo'=a

I-

np[nom]:Reynaldo'=a

(np[nom]:Reynaldo'=a)cr= np[nom]:Reynaldo'=a U np[nom]:[a][A] = (np[nom]: [a][A])cr
s:A.RAa.[sJ[happy'(sJ,a)]:[sJ[Reynaldo'=a, happy'(sJ,a)]:NEG[at-least-happy'(sJ,a)a
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.; I- s:t:pr
\Elim
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa.[sIl[happy' (sJ,a)]:NEG[at-least-happy'(sJ,a)j]

1\

For all the
speaker knows,
ecstatic is not the case.; I(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):A.a. [sJlfhappy'(sha)]:NEG[at-least-happy'(sJ,a)a 1\ For all the
speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.;
1\

1\ For all the
case.;)cr =
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa,[sJ][happy'(sJ,a)]:NEG[at-least-happy'(sJ,a)J 1\ For all the
speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.; U (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):[r][R]) =

«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa,[sJ][happy'(sJ,a)]:NEG[at-least-happY'(Sha)a

speaker

knows,

ecstatic

is

not

the

(np[ nom]: [a] [A ]\s[fin]): [r] [R])cr
np[nom]:ReynaJdo'=a
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa,[sJ[happy'(sJ,a)]:NEG[at-least-haPPy'(sJ,a)j

speaker knows, ecstatic
I-

1\

For all the

is not the case.;

s:t:pr

IElim
DM(np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin]):Aa. [sJHhappy'(sJ,a), at-least-happy'(sJ,a)JFor all the speaker
knows, ecstatic is not the case.; I- DM(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):A.a,[sJHhappy'(sJ,a), atleast-happy'(sJ,a)JFor all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.;
(DM(np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin]):A.a. [sIl[happy'(sJ,a), at-least-happy'(sJ,a)j]:Forall the speaker
knows, ecstatic is not the case.;)cr = DM(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa,[sJUhappy'(sha), atleast-happy'(sJ,a)JFor all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case.; U
DM(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):[r][R]:x = (DM(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):[r][R]:x»cr
np: ReynaJdo'=a
(np\s)/(np[ nom]: [a] [A ]\s[bse]): [r] [R] :A.RAa. [r] [R( a)]
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa,[sJ][happy'(sJ,a)]:NEG[at-least-happy'(sJ,a)j

For all the speaker knows, ecstatic ;s not the case.;
I-

s:t:pr

1\
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~linl

np:Reynaldo'=a
(np\s)/(np\s):ARAa. [r] [R(a)]
(np\s)/DM(np[nonl]: [a][A]\s[fin]): [r][R]: ARAa. [r][R(a)]]:NEG[f8 " g(f8)]
~(np[nonl]:[a][A]\s[fin]):Aa.[s\][happy'(s\,a), at-Ieast-happy'(s\,a)i]
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case' i
I- s:t:pr

This analysis captures several observations which are central to Hom's account of
nletalinguistic negation. First we capture the fact that one nlay attach negation to any
aspect of an utterance which is inconsistent with the assumptions or beliefs which count
as background assumptions in context. As Hom points out, one problem with other
approaches to presupposition cancellation and negation (Karttunen and Peters 1979,
Ducrot 1972), is that they do not' generalize to the entire range of possible applications
of nletalinguistic negations (p.426)'.
In Ducrot's (1972) system (Hom 1989:425-426), two negation functions are
proposed, a descriptive operator NEG and a refutational (metalinguistic) REF operator
The pair 'XIY' consisting of a presupposed expression X and an asserted expression Y,
can be taken to be the argument of either NEG or REF, as in the following rules. Here,
NEG translates as predicate calculus"" and ET translates as

(72) a.

b.

I\.

NEG(X/Y) = X I NEG Y
REF(X/Y) = --- / NEG(ET(X,Y)

In (68a.) NEG preserves the presupposition and takes scope over the assertion, as
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in descriptive predicate denial. REF allows the logical operator to have scope over both
presupposed and asserted expressions, capturing the presupposition-cancellation property
of metalinguistic negation (68b.).
The problem with Ducrot's system is that the X variable isn't generalizable to
objects other than semantic presuppositions, such as phonetic and morphological
formulas, because these objects do not belong to logical form, according to Grice.
In our approach, the analysis described by (67)-(70) is easily generalizable to signs
with metalinguistic targets other than semantic formulas. In each case, we treat the
targeted formula as an element on a pragmatic scale and generate an upper-bound
implicature when the representation is introduced into discourse. For example, let's
assume that the negation in (43d.) was preceded by an utterance of the following sign
with added morphological specifications.

(73) Reynaldo trapped a mongeese
[eJHReynaldo'=a, mongoose'(b), PAST[trap'(eJ,a,b)]]
[Reynaldo][trapp+ed:3.sg.pst][a][mongeese:sgU
[For all the speaker knows, (mongoose:sgJ is not the case;]
The metalinguistic sentence negation of (73) is identical in form to (70),
abstracting away from the fact that a different attribute has been targeted.

(74) Reynaldo didn't trap a mongeese.
[eJHReynaldo(a), mongoose(b), [trap(eJ,a,b)]]
[Reynal do] [trapp+ed: 3 .sg. pst] [a: sg] [monAgeese: sgU
NEG[at-least-[mongeese:sg] 1\ For all the speaker knows, {mon:goose:sgIJ is not
the case

a
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(74) also illustrates how metalinguistic sentence negation may associate with a
nonadjacent target. The information required by the metalinguistic negation operator is
simply inherited by applications of sign unification prior to unification with the
metalinguistic negation sign. We assume the resultant category is not a modal category.
This captures the notion that metalinguistic negation acts as a 'plug' on implicatures.
Second we capture Hom's observation that only in particular cases does the use of
metalinguistic negation entail the corresponding descriptive negation (Hom 1989:48889). The observation is based on negations like those in (71).
(75) a. The king of dance isn't bald, the king of France is!
b. The king of France isn't bald--there is no king of France!

As Hom points out, a metalinguistic use of negation like (75a.) does not entail
wide-scope descriptive predicate negation. In this example, the presupposition that the
king of France exists is not denied. Nor is it the case that baldness is being denied of
the king of France, since the tag clearly indicates that the king is bald. This is similar
to the analysis of the statement 'Reynaldo isn't happy, he's ecstatic!'. The use of this
negation does not commit the speaker to the descriptive predicate negation. Being
ecstatic entails being happy, given the appropriate quantitative scale. To deny happiness
of Reynaldo while asserting that he is ecstatic is contradictory.
In contrast, the metalinguistic negation in (75b.) does entail the wide-scope
descriptive negation. If there is no king of France, the sentence may be considered false,
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though other analyses are possible. 12
Our approach treats this variation in interpretation as a function of which formulas
are chosen as metalinguistic negation targets. In sign (70), we leave the asserted
propositional discourse semantic information correctly outside the scope of negation and
only negate the entailment. Thus the proposition embedded in the metalinguistic
negation is outside the negation. In (74), the morphological formula is negated, but the
truth conditions are untouched as required. In our system, we can represent existence
presupposition cancellation as in (76).
(76) The king of France is not bald
s[fin]
[s]][king of France(a),bald(s],a)]
NEG[exist(a)j 1\ For all the speaker knows, the king oj France existsJ

This sign represents the 'meaningless' interpretation of the negative. We do not
represent the claim that the sentence is false, because neither of the asserted formulas
are negated. However, the utterance is not felicitous either, since the existence

]2Existence presupposItIon cancellation may also cause the sentence to be
meaningless, or neither false or meaningless, depending on your viewpoint. One might
take the position that (46b.) is false on the argument that if there is no king of France,
it cannot be true that he is bald. Or one might say that (46b.) in meaningless due to the
assumption that nonexistent entities are not in the proper category of entities to be
predicated of baldness. Or one might take the position, as Strawson (1950) did, that the
question of the truth or falsity of a sentence like (46b.) simply fails to arise because the
existence presupposition does not survive negation. Each of these positions, as well as
others, have been advocated in the past. It is not our aim to elucidate them here (but see
Hom (I989:23 24) for a summary). Our point is simply that the metalinguistic negation
of truth conditions is interpreted differently than the metalinguistic negation of other
kinds of formulas.
w
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presupposition is canceled.
Third, we capture the apparent fact that although metalinguistic negation may
target a constituent at the morphological or phonological level of representation, the
negation cannot attach to that constituent in surface structure. A priori, we might have
assumed that the metalinguistic operator not' could occur with any kind of constituent
on any level of representation. However, despite the fact that negation operates on the
utterance level, only utterances pieces which are well formed categorial expressions may
combine with the operator. For example, though the negative element appears to attach
to the stressed syllables in the metalinguistic sentence negation (77a.), as Hom
(1989:434) suggests, the contrastive negation becomes much less acceptable when the
operator combines with the morphological element (77b.).

(77) a. The whiskey was not exported from Ireland, it was 4ruJorted.
b. ??The whiskey was not ex but deported from Ireland.
c. ·Not ex (but) de.l·Not ex (but) deported.

However, the minimal categorial expression including the focused material may
occur in a metalinguistic constituent negation.
(78) a. The whiskey was not ~orted but Qrulorted from Ireland.
b. Max didn't trap two mongeese but (two) mongooses.

These data suggest that the utterance target for metaIinguistic negation is not the
particular aspect of an utterance being objected to but the minimal word or lexical
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expression carrying the targeted information. This is captured in our analysis by the fact
that the unification of two signs in category type-driven; we cannot isolate prefixes as
individual signs, as we would need to to derive sentences like (77a.,b.).
The final topic we need to cover is how metalinguistic negation is interpreted in
our model. As our analysis suggests, we allow our pragmatic attribute to include three
objects, (l) implicature (propositions), (2) conjunctions of implicatures [<I>
the negative expression NEG [fa

1\

1\

\jI], and (3)

g(fa)].

We use conjunctions of implicatures to describe implicature lists generated by the
use of an expression. For example, we might expect an utterance of the sentence
'Chantal managed to be happy' to be associated with two implicatures given a certain
context of use: the implicature It was difficult for Chantal to he happy, specified by the
use of 'managed' and the scalar implicature For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not

the case., specified by the use of the scalar predicate 'happy'. An utterance of this
sentence can be described in our system as the following sign, where we use indices to
match semantic expressions and implicatures.

(79) Chantal managed to be happy
s[fin]
[s\][Chantal = a, [s2][happy(a), at-Ieast-happy(a)j], managed(s\,a,s2)j]
[[It was difficult for Chantal to he happy}; 1\ For all the speaker knows, ecstatic
was not the case}J

The objects of the pragmatic language are interpreted as follows:
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(80)
a.

An implicature eI> is consistent in M at c at <w,t> with respect to g iff n{eI> /\ c}

-:1=

0.
b.
c.

A conjunctive set of implicatures [eI> /\ "'] is consistent in M in c at <w,t> relative
to g iff eI> and '" are consistent in M at c.
A negative expression NEG[fa /\ gs(f.)] is consistent in M in c at <w,t> relative to
g iff n{fa /\ c} = 0.

The base rule for the recursion (80a.) states that an implicature (proposition) is
consistent in a context c if the intersection of indices in eI> and those in c is non-empty.
This will always be the case for the speaker of the utterance generating the implicature,
since only consistent imp-licatures are introduced as implicatures in our system.
Rule (80b.) states that a conjunction of implicatures is interpreted as consistent if
each conjunct in the formula is interpreted as consistent. If the use of an expression does
not trigger the specification of an implicature, the pragmatic information in the sign for
that expression is empty. If the pragmatic values of two unified signs are nonempty, we
assume that each pragmatic object indexed and conjoined to the others. If one of the
conjunct implicatures is interpreted as inconsistent in a context, the conjunction of
implicatures
infelicitous.

IS

interpreted as inconsistent, and the entire utterance is rendered
Rule (80c.) states that a negative expression is felicitous in a model

relativized to a context and index iff the negated expression is inconsistent with the
propositions making up the context. This is what we expect metalinguistic negation to
do given Hom's theory. By negating the two-sided meanings, we cancel the implied
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meanings leading to the inconsistency. The addressee is then in a position to issue a
rectifying utterance whose purpose is to replace the negated meanings.
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3.2 Colloquial Negation Fragment
In this section we present our negation fragment. We begin by presenting the
category assignments for colloquial negative operators 'no' and 'not'. We then tum to
describing the intelpretations of colloquial negations we covered in Chapter 2. At the
end of the chapter we discuss several problematic utterances and offer several ways of
accounting for them in UCG.

3.2.1 Category Assignment
We assign colloquial 'no' to the lexical entry in (81), which includes the
determiner category assignment.

(81)

no
np[F]/p:n[F]:[a][A]
M. [s] -, [[aHA]]

In Chapter 2 we assumed that 'no' is a determiner as a descriptive generalization.
There are several ways to support this assumption. First, the distribution of 'no' before
nominals is in complementary distribution with other legitimate determiners, e.g. ''''no
{althe} man'. Second, 'no' patterns with determiners in being unacceptable immediately
preceding subjectIess PPs (""no on the veranda', and adverbs (""no quickly', ""no here'),
as we discussed in Chapter 2. Our category assignment also accounts for the fact that
the negative only occurs before CNs or CNPs.
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We find at least two ways to derive the colloquial negations using 'no'. We
might derive the nonexistence statement 'no linguist drinking a beer' in one of two ways.
Either we can assume that the gerundive 'drinking wine' is a nominal complement
expression of type n[F]/p:n[F]:[a][A] or a vp of type p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]. In the first
case, we end up with a sequence like (82abcd.) in which negation has wide scope over
the entire translation. In the second case, we assume that the negative operator combines
with the common noun and combines with the vp. In this case, negation has narrow
scope (83abc.).

(82)
abcd.
no linguist drinking a beer
np[F]
[Sl] -. [el][linguist(a), beer(b), ing(drink(el,a,b»]

d.
no
np[F]/p:n[sg]: [a][A]
Aa [Sl ] -. [a][A]
abc.
linguist drinking a beer
n[sg]
[a][linguist(a), [el][beer(b), ing(drink(e1,a,b

»]]
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c.
linguist
n[sg]
linguist( a)

abo
drinking a beer
p:n[sg]: [a][A]\n[sg]
M. [e\] [beer(b ),ing( drink( e\ ,b,a»]

b.
a beer
np[sg]
beer(b)

a.
drinking
(p:n[F]: [a][A]\n[F])/p:np[obj]: [b ][B]
Ab. M. [a] [[ e\] [ing( drink( e\ ,b,a»]]

(83)

abc.
no linguist drinking a beer
s[ger]
[etl[[s\ ] ...., [linguist(a)], [e\][beer(b), ing(drink(e\,a,b»]]

c.
no linguist
np[nom]
[s\ ] ...., [Iinguist(a)]
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abo
drinking a beer
p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[ger]
A.a. [e)] [beer(b), ing(drink(e) ,a,b»]

b.
a beer
np[sg]
beer(b)

a.
drinking
(p:n[nom]: [a] [A]\s[ger])/p:np[obj]: [b] [B]
Ab.A.a.[a] [[ e)][ing( drink( e),b,a»]]

We can reject (83) on the basis that it does not capture the correct scoping for
the negative determiner 'no'. As mentioned in Chapter 2, NPIs are licensed in colloquial
and SE negatives by determiner 'no'. This property was interpreted as a function of the
scope of the negative in these utterances. If we allow (83), we cannot guarantee that the
NP will have syntactic scope over the entire complement. In fact, the interpretation
described in (83) is not available to English speakers.
On the other hand, (82) does capture the fact that NPls are licensed in 'no'
complements because all of the truth conditions translating the constituents of the
common noun are in the scope of the negative operator. This suggests that (82) is the
correct analysis.
Sentence negation' no' is assigned to the basic type for functions into generalized
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quantifiers, e.g., np"s:[r][R)/p:n[F):[a][A], and is assigned to the following sign in the
lexicon.
(83)

no
(np"s:[r)[R))/p:n[F):[a][A)
MAR.[s) -. [[a][A) --> [s)[r)[R))

This assignment allows us to capture the monotone properties of the determiner.
Following Barwise and Cooper (1981), the subject determiner 'no' expresses a monotone
decreasing function on its first argument N (84a.) and its second argument VP (84b.).
Note that the converse of (84a.) does not hold, e.g., If no marine with a family drinks
wine, it does not follow that no marine drinks wine. This contrasts with determiners like
'every' which express monotone decreasing functions on their first argument (84c.) but
monotone increasing functions on their second argument (84d.).

(84)

a.

b.
c.
d.

No marine drinks wine => No marine with a crewcut drinks wine.
No marine drinks wine => No marine drinks white wine.
Every marine drinks beer => Every marine with a crewcut drinks wine.
Every marine drinks beer in a stein => Every marine drinks beer.
(Every marine drinks beer => Every marine drinks beer in a stein.)

If we did not translate determiner 'no' with two arguments, we would fail to
capture this generalization. Negative quantifiers with 'no' are treated in the same way
as universal and existential quantifiers by our calculus in that the scopal distinctions of
negative quantifiers in multiply quantified negatives depends on the order in which the
quantifiers are solved. A sentence like 'No marine adores a general' has two
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interpretations (85):

(85)

a.
b.

[S2] [marine(a) --> .., [s)][general(b), adores(s),b,a)]])
[s)][general(b), [s2][marine(a) --> .., adores(s),b,a)]])

The proof for the (preferred) interpretation of' No marine adores a general' with
negation getting wide scope (e.g.,

(85a.» is straightforward given our previous

discussion.

(86)
SIGNS
no marine
npl\s[nom]
AR.[s)][marine(a) --> ..., [r][R(a)]]
adores
(p:np: [a] [A]\S[fin ])/p:np[obj]: [b ][B] "-bAa. [s)][adores(s\>b,a)]
a general
npl\s[obj]
AQ. [general (b ), [q][ Q(b )]]
PROOF
np[nom]:u

I-

np[nom]:u

(np[nom]:u)cr = np[nom]:u u np[nom]:[a][A] = (np[nom]:[a][A])cr
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~linn

np[obj]:v

I-

np[obj]:v

(np[obj]:v)a

= np[obj]:v u

np[obj]:[b][B]

= (np[obj]:[b][B])a

np[nonn]:u
(np: [a][A]\s[fin]): A.a. [s)] [adores(s) ,v,a)]
I- s:t"
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------lElinn
np:u
(np\s)/np[obj]:[b][B]:AbA.a.[s)][adores(s),b,a)]
np[obj]:v
I- s:t"
s:AQ.[general(b),[q][Q(b)]](AV.t")

I-

s:t'

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------A~linn

np:u
«np\s)/np): AbA.a. [s)][ adores(s) ,b,a)]
npAs[obj] :AQ.[general(b),[ q][Q(b)]]
I- s:t'
s:AR.[s)][nnarine(a) --> -'[r][R(a)]](Au.t')

I-

s:t

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A~linn

npAs[nonn]:AR.[s)][nnarine(a) --> -, [r][R(a)]]
«np\s)/np ): AbA.a. [s)][ adores(s),b,a)]
npAs: AQ. [general(b),[q] [Q(b)]]
I- s:t

Although the negative operator occurs as a deternniner in this exannple, the
sentence clearly denies the predicate of its subject, e.g., nnarines are such that none of
thenn drinks a beer. We nnight have discovered that negations of this type can be used
as nnetalinguistic negations in which the existence of the object(s) denoted by the subject
np is denied (87a.) or to rectify a phonetic error (87b.). But these uses are unavailable.
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(87)

a. "'No marine drinks a beer---There are no marines.
b. "'No marine drinks a [bayr]---They drink [bir].

This finding corroborates our earlier finding that colloquial negative NPs like' No
linguist' cannot be used as metalinguistic negations.
We now tum to colloquial uses of 'not'.
We found in Chapter 2 that colloquial 'not', when used to express rejection,
prohibition, and nonexistence, combines occurs to the left of nps, prolocatives, pps and
advs. We assign each of these uses to signs as in (88). We do not specify feature values
for s and np categories in these signs, since colloquial 'not' can occur with category
types with any feature value.

(88)

Colloquial 'Not'

a.

not
h.
np[F]/p:np[F]: [a][A]
-'[[a][A]]

c

not
10cp[F]/p:locp[F]:[I][L]
-. [I == locn]

d

not
(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[fin])\
(p:np[ nom]: [a] [A ]\s[fin]): [r] [R]

not
(np"s/n[F]: [a][A])/
(np"s/p:n[F]: [a][A])
IJ)IJ>AQ. -'[D([p ][P]), [ q][Q])

-. [[r][R]]
e.

not
(s[fin ]/p:s[fin]: [s] [8])/(s[fin ]/p:s[fin]: [s] [8]): [d] [0]

-. [[d][D]]
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In making these assignments, of course, we have ruled out other logically
possible ones. As a representative example, we discuss our assignment of the negative
operator in a nonexistence statement like 'not many linguists' to categories
np[F]/p:np[F]:[a][A] and (np"s)/n[F]:[a][A])/ (np"s)/n[F]:[a][A]).
Colloquial 'not' can combine with either the determiner or the np given the right
context, as expected due to the general polymorphic character of the morpheme. For
example, someone can say 'not many linguists' to mean there are few. This reading
would imply that 'not' is being used to negate 'many'. In support of this notion, we
appeal to the fact that two negated determiners can be conjoined, e.g., not many and not
few'. Under the assumption that only well-formed constituents can be conjoined we

.

admit the strings 'not many' and 'not few' as well-formed constituents.
One can also use this np to contrast many linguists with other sets of individuals
like 'many biologists', giving us the reading 'not many linguists (but there are many
biologists)', suggesting that 'not' combines with the np as well. Note that we can also
conjoin two negated nps, as in 'not many linguists and not many biologists', suggesting
that negated nps are well-formed constituents.
In addition, though we have treated determiner negation 'not' as a function over
determiner quantifiers, with type ('np"s/n)/(np"s/n), 'not' may combine with both
quantifier determiners (89a.-d.) and determiners which denote functions over individuals
(8ge.-g.) In the latter case, 'not' would be assigned to category (np/n)/(np/n).

"

.
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(89)

a.
b..
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

not many and not few
not few and not many
not some and not all
not at most four and not at least five
not either and not both
not those and not these
not three and not four

Also one might ask why we have chosen to assign both the argument and
resultant categories of the colloquial 'not' category to identical types in this case.
Though the choice of argument type is straightforward, we might have chosen any
category to be the resultant category type. One piece of evidence for assigning NP to
the resultant category for rejection and nonexistence 'not' is that phrases headed by 'not'
conjoin with other genuine NPs, like those headed by 'no'.

(90)

a. Not a single instructor and no student at the conference.
b. No bananas and not a single papaya for me!
We now discuss how colloquial uses of negation are evaluated in a model.

3.2.2 Interpretation of Colloquial Negation
The main questions we want to address to issues (1) the uses of colloquial
negations like 'no champagne' as nonexistence, rejection or prohibition statements, and
(2), children's use of ungrammatical echoic oppositions and rectifications like 'No
Mommy cut it'. The first problem is analogous to the problem that Lois Bloom faced
when she sought to provide a grammar of identical CE N+N constructions and
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fragmentary negation constructions. Her approach was to treat child English surface
negative forms as elliptical fragments of articulated underlying sentence structures and
to relate these structures to surface representations by reduction transformations. We
reviewed several criticisms of this approach in Section 2.3.2. In Section 2.3.3, we argued
that the practice of using adult-like sentence negation translations of child English
negatives should be curtailed, if not abandoned, since they mirror neither the syntactic
structure nor the discourse-semantic functions of child English negations.
In this section we present an alternative method of capturing the meaning of
colloquial negation. The basic idea is to use contextual functions to derive different
interpretive functions and make these interpretations available for interpreting colloquial
negations as rejections and prohibitions. This method puts the burden of interpretation
(correctly, in our view) on model-structure rather than on the categorial component. In
doing so, we avoid all of the problems we discussed in Chapter 2 associated with
previous analyses.
We then present our proposal that children's echoic oppositions and rectifications
are examples of exclamatory negation and do not differ drastically from the uses of
exclamatory negation by adult speakers.
We finish the chapter by discussing some problematic child language examples.

3.2.1.1 Existence and Nonexistence Statements
Suppose the following statements describe the actual world w. Two members of
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Bill Clinton's campaign staff, Reynaldo and Chantal, are invited to Clinton's inaugural
ball. Upon arriving, they wander over to a bar covered with glasses of mineral water.
When a bartender comes over, Reynaldo remarks 'Well, mineral water. No champagne!'.
The question we want to ask is what kind of interpretation function do we need
to interpret Reynaldo's first utterance as an existence statement and the following
negative as a nonexistence statement.
Ideally, we would want our definition of existence statements to take advantage
of the recursive functions we have already defined, like verification. Just as we defined
the verification of a negative expression ""'4> in terms of whether cI> is verified in a model,
we would like to interpret simple np expressions like' mineral water' and 'champagne'
in an identical way as existence statements, and interpret nonexistence statements like
'no champagne' and 'no mineral water' in a way that applies negation in a natural way
to the interpretations of 'champagne' and 'mineral water'.
Fortunately, we do not have to do much work to arrive at an adequate
interpretive function for existence statements. In fact, we can use our definition of truth
as the basis for the definition.
We have stated above that an expression

cI>

is true under the following definition.

DEFINITION An expression cI> is TRUE in M at <w,t> at c with respect to a translation
DR iff f verifies DR in M at <w,t> at c for every assignment g.

We stated informally above that an expression 4> is false iff the DR translating
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4> is not verified in M at c at <w,t>. This can be stated formally as follows:

DEFINITION An expression 4> is FALSE in M at <w,t> at c with respect to a translation
DR iff f does not verify DR in M at <w,t> at c for every assignment g.

For the moment, let us consider both existence statements and nonexistence
statements as constituting the set of existence statements. We can see that the
interpretation function appropriate for an existence statement like' mineral water' or 'no
champagne' is quite similar to the model-theoretic interpretations of truth and falsity. In
uttering 'mineral water' as an existence statement, a speaker is asserting that there is an
entity in the universe of discourse and that that entity is in the extension of the predicate
'mineral water'.13 The DR associated with this expression can either be verified in the

13We know that the existential import of a colloquial utterance like 'mineral water'
is entailed rather than presupposed by showing how this meaning behaves under
negation. We have seen that the existence presupposition associated with the NP 'the
king of France' can be canceled at the metalinguistic level, e.g.
(i) The king of France is not bald---There is no king of France.
In contrast, the colloquial existence statement' mineral water' appears to behave
like the statement 'Here is some mineral water' under metalinguistic negation. In both
cases, the existential import cannot be canceled, e.g.,
(ii)

Speaker A: 'Ah, mineral water'
Speaker B: #'Not mineral water---there is no mineral water!

(ii)

Speaker A: 'Ah, here is some mineral water'
Speaker B: #Not mineral water---there is no mineral water!
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model, in which case the existence statement is true, or not verified in the model, in
which case the existence statement is false. Similarly, the nonexistence statement 'no
champagne' is used to assert that the denotation of the noun 'champagne' is not a
member of U, that there is no extension for the predicate' champagne' in the context of
utterance. This expression will be true iff f verifies '''''[champagne(a)]' in M and false
iff f does not verify '''''[champagne(a)]' in M.
The semantical claims made by using colloquial existence statements are no
different from the claims made by using these expressions as subjects in Standard
English sentences. Both uses are evaluated with respect to verification and truth.
According to our recursive definition of verification, an expression is verified in a
relativized model iff the variable in the translation is in the extension of the predicate
translating the expression and the index for the translation is in the universe of discourse
U (Kamp and Reyle 1990).
Thus, the following seems to be true.
(91)

A colloquial existence statement is interpreted with respect to truth or falsity.
Otherwise, it is not an existence statement.

We use the 'otherwise' condition in the definition to rule out the possibility that
colloquial expressions can be interpreted as existence statements at the other levels of
meaning we have discussed, namely, necessary truth and felicity. We can show that
these interpretations are inappropriate by showing that speakers do not need to construct
an intensional model structure to determine the meaning of existence statements. We can
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do this by showing that we need to keep the context and the world-time index fixed to
arrive at an appropriate interpretation for these statements.
First, if necessary truth were the appropriate interpretation, then we would expect
nonexistence statements like 'no champagne' uttered at bar contexts to claim that there
is no champagne in that world at the moment of utterance or at any other world or time.
But this is clearly not how colloquial existence and nonexistence statements are
interpreted. Reynaldo could know that champagne must arrive in time for AI Gore to
propose his toast to Hilary Clinton. Or, more evidently, he may know that champagne
is served in bar contexts across from the Capital.
Logically, we can also rule out felicity as giving us the right truth conditions
for these statements. To be felicitous, an utterance of 'no champagne' is only required
to be true in some world included in the conversational base at c. This requires speakers
to set up an intensional structure consisting of the set of possible indices {<w',t'>} such
that for all propositions pin c, p

E

{<w',t'>}, and check if the negative is verified at any

of these indices. We have just argued that we do not evaluate these statement with
regard to worlds other than the current world.
Having ruled out these other possible interpretations, we can define how
colloquial existence statements are interpreted as follows.
DEFINITION An existence statement <p is TRUE in M at <w,t> at c with respect to a
translation DR iff f verifies DR in M at <w,t> at c for every assignment
g.
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DEFINITION An existence statement 4> is FALSE in M at <w,t> at c with respect to a
translation DR iff J does not verify DR in M at <w,t> at c for every
assignment g.
We now tum to colloquial rejection statements.

3.2.1.2 Request and Rejection Statements
Our aim in this' section is to treat request and rejection statements, which we
refer to as r-statements, in a parallel way to our treatment of existence and nonexistence
statements. That is, we expect our interpretation of the requests 'champagne' and
'mineral water' to be treated in the same way and our interpretation of the rejection 'no
champagne' to be such that it applies negation to the interpretation of 'champagne' in
a natural way.
To specify the semantics of requests and rejections, we need to specify (1) the
kinds of background assumptions admitted by the use of an expression as an r-statement
and (2) the kind of interpretation function used to assign a value to such statements. We
begin by arguing that the appropriate interpretation function for r-statements is felicity
relative to M'. We then specify the kinds of background assumptions required to
relativize the interpretation to M'.
Let us suppose that our two Clinton campaign staffers, eager to join Al Gore's
toast of Hilary Clinton, approach a bartender tending one of the bars at the inaugural
balJ. Along the bar are glasses of champagne. Chantal utters, 'mineral water, no
champagne'. The bartender then gives Chantal a bottle of Perrier and a glass. If Chantal's
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utterance 'mineral water' were interpreted with respect to epistemic necessary truth, we
would predict it to be a request iff its translation were verified in every possible world
in M at c. But this is clearly not what the utterance 'mineral water', intended as a
request, means in this context. There are possible worlds which do not include any
beverages, or possible worlds which do not include

desirabl~, '!bjects.
.,-.-.;<~

utterance as a r-statement, we do not have to consult these worlds.

To interpret an
Neither does

it seem appropriate to interpret an utterance as a request with respect to truth. The main
reason for rejecting this level of evaluation is that a truth interpretation does not address
how we interpret rejection expressions whose translation is not verified in M at c at
<w,t>. We might imagine two indices consistent with a bar context, <w,t> and <w',t'>,
where <w,t> and <w',t'> differ only in that the predicate' carrot juice' is specified at
<w',t'> but not at <w,t>. Now Jet <w,t> be the index at which' carrot juice' is uttered
in M at c. Although the translation of the utterance' carrot juice' is not verified at <w,t>,
it is still the case that the utterance is interpreted as a request, suggesting that speakers
have access to possible non-actual worlds consistent with a context when interpreting
colloquial utterances as r-statements. As we explain directly, we can account for this by
specifying a difference between contingent unspecification and inconsistency in a
context, two notions that are not definable under a truth interpretation.

The claim that

felicity is the appropriate level of meaning, on the other hand, seems to capture our
intuitions about r-statements. To be felicitous, the translation of an uttered expression
needs to be consistent with some index in M at c. This means that it can be verified at
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an index <w',t'> in M at c other than the index <w,t> at which the utterance is made.
As we show, this notion captures the fact that we can interpret an utterance like' carrot
juice' at a bar context in M as an r-statement even though its translation may not be
verified at <w,t>. We simply provide an alternative world <w',t'>

E

c in which 'carrot

juice' finds an extension, and let speakers interpret this expression with respect to this
index. In addition, since the set of indices in M at bar context c is a subset of the set
of indices available in M, we can also rule out utterances like 'an elephant' as rstatements in this context, by stipulating that there is no extension for the translation of
'an elephant' in the set of worlds picked out by the bar context in M.
We do this by constructing a level of meaning for interpreting translations of rstatements which restricts interpretations to a partial model M' described by a
conversational base (c) at a particular context c. In the previous section we described
a context c as articulated into a set of coordinates. We defined a conversational base for
context c as a set of contextual functions including the indexical functions sp(c) and
adr(c), which fix the interpretation of speaker and addressee, and a set of propositional
functions which describe background assumptions and facts relevant to the interpretation
of an utterance. Alternatively, we could define the conversational base as a set of
propositions or, alternatively, as a disjunctive set of indices {<w',t'>} describing the
intersection of all the propositions in the base. Henceforth, we use the term
("(conversational base) to describe this set of indices.
We now construct a conversational base called r-base(c) for the interpretation of
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r-statements. We consider r-base(c) together with the background assumptions shared by
speakers at c as the contextual package which determines the logical space in which a
colloquial expression is interpreted as an r-statement.
To illustrate how r-base works. we first need to be more explicit about the kinds
of background assumptions we want to characterize contexts. Let us return to our
scenario and outline the bar context in more detail by the following statements. Bars
usually include alcoholic beverages like beer. whisky. champagne. and non-alcoholic
beverages like water and coffee. Occasionally, other foods are available at bars, like beer
nuts, chips, or popcorn. It is the job of the bartender to supply these beverages and
snacks to customers, for a price. Customers come to bartenders to obtain these items.
We imagine that these particular background assumptions are necessary for the
successful communication between bartender and customer at bars. as well as for the
smooth running of a bar establishment. while others are not. It is clear, for example, that
bartenders must assume that they are the ones not who have desires to be met but who
are responsible for satisfying the desires of their customers. If we assumed that a
bartender was not aware of her responsibility for fulfilling a customer's request, we
would predict that she might misinterpret the utterance' champagne' uttered by a guest
to indicate that a shipment of champagne has just arrived, in addition to the appropriate
interpretation of 'champagne' as something that the speaker wants. We consider these
statements to be a set of facts which are accessible when speakers are interpreting
utterances at any bar, or the conversational background common to bar contexts. More
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formally, we regard these statements as a set of propositions, which, jointly, constitute
a set of worlds, namely the set of worlds in which bars exist. Let us assume the
conversational background we have just described is used by speakers to help determine
if an utterance is an r-statement.
There are other assumptions which are incidental. In Clinton's inaugural ball
world, champagne is the usual beverage used to toast a president- and vice-presidentelect. AI Gore has requested that mineral water be available at no charge for any of the
guests. He has made it especially clear that everyone have a beverage of some sort to
use to toast when he presents his toast to Bill Clinton. This knowledge may help
speakers to determine which beverages are available at a particular bar, or how much
the keg beer may be watered down or how inflated the prices will be, but they are
arguably not necessary or sufficient for successful communication between bartender and
customer.
Now, we let the contextual functions in (92) constitute r-base(c). We consider
these indexical functions to be 'core' indexical functions of r-base(c), or those which
need to be specified whenever a colloquial statement is interpreted as an r-statement. We
leave open the possibility that other functions may also be stipulated.

(92)

a.
b.
c.
d.

sp(c)
adr(c)
desirable objects(c)
undesired objects(c)
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We interpret the values of these functions as propositions, e.g., 'Adr(c) is a
bartender'.
The need for speaker and addressee functions is straightforward from our
previous discussion. If it was assumed that the waiter was the speaker rather than the
addressee, we do not interpret the utterance 'mineral water' in the same way. If the
waiter was the speaker, the utterance 'mineral water' might be interpreted to mean 'I
have mineral water (for you)', or 'Here is some mineral water', among other possibilities,
rather than 'I desire mineral water'. We regard speaker and addressee functions as central
to any contextuaHy interpreted coJloquial expression.
The two remaining functions are crucial to our understanding of how r-statements
differ from other co))oquial expressions like existence statements. To understand why
we want to make these two specifications in r-base(c), we first briefly return to existence
statements.
In the previous section, we had little trouble determining the appropriate
interpretation function for existence statements. Our verification function includes a
mechanism for checking if the index of a formula translating an existence statement is
a member of the universe of discourse. In other words, to verify a formula in a model,
it is necessary to determine if an object exists in the universe of discourse corresponding
to the index variable for the formula.
In ordinary speech, the existence of the denotation of a referring expression does
not have to be explicitly stated. This information is commonly regarded as part of the
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background information speakers take for granted in discourse. We might consider
existence to be a characteristic property of the universe of discourse in a particular
model M. That is, each member of the universe of discourse has the existence property
simply by being a member of the set. Thus, the use of a referring expression will
introduce the claim that an object exists in U as well as the claim that it is in the
extension of the expression naming the object (Kamp and Reyle 1990). The class of
nonexistent objects for a model M will be all of the objects not specified in the
extension of some predicate of the object language under consideration. We might call
this set the complement of VM , or the objects which are included in models other than
M.
It is fairly easy to construct a scenario in which two models do not have the

same universes of discourse. For example, we might consider two languages, the English
Ll spoken by an American citizen living in Tucson and the English L2 of her second
cousin from Somalia who learned a bit of English from CARE workers and has recently
gained entry into the V.S. Assume that M2 interprets L2 and Ml interprets Ll. Now we
might assume that the Somalian relative has never seen or heard of CD players. In this
case, we might assume that there is no predicate in L2 with the name' CD player' and,
therefore, no extension of this predicate in U2. In the universe of discourse V2, CD
players are nonexistent. However, these entities are members of VI, and, therefore, are
available as denotations for the predicate 'CD player' in Ll.
When interpreting colloquial expressions as r-statements, we suggest that the
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characteristic property of the set of entities in the universe of discourse is not existence
but their status as desirable objects for a speaker. We allow that existence may also be
a characteristic property of this set, but we maintain that it is not the relevant one in
particular contexts. In other words, our claim is that if a speaker desires mineral water
from the class of available beverages at a bar at the inaugural ball and utters 'mineral
water' to a bartender, the existential import of the expression uttered is not at issue.
What is at issue is what we might call the 'r-import' of the utterance.
To clarify this notion, consider a situation in which the two Clinton staffers of
the inaugural ball world wander over to a bar near the band. We might imagine any of
the three following possible requests to be uttered to the bartender, (1) 'mineral water',
(2) 'carrot juice', or (3), 'an elephant'. The first utterance and the second are clearly
interpreted as requests. Having heard 'mineral water', we would expect a bartender to
leave and return perhaps with a bottle of Perrier and an empty glass. If the speaker
uttered' carrot juice', we expect the bartender to interpret the utterance as a request even
though carrot juice is not available at the bar. For example, we might expect the
bartender to respond, 'I'm sorry, we don't have any of that', indicating that she indeed
understood the staffer's utterance as a request but could not satisfy the request.
The third utterance' an elephant' is not interpreted as a request in this context
because it is an item which cannot possibly be considered a desired item in that context.
Elephants, as well as toothbrushes, computer chips, and plane tickets, are not ordinarily
supplied by bartenders in inaugural ball worlds or by bartenders in any other bar world.
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Confronted with the utterance 'an elephant', we might expect the bartender to say
'What?' or 'I don't get it.', rather than 'We don't sell those here.'. This indicates that the
utterance was not interpreted as a request. Of course, the utterance might be interpreted
as such if it was used to respond to a previous question like 'What would you like?'. But
this is quite a different scenario from the one we are entertaining, in which the addressee
needs to compute the meaning of an utterance without the benefit of such a previous
utterance.
Our intuitions about the corresponding negatives 'no champagne', 'no carrot
juice', and 'no elephant' correspond to our intuitions about the corresponding positives.
The utterances of 'no champagne' and 'no carrot juice' are interpreted as rejections while
'no elephant' is not. Given the expectation that champagne is a widely desired beverage
for toasting, the negative 'no champagne' is felicitous as a rejection. The expression 'no
carrot juice' is less apparent as a felicitous rejection. But it is clearly interpreted as such
in bar contexts. For example, we might expect our bartender to respond to 'No carrot
juice' with 'We didn't have any of that anyway', indicating that she indeed interpreted
the utterance as a rejection.
This differs from the expected response to an utterance like 'no elephant'. We
do not expect a response like 'We didn't have any of those anyway' to this utterance.
Rather we expect it not to be understood as a rejection, in part, because there was no
expectation that elephants might be considered desired items in that context.
One way to capture the interpretation of these particular utterances is to restrict
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the universe of discourse in models interpreting r-statements to entities which are
consistent with bar contexts and the indexing functions in r-base(c). The purpose of the
indexical function 'desirable objects(c)' in r-base(c) is to index a set of desired objects
from the set of objects in the universe as the only ones a speaker can refer to when
issuing an r-statement in a particular context. In the bar context we have described, this
indexing function will assemble all of the beverages and other foods which may be
supplied by bartenders in (Xr-base(c» into a characteristic set.
We assume that the context included in the contextual package supplies the
relevant set of objects indexed by desirable objects(c). A bar context will supply
beverages, not elephants, to the function. We might imagine worlds in which elephants,
as well as other large animals, do make up the set of desirable objects (i.e. the universe
of discourse), such as the circus worlds in which such animals are bought and sold on
a regular basis. In this case, desired objects(c) in M at circus context(c) will assemble
all of the large animals in M at circus context c at <w,t> into a set.
We regard the property' desirable object' characterizing the universe of discourse
in r-contexts as analogous to the property 'exists' which characterizes the set of all
entities in the universe of discourse in the total model. In each case, it is not necessary
to state the property explicitly, since each member of the universe of discourse has the
property. To state that an object exists in the total model or that an object is desirable
in a partial model M' characterized by r-base(c) at c at an index <w',t'> would be
redundant.
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We use the function 'undesirable objects(c)' to index the set of undesirable
objects in M at c at <w,t>. To see why we need this function, we need to return again
to existence statements.
In a total model, entities are either members of the universe of discourse U or
not members of U. In other words, the only entities we need to have in U are those we
need to interpret the object language. No special valuations need to be stated to
distinguish existent from nonexistent entities. This is because the existence property
exhausts U, it is a characteristic property of the set. In partial models like the one used
to interpret r-statements, we are dealing with subsets U' of U specified for the total
model. The entities in the particular set U' we entertain here are the ones we need to
interpret utterances using the contextual package for r-statements, the one which includes
the current world and r-base(c) functions.
Entities may be unspecified in a model M at c because they are contingently
unspecified or because they are inconsistent with the context of utterance. This contrasts
with the situation we find when we have access to U in the total model M. We digress
for a moment to explain these notions.
Let us define M' as a partial model relativized to a context c, namely the context
characterized by the inaugural ball world and the indexical functions in r-base(c). Given
two propositions p and ...., p, there are four logically possible specifications for these
propositions in M'. These four possibilities are given in (93)(we assume negative
formulas are verified in M' according to verification rules for M).
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(93)

a.

b.
c.
d.

Both p and ..., p are verified in M'.
Only p is verified in M'.
Only ..., p is verified in M'.
Neither p nor"" p is verified in M'.

Example (93a.) depicts the logically impossible situation where both propositions
are verified. In (93b.,c.), one proposition of the pair is verified and one is not verified.
In (86d.) both p and ..., p are not verified in M'.
In situations (93b.-d.), at least one proposition is not verified in M'. The
specification of a proposition may be missing from a partial model M' at <W,t> because
it is contingently unspecified in M' at <w,t>. A proposition is contingently unspecified
if it is consistent in M' but just happens to be missing in M' at <w,t>. This may happen
for a variety of reasons. One reason is that circumstances regarding the world preclude
the specification of a proposition. For example, we have suggested that the proposition
associated with the common noun 'carrot juice' is not verified in M at bar context c as
a desired object. But this is a contingent fact about M at this context. The availability
of carrot juice at the bar context at Clinton's inaugural ball is contingent on whether the
head of Clinton's transition team provided enough money to the ball director to supply
the juice, or on whether the entertainment coordinator likes carrot juic~. Or one might
imagine a context in which choosing a glass of champagne from adr(c) rather than
mineral water is perceived as an act of respect. In this case, 'champagne' might be a
desired object.
Importantly, then, a speaker cannot assume on the basis that p is not verified in
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M' that -rp is verified in M', since, unknown to the speaker, p may be verified in M at
another context c' consistent with c. In our example, a speaker cannot infer on the basis
that [carrot juice(a)] is not verified in M that carrot juice is not a potentially desirable
object. Al Gore may have requested that carrot juice be made available to any guest at
the ball who wants it, but the particular bar visited by the staffer may have just run out
after AI's toast.
In contrast, propositions may be absent from M' because they are not consistent
with the propositions describing M'. If a proposition p is not consistent with M', then
p is necessarily absent from M'. For example, if p is verified in M', then"" p is not
consistent with M', since p and ..., p cannot both be verified in the same worlds. If..., p
is verified in M', then p is not consistent with M' for the same reason. In our example,
we can infer on the basis of the rejection 'no champagne' that the proposition that the
speaker desires champagne is false in M'.
If neither p nor""p is verified in M', as stated in (93d.), we cannot infer anything
regarding the verification or truth of these propositions on the basis of our knowledge
in M'. For example, even if q or"" q is verified in M', we cannot make any assumptions
about the status of propositions p or -rp. Here, p or -rp (exclusive disjunction) are both
consistent in M'. For example, a bartender who has heard 'no champagne' as a rejection
cannot infer from this utterance that the speaker regards mineral water as desirable or
undesirable.
We use the indexing function 'undesired objects(c)' to distinguish denotations
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which are inconsistent in M' from those which are merely contingently unspecified in
M'. We want the denotation associated with 'carrot juice' to be contingently unspecified
but still a potentially desirable object in bartender contexts in worlds like the inaugural
ball world. If we allow this, we can capture the fact that the utterance 'carrot juice' is
interpreted as a request in M'. We want to treat the denotation of the utterance 'an
elephant', as inconsistent in M'. As we have suggested, this utterance is not interpreted
as a rejection in M'. We capture this fact by indexing the extension of the proposition
'[elephant(a)]' as a subset of the set of undesired objects.
The set of undesired objects in M' is analogous to the set of nonexistent objects
in the total model. In each case, this set is the complement to the set of objects in the
universe of discourse, the set of objects we use to supply denotations for expressions in
the object language. The clarify this notion, consider the world in which Einstein
presented his theory of relativity. In this world, physicists had not yet discovered the
existence of quarks. Therefore, we can say that the universes of discourse in models
used to interpret English (or any other language) at this time did not include quark
objects. The use of the NP 'a quark' in a sentence at this time would render the sentence
meaningless or false, since the NP expression would have no denotation. Similarly, as
we have suggested, the use of 'an elephant' in M' is meaningless. We capture this fact
by stipulating that the denotation of this NP is in the complement set to the set of
objects making up the universe of discourse in M' or any other partial model described
in M at bar context(c) with respect to ("Xr-base(c».
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Having discussed our reasons for interpreting r-statements with respect to rbase(c), we are now in a position to describe how r-statements are derived in UCG.
First, we propose the following interpretation rule for r-statements.

(94)

An expression cj) is interpreted as an r-statement iff its translation DR is felicitous
in M at <w,t>
at c at r-base(c) with respect to all assignments g. Otherwise, it is not interpreted
as an r-statement.

To illustrate how this interpretation rule works, let M' be the partial model
constructed by r-base(c) in M at bar context c at the inaugural ball index <w,t>. The
relevant portion of M' is described by the following statements in (95).
(95)

Partial Specification of M' at <w,t>
UM. = {x : x E desirable objects(c)}

a.
b.
c.

Sp( C)M',c,r.base(c).w.~g E V( customer')M'.c,r.base(c).w,~g
Adr( c)M',c,r.base(c).w,t E V (bartender')M"c,r.bBSe(c).w,~g
Desirable objects(c)M"c.r.base(c),w,~ = {x : for all P E beverages, x E
V(p)M"c,r.base(c),w,~g} .
Undesirable objects(c)M"c,r.base(c),W,~g = {x : P',P E the set of predicates Q in M', x
E V(p')M"c,r.base(c).w.~g, P'
P}
V(bartender')M"c.r.base(C),W,~ = {Roman, ... }
V(satisfy-the-desi re_of')M',c,r.base(c).w ,~g = {<bartender', customer'>, . . .}
V(customer,)M',c.r.base(c),w,t,g = {Reynaldo', Chantal', ... }
V(mineral water,)M',c,r.bBSC(C),w,t,g = {x,y,z}
V( champagne')M"c,r.basC(c),W,~g = {a,b}
V(beer')M',c.r.bBSe(c).w,~g = {u,v,w,}
V(beaujolais nouveau')M',c.r.basc(c).w,t,g = {q,s,t}
V(Ouzo,)M',c.r.basc(C),w,t,g = {n,o,p}
V(Reynaldo')M'.c,r.base(C)'W,~ = r
V(Chantal')M"c.r.bBSC(c).w,~g = c
V(Roman')M'.c,r.base(c).w,~ = h
V(beverages')M"c.r.baSC(c),w.~g = {mineral water', champagne', beer', beaujolais
nouveau', Ouzo', ... ,}

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
m.
n.
o.
p.

*
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We might have specified extensions for all of the kinds of beverages one might
request or reject at a bar, or all of the customers which have ordered drinks at the bar
in the inaugural ball world, but these extensions are not relevant here. Similarly, though
we have restricted the set of desirable objects in M' to beverages, we imagine that other
objects in the universe of discourse may be potentially desirable in other partial models
which are minimally different from M', like those contexts in which bars sell both
beverages and beer nuts, or beverages and newspapers, etc. We consider M' to be the
smallest model compatible with r(r-base(c» in M at bar context c. That is, it is the
model consistent with the intersection of the set of world-time indices making up rbase(c) at <w,t>.
We imagine the derivations of the request 'mineral water' and the rejection 'no
champagne'to look like those in (96a.) and (96b.). We assume contextual specifications
like r-base(c) are attached to discourse representations as in these derivations.

(96)

SIGNS

no
np/p:n[sg]:[a][A]
-'[a][A]

champagne
n[sg]
champagne(a)r.baSC(C)

a. PROOF
n[sg]:mineral water(a)lr.basC(c)

I-

n[sg]:mineral water(a)]r.basc(c)
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b. PROOF

np:champagne(a)r-base(c)

I-

np:(champagne(a)r-base(c)

(n[sg]:champagne(a)r.base(c»cr = n[sg]:champagne(a)r.base(c) u n[sg]: [a][A] = (n[sg]: [a][ADcr
np:-' [champagne(a)r.base(C)]

I-

np:t

IElim
np/n[sg]:[a][A]:-'[a][A]
n[sg]:champagne(a)r.base(C)
I- np:t

For 'mineral water' to be an r-statement in M, it must be felicitous in M
relativized to r-base( c) at bar context c. This means that the translation of the expression
uttered must be consistent in M'. By definition, the translation '[mineral water(x)], is
consistent in M' iff there is some index <w',t'> in f):r-base(c» in which '[mineral
water(a)], is verified. We recall that, by the definition of verification, [mineral water(x)]
will be verified in a model M at <w',t'> iff x

E

V(mineral water')M,C,w,t.r.base(C),8 and x

E

UM,C,w,t.r.base(C).8.
Now we can see that' [mineral water(x)], is verified in M' by checking statements
(95c.,h., and p.) and the membership of UM,. Statement (88h.) confirms that x is in the
extension of the predicate 'mineral water'. The remaining statements (95c.) and (95h.)
confirm that x is in the universe described for M' by r-base(c) in M at c. Since <w,t>
is in the set f):r-base(c», we conclude that the translation of' mineral water' is consistent
at M' at <w,t>. This means that the utterance 'mineral water' is felicitous in M at c at
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<w,t>. Consequently, it is interpreted as an r-expression in Mat c at <w,t> with respect
to r-base(c). This describes our intuition that the request 'mineral water' means that the
speaker has requested an object from the set of desirable objects at c.
We can also compute that the utterance of the expression 'carrot juice' is an rstatement in M at c at <w,t> with respect to r-base(c) and g. The first thing to notice
is that the universe of discourse U M. at <w,t> includes carrot juice objects, although VM'
does not specify an extension for the predicate 'carrot juice'. One key idea behind
interpreting this utterance as an r-statement is that the conversational base 'r-base(c)' we
provide to interpret r-statements together with the bar context makes available alternative
indices for interpretation other than the current index. If we chose to look at an index
<w't'>, we would perhaps get a different set of objects making up the extensions for the
predicates listed in M'. For example, we might imagine that V(beverages,)M,C,w,t,r.base(C).g
minimally differs from V(beverages,)M,C,w',t',r.base(c),B in that the predicate' carrot juice' is
specified in the set of beverages at <w',t'> but not at <w,t>. In our system, at <w',t'>,
r-base(c) will include carrot juice objects in the extension of 'carrot juice' into UM,.
Now we have said that an utterance is interpreted as an r-statement iff it is
felicitous in M at c relativized to r-base(c), and to be felicitous in M at c with respect
to r-base(c) an expression must be verified at some index at c given ():r-base(c».
Furthermore, a proposition

<I>

will be consistent with this set if it finds an extension in

anyone of the disjuncts in {<w',t'>}. Since, the translation of' carrot juice' is verifiable
at <w',t'> by assumption, and <w',t'>

E

():r-base(c» at c, we verify that' carrot juice' is
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an r-statement in M at c at <w,t> with respect to r-base(c).
We rule out' an elephant' as an r-statement in M' at <w,t> because elephants are
not in the set of desirable objects at the bar context in M at <w,t>, or at any other world
specified by the contextual package. This is because the set of potentially desirable
objects in bar contexts is

restri~ted

to beverages, ordinarily.

Next, we want to treat negatives like 'no champagne', 'no carrot juice', and 'no
elephant' in a way that applies negation in a natural way to the interpretations of
champagne, carrot juice and elephant and that captures our intuitions about uses of these
forms. Specifically, we want to treat the utterances 'no champagne' and 'no carrot juice'
as rejections in M', while leaving out 'no elephant' as a meaningless expression in M'.
To use the utterance 'no champagne' as a rejection in the inaugural ball world
is to claim that champagne is not a desired item for the speaker in the context of
utterance. The claim is not that champagne is necessarily undesirable, since the speaker
may indeed have chosen champagne in that context at a different world and time. The
claim is that champagne is undesirable at M at c at <w,t> with respect to r-base(c). This
conforms to the intuition that when a speaker uses the utterance 'no champagne' as a
rejection, the speaker is asserting that, given the pool of desirable objects making up the
universe of discourse in M' at <w,t>, champagne is not a desired object for her.
By definition, the utterance of the expression 'no champagne' will be considered
an r-statement in M at c given r-base(c) iff the translation '-, [champagne(a)]' of the
expression is consistent in M at c at <w,t>. This negative translation will be consistent
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in M at c iff there is an index in f"'(r-base(c» in which f verifies the translation. By our
definition of verification, we know that a formula .... [y][",] is verified in M at <w,t> iff
[y][",] is not verified in M. For our example, then, to find an utterance of 'no
champagne' felicitous as an r-statement in M at c, we must find that the formula
'[champagne(a)]' is not verified as a desired object in M at <w,t> in ~r-base(c» at bar
context c for the speaker.
We can determine that this is in fact the case for a speaker by looking at the
kinds of objects one finds in the universe of discourse. By issuing the rejection, the
speaker is claiming that the current index <w,t> is not an index at which champagne is
a desired object for the speaker. But for this claim to make sense, it is necessary for
champagne to have been previously assumed to be an object which was potentially
desirable. This is our purpose in reducing the universe of discourse to (potentially)
desirable objects. The speaker's utterance is consistent with ~r-base(c» at bar context
c, since the translation of the noun complement to the negative is in the universe of
discourse specified by ~r-base(c» and the index <w,t> is in the set of indices included
in ~r-base(c».
Similarly, we allow the utterance 'no carrot juice' to be interpreted as a rejection
as well, since carrot juice is a beverage found in bar contexts. Therefore, there is at least
one possible index in rxr-base(c» at bar context c in which carrot juice is in the universe
of discourse. However, in this case, that index does not happen to be the one existing
at the moment of utterance, <w,t>.
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Finally, we can rule out 'no elephant' as a felicitous rejection, since there is no
<w',t'> in f):r-base(c» at bar context c which indexes elephants as members of the
universe of discourse. Because the translation of 'elephant' will never find an extension
in (Xr-base(c» in this context, the utterance 'no elephant' will be meaningless.
We now tum to allowances and prohibitions.

3.2.1.3 Allowance and Prohibition
Our treatment of allowance statements like' A mineral water' and prohibition
statements like 'no champagne!' is very similar to our treatment of requests and
rejections. We first construct a level of evaluation for interpreting statements as
allowances and prohibitions and make this level of evaluation available to speakers
interpreting statements in discourse. The level of evaluation is constructed by first
specifying a set of background assumptions necessary for the successful communication
of the relevant context sensitive meanings across speakers. This set constitutes a context,
part of the contextual package relevant to the uses of allowance/ prohibition statements
or 'a-statements'. We then specify an intensional structure needed to evaluate the
utterances by relativizing the model to a conversational base, which we call the
'allowance base' for a context c, or a-base(c). This constitutes the second half of the
contextual package.
Returning to Clinton's inaugural ball world, we assume the following background
assumptions to be operative. Chantal and Reynaldo have been good friends through at
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least four presidential elections. It is known to many of Reynaldo's friends that he has
a low tolerance for alcohol, a characteristic Reynaldo occasionally disregards when
enjoying a celebration.
We suggest that allowance bases consist of the following functions.

(97)

a. sp( c).
b. adr(c).
c. allowed objects(c).
d. prohibited objects(c).

The structure of a-bases is very similar to the structure of r-bases. As in the case
of r-statements, speaker and addressee must be designated as the participants for astatements and they must jointly assume that they are in the particular relationship where
the speaker is to play the role of all ower or prohibitor and the addressee is the one the
allowance or prohibition is directed to. However, rather than dividing the universe of
discourse into desired and undesired objects, a-base(c) divides the universe into allowed
and prohibited objects. We might include both real-world objects or actions in this set.
Now assume the following partial model M-2.
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(98)

M-2 (= M,c,a-base(c),w,t)
U M-2 = {x : x

a,
b,
c,
d.
E

e.
f.

g.
h.
i.

E

allowed objects}

Sp(c)M,c,a.bll5c(c),w,t E V(Chantal,)M,c,8.base(c),w,t)
Adr(c)M,c,a.bll5c(C),w,t E V(Reynaldo')M,c,•.blloc(c),w,t
Allowed objects(c)M,c,a.basc(C),w,t = {x : for all P E beverages', x E
V(p)M',c,r.bIl5C(C),w,t.s} .
Prohibited objects(c)M,c,8.bll5c(C),w,t = {x : P',P E the set of predicates Q in M-2, x
V(p,)M',c,r.bIl5C(C),w,t.s, P':t:. P}
V(mineral water,)M,c,a.bIl5C(C),w,t = {x,y,z}
V(champagne,)M,c,B.bIl5C(c),w,t = {a,b}
V(Reynaldo,)M,c,B.bIl5C(c),w,t = r
V(Chantal')M,c,B.bBSC(C),w,t = c
V(beverages')M,c,B.bll5c(c),w,t = {mineral water', carrot juice', . . ., champagne',
vodka', ... }
Given these values, we state the following evaluation rule (92) for a-statements:

(99)

An expression <I> is interpreted as an a-statement iff the translation DR(<I» of <I>
is felicitous in M at <w,t> at c at a-base(c) with respect to all assignments g.
Otherwise, <I> is not interpreted as an a-statement.

The issues surrounding a-statements are similar to the issues we addressed in our
discussion of r-statements. That is, we can identify three kinds of n or np statements,
two of which have translations which can be evaluated as allowances in M-2 and one
which cannot be. The first kind of n, such as 'mineral water' with translation 'mineral
water' denotes a member of UM.2 and is always interpreted as an allowance. The use of
other nouns, like 'carrot juice', may be interpreted as allowances even though V(n') is
not specified in UM•2• The third kind of n does not have a translation which denotes a
member of UM•2 and cannot be interpreted as an allowance, e.g., 'an elephant'.
Corresponding negative nps used as prohibitions are easily imaginable: 'no mineral
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water', 'no carrot juice', are interpreted as prohibitions in M-2, while 'no elephant' has
no such interpretation in this partial model.
As an example, assume that Chantal utters 'mineral water' to Reynaldo in M-2.
For 'mineral water' to be interpreted as an allowance statement, then its translation
'mineral water(a)' must be felicitous in M-2. This means that the intersection of
V(mineral water) and (Xa-base(c» must include a common index. We can show that the
actual index <w,t> is such a common index. First, we can see by statements
(98a.,b.,g.,h.) that sp(c) and adr(c) are specified and the values for these functions pick
out members of UM•2• In assuming that both Chantal and Reynaldo assume M-2 to be
the model for interpreting their utterances, we ensure that they are also aware of their
conversational roles in M-2. This also ensures that sp(c) and adr(c) of a-base(c) are
specified.
Next we can see that mineral water is specified (91c.) as a member of UM•2 by
(98c.,i..). Therefore, there is at least one index, <w,t>, in (Xa-base(c» in which the
translation of 'mineral water' is consistent in M-2. Thus, we can conclude that 'mineral
water' is an allowance in M-2.
Now let us tum to the interpretation of ' carrot juice' and 'an elephant'. There is
no specification for' carrot juice' or 'an elephant' in M-2 at <w,t>. However, 'carrot
juice', but not' an elephant', can be interpreted as an allowance in M-2. This is because
the translation of 'carrot juice' is contingently unspecified in M-2, while the translation
of 'an elephant' is inconsistent with M-2. We might imagine carrot juice as an
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acceptable replacement for mineral water in UM•2 at <w,t>, since both are non-alcoholic
beverages and therefore satisfy the requirements for membership in the set of allowable
objects in M-2. However, 'elephant' is not specified in V(beverages) and is therefore
not a candidate for replacing other predicates in 'beverages' in M-2.
An utterance of 'carrot juice' will be consistent in M-2 because there is some
index <w't'> in the intersection ofV(carrotjuice') and (Xa-base(c». This is because (Xabase(c» in M-2 includes all indices at which allowable objects are non-alcoholic
beverages and the intension of the' carrot juice" picks out such objects.
Now let us assume that Chantal utters 'no champagne!' or 'no carrot juice' to
Reynaldo. (99) states that an expression 4> is evaluated as a a-statement iff 4> is
consistent in a model relativized to a-base(c).

As in the rejection cases, these two

utterances will be felicitous as prohibitions in M-2 because the speaker is making a
claim about objects which are members of Um•2• An utterance like 'no elephant' is
inconsistent and therefore, infelicitous, in M-2 as a prohibition because the speaker is
not making a claim about any of the objects one can assume to be in Um•2•
This analysis of prohibitions leads us to ask how these prohibitions differ from
'don't' prohibitions. Is the statement 'No running in the street' different in form or
interpretation from 'Don't run in the street'? If so, how? Does our analysis provide any
intuitive way of describing the difference(s)?
Both prohibition statements have similar syntactic properties (Schmerling 1982,
Huntley 1982). In both cases, the negative complement lacks tense and modal
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auxiliaries. Also, both types are not evaluated with respect to truth or falsity but with
respect to an intensional context in which some action or state does not obtain and
should not obtain in the future.
But, each kind of imperative has different conditions of use. For example, it is
easy to imagine a context in which the 'no' prohibition in (lOOa.) appears on a sign near
a polluted lake and is interpreted as a general prohibition on actions. However, the
'don't' prohibition (lOOb.) is unacceptable in this context. Similarly, of (lOOc.) and
(lOOd.) only (lOOc.) is found alongside roadways.

(100) a.
b.
c.
d.

no swimming
#don't swim
no turns
#don't tum

Secondly, of the two types of imperatives, only' no' prohibitions can be listed as
a set of rules. Consider a situation in which one scrabble player is reading a list of
'don'ts' from the box cover to another player. Here, the statements in (101) are
acceptable but the statements in (102) are not.

(101) a. No two-letter words
b. No proper names
c. No contractions
(102) a. #Don't use two-letter words
b. #Don't use proper names
c. #Don't use contractions
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One likely but ultimately wrong hypothesis is that, of the two kinds of negatives,
only' no' negatives can be used to express a prohibition on public behavior, while' don't'
is used to restrict private behavior. One might assume that' don't' has a more restricted
domain as a result of the fact that the use of imperative' don't' communicates an implicit
second person subject which restricts the kinds of contexts it can be used in. Imperatives
with 'no' do not and therefore may be interpreted more generally. But, this cannot be
right. For example, though 'don't' prohibitions like (103a.) are frequently found on
bumper stickers and highway billboards to express a general prohibition, 'no'
prohibitions are unacceptable in this capacity (l03b.).

(103) a. don't drive drunk.
b. #no drunk driving.

Interestingly, 'no' prohibitions like (103b.) are only acceptable in particular
restricted contexts. For example, one might see (I03b.) written on a placard at the
entrance to a local racetrack for amateur racers. In this restricted context, (103a.) is less
appropriate, in my dialect, but acceptable.
The key to the distinction between 'don't' and colloquial 'no' imperatives is
apparently linked to Bolinger's (1977) insightful descriptive analysis of negative
rightshifting and the uses of determiner 'no'. Bolinger (1977) describes negative
rightshifting as a sister to the more commonly discussed negative leftshifting or negraising phenomena. As Bolinger (p.38) points out, the negative function in (97a.) can
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be leftshifted to modify the main predicate as in the pragmatically nonsynonymous
(104b.), or rightshifted to create the synonymous (104c.).

(104) a. I want you not to see anyone.
b. I don't want you to see anyone.
c. I want you to see no one.

The relevant cases in Bolinger's discussion, from our perspective, concern
minimal pairs where negative rightshifting is blocked for pragmatic reasons. For
example, the fact that (1 05a.) and (1 05b.) are non synonymous suggests that rightshifting
is blocked from (105a.) to (105b.). Interestingly, however, the acceptability judgements
of(105a.) and (J05b.) are reversed in (l05c.) and (l05d.), although there isno syntactic
distinction in the sentences in which the negatives occur.

(105) What are you doing there? Eating oranges?
a. I'm not eating any oranges. No, indeed, I can't stand them.
b. #I'm eating no oranges, no indeed; I can't stand them.
How are you getting your vitamins?
c. #Well, I'm not eating any oranges, I can tell you that!
d. Well, I'm eating no oranges, I can tell you that!

Examples like these led Bolinger to reject Labov's (1972) transformational
analysis of rightshifting phenomena and, instead, to propose a discourse pragmatic
explanation for the use of 'no' versus 'not ... any' and 'don't'. Bolinger's proposal is
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that 'no' is used by a speaker to negate presupposed information which is assumed but
not explicitly stated in discourse. In (105d.), for example, the speaker 'seems to be
rebutting what he assumes that the other speaker might be thinking' (Bolinger 1977:49).
This contrasts with the unacceptable (105b.), in which the speaker is attempting to use
'no' to deny the explicit content of a previous question rather than presupposed
information.
This analysis can also be used to explain why (106b.), in contrast to (106a.) is
infelicitous. For Bolinger, it is because it is a normal occupation for someone to pick
more than one orange (Bolinger 1977:54). Negation is felicitous only if it is consistent
with this presupposition.

(106) a. She's in the orange grove, but picking no oranges.
b. #She's in the orange grove, but picking no orange.

This property of' no' statements carries over to colloquial negations, or 'gnomic
imperatives' (Bolinger 1977:50) like (107) which state what one 'should know better
than to do'.

(107) a.
b.
c.
d.

Post no bills.
No smoking.
No trespassing.
Have no fear.

'Don't' imperatives concerning private behavior largely communicate new
information. This helps to explain why the 'don't' imperative counterparts to (107a.-d.)
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in (107a'-d') are unacceptable. 14

(107') a.
b.
c.
d.

#Don't post any bills.
#Don't smoke.
#Don't trespass.
#Don't have any fear.

This also accounts for the differences in acceptability between the 'no'
imperatives and the' don't' imperatives in (108) and (109).

(108) a.
b.
c.
d.

Go take your walk, but don't stumble on any rock.
#Go take your walk, but stumble on no rock.
While I'm gone, don't see any of your friends.
?While I'm gone see none of your friends.

(109) a. Have no fear!
b. #Don't have any fear!

14Another possible reason why the negatives in (108') are unacceptable is due to
Schmerling's (1982) observation that imperative subjects are restricted to audience
reference. This accounts for the observation that the use of the indefinite pronoun in the
imperative 'Someone open the window' is implicitly deictic while the use of such
pronouns in tensed declaratives may be nonspecific, e.g., 'Someone lied'. We can
construct similar negative examples with' don't' and 'no', as in (i-iii). The subjects of (i)
and (iii) are read as 'Nobody/anybody in the immediate vicinity', while the tensed
sentence subject of (ii) does not require the potential movers to be present for the
sentence to be assigned a truth-value.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Nobody move.
Nobody moved.
Don't anybody move.

Schmerling argues that it is only this 'semantic peculiarity' of imperatives which
distinguishes imperatives as a special utterance type.
We might account for this by constructing a contextual function for the use of
'don't' imperatives which includes a statement' adr(c) must be defined'. This would
require that some object(s) in the universe of discourse satisfy the adr(c) function.
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(l08b.) is unacceptable presumably because stumbling over a rock is not a
supposition normally associated with taking a walk. Similarly, (108d.) is acceptable only
if the notion of seeing one's friends has been entertained in prior discourse. On the other
hand, (109b.) is unacceptable because one usually commands another to have no fear
if one is in a frightening situation, a situation consistent with the use of 'no', but not
'don't', which communicates new information.
We note that Bolinger's account also seems to explain examples (100)-(102). A
negative like 'no swimming' is appropriate near a polluted lake, since there is a
presupposition that lakes are for swimming, while' don't swim' is inappropriate for the
same reason. Similarly, 'don't' imperatives are inappropriate for scrabble directions since
there are suppositions that the prohibited actions may be allowed in the game.
'No' and 'don't' are also distinguished by category type. We have argued that 'no'
is a determiner in colloquial negatives and we have adopted Schmerling's (1974), and
Zhang's

(1991)

proposal

that

'don't'

is

assigned

to

a

category

like

imp[F]/(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[bse]). Initially, we might posit sign (11 Ob.) for' don't', in
contrast to the sign for 'no' (11 Oa.).

(110) a.

no
np[F]/p:n[F]:[a][A]
Aa. [Sl] ..., [[a][A]s.basc(c)]
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b.

don't
imp[F]/(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R]
AR.[S2] IMP [Sl] -. [[r][R]]

Our sign for' don't' betrays our assumption that' don't' is a sentential function,
namely a function resulting in imperative sentences. Here, we follow Huntley (1982),
Zhang (1990) and others in assuming that imperatives are sentences rather than VPs.
A subtle distinction in the uses of 'no" and 'don't' imperatives requires that we
reconsider (11 Ob.) however. As Schmerling (I982:206) points out, there is no provision
for quantifying-in to imperatives. This is illustrated by the absence of scope ambiguities
in imperatives with quantified complements. For example, (lIla.) is unambiguous. It
only has an interpretation with negation taking wide scope. This conclusion is supported
by the fact that existential quantifiers which prefer wide scope (Schmerling) are
questionable in negative imperatives (IlIb.).

(Ill) a. Don't everybody go!
b. ? Don't somebody go!

Wide scope negation in quantified sentences is captured in our grammar by
assigning the negative morpheme to a raised type, as in (I 12).

(112) don't
(imp[F]/(p:np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse]): [r] [R])"5
Ap[AR.[S2] IMP[[p[r][R]]](-'p)
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In deriving (IlIa.), we also need to reconsider the type assigned to the subject
quantifier' everybody'. We extend to imperative subjects like' everybody' Zhang's (1990)
proposal that overt second person subjects of negative imperatives are assigned to
category (s[imp]/(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse»\(s[imp]/(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\S[bse». We assume
the sign for 'everybody' in this case is

(113) everybody
(s[imp ]/(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[bse»\ (s[imp ]/(s[imp]/(p:np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse])
mAQ'.D[[sJ]AQ[person(a) --> Q(a)](Q')]

We can now prove the validity of the sequent 'Don't everybody go' as in (114),
given the sign for' go'.
(114)
SIGN

go
(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse])
Aa.go'(eJ,a)
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PROOF
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.go'(el,a)

I-

(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.go'(eJ,a)

(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.go'(el,a))a = (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.go'(el,a) u
«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):[r][R)) = (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]:[r][R))a

•

S:[S2] JMP[p[[sJ][person(a) _a> go'(eJ,a)]]

I-

S:t'

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~lim

(s [ imp] / (n p [ nom] : [ a] [ A ]\ s [b s e ]) : I.. R . [ S 2]1 M P [ p [ [ r] [R]]
(s[imp ]/(np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse]):[AR.[s2]IMP[p[[r][R]]

I-

(s[imp]/(np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse))): [AR. [S2]JMP[p[[r][R]))a
= (s[imp]/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):AR.[s2]IMP[p[[r][R)) u
(s[imp]/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):[s][S)) = «s[imp]/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):[s][S))a

(s[imp]/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bsej):[r][R)):I..Q'.[s2] JMP[p[[sJ]I..Q[person(a) _a> Q(a)](Q'»))
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.go'(eJ,a)
I- s:t'

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iim

(s[imp ]/(p:np[nom]: [a] [A ]\s[bse)): [r][R)): AR. [s2]IMP[p[[ r] [R))
(s[imp]/(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R])\(s/(np\s):ADI..Q'.D[[sJ]I..Q[person(a)
_a> Q(a)](Q')]
(np\s): M.gO'( e J,a)
I- s:t'
S:(Ap.p(t'»(.....p)

I-

s:t

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A~lim

(s/(np\s»As: ApAR. [s2]IMP[p[[r] [R]](""'p)
«s/(np\s)\(s/(np\s»:ADAQ'.D[[sJ]I..Q[person(a) _a> Q(a)](Q')]
(np\s):M.go'(eJ,a)
I- s:t

Few examples of 'no' prohibitions with quantified complements are acceptable.
However, in contrast to 'don't imperatives, they seem to require negation to take narrow
scope with respect to the quantifier. For example, the imperative
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(115) No ordering everything on the menu!

is unambiguous (to us). The command cannot be to order
something on the menu (but not everything), as an interpretation with wide scope
negation would imply. Rather the speaker's warning is to not order everything. This is
perhaps made clearer when we use (115) with the fall-rise contrast intonation
characteristic of wide scope negation with subject quantifiers in tensed sentences. In
(116a.), negation clearly takes wide scope over universal quantification when the
intonation contour isolates the quantifier. However, this intonation is awkward in 'no'
prohibitions. IS

(116) a. "Every student doesn't like a professor (In fact, some do).
b. ??No ordering "everything on the menu.

We can account for this in one of two ways. We might choose to assign negative
quantifiers to the raised category np"s and generate narrow scope negation in multiply
quantified sentences by solving for negation after solving for the quantifier, as we did
above. Or we might choose to assign negative quantifiers to the np category and solve

ISThis is also true of the colloquial rejections we' discussed in the previous section.
(i)

No sampling every wine on the menu (for me).

This rejection does not imply that the speaker might wish to sample one or two
wines, as we might expect if negation had wide scope over universal quantification.
Rather, the rejection is used to mean that the speaker does not wish to sample every wine
on the menu.
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for the quantifier first. We choose the latter alternative, on the grounds that it predicts
that there is no scope ambiguity.

(117)
SIGNS

no
np/p:n[sg]:[a][A])
[SI] ..., [[a][A]aobasC(C)]
eating
(n[sg]/p:np[ obj]: [b ][B])
ACAa.ing( eat'( d 1,c,a) )( a)]
everything
np"s[obj]
AQ.[thing(a) ---> Q(a)]a.bBsC(C)
on the menu
(p:np[ obj]: [a][A]\np[ obj])
Aa.[menu(c), on'(sl,c,a)]
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PROOF
(n [sg]): [e)] [s)] [m en u( e ),on '(s),e, u), A.a. [eati ng '( e), u,a)] (a) ].obBSC(C)
(n[ sg[): [e)] lSI ][menu(e ),on'(s) ,e,u), M.[ eating'(e),u,a)]( a)] •.basc(c)

I-

(n[sg]:[e)][menu(e),on'(s),e,u»:M.[eating'(e),u,a)](a) )a= (n[sg]): [e)][menu(e),on'(s),e,u),
M.[eating'(e),u,a)](a)] u n[sg]:[a][A] = (n[sg]:[a][A])a
np:[e l] -. [menu(c), on'(sl'c,U), M.[eating'(e),u,a)](a)l •. base(c)
I- np:t'

fElim
(n[ sg]): [u][menu( c), on'(sl,c,u)1

I-

(n[sg]): [u][menu( c), on'(sl,e,u)]

(n[sg]):[u][menu(c), on'(sl,c,u)])a = (n[sg]):[u][menu(c), on'(s),c,u)] u np[obj]:[b][B] =
(np[obj]: [b ][B])a
np/n:[sl] -. [[a][A]]
(n[sg]): [e)][menu(e), on'(s),c,u), M.[ing(eat'(e),u,a»(a)]
I- np:t'

\Elim
np[obj]:u

I-

np[obj]:u

(np[obj):u)a = (np[obj]:u) u (np[obj:[b][B]) = (np[obj:[b][B])a
np/n:[sll -. [[a][A]]
(n[sg]/np[ obj]: [b ][B]): A.b[M.ing(eat'( el,b,a»(a)]
(np[obj]):[u][menu(c),on'(sl'c,u)]
I- np:t'

\Elim
np/n:[sl] -. [[a][A]]
(n/np: A.b[M.ing( eat'(e l,b,a»( a)]
np[obj]:u
(np[obj]:[a][A]\np):M.[menu(c), on'(sl,c,a)]
I- np:t'
s: A.Q. [s)][thing(b) ---> Q(b )] •. basc(c)(A.u. t')

I-

s:t
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"Elim
np/n: [Sl] -. [[ a][A]a.basc(c)]
n/np: "-c[Aa.ing(eat'( e l,c,a»( a)]
np"s[obj]:A.Q.[thing(a) ---> Q(a)]a.bBSe(C)
(np\np):Aa.[menu(c), on'(sl,c,a)]
I- np:t

3.2.1.4 Contrast
In our presentation of the pragmatic dimension of sign structure, we described
the metalinguistic use of sentence negation as the use of negation to cancel an
implicature and the formula which gave rise to the implicature, following Hom (1989).
We captured this notion by allowing conjunctions of upper-bound implicatures (in the
form of italicized propositions) and targeted formulas to be the complement to a
metalinguistic negation operator NEG, as in the following sign.

(118) Reynaldo isn't happy,
s[fin]
[sl][Reynaldo = a), happYi(sl,a)]
NEG [at-Ieast-happy(a) /\ For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case]

We arrived at this sign in the following way.
We let the speaker's previous utterance be the sign

(119) Reynaldo's happy,
s[fin]
[slHReynaldo = a), [hapPYi(sl,a), at-Ieast-happy(a)]]
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The use of the lower valued predicate 'happy' generates a lower-bounded logical
entailment' at-Ieast-happy(a)'. The implicature is specified in a context in which an
addressee is aware that a stronger valued scalar predicate is appropriate but not used by
the speaker. The addressee interprets the nonuse of the stronger predicate to infer that
the speaker was not in an epistemic position to use the stronger predicate. This allows
the addressee to exploit the entailment to infer the upper-bound implicature For all the

speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case. which we can index to the entailment and add
to the speaker's sign as follows:

(120) Reynaldo's happy,
s[fin]
[s\][Reynaldo = a), [happYj(s\,a), at-least-happy(a)j11
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case j •

The action of the metalinguistic negation in (118) cancels the logical entailment
'at-Ieast-happy(a)' associated with the use of the predicate 'happy' as well as the upperbound implicature Ecstatic is not the case generated by the entailment.
The addressee is then in a position to introduce information into the discourse
which will specify a predicate with an appropriate scalar value, such as (121).

(121)

He's ecstatic!
s[fin]
[s\][w == a, ecstatic(s\,a)]]

In asserting (121), the addressee is able to rectify the speaker's earlier assertion
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and consequently recreate a consistent set of background assumptions. This allows
discourse to proceed.
Metalinguistic negation can also be expressed using constituent negation. To
illustrate how we treat metalinguistic constituent negation, we need to introduce two
polymorphic categories, one for the adversative 'but' and one for the constituent negation
morpheme 'not'.
We discovered in Chapter 2 that the complement selection of the metalinguistic
operator 'not' is relatively unrestricted. 'Not' may combine with any well-formed sign
of the language for the purposes of metalinguistic rectification. To avoid stipulating a
separate lexical entry for each use,

(122) not
xl°Mx
NEG[fa

A

we assign 'not' to the polymorphic sign (122),

g(fa)]

Here, x represents the sign x:a:a':a", fa is a variable over formulas of attribute a,
g(fa) represents the application of the scalar implicature projection rule on fa and OM x
is a modal category.
We also discovered in Chapter 2 that' but' can take arguments of any type when
used in metalinguistic negations like 'not X but Y. This property can be represented by
polymorphism at the categorial level as well, as in (123).

We distinguish category

variables with subscripts for the purpose of matching them with variable translations.
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(123) but
DMX2\(x/~xl)

[k][K]
[NEG [fa " g(fa)] " X]
Our reason for assigning the rectification category

XI

to a modal sign is

motivated by descriptive considerations. We need to assign both arguments of 'but' to
modal categories so that we can justify translating the expression in pragmatic terms.
If we did not do this, one conjunct in the translation would be translated on the semantic
dimension and one conjunct, the metalinguistic negation, would be translated on the
pragmatic dimension. I am not sure how one might describe this in sign language.
To see how these signs are used, consider the following discourse:
Speaker A: The water is hot.
Speaker B: The water is not hot but scalding.

Speaker B's utterance performs several operations. First, it cancels both the lower
bound entailment e.g., at-Ieast-hot(a), and the upper-bound implicature, e.g, For all the

speaker knows, scalding is not the case., associated with Speaker A's use of the scalar
predicate 'hot'. Second, it supplies a rectifying predicate 'scalding' by combining the
sign for the lower valued predicate with the sign for the higher-valued predicate by
means of the adversative 'but'.
Let us concentrate first on proving that 'not hot but scalding' is a valid sequent.
First, we assign 'hot' and 'scalding' to the following signs.
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(124)
a.

hot
~(p:n[sg]:[a][A]\n[sg])

A.a. [hot( a), at-least-hot( a)j]
For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the casel •
b.

scalding
DM(p:n[sg]:[a][A]\n[sg))
A.a.[scaIding(a), at-least-scaIding(a)]

We assume that an implicature is assigned to a lexical sign by an addressee once
the sign has been entered into a discourse as part of an utterance. A scalar predicate is
initially associated with a disjunction of imp-Iicatures (propositions) describing the
speaker's knowledge of other values in the pragmatic scale of which the uttered scalar
predicate scalar predicate is a member, e.g., {For all the speaker knows, happy(a..+ 1) is

not the case; v ... v For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case;}. In processing
the sign, the addressee chooses one imp-Iicature as the relevant implicature for the
context of utterance and specifies the implicature in the pragmatic attribute for the scalar
predicate sign.
The next step is to replace the category variables in signs (122) and (123) with
category types and semantic descriptions like (125).
(125)
a.

not
(p:n[sg] :[a] [A ]\n[sg])/DM(p:n[sg]: [a] [A ]\n[sg]): [r][R]
ARA.a. [r][R(a)]
NEG[fo /\ g(fo)]
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b.

but
(p:np[sg]: [a] [A ]\s[bse])\(p:np[sg]: [a][A]\s[bse]» p:np[sg] :[a] [A]\s[bse]): [r'] [R']
ARAR'''-a.[[r][R(a)],[r'][R'(a)]]
[NEG[fa 1\ g(fa)] 1\ X]
This gives us the signs we need to prove the sequent 'not hot but scalding'.

(126) PROOF
«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse])]:"-a. [s)Uhot(s),a)]:NEG [at-least-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker
knows, scalding is not the case] I- «np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):"-a.[s)][hot(s),a)]:NEG[atleast-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case]
«np[nom]: [a][A]\s[bse]): "-a. [sJ][hot(s»a)]:NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker
knows, scalding is not the case ])cr = «np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):"-a.[s)][hot(s),a)]:NEG[atleast-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] u
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R]) = «p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R])cr
(np\s):"-a.[s2][s)][hot(s),a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]:NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker
knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ al-leasl-scalding(a)]
I- np\s:t:pr
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\Elim
«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.[sd[hot(s),a), at-least-hot(a)])
I«np[nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse]): "-a.[s) ][hot(s),a), at-Ieast-hot( a)])
«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):Aa.[sd[hot(s),a),
at-Ieast-hot(a)])cr
=
(np[nom]: [a][A]\s[bse]):M. [sl][hot(s) ,a), at-Ieast-hot(a)]) u (np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R])
= «np[nom]: [a][A]\s[bse]): [r][R])cr
(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):M.[s)Hhot(s»a)]: NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker
knows,
scalding is not the case]
«np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r][R]\(np\s»:AR"-a.[s2][[r][R] 1\ [scalding(a),
at-least-scalding(a)]
I- np\s:t:pr
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

«np [nonn]: [a] [A ]\s [bse]): A.a. [S2] [seal ding(s2,a),at-1 east-seal ding( a)])
«np[nonn]: [a][A]\s[bse]):A.a. [S2] [sealding(s2,a),at-Ieast-sealding(a)])
«np [nonn]: [a] [A]\s[bse]): A.a. [S2] [sealding( s2,a),at-Ieast-seal ding( a)])O'
«np [nonn]: [a][A]\s[bse]): A.a. [s2][seal ding( s2,a), at-Ieast-sealding(a)])
«np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r'][R']) = «np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse]):[r'][R'])cr

I-

=
LJ

(np\s)/(np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]):ARA.a.[r][R(a)]:NEG[a /\ X]
(np[nonn];[a][A]\s[bse]):A.a.[s.][hot(s.,a), at-Ieast-hot(a)]
(np\s)\(np\s):ARA.a.[s2][[r][R(a)] /\ [sealding(a)]: [NEG[f. /\ g(fa)] /\

at-Ieast-scalding(aJ]
I-

np\s:t:pr

---------------------------------------------------------~Iinn

«np\s)/(np\s):ARA.a.[r][R(a)]:NEG[a /\ X]
(np\s):A.a.. [s\][hot(s."a), at-Ieast-hot(a)]
«np\s)\(np\s»/(np[nonn]: [a][A]\s[bse]): [r'] [R']
AR'ARA.a.[[r][R(a)] /\ [r'][R'(a)]]:[NEG[fa /\ g(fa)] /\ X]
(np[nonn]: [a] [A]\s[bse]): A.a. [S2] [scalding(s2,a), at-Ieast-scalding(a)]
I- np\s:t:pr

This proof differs fronn others done so far in that we have now added pragnnatic
infornnation to the derivation. In our version of uca, pragnnatic infornnation flows fronn
one sign to another sign during the process of unification just like infornnation on any
other dinnension. This is due to the fact that unifier

0'

of two signs is defined for each

level of representation.
We can now prove that' The water is not hot but scalding' is a valid sequent in
our systenn. For this purpose, we assunne the basic sign for 'the' is (127) and the sign
for 'is' in (128). We adopt Partee's (1989: 124) use of the iota operator to translate e-type
subject definite descriptions. Iota describes a function nnapping a singleton set onto its
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member. We can type-raise (120) to a generalized quantifier type when needed, since
np value raising is a valid type change according to our calculus. We also adopt Partee's
description of 'be' as a function from predicates of type <e,!'> (in our terms) to
individuals of type e.

(127) the
np[nom]/p:n[sg]:[a][A]
ta.[a][A]

(128) is
(p:np[ nom]: [a] [A ]\s[bse])/(p:np[nom]: [a] [A ]\s[bse]): [r] [R]
ARAa.[r][R(a)]

The following proof is straightforward given these specifications.

(129) PROOF

np[nom]:ta.water(a)

I-

np[nom]:ta.water(a)

(np[nom]:ta.water(a»cr = (np[nom]:ta.water(a»

Ll

(np[sg]:[a][A]) = (np[sg]:[a][A])cr

S:[S2][sJ][ta.water(a), hot(sJ,a) 1\ [scalding(s2,a)]: NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\
For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-Ieast-scalding(a)]

I-

s:t:pr
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------\l3linn
(np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.[S2][S)][hot(s),a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]:
NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-Ieastscalding(a))) I- (np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse)):M.[s2][S)][hot(s),a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]: NEG[atleast-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-Ieast.
scalding(a)))
«np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse))):M.[S2][S)][hot(s),a)l\[scalding(s2a)]:NEG[at-least-hot(a)I\For
all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-Ieast-scalding(a)))cr =
«np[nonn]: [a][A]\s[bse)): M.[S2][S)][hot(s\>a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]: NEG [at-Ieast-hot(a) I\For
all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-Ieast-scalding(a)] 1\ For all the
speaker knows, scalding is not the case] u (np[sg]:[a][A]\n[sg)):[r][R]) =
«np[sg]: [a] [A]\n[sg]): [r] [RDcr
np[nonn]:la.water(a)
(np[nonn]:[a][A]\s[bse]):M.[s2][S)][hot(s),a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]:NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\
For all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-least-scalding(a)]
I- s:t:pr
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/Elinn
(n[sg]:water(a» I- (n[sg]:water(a»
(n[sg]:water(a»cr = (n[sg]:water(a) u n[sg]:[a][A]) = (n[sg]:[a][A])cr
np: la. water(a)
(np\s)/(p:np[sg]: [a] [A]\s[bse]): ARM. [s)] [[r] [R(a)]]
(np[ nonn]: [a] [A ]\s[bse]): Aa. [S2] [s)] [hot(s) ,a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]: NEG [at-Ieast-hot(a) I\For
all the speaker knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-least scalding(a)]
I- s:t:pr
~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------/Elinn

np[nonn]/n[sg]: [a][A]:la.[a][A]
n[sg]:water(a)
(np\s)\(np\s): ARM. [s)] [[ r][R(a)]]
(np\s):M.[s2][s)][hot(s),a) 1\ [scalding(s2a)]:NEG[at-least-hot(a) 1\ For all the speaker
knows, scalding is not the case] 1\ at-Ieast-scalding(a)]
I- s:t:pr
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------<:ut

This approach is easily extended to colloquial contrasts like the utterance of 'not
three but four' in the following discourse
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Speaker A: Reynaldo has three children.
Speaker B: Not three, four.

Speaker B's response is represented as in (130b).
(130)

a.

Reynaldo has three children
[s)][Reynaldo = a, children(b), [three(b), at-Ieast-three(b)j], have(s),b,a)]

For all the speaker knows, four is not the case.
b.

not three,
Ab.[three(b)]
(p:n[pl]/p:n[pl]: [b J[B]
NEG[ at-I east-th ree(b ) 1\ For all the speaker knows, four is not the case.]

c.

four
(p:n[pl]/p:n[pl] :[b ][B]
Ab.[four(b)]

3.2.1.5 Children's Echoic Oppositions as Exclamatory Negation
Up to now, we have described and analyzed colloquial uses of negation which
are found in both child and adult English. This is a necessary and important first step
in understanding children's uses of negation and how they exhibit adult-like grammatical
and communicative competence. We have been able to show that child English uses of
'no' and 'not' exhibit adult-like competence in using colloquial negation to express
nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, and contrast.
Now we address the 'preclausal' uses of 'no', or as we have been calling them,
the uses of echoic' no' negatives, which, we have argued, are used to express opposition
(131), and, less often, rectification (132).
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(131)
Opposition
a.

Adult: If you put the tractor on your book won't you tear it up?
Adam:
No, no tear book.

b.

Adult:
Eve:
Adult:
Eve:
Adult:

c.

Adult: You want me to ride your bike?
Peter: No ride ~bike.
Adult: No? No ride a bike?

d.

(Mother puts bologna in Peter's plate.)
Adult: D(o) you want me to cut it?
(Peter cutting bologna)
Peter: No Mommy cut it.

Are you goin(g) to eat this one?
Uh(uh).
What?
No eating that one.
Don't eat it then.

(132) Rectification
e.

Adam: car (unintelligible speech) raining (in)side. raining (a) raining. oh no
raining.
Adult: "Oh no, it's not raining?"
Adam: No not raining.
Adult: Well, is the sun shining?
Adam: No the sun shining.
Adult: "The sun's not shining"

We argued in Chapter 2 that the children's negations in these examples were not
examples of truth-functional sentence negations. We proposed that the utterance initial
'no' morpheme was not being used to mean 'It is not the case that' but rather, 'I didn't
say that' (rectification), or 'I won't accept that' or 'I object to' (opposition). However, we
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have yet to analyze these forms using UCG.
We argue that these negatives are instances of exclamatory negation similar in
form and function to adult uses of exclamatory negation. We do not claim that children's
echoic negations with external 'no' are identical to adult exclamatory negations. This
leads to unintuitive results, as we show below. Rather, our claim is that children use
exclamatory negation to express opposition before they are able to use more complex
negation types to express this function.
We begin with several assumptions about the examples in (131) and (132). First,
we assume that these negatives should be regarded as repetitions with communicative
intent rather than simply attempts at imitating previous utterances for the purpose of
replicating their meaning. As Keenan (1982: 129-131) argues, children are sensitive to
the iIlocutionary force of prior utterances and repeat selectively in an effort to respond
to prior utterances with the appropriate speech acts.
Our second assumption is that the primary aim of an analysis of repetitions in
child language production should not be to determine the ways child discourse differs
from adult discourse, but what kinds of grammatical competence children exhibit when
they use repetitions.
If echoic 'no' negatives are not descriptive sentence negations, what are they?
And how are they to be analyzed? Our answer to the first question is that children's use
of utterance-initial 'no' is analogous to the use of exclamatory external negation in adult
discourse such as (133).
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(133) Speaker A: Hilary writes Haiku for Bill in her spare time.
Speaker B:
Like fudge
Phooey
My ass
Nonsense
Bullshit
{she,Hilary} writes Haiku for Bill in her spare time.
Like hell
Bullcookies
Poppycock
Yeah right
Horsehockey
No way

A number of facts support this hypothesis. We can see that both kinds of
negation share several structural properties. First, it is clear that adult exclamatory
negatives occur naturally in response to a previous utterance and use the previous
utterance or some part of it as the complement to the negative operator. This property
corresponds closely with children's echoic negatives with utterance-initial 'no'. In every
case, children's echoic negatives were uttered in response to a previous utterance and
occurred with some part of the previous utterance as its complement.
Second, both kinds of utterances allow only restricted changes of the previous
utterance target, mostly for the purposes of maintaining appropriate deictic assignments
for pronouns across speakers. We observed in Chapter 2 that it is not unusual for
children to replace 'you' for '1', or 'that' for 'this', or a proper name for a pronoun, in
their echoic complements. Occasionally, we found children adding locative modifiers to
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previous utterances, such as 'right there'. All of these changes are allowed in adult
exclamatory external negations.
(134)

a.

A:

B:
b.

A:
B:

c.

A:

d.

B:
A:

b:

I ran the mile in under 5 minutes.
Like hell you ran the mile in under 5 minutes.
This is a unicorn.
Nonsense that's a unicorn.
She threw a book at him.
Horsehockey Hilary through a book at Bill.
This is my bicycle.
Bull cookies that's your bicycle right there.

More substantial additions to previous utterances are prohibited, e.g., A: 'This
is a unicorn'. B: #'Nonsense that's a blue unicorn'. We observe that children also do not
make substantial additions to their echoic complements.
Third, exclamatory negative operators may occur with chunks of a previous
utterance rather than the entire target utterance either utterance-initially or utterancefinally. The 'Like hell' negatives in (135a.-d.) and the 'my ass' negatives in (135f.-i.) are
acceptable responses to Speaker A's utterance in (133). if the addressee is taking
exception to the use of the utterance chunk repeated in the negative complement.
External negation of the subject 'Hilary' is unacceptable (135e.j.).
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(135) a. Like hell Hilary writes Haiku (She sings show tunes).
b. Like hell Haiku (prose).
c. Like hell for Bill (for Chelsea).
d. Like hell in her spare time (She has no spare time).
e. "'Like hell Hilary.
f. Hilary writes Haiku my ass!
g. Haiku my ass!
h. For Bill my ass!
i. In her spare time my ass?
j. ??Hilary my ass!

Children's echoic negatives also appear either with entire sentential utterances or
just utterance chunks. The use of utterance final 'no' has been reported by Klima and
Bellugi (1973).
In some cases, the operator appears to be restricted to sentence-initial position,
illustrated by the uses of 'bullshit' in (136).

(136) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Bullshit Hilary writes Haiku (She sings show tunes).
"'Bullshit Haiku.
"'Bullshit for Bill.
"'Bullshit in her spare time.
"'Bullshit Hilary.

The fragmentary nature of exclamatory negative complements is exhibited in
another way. In some cases, one may fill in forgotten parts of the utterance with
nonsense words, e.g.,

(137) a. Bullshit Reynaldo blah blah blah.
b. Like hell Reynaldo whatever.
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We recall that children often leave out parts of previous utterances they cannot
remember or have trouble repeating. This suggests to us that when both child and adult
speakers use external negation, they are more interested in canceling an implied meaning
associated with a previous utterance than in denying its semantic import.
Fourth, exclamatory negation and child English echoic negation are interpreted
similarly. For example we find that many of the examples we discussed in Chapter 2 are
felicitous when an exclamatory negation like (133) replaces the child's opposition. 'Like
hell' is a particularly felicitous replacement for 'no'.

(138)
a.

Adult: If you put the tractor on your book won't you tear it up?
Adam: No, no tear book.

Like hell I'll tear the book!
b.

Adult:
Eve:
Adult:
Eve:

Are you goin(g) to eat this one?
Uh(uh).
What?
No eating that one.

Like hell I'm eating that one!
Adult: Don't eat it then.
c.

Adult: You want me to ride your bike?
Peter: No ride !!.,bike.

Like hell I want you to ride my bike!
Adult: No? No ride a bike?
d.

(Mother puts bologna in Peter's plate.)
Adult: D(0) you want me to cut it?
(Peter cutting bologna)
Peter: No Mommy cut it.
Like hell I want you to cut it!

Like hell you cut it!
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We attribute the felicity of exclamatory negations in these discourses, in part, to
the notion that both children's echoic negatives and exclamatory negatives are used to
express an objection or an opposition to a previous utterance. We note that the
acceptability of exclamatory negation in these contexts contrasts with our finding in
Chapter 2 that ordinary truth-functional internal sentence negations with 'not' were not
acceptable replacements for the children's negatives.
In addition, exclamatory negatives do not seem to operate on the sentence level.
As we have seen, there are at least two kinds of evidence one can use to support such
a claim: (1) an incapacity to trigger NPIs and inhibit PPIs, and, if negation is a
metalinguistic function, (2) the use of negation to cancel either Q-based scalar
implicatures or conventionalized R-based implicatures associated with a previous
utterance without disturbing the truth functional import of the target utterance.
Hom (1989:402) mentions the inability of utterance-initial 'Like hell' to trigger
NPIs or inhibit PPIs. This property is more general, as shown by examples (139) and
(140).

(139)
A:

Chantal bought some ocean properties this year.

B:

a. *Bullshit Chantal bought any ocean properties this year!
b. *Like hell she bought any properties this year!
c. *My ass she bought any properties this year!
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(140)
A:

The Bulls already traded Pippen.

B:

a. Bullshit the Bulls already traded Pippen!
b. Like heJI the Bulls already traded Pippen!
c. My ass the Bulls already traded Pippen!

In addition, exclamatory negation can be used to cancel either Q-based
implicatures or conventionalized R-based implicatures without negating the truth of the
sentence including the predicate.

(141) Q-based Implicature Cancellation
a.
b.
c.
d.

Nonsense Reynaldo's happy, he's ecstatic.
Horsehockey Reynaldo's happy, he's ecstatic.
Like hell he's my father. I'm his son.
My ass it's stewed bunny, it's civet de lapin.

R-based Implicature Cancellation
e. Like hell you broke a finger. That was Mike's finger!
f. Like hell that's a drink. That's a Shirley Temple!
g. Bullshit can I close the window! Close it yourself!

Examples (14 I a.,b.) show that exclamatory negative operators can be used to
negate Q-based upper-bound implicatures generated by the use of scalar predicates. Qbased implicatures generated by the use of objectionable terms are also canceled by
exclamatory negation (I41c.,d.). Examples (141e.,f.,g.) show how conventionalized Rbased implicatures can be canceled, as well as . short-circuited' request implicatures
specified for indirect speech acts (141g.).
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In none of these examples can the negation be interpreted as a denial of the truth
of the sentence following the negative operator. 16 For example, we recall from our
discussion of Hom (1989) that one cannot assert that a higher valued scalar predicate
e.g., ecstacy, holds of an individual if a scalar entailment had been previously denied.
Since (141a.,b.) are acceptable, we are led to conclude that the negation is on the
utterance-level rather than the sentence level. 17 If these were descriptive negations, we
would expect the rectifying assertion to be contradictory to the previous denial.
In summary, then, we have established a set of formal and interpretive
similarities between exclamatory negation and children's echoic 'no' negatives discussed
in Chapter 2.
Our next step is to come up with an formal analysis of exclamatory negation. We
will then be in a position to assign an analysis to children's echoic negations.

16A number of children's external negations, as well as the others we discussed in
Chapter 2, seem at least consistent as propositional negations, weakening our claim that
they are used to express exclamatory negation (Barss, p.c.). We feel there are a sufficient
number of arguments for the claim that they are exclamatory negations used to express
either opposition or rectification. It is important to bear in mind that one may use
exclamatory negation to object to or express an unwillingness to accept the truth of a
previous assertion, as in (i), as well as an implicature.

A:
B:

(i)
17

Reynaldo called in sick again.
Like hell he did. Now I have to postpone our meeting with Chantal again.

These examples also show that exclamatory negation is sensitive to the scalar
values of the negation target and its rectification. Specifically, given a pragmatic scale,
the rectification must always occupy a higher position in the scale than the target, as we
have seen for Q-based metalinguistic negation. Thus one cannot felicitously utter
'Nonsense he's ecstatic, he's happy.' unless happiness is valued higher than ecstacy.
.
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Our first claim in this respect, is that exclamatory negation is a form of
metalinguistic negation. This is essentially the conclusion reached by Hom
(1989:402,566n.24), although he only mentions that 'Like hell' and 'Like fudge' are
metalinguistic negations (Hom 1989:402). The interpretive properties we briefly
discussed just above, namely the fact that exclamatory negation is incompatible with
NPIs and allows PPIs and the fact that exclamatory negation can be used to negate Qbased scalar implicatures and conventionalized R-based implicatures, strongly suggest
that this is the case.
We also find that exclamatory negation, like metalinguistic negation, does not
cancel other R-based narrowing implicatures e.g., ... ·Like hell Henry ate the cake. He ate
the whole cake!'.
Initially, two properties of exclamatory negation might be used to argue against
the hypothesis that it is a form of metalinguistic negation. First, we find that
exclamatory negation is incompatible with the contrastive intonation contour diagnostic
for metalinguistic uses of negation (Hom 1989:374). As (142a.,b.) illustrates, negative
operators like 'Like hell' and . Bullshit' do not occur with constituents exhibiting the
contrastive contour. Instead, exclamatory negations use the falling . finality' intonation
contour (Bolinger 1977) illustrated in (I 42c.,d.).
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(142) a.
b.
c.
d.

#Like hell Bergmann's "happy.
#Bullshit Bergmann has "three children.
Like hell Bergmann's happy.
Bullshit Bergmann has three children.

Second, exclamatory negation seems to have a narrower domain of application
than metalinguistic uses of negation. Hom notes that metalinguistic negation can be used
for the purpose of objecting to a previous utterance on any grounds. But exclamatory
negation cannot be used to negate implicatures specified for ungrammatical uses of
constituents. 18

(143) a. :lfNl)rmense he captured a mongeese. He captured a mongoose.
b. #Bullshit Reynaldo is a [po'lis] officer. He's a [polis'] officer.

Each of these properties are only apparent problems for the claim that
exclamatory negation is metalinguistic negation, given certain assumptions. First, as
Hom explains (p.403), the contrastive contour is appropriate in discourse situations
where two or more items from a given class of items are interpreted as two alternatives
of a contrast set. Without such a context, the contrastive contour is inappropriate. Thus,
we might assume that the contrastive contour is not a necessary condition for the

18We note that children also do not use echoic negatives with 'no' to rectify
ungrammatical signs used in discourse. This is not because children are unable make
such corrections. As we have seen in Chapter 2, children correctly use the contrast
operator 'not' to rectify ungrammatical uses, e.g., 'Not my blanky, my blanket'. We
interpret this fact as added support for our claim that children may be using their echoic
negations like adult speakers use exclamatory negation, whatever analysis of exclamatory
negation we choose to settle on.
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metalinguistic use of negation but rather a necessary condition for the metalinguistic use
of negation to express contrast. One might interpret Hom's (1989:374) statement that the
principal resemblance between marked, external negation and presupposition-cancellation
negation is 'that both types occur naturally only as responses to utterances by other
speakers earlier in the same discourse context', as implying that the use of the
contrastive contour is a secondary characteristic of metalinguistic uses of negation.
With regard to the second property, examples like those in (141) only suggest
that exclamatory negation has a narrower range of uses as metalinguistic negation than
contrastive negation. It does not suggest that exclamatory negation cannot be used to
express metalinguistic negation. The parameters distinguishing the uses of exclamatory
negation and contrastive negation as metalinguistic negation need to be fleshed out. A
rigorous discussion of this issue is beyond the bounds of this thesis. We shall assume
that such parameters can be set and maintain that exclamatory negation can be used to
express certain types of metalinguistic negation described by the parameters.
Given these remarks, we propose that utterance-initial metalinguistic exclamatory
negative operators like 'bullshit' are assigned to the following lexical signs.
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(144) a.

bullshit
s[fin]/DM[p:s[fin]:[s][S]]

M.[sUS]
NEG [fa' /\ gs(fa,)]

b.

bullshit
s[fin]/OM[p:s[fin]:[s][S]]
M.[s][S]
NEG [gR(Q)]

(144a.) combines with modal sign (145) to create the valid sequence 'Bullshit
Bergmann's happy' in (146).

(145) Bergmann's happy.
DMs[fin]
[s,][Bergmann'=a, [s,][happy'(a), at-Ieast-happy'(a)]j
For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case j
(146) Bullshit Bergmann's happy.
s[fin]
[sd[Bergmann'=a, [sd[happy'(a),
NEG[at-least-happy'(a}j /\ For all the speaker knows, ecstatic is not the case. i]

We have now provided a preliminary analysis of exclamatory negation as a form
of metalinguistic negation. We have also shown that children's echoic negations are
similar in form and interpretation to exclamatory negations of adult colloquial English.
This suggests that children's echoic negatives are metalinguistic exclamatory negations.
However, we have one question to address: If children's echoic negations are
exclamatory negations, then why do child English speakers use a form of external
negation not attested in adult English? More specifically, why do children incorrectly
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use 'no' rather than the appropriate exclamatory negation operators in (126)7
Under one hypothesis, this phenomenon has a

syntactic or categorial

explanation. We might assume that children treat determiner 'no' as an all-purpose
colloquial negation operator. Children simply create nonexistence, rejection, prohibition,
opposition, and rectification statements by combining the operator with any complement
consistent with the function they want to express. This would mean that children might
initially assign 'no' to a polymorphic category of type np[F]/x[F] or x[F]/x[F] and later
recategorize the operator as a determiner. Such a hypothesis would be consistent with
theories of child language which assume that child languages lack functional categories
like determiners (Lebeaux 1988, Radford 1990).
However, we consider this hypothesis, as well as other hypotheses specifying the
syntactic component as the locus for children's production of unacceptable strings, to be
weak because it fails to explain why children use echoic complementation to express
some functions but not others or why a child might overextend the use of determiners
in such a way when they are given no positive evidence to make such an overextension.
In addition, this hypothesis predicts that children's grammar of negation is quite distinct
from the adult grammar, contra the spirit of the Continuity Hypothesis.
Another ultimately untenable hypothesis in my opinion is one which claims that
the child has acquired adult-like determiner syntax but has been led to hypothesize that
echoic strings are to be assigned to signs for common nouns. One might argue that
echoic complements are translated as objects in the universe of discourse like events or
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states. Since common nouns denote such objects as well, this connection leads children
to assign utterance chunks they find difficult to parse to the noun category. This would
explain why children combine 'no' with a wide variety of constituent types, for example,
but is susceptible to the same criticisms as the previous hypothesis. It does little to help
us figure out how children's hypotheses could be so off the mark to lead them to
consistently produce ungrammatical strings. If our aim is to maintain the strongest
version of the Continuity Hypothesis, then we should regard any theory that claims that
a child's linguistic competence is different from an adult's linguistic competence as
inferior to one which claims that there is no difference in linguistic competence between
these populations.
The hypothesis we adopt here is that there is in fact little difference between
adult and child categorial competence with respect to the use of exclamatory negation.
Both child and adult uses of exclamatory negation exhibit the same syntax. The
difference in their uses is lexical. Children use 'no' while adults use terms like 'Like
hell'. We return to this point.
Under this hypothesis, we need posit no differences in categorial competence
between child and adult speakers. At the same time, we are able to (correctly) link
echoic negation and exclamatory negation (aside from vocabulary). Under this
hypothesis, children's echoic negation marker 'no' is assigned to the signs in (147),
which are identical to our modal signs for 'bullshit' in (144).
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(147) a.

no
s[fin]/DM[p:s[fin]:[s][S]]
M.[S][S]
NEG [fa' 1\ gs(fa.)]

b.

no
s[fin]/DM[p:s[fin]:[s][S]]
M.[S][S]
NEG [gR(Q)]

Sign (147a.) is used in rectifications like (132). We assign the adult speaker's
previous utterance to sign (148a). The child's response (148b.) is a valid sequence in
our calculus.
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(148)
a.

Well, is lithe sun shining"j
DMs[fin]
Q[s)][ tao [sun(a),ing(shine(s),a»]
For all the speaker knows, "the sun is not shining" is not the case. j

b.

No the sun shining
s[fin]
[s)][ta.sun(a),ing(shine(s),a»]
NEG["the sun shining"j 1\ For all the speaker knows, "the sun is not shining" is
not the case.J

Example (148) differs from the others we have discussed in that a clarifying
quote is the metalinguistic negation target (marked by double quotes). This is a perfectly
legitimate use of metalinguistic negation, recalling Hom's proposal that metalinguistic
negation may target any aspect of an utterance which a speaker might find objectionable.
In this case, the quote specified in the pragmatic dimension of the sign is the higher
valued scalar item, given some pragmatic scale of acceptability.
Metalinguistic negations of the Q-based variety are not felicitous in the
discourses in (131a.-d.). For example, there is no evidence to suggest that Peter's 'No
Mommy cut it' in (l31d.) is being used to cancel a scalar implicature. Thus, sign (147a.)
is not an appropriate sign for children's opposition 'no'.
However, children's oppositions are quite felicitous as R-based inference
cancellations. We recall from our discussion of Hom(1989) that an R-based or Relation
Maxim-based inference functions to restrict a semantically nonspecific term to a
stereotypical use. A clear case of R-based inference is the indirect speech act. Following
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Searle (1975) and others, Hom (1989:343-345) notes that indirect speech acts such as
the use of a YIN question (149a.) to convey the request implicature (149b.), serve to
'strengthen and narrow the literal meaning [of the utterance, kd] in the appropriate
context'. This narrowing character of the inference to (149b.) is the hallmark of R-based
inference.

(149) a. Can you close the window?
b. Close the window!

Morgan (1979) argues that speakers treat particular uses of forms as pragmatic
conventions for conveying particular implied meanings. Speakers of English assume that
it is conventional to use (149a.) with its literal meaning to convey (149b.). Interestingly,
forms with similar literal meanings, such as 'Are you able to pass the salt' do not
convey the request implicature, although we would expect this to be the case if the
request implicature were' calculable' (Grice 1975) from sentences with similar meanings.
The conventional or arbitrary relation between (149a.) and (149b.) led Morgan to
propose that utterances like (149a.) were 'short-circuited' to their implied meanings, and
constitute an alternative literal meaning of the utterance derived by pragmatic rather than
semantic convention.
The children's negations in (131) are easily interpretable as R-based inference
cancellations. In each case, the child responds to a YIN question form which can easily
be interpreted narrowly.
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(150) Adult Utterance

R-based Implicature

a.

If you put the tractor on
your book won't you tear it up?
(cf. (I3Ia.»

You'll tear it up.

b.

Are you goin(g) to eat this one?
(cf. (13Ib.»

Eat that one.

c.

You want me to ride your bike?
(cf. (13Ic.»

Let me ride your bike

d.

Do you want me to cut it?
(cf. 13Id.)

Let me cut it.

Under these conditions of use, the children's uses of exclamatory negation to
express opposition is perfectly legitimate, as they are in adult conversations.
It is also suggestive that just over half (56%) of children's echoic 'no' negations

are responses to YIN questions. A similar finding is reported by Keller-Cohen et al
(1979). The majority of other cases can be construed as imperatives or declaratives with
prohibitory meanings or as self-corrections (we discuss these at length in Chapter 2).
This suggests to us that children are sensitive to the use of particular utterance types to
convey negative implied meanings and that external negation is a felicitous means to
cancel these meanings. This is not evidence that children's echoic negatives are
exclamatory negatives. It simply suggests that these negations are used to respond to a
particular kind of previous utterance.
We now need to ask some developmental questions. One question is why
children use 'no' rather than 'Like hell' or 'not' to express opposition. There are several
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possible reasons for why children use 'no' rather than 'not'. First, we have seen that
children rarely make mistakes with 'not'. Children's initial uses of 'not' are simple, but
grammatical in the majority of cases. 19 This suggests that children learn to use' not' quite
early to express certain functions and may acquire a rule-based, stable grammar of 'not'
at an early age. Sentence negation 'not' is ungrammatical in sentence-initial position in
English. Thus, if a child intends to express exclamatory negation, for example, her
grammar prohibits her from using 'not' sentence-initially for this purpose.
Conventional exclamatory negation operators like' like hell' may not be used by
young children because children's lexicons are small. Young children who have not yet
learned the conventional exclamatory negative terms and phrases use 'no', perhaps
because it can be used in single-word negations to express opposition, and replace 'no'
with the conventional terms when they learn them. This can be accomplished formally
by assuming that a Uniqueness Principle operates at the lexical level prohibiting two
items from having the same lexical entry. One possible problem here is that exclamatory
negatives are idiomatic, suggesting that all exclamatory operators are semantically
equivalent. Then children might simply assume that 'no' is one member of the
conventional set of operators used to express this function. However, children learn that

19There are reports of children using 'not' ungrammatically as an utterance-initial
operator. De Villiers (1979) reports that her son, Nicholas, used 'not' in this position
quite often. We are not in a position to evaluate Nicolas's negatives, since De Villiers did
not provide any discourse samples and the data is not available. Other authors including
Deprez and Pierce (1993) mention several apparent uses of sentence-initial 'not' used
by Nina. These cases need to be addressed when an extended transcript search can be
done.
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'no' is not a member of the set of exclamatory negation operators when they learn that
'no' is used systematically as a subject and object determiner in English to express
sentence negation. We have shown that when determiner 'no' occurs in an np in a tensed
sentence, it cannot be used to express metalinguistic sentence negation. We propose that
children come to reject 'no' as a metalinguistic operator when they learn that it cannot
be used for metalinguistic purposes.
If we assume that children's external negatives with 'no' express exclamatory
negation, then why do children use exclamatory negation so often? We reported in
Chapter 2 that approximately 65-70% of the children's uses of utterance-initial 'no' are
used for exclamatory negation. This is a problem for our theory. We have argued that
children's preclausal uses 'no' express exclamatory negation. 'No' is simply a lexical
substitute for phrases like 'Like hell' which a child has not yet learned to use. Thus we
predict that children should simply replace 'no' with conventional exclamatory negation
phrases like 'Like hell' in later transcripts. However, it is highly unlikely that
exclamatory negation is as prevalent in later child language or adult language as it
appears to be in early child language (P.Bloom, p.c.)
We need to make two assumptions underlying this objection clear. One
assumption is that children should replace 'no' with conventional exclamatory negation
operators when they are learned. This seems to be a correct assumption. A second
assumption is that older children as well as adults should use syntactic external negation
to express opposition and rectification to the same extent that younger children use it
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to express these functions. This assumption seems false for two reasons.
First, adult speakers, as we have said, can use a wide variety of syntactic
constructions to express these functions, including predicate negation, 'X is not Y, X is
ZIt, 'don't X!'. We imagine that children, in contrast, are initially faced with the difficult

task of learning how to express opposition and rectification at a metalinguistic level
using the conventions of the language. Our claim is that children's initial categorial
processing capacity is limited. They are initially able to express only simple negative
functions, namely various forms of external negation, with a limited vocabulary. As we
show below, exclamatory negation describes a simple function, the negation of an
echoed utterance. Young children who find it necessary to express opposition using
negation syntax are likely to use exclamatory negation since this is one way to
communicate opposition felicitously in discourse. Internal predicate negation, in contrast,
describes a more complex function, namely the negation of a predicate of its subj ect. We
discuss the necessary complexity distinctions among negative types in Chapter 4. When
children are able to use internal predicate negation, we imagine that they use this
construction as well as external negation to express opposition. This does not mean that
children stop using external exclamatory negation. It might simply be used with the
same very low frequency as it is in adult speech, and not show up in the speech
samples. They may have acquired the conventional terms to express this function but
use it quite rarely because it is socially infelicitous or offensive. We consider it likely
that children do use forms of exclamatory negation if they are socially acceptable. The
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fact that opposition can be expressed using a variety of negative (and other) utterances
also helps to explain why children's use of external 'no' seems to gradually disappear
from the children's later transcripts (Klima and Bellugi 196611973, Radford 1990). As
children get older they learn to process other more complex forms of negation which can
also be used to express opposition.
Second, it would be incorrect to assume that child speakers will use utterance
type X to express certain functions Y at the same rate that adult's use X to express Y
simply because child speakers and adult speakers do not occupy the same positions in
discourse. It is reasonable to assume that children are told what to do, prohibited from
undertaking certain actions, and denied control of situations much more often than adult
speakers are in situations where both adult and child are discourse participants. Under
these circumstances, a child would use negation to express opposition much more often
than an adult speaker would. Since exclamatory negation is a successful vehicle for
conveying opposition, then we would expect children to use it more often than adult
speakers. Children often have trouble getting their point across and being understood.
This is clearly illustrated in the discourses surrounding children's opposition (cf. Chapter
2). Thus we might expect children to use external negation often to rectify an adult's
misunderstanding. This is the function, we argue, of children's use of 'No the sun
shining'.
In summary, we have provided a descriptive analysis of exclamatory negation
in adult colloquial English which reveals that these negations are similar in both form
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and function to what we have called children's echoic oppositions. We then proposed
that children's echoic oppositions are an early form of exclamatory negation. We argued
that exclamatory negation is a form of metalinguistic negation and proposed an analysis
of exclamatory negatives based on this argument. We then argued that children's echoic
negations are a form of R-based implicature cancellation. The differences between child
and adult exclamatory negation are pragmatic in nature. Children use 'no' rather than
operators like 'Like hell' or 'Bullshit" in exclamatory negations because they have not
been exposed to the usually socially unacceptable use of expletives in discourse.
However, children, like adults, often find it necessary to express opposition. But they
have limited categorial processing ability and a limited vocabulary. They choose external
negation to express opposition because it is a simple function. They choose the operator
'no', which is used in single-word utterances to express opposition. The productivity of
exclamatory negation in the speech of young children gradually falls away as they learn
to express opposition using more complex negatives.

3.2.1.6 Loose Ends
A number of problematic cases of child English negation remain. In three cases,
we find morphemes are missing from utterances, resulting in the ungrammatical use of
bare verbs as determiner complements, the use of copula-less sentences, and the use of
subjectless negatives. In a fourth case, children produce 'no' in cases where 'don't' is
appropriate.
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There are a number of interesting theories regarding how and why children omit
certain items from their utterances (Brown 1973, Hyams 1986, Valian 1989, P.Bloom
1990, Gerkin 1991). In this dissertation, we do not argue for one particular analysis of
omission in child language over another. As we stated in the introduction, we assume
that telegrammatic child language behavior is a result of several types of complexity
acting in tandem to limit utterance length as well as to limit the kinds of utterances
telegrammatic children can produce. In Chapter 4, we present our proposal that category
complexity constrains telegrammatic children to produce simple categories in their
utterances before they produce more complex categories. Though category complexity
can be used to make predictions about why children omit certain items from their
utterances, this is not a question we address in detail in this dissertation. Rather, our
focus is on how to use category complexity to tell us why children produce the
categories they do produce.
Our goal here is to discuss several ways of accomodating omission in UCG. We
shall adopt Gerkin's (1991) processing account of omissions in child language which
claims that children tend to omit items occurring in weak positions in metrical structure.
One reason for choosing this theory over other processing accounts is that it has a
broader application than other theories, some of which only make claims about
subjectIess sentences.
The first problematic forms are the use of bare verb determiner complements.
These uses are represented by (151).
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(151) Nonexistence

a.
Kathryn:

(Kathryn unable to tum plastic screw in washer)
no turn.

Rejection
b.

Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:
Adult:
Adam:

what do you want water for?
hot water.
(cries)
no, you put that back.
hot water, Mommy.
did you wash your hands?
no.
no?
no wash. no more.

We are faced with deciding among a number of possible descriptions for these
kinds of negatives. In an effort to observe Continuity, we will reject hypotheses which
include the claim that children produce category types different from category types
produced by adult speakers. For this discussion, then, we will assume that 'no' in (151)
is used as a determiner. We restrict our discussion to the possible analyses of 'tum' and
'wash'.
One hypothesis consistent with Continuity would be that the determiner
complements in (151) are not verb forms but common nouns. But this analysis would
give us infelicitous interpretations for the negatives. For example, 'There is no tum' is
not a felicitous replacement for Kathryn's utterance in (151) because Kathryn does not
seem to be expressing the absence of a particular tum of the screw but the absence of
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any kind of turning. The np form 'no turning' seems much more felicitous in this context
and is also consistent with Continuity.
We now have to explain why children choose to use the uninflected 'tum' rather
than the nominalized 'turning'. In UCG, 'turning' is a valid structure (153), given the
signs (with phonetic specifications) for the unaccusative 'tum' in (152.) and for the
nominalizing suffix '-ing' (152b.).

(152) a.

b.

(153)

tum
[tum]
p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]
M.[eI1[turn'(e J,a)]
-ing
[ng]
(p:np[ nom]: [a] [A]\s[bse])\n[sg]
A.RM.[a][ing'(R(a»]
turning
[[turn][ ng]]
n[sg]
M.[ eJ][ing'(turn'( eJ,a)]

Initially, we might assume that children simply leave off the nominalizing suffix
in cases like these because they are unstressed (a common assumption) or, more
interestingly, because they occupy a weak position in the metrical structure (Gerken
1991) assigned to the negative utterance.
Gerken (1991 :431) claims that children tend to omit weakly stressed syllables,
particularly from iambic (weak-strong) feet, although children also omit items occurring
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in weak positions in trochaic (strong-weak) feet. Her general claim makes the right
predictions here. As we see in (154), 'no turning' is a binary footed utterance consisting
of two trochees. The verbal suffix 'ing' is assigned a weak value in the trochee T\.20

(154)

+

+

no

tum

ing

The np 'no washing' is assigned the same metrical structure.
We might capture Gerken's prediction in the DCG framework either by (1) letting
unification of (152a.,b.) fail at the phonetic level of representation or (2) hypothesizing
a post-unification processing bottleneck at the phonetic production level which allows
successful unification of signs (152a.,b.) and reduces the phonetic content of an
utterance at the bottleneck keeping the underlying phonetic structure intact. Given the
first alternative, we arrive at a sign like (1 55a.)(with metrical grid) in which unification
at the phonetic level fails. Given the second alternative we might arrive at a sign like
(155b.) in which the phonetic structure of the sign is intact but phonetic processing
difficulties require the deletion of the phonetic content of the suffix.

2°Gerken's more specific claim that children tend to omit weak syllables of iambic
feet more often than from trochaic feet cannot be addressed here. An interesting project
would be to assign metrical grids to colloquial negation data to see if her more specific
claim holds true of these utterances.
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(155) a.

turning
F[ +]
[tum]
n[sg]
M.[ e)] [ing'(turn'( e\>a)]

b.

turning
F[ + -]
[[turnn ]]
n[sg]
M. [eJl[ing'(turn'(e) ,a)]

We can rule out (155a.) as a possible sign since a failure to unify at any level
would induce a general unification failure. This would mean that we do not derive a
functional product at the utterance level. But since one of the signs of the input
sequence is uttered, we must assume that the child has constructed a successful proof
for the negative 'no tum'.
This leaves us with (155b.) as one possible processing analysis for 'tum' which
is consistent with the Continuity Hypothesis.
Another hypothesis is that the reason for children's use of negative like 'no tum'
is not due to immature phonetic processing abilities or immature processing abilities of
any kind, but the fact that they are initially unfamiliar with all of the conventions of the
target language. It is a fact of natural languages that common nouns, as well as other
category types, are semantically ambiguous. This semantic ambiguity is captured by type
assignment in UCG. We recall that our TYP function assigns common nouns, as well
as proper names, to type e translations, a semantic type which includes events, states,
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individuals, objects, etc .. For proper names, the type assignment is straightforward.
Proper names may name locations ('Paris'), persons (,Clint Eastwood'), objects (,Mount
Shasta'), or events (,Halloween'). Basic common nouns may also denote locations
(' city'), persons (' cousin'), objects ('book'), or events (baptism, explosion). The common
noun 'baptism' would be assigned the following sign in UCG:

(156) baptism
n[sg]
[e\][baptism'( e\)].

We note that (156) is perfectly acceptable and grammatical in English. Why,
then, is 'no tum' ungrammatical?
The obvious answer to this question (for adult speakers) is that 'tum' is a verb.
If we want to express the meaning of tum as a nominal, we must package the verb as
a common noun via a process of deverbalization using the suffix '-ing'. Deverbal
common nouns like 'being' and 'flying' also denote states and events and may also occur
as determiner complements.
Now we are in a position to hypothesize why children use colloquial
nonexistence statements like 'no tum'. Hypothesis 1 might be that children simply have
not computed the nominalization function at either the syntactic or the semantic level.
Instead, their initial hypothesis is that al lexical expressions denoting e-type functions
like events are assigned to the same category type. Thus, any lexical noun expression
denoting an event will be treated as a possible determiner complement. When children
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learn to use nominalization, they construct the appropriate category type and semantic
function for the nominalizer 'ing'.
The problem with this account is that we predict that a child begins with
knowledge of neither the categorial nor the semantic knowledge required to use
nominalization appropriately. This leaves us asking how a child would come to acquire
the nominalization conventions of English. Also, if children do not have a compositional
analysis of words like 'turning' at some level of representation but simply attend to the
distributional properties of 'ing' forms, for example, we would incorrectly predict that
a child would use 'turning' (as well as other forms ending in 'ing') as determiner
complements.
Another more interesting hypothesis, Hypothesis 2, might claim that children
initially omit producing the nominalizing suffix in cases like (151) because the
nominalizing operation describes a discourse semantic function which is too complex
for the child to compute on-line in discourse environments. We might assume that
children are able to construct the appropriate function in discourse-semantic language
and are thus in a position to analyze the form . washing' compositionally in the
semantics. However, they have trouble encoding the function in the category type
language for the purposes of language production. To describe the scenario, let us
assume that the child has constructed the following discourse-semantic structure,

[e.][ing'[AbAa. wash'{ e.,a,b )(a)(b )],
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and is attempting to construct a valid sign sequence
to express this information. The problem for the telegrammatic child may be that the
task of encoding the function 'ing' in the categorial language is beyond her syntactic
processing abilities. However, the event predicate' wash" is expressible in category type
language during the telegrammatic period. In an effort to communicate the discoursesemantic information, the child chooses to express a function which she can reliably
encode in category type language, namely the function 'wash". Nominalizations are
produced by children later when they learn to encode complex semantic functions in
category structure.
Though we would like to use this kind of account here, it is problematic. The
problem is that we must allow children to create ungrammatical expressions to get this
approach to work. In order to observe determiner syntax, we must allow children to treat
'turn' as a common noun. However, the semantic function 'wash" in the above discourse
representation is a verb translation. To be consistent with adult grammar, 'wash' must
be the translation of a verb, perhaps as it is used in imperatives e.g., 'Wash!'. We might
assume that children initially perform the semantic nominalizing function vacuously, but
this solution also takes us away from adult grammar.
We assume that further research is needed to tease apart the predictions of these
various hypotheses. For our purposes, we will settle on the processing account
mentioned first, following Gerkin. For example we shall treat the expression 'no wash'
as the np 'no washing' and assume that the nominalizing suffix is omitted during
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language production processing because it is weakly stressed.
A second set of problematic constructions involve prohibition 'no'. A number of
prohibitions using 'no' followed by an uninflected verb or verb phrase were ambiguous
between a 'no' prohibition, e.g., 'no running' and a 'don't' prohibition, e.g., 'don't run'.
In some cases represented by (157), a 'no' morpheme is used in a context where 'don't'
is appropriate. In other cases represented by (158)(=151b.), the 'no' morpheme is
appropriate. In some cases like (159), either prohibition type seems to be a felicitous
replacement for the child's negative.

(157) Adult: hom? is this a hom?
Adult: look what game is that?
(leaning over Adam to ask)
Adam: go fall! no no fall, no! no fall!
(158) Adult: what do you want water for?
Adam: hot water.
(cries)
Adult: no, you put that back.
Adam: hot water, Mommy.
Adult: did you wash your hands?
Adam: no.
Adult: no?
Adam: no wash. no more.
(159) Adult: may I sit here?
Adam: no. no sit dere. shoe dere.

We note that a sentence negation is unacceptable in these cases. 'No falll' in
(157) cannot be read as 'You are not falling'. Similarly, the sentence negation 'I didn't
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wash my hands' does not seem to be an appropriate replacement for 'no wash' in (158)
because it is awkward to follow 'I didn't wash my hands' with 'no more'. A command
like' no washing' or an exclamatory negation like' Like hell I washed my hands' is more
felicitous in this context, in our opinion. The same applies to (159), in which a
command like 'you can't sit there', 'no sitting there', 'don't sit there', or 'Like hell you
may sit there' is felicitous, while 'you're not sitting there' is not felicitous.
It is important to recognize distinctions between these negation types because the

negative morphemes used in these negatives are assigned different orders of categorial
complexity, as we show in Chapter 4. How we analyze these prohibitions will determine
the predicted order of their emergence in child language.
Our approach to analyzing negatives like (157) is similar to our analysis of
exclamatory negation. We have argued in this chapter that 'no' is used by children
sentence-initially to express exclamatory negation, in part, because they have not learned
the conventional words and phrases for expressing this function in discourse. Here we
are faced with a similar situation. We shall assume that children initially do not
distinguish between 'no' and 'don't' as prohibition operators in colloquial negations,
perhaps because they have not learned the pragmatic properties distinguishing the uses
of these operators (Bolinger 1977). We shall assign 'no' in contexts like (157) to the
second-order category imp/(np\s) (short form), the category assigned to 'don't'. When a
child learns the pragmatic distinctions between prohibitive' don't' and prohibitive 'no',
the pragmatic distinction is registered in the lexical entries for the two items.
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One line of support for the notion that children initially confuse 'no' and 'don't'
are examples like (160).

(160)

a.
Peter: no, in the bag.
(at bag, puts nothing in, but has boxes in hand)
Peter: no ready for it, don't ready for, it.
(sitting on floor, looking at tape recorder, shaking his head, holding tape)

h.

Adam: Adam right dere. no over.
Adult: don't knock it over.

c.

Adam: Oat busy bulldozer, truck. Busy bulldozer truck.
Adult: How many?
Adam: Two busy bulldozer. red yellow. red yellow.
Adult: Red and yellow. which one is yellow?

Adam:
put shoe on, Mommy.
Adult: When are you going to learn to put your shoe on yourself?
Adam:
Self. oh, don't drop it. don't red yellow. yellow. water.
Adult: yes, that's water.

d.
Adult: Don't fight you?
Adam:
don't fighting me.
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In (160a.), Peter seems unsure which operator to use. In (160b.), Adam appears
to misuse 'no' in the place of 'don't'. In (160,d.), Adam uses 'don't' where 'no' is
appropriate. (160c.) is ungrammatical. One might try to interpret these examples as
evidence that children use 'no' as a syntactic prohibition operator as an extension of its
use as a free prohibition operator before they have learned to use 'don't'. Further
research is needed to see if this hypothesis is supported.
We treat prohibitions like 'no wash' in (158) as children's version of'no washing'
as we discussed above.
We will treat examples like (159) as np tokens, e.g.,' no sitting dere'. Our reason
for making this choice is that we want to capture the fact that the children do in fact use
the appropriate negative morpheme' no' in these cases. In the interests of Continuity, we
want to attribute as much knowledge of English to the children as possible.
A third set of problematic cases involve the copula-less sentences in (161).

(161) Copula Omission
a.

Adult: are you finished?
Adam: I not finish.

b.

Adam: yes.
Adult: what does it learn at fish school?
Adam: that, THAT no fish school.
Adult: no fish school.

The negative copular sentence 'I'm not finished' is a felicitous replacement for
Adam's response in (161a.). We shall assume that this is the sentence Adam attempts
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to utter in this case.
We interpret Adam's negative in (161b.) as a copular sentence with a negative
predicate nominal, e.g., 'That's no fish school'. The sentence negation 'That's not a fish
school' is also felicitous in this context. However, there are at least three reasons for
choosing the former interpretation. First, Adam is using 'no', not 'not'. We have
specifically argued throughout this thesis that children do not use 'no' as a suppletive
altemant for 'not'. Since there is a felicitous replacement with 'no' for Adam's negative
in (161 b.), we choose to assume that Adam is attempting to use this form. This is to
give Adam credit for using the right negative morpheme.
Second, in choosing the first option, we do not have to posit the extra indefinite
determiner' a' in 'That's not a fish school' and then explain how it is omitted during
utterance processing.
Third, Adam's use of 'no' is quite consistent with Bolinger's criteria for using this
morpheme. Bolinger observes that 'no' is used to negate a meaning which is already
presupposed either in context or from previous discourse. This is true of (161), as
evidenced by the adult's previous question. This property is not required of sentence
negations using predicate negation 'not' which can be used to express new information.
Thus, we capture the fact that Adam is sensitive to discourse function by assuming the
negative copular construction.
We can account for the missing copulas in these examples in at least two ways.
One hypothesis would be that children are able to construct copular sentences but omit
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the weakly stressed copula due to processing constraints. Under this hypothesis, we
simply extend our use of Gerken's theory of omitted items to copula omission, under the
assumption that the copulas in these positions .
A second hypothesis would be that the apparent omission of copulas in children's
utterances is, in fact, only apparent. Copula-less predications are acceptable in certain
contexts in English discourse.

(162) A:
B:

A:
B:

You're no Jack Kennedy.
Me no Jack Kennedy?
(Standing on the North Rim of the Grand Canyon)
This is no wonder of nature.
(pointing out towards the canyon)
This no wonder of nature? It's magnificent.

Following Partee (1989), we might assume that the English copula is simply a
grammatical mechanism in English for applying a predicate nominal to its subject
argument. That is, the meaning of copula 'be'

is simply 'apply predicate' (Partee

1989:124) . Presumably, the omission of the copula in B's responses in (162) is due to
the fact that the copula's meaning is redundant in certain discourse contexts. We note
that both of B's responses are valid sequents in our application calculus, since we are
simply unifying a predicate e.g., 'no wonder of nature' with an e-type argument e.g.,
'This'. The hypothesis would be, then, that children are like adults in that they use
copula-less utterances when the meaning of the copula is redundant. Under this account,
Adam's 'that no fish school' would be an acceptable utterance.
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A third hypothesis, which we discussed in Chapter 2, is proposed by Pinker
(1984). Pinker would argue that copulas are indeed missing from the underlying
structures for the negatives in (161). Under his approach, the predicate nominals in these
examples are to be treated as orphan constituents. Temporary custody is given to the
main s node until the child realizes that copulas in English require the intervening vp
node projected by the copula verb. At this point copulas are used by children
productively.
Each hypothesis has problems. One problem with the first hypothesis is that we
are adding syntactic structure to children's utterances which they do not choose to use.
One theme of this thesis has been that children's utterances should be analyzed at face
value whenever possible. We have argued that children's telegrammatic negatives are
often acceptable as discourse negations, and require no deletion analysis. This approach
seems equally applicable to children's copula-less negatives utterances.
Thus, we might turn to the task of finding arguments in support of the second
hypothesis. However, there are problems here as well. One problem with the second
hypothesis is that discourse-based copula-less utterances, though accaptable as speech
acts questioning a previous speaker's assertion, are unacceptable as negative assertions.
This is illustrated by (163).

(163) A:
B:

(Standing on the North Rim of the Grand Canyon)
This wonder of nature is magnificent.
(pointing out towards the canyon)
"'That no wonder of nature.
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(163) describes a discourse which is formally identical to (161b.). Therefore, if
we chose to argue that Adam's uses copula-less utterances just like adults, we would
have to explain why he uses his utterance infelicitously.
We might assum'e that Adam has learned the grammatical rule of copula ellipsis
but has not learned to use it correctly due to inexperience with using the language
(Brown 1973). On reason for this could be that discourses like (163) are presumably rare
in the input, suggesting that children would not often if ever have an opportunity to use
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positive evidence to set the right parameters for the ellipsis rule.
In Chapter 2, we observed that Pinker's proposal was adequate to account for
sentences with one orphan but became untenable for cases where multiple orphans were
required. We shall not consider this proposal further here.
Our approach shall be, as we mentioned above, to treat examples like (161) as
the result of processing constraints on the articulation of weakly stressed morphemes,
pending results of future research in this area. As support for this approach, one might
tum to Brown's (1973) developmental study of the order of acquisition of grammatical
morphemes in which he found that subjects learned to use the contractible copula
productively later than the uncontractible copula and uncontractible auxiliaries earlier
than the contractible ones. If we assume that the contraction is sanctioned only in
weakly stressed environments, then Gerkin's theory makes the right predictions. Children
should learn to use the uncontractible forms productively first. Villiers and De Villiers
1973 find the same gross ordering between contractible and uncontractible auxiliaries
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though they challenge Brown's ordering of contractible and uncontractible copulas.
Our final set of examples are subjectIess sentences represented by negatives like
(164)

(164)
Eve:

(Eve trying to put a pencil in position)
Not go in there.

There are a number of theories of subjectIess sentences in child language. Some
have attributed children's use of subjectIess sentences to distinctions between child and
adult English grammatical competence (Hyams

1986~1987,

Bloom 197011990). Others

have argued that children omit subjects due to processing constraints on sentence length.
This line has been taken by P.Bloom (1990), for example, who argues that subject
omission in child English is a function of processing limitations associated with sentence
length. Others have attributed children's use of subjectIess sentences to their inexperience
in using discourse based rules of subject ellipsis (Brown 1973, Valian 1989).
SubjectIess sentences can be handled in several ways in UCG. We might assume
that children omit subjects because they are not able to process the functions described
by these expressions. For example, we might say that children are able to assemble the
appropriate sign structure for a negative sentence into a sequent but cannot solve for all
of the assumptions due to categorial processing limitations. Subjects are perhaps harder
to process than verbs or objects because they are commonly assigned to higher order
generalized quantifier types with complex discourse-semantic functions in order to obtain
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wide scope. Such an explanation would be predicted by the Categorial Complexity
Hypothesis we discuss in the following chapter. Evidence in favor of this hypothesis
would be if we found that children only omitted subjects when the subject must be given
wide scope. Similarly we would predict that children omit objects when the object np
requires wide scope.
We are not in a position to test these predictions, since this would entail a
detailed study of subject omission in the data and take us away from our study of
negation. Nor are we in a position to argue for or against the other theories of subject
drop we mentioned above. We shall adopt the position that pronominal subjects tend to
be omitted by children if they are weakly stressed, following Gerkin.
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4.0 THE CATEGORIAL COMPLEXITY HYPOTHESIS
So far, we presented in Chapter 2 a descriptive discourse. analysis of child
English negation using 'no' and 'not' in which we showed that children use these
operators with a wide range of complements to express descriptive negation
(nonexistence, rejection, prohibition, denial) and metalinguistic negation (contrast,
opposition, and rectification). This suggests that young children are sensitive to the uses
of external negation to express metalinguistic negation in the input and can use such
negations in their own speech. We argued that at least two assumptions underlying
nearly all previous syntactic theories of child negation are misguided: (I) the assumption
that 'no' is a suppletive aIternant for 'not', and (2) the assumption that 'no' and 'not' are
always used as auxiliaries. We argued that 'no' and 'not' are formally and functionally
distinct, suggesting that a third assumption that there is chronological relationship
between the uses of the two morphemes that can be captured as the acquisition of neg
placement rules or Subject-Raising in negatives is unfounded. Further, we argued, contra
the standard view, that children's 'preclausal' negations are metalinguistic negations used
to object to or rectify a previous utterance rather than to deny the truth of a previous
utterance. We argued that Adam's 'no the sun shining' expresses rectification, e.g., 'I
didn't say "the sun shining" , rather than the descriptive denial 'the sun is not shining',
and that Peter's 'No mommy cut it' is used to express opposition to the implied meaning
of a previous utterance, e.g., something like' 1 won't accept Mommy cutting it, or 'Like
hell mommy's cutting it!'. Children use 'not' in colloquial negations to express
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metalinguistic contrast ('my blanket, not my blanky'), denial {'not now'), prohibition ('no
on my nose!'), and nonexistence 'not there' as well as in sentences with omitted
elements, e.g., copula-less predications ('I not grandson') and subjectless intransitives
(' not goes in there').
In Chapter 3 we presented a fragment of English negation which adequately
captures the variety of children's uses of negation and shows us how these uses are
related to adult uses of colloquial negation. We argued that in most cases, children
exhibit an adult-like competence in using negation. We argued that children use 'no' (1)
as a determiner in colloquial negations like the nonexistence statement 'no pen' or (2)
as an exclamatory negation operator with echoic complements. In particular, we argued
that children's 'preclausal' external negations like 'no Mommy cut it' are analogous to
an adult's use of exclamatory negations like 'Like hell mommy cuts it', We then argued
that children may use 'no' as their opposition operator because they have not learned the
specialized uses of words like 'Like hell' to express that function, or that the use of
exclamatory operators to express opposition is prescribed in discourse with adults.
We treated 'not' as a polymorphic category which can combine with any other
category type. The specific categorial instantiation of 'not' is determined by syntactic
context and discourse function. All of these category assignments are consistent with the
adult grammar. We then discussed some problematic negative tokens involving missing
elements, such as the omission of nominalization suffixes in nonexistence and rejection
statements, e.g., 'no tum' and subjectIess negatives. We discussed how these utterances
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can be accounted for by treating morpheme omission as a function of processing
limitations on the production of weakly stressed items (Gerken 1991).
What do we have left to explain? First, despite our finding that children produce
adult-like negation in many cases, we are still faced with the fact that child negation and
child language in general is telegrammatic, even though many of their negatives are
fully grammatical in discourse.
Children's negations are short in length. We have argued that shortness in length
is to be expected in many cases. A majority of children's negatives are colloquial or
discourse negations, which are typically shorter than sentence negations. Negations may
also be short in length because certain weakly stressed functional items are omitted.
Telegrammatic negations occur with a small set of complements, consisting
mainly of proper nouns, common nouns, verbs, prolocatives, echoed or repeated previous
utterances. deictic time adverbials. and much less often. adjectives and locative
prepositional phrases. Telegrammatic contrastive uses of 'not' are particularly restricted.
Contrastive' not' occurs with only a very small subset of the negative complement types
used by adult speakers. mainly nouns and verbs. though in many cases they are used
correctly. As we have shown. adult speakers can contrast any kind of expression with
another.
The problem of accounting for why children use a restricted set of categories as
negative complements is a different problem than accounting for the omission of
functional items in negatives. for example. We have found that children's negatives
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nearly always exhibit an adult-like knowledge of category structure. Children do omit
functional morphology and they do use a negative construction to express a function
before they have learned the conventional lexical terrn(s) for expressing that function.
We have addressed these aspects of child language. We now want to address why
children find the use of 'major' categories like nouns and verbs, easier to use than other
categories like adverbs, conjunctions, generalized quantifiers, relative clauses, infinitival
complements, etc. All of these kinds of expressions are used in adult discourse. Why
don't children use them?
Further, children initially use 'no' in a majority of cases as a sentence-initial
exclamatory negation operator to express opposition. We noted in Chapter 3 that it is
not sufficient to appeal to lexical development as the sole reason that children use
external 'no' to express opposition before they learn the conventional terms for
expressing this function like 'Like hell' or 'Bullshit'. Children use exclamatory negation
much more often than we would expect older children or adults to use it, even though
opposition and implicature cancellation can be expressed using a wide range of negative
forms. Meanwhile children do not use other kinds of negation like internal predicate
negation often. We conjectured that this was because external negation is a simpler
function and internal negation is a more complex function. We want to clarify what it
means for a negative function to be simple or complex in this chapter.
This question leads to a more general issue: The progressive development of
negation as it has been observed in earlier studies (see Section 2.3.1). Specifically, what
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accounts for the shift from external or 'preclausal' negation to internal or 'prepredicative'
uses of negation? Previous syntactic analyses of the development of child English
negation won't help us here. In showing that 'no' and 'not' are formally and functionally
distinct, we eliminated the possibility that there is a transformational relationship
between children's preclausal 'no' utterances and their later uses of sentence negation
'not' utterances. We have argued above that telegrammatic child English includes
functional expressions like determiner 'no' and a range of rather complex metalinguistic
uses of 'no' and 'not'. Thus we cannot appeal to theories which assume that child
English lacks functional categories (Radford 1990, Lebeaux 1988). This leaves us with
no formal syntactic account for the data or for how children might come to use the
entire range of negations adults can use.
We are now in a position to ask if we can exploit UCG and Categorial Grammar
in general as a theory of language production development to tell us why young children
use negation the way that they do and to make the right predictions concerning the
progressive development in child language negation.
Our proposal is that these questions can be addressed in an intuitive way by
appealing to the complexity of the categories children are able to use in the early stages
of language production and how their ability to use complex categories develops over
time. Our claim is that children learn to use the simpler category types of their target
language before they learn to use the more complex types. We call this the Categorial
Complexity Hypothesis. We argue that the properties of telegrammatic child language
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negation are captured by appealing to the idea that telegrarnmatic languages require only
the use of simple, first-order category types. In other words, telegrarnmatic English is
a first-order language. Children learn to use the range of negation types used by adult
speakers by acquiring the ability to process the more complex functions described in
more complex category types.
In this chapter, we layout a formal theory of categorial complexity which
initially seems to make some right predictions about telegrammatic negation. The theory
gives us a rank partial ordering of category types and a set of complexity values to
assign to each negation morpheme and to each possible negative complement type
described in our negation fragment in Chapter 3. In applying the CCH to the ordering,
we predict that the simpler negatives will appear earlier in child English than the
complex negatives. We then test this prediction in Chapter 5.

4.1 Acquisition Complexity and Categorial Complexity
If our aim is to explain why child language is telegrammatic, one reasonable way
of approaching the problem is to consider how the complexity of the language
production system might produce such a result. There are a large number of ways a
language production system can be complex. Consequently, there are a large number of
ways in which complexity may limit children's language production to telegrammatic
utterances. Assuming a computational production model, for each component in the
system, we might choose to define a measure of rule complexity, derivational
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complexity, or size complexity. We might assume there is a processing bottleneck either
within a component or across components. Different kinds of complexity may interact
to result in telegrammatic language behavior.
Some notions of complexity used to characterize linguistic competence are
applicable to production grammar. For example, telegrammatic children might be
sensitive to what Berwick (1985) refers to as program size complexity. Berwick
describes the process of acquiring a grammar as an acquisition 'program' that has the
job of deciding how to build such a grammar (p.215). The program consists of' a
sequence of computational states, starting in some initial state as specified by the theory
of universal grammar and ending in a final state that is to correspond to the
identification of a "correct" grammar'.
The notion of simplicity is treated as a 'criterion meant to highlight law-like
generalizations while suppressing irrelevant detail' (p.217). The size of a particular
program is intimately connected with both the notational devices used by the
programming language (e.g. vocabulary) and the ability of the programming language
to capture linguistically significant generalizations. To take a version of Berwick's
examples, the following two hypothetical sets of phonological rules are distinguished by
the fact that the first describes a linguistically relevant 'generalization that the other does
not. In Set 1, but not in Set 2, a maps to re in certain environments.
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(1)

Set 2

Set 1
a --> re /
a --> re /
a --> re /

a --> re /
re
a --> 0 /
t
a --> re / - y

e
re

Given these sets, we might argue that a grammar which allows brace notation is
to be preferred over a grammar that does not, since brace notation allows us to capture
the generalization hidden in Set 1 with a compact rule, e.g.,

(2)

I

a --> re / ----------- e
re

To take this logic one step further, one might argue for a decompositional feature
theory of phonemes (Chomsky and Halle 1968) on the grounds that the following rule
is more compact and includes less information than the rule (2).

(3)

a --> re / _ _ [+vocalic, +front].

Alternative theories of acquisition can be ranked with respect to the notation
systems utilized by their grammars. A 'short' grammar which uses notation in which
linguistic generalizations are easily written is selected over a grammar in which the same
phenomena are described as a list or treated as a stipulation. Children are assumed to
search for regularities in the language of their caretakers, and are assumed to be
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predisposed to uncover certain linguistically significant regularities rather than others.
Thus, children are led to use short grammars, e.g. 'to pick "short" grammars is to pick
a grammar that is easy to acquire (Berwick 1985:224)'.
This logic also applies to categorial systems. We could argue that a system
utilizing type-driven translation like the one we presented above is selected by a child
over a system in which an individual translation rule is written for each application of
functional application, as in Montague's PTQ. Or we might assume that a child will
select a type calculus which describes derivational polymorphism for quantifier terms
over one in which requires quantifier terms to be associated with polymorphic category
types, assuming that category polymorphism significantly increases the size of the
lexicon.
With respect to language production, it seems reasonable to imagine that children
learn 'short' grammars that make it easy for them to represent and process messages they
want to communicate in discourse. It is ~Iikely that a child acquires a grammar which
produces structures that are difficult to use in discourse situations or that do not capture
linguistically significant generalizations about discourse lanBuage.
Children may also be sensitive to the complexity of a syntactic derivation. In
Transformational-Generative frameworks, the notion that complexity is a property of
grammatical derivations was cast as the Derivational Theory of Complexity (Fodor,
Bever and Garrett 1974:319). Under the DTC, an Aspects-style surface structure is built
according to the phrase structure rules of the grammar. Then, a deep structure for the
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sentence is recovered by applying a 'backward' rule for every transformational operation
used to derive the surface structure from the deep structure. The computational
complexity measure treats each use of a grammatical operation used during the parse of
a sentence (e.g. movement) as having a unit cost. The total cost of a derivation is
equivalent to the length of a derivation, or number of rules n used to derive the surface
structure from the deep structure. Ceteris paribus, two sentences are equally complex if
they are assigned the same value n by the complexity measure.)
Derivation complexity translates into UCG frameworks as proof complexity. We
can define proof complexity either as the number of backward applications of the
inference rules required to reach an axiom or in terms of the kinds of theorems we can
derive from the type calculus. We direct the reader

to

Section 4.2.2.3 for a discussion

of this issue and its relevance to language production development.
The goal of this section is present the notion of categorial complexity and to
introduce the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis. To this end, it is instructive to review
some earlier complexity measures proposed to describe the progressive development of
telegraphic languages.
The point of departure for most discussions of this sort is Roger Brown's work
in the 60's and 70's. As we stated in Section 2.1, Brown (1973:74-88) uses the term

)Although there was early confirmation of the theory, later experiments found no
correlation between processing time and derivation length in the processing of simple
passives (Slobin 1966). However, the status of the DTC is still an open question
(Berwick 1985 :44-50).
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'telegraphic' to describe a set of common properties of child languages at Stage 1.
Typically, Stage I utterances (MLU: 1.75 morphemes) are limited in length, they tend
to preselVe contentives like nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and to omit function
morphemes like articles, prepositions, copulas and auxiliaries, as well as embedded
constituents like relative clauses. Children's utterances at this stage consistently preselVe
word order.
In Stage II (MLU: 2.25 morphemes, Brown 1973:249), children begin to use
functional grammatical morphemes, e.g., the English progressive' -ing', the possessive
morpheme

'IS',

contractible and uncontractible copulas and auxiliaries, though the

development of these morphemes is not complete until later stages. Brown discovered
that these morphemes emerged in a certain order across children (Adam, Eve, Sarah).
The particular order of acquisition is not central to our concerns in this chapter.
How did Brown define complexity? Brown was interested in investigating how
the notion of grammatical complexity could be used to account for his obselVation that
children are able to produce longer grammatical constructions only after they are able
to produce shorter ones, an obselVation which is virtually uncontested in the
psycholinguistic literature. His approach was to define a 'law' of cumulative complexity:

'In general, a relation of cumulative complexity exists in the following circumstance:
x + y is more complex than either x or y alone (p. 186).
'In our cumulative sense of complexity a construction x + y may be regarded as more
complex than either x or y because it involves everything involved in either of the
constructions alone plus something more (p.407)'
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The + sign did not refer to serial ordering or concatenation but 'any means of
combining the knowledge symbolized by x and y'. As such, the complexity measure is
a perfectly legitimate measure of production grammar complexity. Furthermore, Brown
specifically did not predict that knowledge of x and y implied that children were able
to construct x

+ y combinations. Rather, combinatorial operations required additional

knowledge (Ingram 1989:286), suggesting that Brown, perhaps inadvertently, adopted
a Fregean view of grammatical complexity.
When stated as a grammatical constraint, x and yare' elementary relations' such
as action and agent, action, object, and locative. 2 Brown observed that grammatical
development in Stage I could be described as the gradual use of a higher number of

2 Brown uses semantic relational terms as names for particular syntactic categories
to capture cross-linguistic uniformities at Stage I. However, he acknowledges (p.173) that
descriptions in terms of semantic relations is 'little more than a technique of data
reduction'. His intention is clearly to describe cumulative complexity of categorically
defined expressions, as evidenced by his descriptions of telegraphic speech, which are
cast in terms of standard syntactic categories like noun and verb.
Bloom, Lightbown and Hood (1975/1991 :48-49) call Brown's categories
'semantic-syntactic categories', a term they themselves use to label categories in child
language to avoid tieing their data to a particular theoretical framework and to reflect
their view (correct, in our opinion) that syntactic and semantic structure 'are inseparable
in any theory of grammar (BLH 1991 :68)'. Their semantic-syntactic categories are
subcategories of standard syntactic categories. For example, they define seven verb
categories describing the kind of movement expressed, whether the verb expressed state
or action, etc.
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elementary relations in an utterance, as in (4).
(4)

(a)

Agent - Action
Action - object
Agent - object
Action - locative
Entity - locative
Possessor - Possession
Entity - attributive
Demonstrative - entity.

(b)

--->

Agent - action - locative
Action - possessor - possessed
Action - demonstrative - entity
Action - entity - locative
Agent - action - object

Sentence complexity is defined under this scenario as the number of such
elementary relations in a sentence (Brown 1973: 187). In many cases, sentence
complexity was limited at Stage 1, in Case Grammar terms, to two elementary relations
or Cases (Fillmore 1968) which were present in the corpi earlier as isolated utterances.
Late Stage 1 expressions were expanded either by 'concatenation with deletion' or
'expansion of one term' (Ingram 1989:285). In the first case, two relational x + y
combinations, say Agent-Action and Action-Object, were combined to yield a
construction like Agent-Action-Object. In the second case, NPs might be expanded to
include possessives by combining Action-Object and Possessor-Possessed relations. In
Stage II, these three and four relation strings became more productive. To my
knowledge the notion that Stage I speech observes the law of grammatical cumulative
complexity has not been challenged.
As a constraint on functional complexity, x and y were assigned to the inferred
meaning of grammatical morphemes, which were interpreted as features inserted into
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deep structure. Brown constructed a partial ordering of grammatical morphemes in Stage
II from the possible features they were defined over e.g. <+progressive>, <+singular>,
<-singular>, <+present>, <-present>, <+action>, <-action>. As a semantical constraint,
Brown's cumulative complexity hypothesis predicted that given the right feature matrices
for lexical items, the featural cardinality of a category would predict its emergence in
language production. For example, the verb' eat' would initially be assigned the feature
<+ verb> and occur in telegrammatic speech along with <+ noun> items. The addition
of <+ progressive> to the matrix would allow a child to use' eating' as well as 'eat'.
This accorded with Brown's finding that progressive inflectional morphology is the first
to emerge in child English. The notion that feature complexity reflects the acquisition
of lexical concepts was furthered by Clark (1973) but later rejected (Clark 1983).
Brown considered utterance length the 'reflection' of either grammatical or
functional (i.e. semantic) complexity. Utterance length was not itself considered to be
a measure of complexity .

. Presumably, the real limitation involves the complexity, in grammatical or semantic
terms, of the sentences that can be processed, a complexity reflected in sentence length
(p.77)'.

The question we want to ask is how this sentence complexity should be
characterized. Specifically, is Brown's notion of Cumulative Complexity sufficient?
The resourcefulness of the cumulative complexity measure is that it is a simple
quantifiable determinant of the sequence of acquisition which reflects processing
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capacity.3

This measure also seemed to capture the fact that advancement in the

telegrammatic period was mostly intercategorial (the use of a single kind of lexical item
for each category in a sentence), while intracategorial development (the development of
a single category) was a somewhat later acquisition.
However, Brown's definition of cumulative complexity left a number of issues
unclear. First, it does not require that children construct hierarchical constituents. As
Ingram (1990) points out, Brown took a conservative stance on child language, and was
reluctant to make any claims regarding how x and y were to be combined just to say
that the combinatorial operations required to combine x and y required grammatical
knowledge above the knowledge required to use x and y individually.
We also do not know how children come to use longer utterances like adults.
Brown's discussion of cumulative complexity was clearly concerned only with
telegrammatic speech development in Stages I and 2. The objects x and y in the formula
'x + y' are equivalent units. As Brown himself mentions (p. 407), this assumption limits
sequences of acquisition to a partial ordering. A partial ordering in Case Grammar or
Standard Theory could only demonstrate that a subset of categories, namely contentives,
were distinguishable from all of the others.
Brown did not discuss negation to any great extent presumably because he found

3Brown realized that Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) values alone did not capture
the kinds of advancement evident in child languages over time, since the formulation of
MLU did not target specific lexical items making up the largely telegrammatic utterances
he discovered. This, in part, led him to search for other complexity distinctions in child
languages.
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that it did not occur often in his data. Brown (1973: 180) notes that the 'germs' of the
use of sentence modalities like negation are found in Stage I but are not fully developed
until Stage III (MLU: 2.75 morphemes). Earlier BroWn, Cazden and Bellugi
(196811973:305) mention Stage I uses of negation like 'no fall', and 'no picture in there',
but label these uses as 'the child's own invention'. This is clearly wrong given our
analysis of these early forms.
In any case, Brown's theory of the acquisition of functional categories doesn't
seem to make the right predictions about child language negation. Brown argued that
the omission of function words was a function of their perceptual salience, whether they
were used to express basic semantic meanings or to 'modulate' meanings, and whether
they were 'conditioned by verbal context' (Brown 1973: 82-83). If a morpheme is
frequently used in the input with phonetic substance, with stress, or in a salient position,
it is favored in early acquisition (p.249). Function words which express 'basic' meanings,
like prolocatives, demonstratives, and personal pronouns which express 'major' semantic
roles like agent, action, patient, and location, are favored in acquisition over function
morphemes commonly used to 'modulate' basic semantic meanings. By modulation,
Brown meant the use of a word to 'tune' the meaning of a basic semantic term, like the
use of determiners to determine a specificity value on the denotation of a noun, or the
use of the progressive morpheme' -ing' to designate an action as being' in progress' (p.
253). Further, if the phonetic shape of a function morpheme is conditioned by its
environment, or if a function morpheme belonged to an irregular class, the morpheme
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would be harder to learn than a function morpheme whose phonetic shape was constant
and had a regular distribution.
These considerations led Brown (1973:88) to propose the following criteria for
occurrence of function morphemes at Stage I. Function morphemes which are
unconditioned by verbal context and express a basic semantic role rather than a
modulation, and are used minimal frequency with high perceptual salience, will be
'controlled' (used freely and grammatically) in Stage I. A highly frequent and salient
function word, whether conditioned or expressing a basic semantic role, will occur in
Stage 1 only in 'prefabricated routines', which we interpret as repetitions, rote learned
forms, imitations, etc. Completely absent from Stage 1 are low frequency, low salience,
verbally conditioned morphemes expressing semantic modulation. 4
Of the variables Brown mentions, it seems that the semantic function of a
functional morpheme determined whether it would be learned early.

Children's omissions of contentives at Stage I were treated differently than
children's omissions of function morphemes. The omission of contentives in Stage I
speech is treated as a function of children's early misunderstanding of the rules of
discourse ellipsis (p.241). Brown proposes that children initially hypothesize that all
underlying contentives are optional in discourse, based on their perception that adult
speakers often use discourse ellipsis freely. Children gradually come to learn the rules
of discourse ellipsis as the gain experience using the language in discourse. The
development from strings of two contentives to strings of three or more is not a function
of advancement in linguistic competence, since children may already have the
grammatical competence to construct longer utterances (p.241). Rather, they come to use
longer strings when shorter less informative utterances do not successfully communicate
their intentions.
4
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'What seems to be clearly lacking in Stage I in all the studies we have reviewed is full
semantic and grammatical control of those functors that encode semantic modulations
rather than basic semantic relations. (Brown 1973: 88)'

One problem in assessing Brown's account is that we are not given formal
definitions of 'basic' or 'elementary' semantic relation is, or why notions like action,
location, and entity are basic while tense, aspect, number, specificity, and quantity are
not. Nor do we have a clear sense of 'semantic modulation'. Brown (pp.II-12) conceives
of semantic modulation as a 'trimming' or narrowing of the meaning of a basic semantic
relation. Plural inflections' modulate' the meaning of the noun, definite articles narrow
the meaning of a noun. Included in the set modulators is the copula 'be'. Functional
morphemes expressing basic semantic relations are, by contrast, morphemes like
prolocatives and demonstratives which denote entities. But how is semantic modulation
harder for a child to learn than a basic semantic meaning?
Brown argued that functional cumulative complexity determined the gradual
emergence of functional morphemes in child languages. A functional morpheme
described by n features was considered to be more complex than a functional morpheme
described by n-1 features. But this doesn't seem to work for negation. We assume that
Brown would treat the determiner 'no' as weIl as the external negation morpheme 'no'
to be low frequency, salient, unconditioned semantic modulators. This predicts that they
would be used in Stage I either as prefabricated routines or nonexistent at this Stage.
Given Brown's description of early 'no' forms (above), we imagine he thought of them
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as prefabricated routines. Under our account, they are grammatical discourse negations.
Therefore, Brown would make the wrong prediction in this case.
Another model of acquisition complexity which makes claims about child
language negation is found in Bloom (1970/1991) and Bloom, Miller and Hood
(1975/1991). Bloom et al follow Bloom's earlier characterization of utterance length in

child language as 'a function of development of the capacity for realizing the underlying
grammatical complexity of sentences'. The goal of their study was to investigate how
various types of complexity may determine the length of children's two- and three
constituent utterances. The study was restricted to children's sentences expressing action
and locative-action constituent relations. s 6
Bloom et al hypothesized that if a complexity type actually added to the
complexity of the sentence being uttered, then that complexity type should occur more
often in two constituent utterances than in three constituent utterances. The authors

SThe authors do not define their use of' constituent'. However they seem to use it to
refer to syntactic-semantic categories like 'agent', 'action', 'object', etc. (1991:93). The
use of 'action' rather than 'verb' allows them to treat prepositions like 'down' which
express action as in the same class as verbs of action. The authors appear to use the term
, constituent' to be equivalent with lexical item. in many cases. They begin their paper by
referring to utterances as 'two-word' and 'three-word' utterances, and their examples of
two-constituent utterances all involve either combinations of two words or rote learned
forms, e.g., 'wow wow'. We shall assume that the term 'constituent' is used to mean
lexical item.
6Locative actions were utterances which 'specified a movement by an agent that
caused another object to change place' (Bloom et al 1991 :94), as in Peter's 'put this
down'.
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found that three types of complexity correlated with utterance length: lexical complexity,
discourse factors and grammatical complexity. Children were found to use newly learned
verb forms more often in two-constituent utterances than in three-constituent utterances,
indicating that lexical variation was a factor in reducing utterance length. Threeconstituent utterances were more often formal expansions of previous child utterances
than two-constituent utterances. This was interpreted as support for the hypothesis that
relation to previous discourse was a factor in extending utterances.
Grammatical Complexity involved a number of factors including negation. The
complete set of grammatical complexity types included any kind of expression which
can be inserted between agent, verb, object and location constituents. Verb complexity
included inflections, contracted copula, modals, adverbs, and two part verbs like 'tum
on'. NP complexity, described in semantic category terms as object, mover, place,
patient, and agent complexity, included nominal inflection, articles, demonstratives,
possession, attribution. Other complexity types included the use of vocatives,
conjunctions, dative, and prepositions.
Their results indicated that different kinds of complexity have different effects
on utterance length. While such grammatical complexity types as negation and two-part
verbs added to utterance complexity, noun and verb inflections, determiners and
prepositions did not. This indicated that the use of negation, for example, was a factor
reducing utterance length in child language, supporting Bloom's (1970) earlier proposal
that the use of negation added to the grammatical complexity of the sentence structure
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underlying a child's utterance. Bloom (1970/1991) had found that children would use
'no' with a verb, as in 'no sit' or with a noun, as in 'no chair', but never with both, as
in 'no sit chair' (Bloom, Miller, and Hood 197511991: 131). Similarly, at MLU of 1.5,
Kathryn would say 'no read' and 'no book', but 'Mommy no read' or 'no read book' did
not occur. Bloom originally argued that children at MLU range 1.5 might not be able
to assemble more than two words into an utterance. The use of negation increased the
underlying grammatical complexity of a sentence, forcing the child to omit other items
like subjects which appeared in underlying structure to meet the production limit.
Bloom, Miller and Hood (197511991) and Bloom (197011991) took a decidedly
conservative stance on child language and child language negation, in particular. Bloom
et al and Bloom treat short negations with 'no' invariably as fragmentary sentences
missing certain elements. 'No' was treated exclusively as an internal predicate negation
operator, even though 'no' is not the appropriate morpheme for expressing this function
in English. Bloom (197011991) treated rejections and prohibitions as reduced sentences
. with an implication of more complex underlying structure (1991 :204). Kathryn's 'no
dirty soap' was treated as an attempt to utter the underlying structure 'no (want) dirty
soap". Prohibitions like' no have it' were treated as reflections of the underlying' (you)
no flush' and '(you) no have it' (1991 :204).
Other negatives like 'no fit' were treated as subjectless sentences,
'Most early negative sentences in this study, as in other studies, were subjectless...
This is why early negative sentences typically begin with no, for example, "no fit."
(Bloom 1991: 143)'
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'When no occurs at the beginning of an utterance, it is most often a negative sentence
with the sentence subject omitted. (Bloom 197011991:144)'

Utteranceninitial uses of 'no' such as 'No Mummy do it' were treated as sentential
complements of an omitted main verb,

'An example is "no Mummy do it" in which the scope of negation is actually an
unexpressed first-person matrix verb want and "Mummy do it" is its complement
sentence. The resulting meaning is "[I] no [want] Mommy do it" (Bloom
197011991: 144)'

We argued above that many of these 'reduced' negatives are perfectly fine
examples of colloquial uses of negation and do not require any omission analysis. An
omission analysis would be unintuitive, since then we would have to explain why adult
speakers who use the same kinds of negation grammatically and felicitously do not
utilize a reduction mechanism.
We also argued in Chapter 2 that the standard practice of assuming more
complex syntactic structure to account for meanings a child may not be expressing
should be curtailed if not prohibited because the underlying structures usually include
configurations not present in children's speech. Bloom and colleagues are quite sensitive
to this issue. For example, they are careful in using the grammatical reduction
mechanism to explain an omission only if a child explicitly shows that she can utter all
substrings of the full underlying form. However, in some cases this criterion is not met.
Utterances like 'No Mummy cut it' for example, are treated as expressions of embedded
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sentences, e.g, 'I no want Mummy cut it'. However~ it is a standard observation that
child language does not include such embeddings.
Bloom et aI and Bloom also do not explain why children's preferred negative
morpheme is 'no' rather than the appropriate 'not', or how children make the shift from
'no' to 'not' utterances, or why children's 'no' negatives are often echoic and express
opposition, as we have found in our data. This is exhibited in many of Bloom's
(197011991) subject's negatives as well:

(5)
Gia (Bloom 197011991: 171)
(Gia eating lunch at 1:00 P.M.; Mommy and Lois in kitchen with her)
Gia: morning morning
Adult: Good morning
Gia: No morning.
(6)
Gia (Bloom 1970/1991: 154)
Adult:
Gia:
Gia:

Do you wanna read "Mop Top"
(Gia's newest book)
Yes.
(Lois picking up the book; Gia reaching for it)
No Mop Top
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(7)
Kathryn (Bloom 197011991:148)
(Kathryn put lamb into block upside down; head was not in round window like
the other lambs)
.
Adult: He can't see out of the window.
Can he see out of the window?
Kathryn: No window.

One other point we'd like to make is that although Bloom et al argued that twoterm constituent relations were not the result of grammatical ellipsis over all, as Brown
would have argued, this may not be true of children's 'no' negations. Bloom et al
(197511991: 119), citing a previous study, Bloom, Rocissano, and Hood (1976), argue
that grammatical ellipsis was not the reason for children's use of two-term utterances.
They first defined a 'contingent' utterance as one which is 'formally or semantically
related to the preceding adult utterance'. Their hypothesis was that the proportion of
contingency would be greater in two-constituent utterances than in three-constituent
utterances if children were using grammatical ellipsis in their utterances. They found that
the proportion of contingency did not differ across two- and three-constituent utterances,
supporting the hypothesis that discourse ellipsis is not a factor in determining utterance
length.
However, we found that children's uses of 'no' were highly contingent, as Bloom
et al define it, whether they were were short or long in length. As we mentioned in
Chapter 2, a majority of children's uses of 'no' were external negations which occurred
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with echoic complements. Many of their uses of 'not' were metalinguistic responses
contingent on previous utterances. Though we have not done a statistical analysis of
contingency and negation, we consider it likely that children's negatives are highly
contingent with respect to previous discourse.
Further, Bloom et aI did not take into consideration the speech type of the
negatives in their data. Imperatives, for example, were omitted. However, if we are right,
then children may initially use 'no' to fill in for 'don't' until they learn to use the
imperative sentence morpheme. This analysis, if true, may confound Bloom et aI's
results regarding negation. As Bolinger (1977) observes, 'no' prohibitions differ from
'don't' prohibitions in that the former are responses to presupposed information shared
among speakers while 'don't' prohibitions express new information. We might expect
that 'no' prohibitions are more likely to be semantically related or 'contingent' to
previous discourse than 'don't' prohibitions in both child and adult language, for
example. Thus, Bloom et aI's conclusion that grammatical ellipsis is not a predictor of
short utterances may not be true in all cases.
Weare not saying there are no cases

10

which the additional grammatical

complexity associated with using negation is reflected in utterance length. We found
examples of apparently subjectless utterances in our data as well, e.g.;not go in there'.
The absence of the subject term in examples like these may be the result of the
grammatical complexity added to an underlying form by negation. This is an empirical
question, however. Bloom et al apparently included all types of negation as potential
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complexity factors, including words like' can't' (p.l12), and presumably, 'not' as well
as 'no'. As we argue, children use 'no' differently than 'not'. We argued that they use
it as a determiner or exclamatory negation operator, not as a internal predicate negation
operator, as Bloom et aI and Bloom assume.' This, we think, seriously confounds their
interpretation of their results.
Other theories propose that the omission of grammatical constituents in children's
utterances is determined by extralinguistic processing factors. We discussed two of these
theories in Chapter 3 when we came to the problem of accounting for the omission of
inflections and copulas in child negation. Gerkin (1991) argues that children omit
particular functional elements such as pronominal subjects, determiners, verb and noun
inflections because they occupy weak positions in metrical structure. Phonetic material
in weak positions in iambic feet are particularly susceptible to omission.
P.Bloom (1990) argues that children use subjectless sentences due to processing
limitations on utterance length. He found that longer vps appeared without subjects more
often than shorter vps. Also, shorter subject constituents appeared more often with
longer vps than longer subject constituents. These results suggest that children

, Bloom (1970/1991: 158) does list a number of negatives in which 'no' is apparently
used in place of 'not', e.g., 'Lois no hat' (L. not wearing a hat). This seems to be one
reason why Bloom and colleagues treat 'no' as a predicate negation operator. Other
examples like 'No Mummy do it' do not allow a predicate negation reading, in our view
(see text). We found no examples of this kind of negation in our data. We would predict
that children use 'no' in these utterance-medial negatives to express metalinguistic
negation, as they do when they use it in sentence-initial position (I thank Hagit Borer
bringing this point to my attention). This is an empirical question, however.
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experience a length limit on their utterances.
Gerkin's theory seems to make the right predictions for determiner 'no' and
exclamatory negation 'no' which are usually assigned strong stress, perhaps because of
its semantic content (we assume exclamatory

ne~ation

'no' is assigned the same stress

value as conventional exclamatory negation operators like 'Like hell').
Both Gerkin and P.Bloom in addition to L.Bloom correctly predict the absence
of subjects in negatives like' not go in there'.
However, we point out that many cases do not require an omission analysis. For
example, in the following discourse, we might hypothesize and underlying subject like
. It's' two instances of an underlying determiner' a', and the adversative' but' for Eve's
utterance

(8)

Adult: Well that's not a big stool.
Eve: Not big stool, little stool
It's not a big stool, but a little stool.

P.Bloom's approach would predict that the subject is missing due to utterance
length. Gerkin would predict that both the subject and the indefinite determiners would
be omitted, since they are weakly stressed. Neither theory would be able to account for
the missing conjunction.
From our perspective, these theories are not applicable to these kinds of
utterances, since Eve's utterance is perfectly acceptable as a metalinguistic negation.
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What still needs to be explained is why children seem to use simple metalinguistic
complements like 'big stool' and not more complex (in our theory) metalinguistic
complements like prepositions, adverbs, and vps.
Second, both Bloom and Gerkin assume that children omit items due to the fact
that children experience some kind of sentence complexity (Gerkin 1991 :434, P.Bloom
(1990:494-5) but are neutral as to what might be the source of the complexity. As we
have noted, Bloom et al (197511991) found that negation, but not verb inflection, adds
to sentence complexity. This suggests that children are not simply omitting underlying
constituents arbitrarily. This point is not addressed by P.Bloom or Gerkin, who restrict
their attention to what happens after linguistic repreentations have been computed.
In summary, we have looked briefly at several approaches to using complexity
as a measure of utterance length and child language development. Brown (1973)
regarded progressive development of child language in terms of cumulative complexity.
Omissions occurred in Stage I utterances, which consisted of contentives and function
words denoting basic semantic relations due to children's misuse of grammatical ellipsis.
The omission of function words denoting semantic modulation in Stage II was due to
a number of factors, including perceptual salience and allomorphic variation in the input.
Brown's did not discuss sentence modality to any great extent. Early negations were
treated as idiomatic strings. However, his theory makes the wrong predictions about
determiner 'no'. Determiner 'no' is a salient, semantic modulator and is therefore
predicted to occur either in prefabricated routines or not at all in Stage I. This does not
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seem to be the case given our data and analysis of early negation.
Bloom, Miller and Hood (197511991) and Bloom (1970/1991) propose that
negation is a source of grammatical negation which constrains the length of utterances
of more complex underlying sentences. We showed that these authors take a
conservative stance on sentence negation, thereby increasing the grammatical complexity
of the underlying structures for utterances. Further, these authors misanalyze 'no' as a
predicate negation operator expressing sentence negation. These two facts create
problems for their analysis. In extreme cases like children's short colloquial negations,
no omission analysis is required. In other cases, the discourse functions of children's
negations are overlooked. This lead to problems with their conclusion that the
complexity introduced by negation has no relation to discourse function. Also there is
no explanation for why children prefer to use 'no' rather than 'not or why children use
'no' with echoic complements to express opposition in many cases. Bloom and
colleague's analysis does seem to handle legitimate cases of omission well, such as cases
of subjectless negatives.
We then briefly reviewed two processing limitation accounts of length limitations
in child language utterances which we previously discussed and applied to our data in
Chapter 3. Both Gerkin (1990) and P.Bloom (1990) that children omit sentence elements
due to processing limitations concerning the production of complex sentences. Both
theories provide reasonable accounts of subjectless sentences, for example. But neither
author addresses why sentences are complex in the first place.
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4.2 The Categorial Complexity Hypathesis
The hypothesis we want to investigate in this chapter and in Chapter 5 is that the
complexity of category descriptions in UCG is a predictor of telegrammatic speech. We
call this the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis.

(9) CA TEGORIAL COMPLEXITY HYPOTHESIS (CCH)
Children produce the less complex categories of the target language in their utterances
before they produce the more complex categories of the target language in their
utterances.

Our first question should be what do we want the CCH to do for us. We want
the CCH to tell us which set of category types a child produces in the early stages of
language production and why. We also want the CCH to tell us how this set of
categories gradually increases to match the set of categories adult speakers can use in
discourse.
The first thing to be aware of is that the notion of category is defined differently
In

UCG and Transformational-Generative Grammar (henceforth TGG). In both

frameworks, categories are characterized as sets of expressions which exhibit identical
distributional and complementation properties. But the resemblance ends there. In
Categorial Grammars, categories are not defined over feature bundles, as in TGG, but
as logical types describing semantic functions. 8 In Categorial systems, standard names

SIn TGG, basic syntactic categories are defined over two binary-valued features. +/-V,
+/- N. Categories are cross-classified according to their feature matrices. Verbs [+V,-N]
and nouns [-V,+N] are maximally distinct, indicating maximally distinct syntactic
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for categories like noun, verb, adverb, sentence, adjective, etc. are replaced by types like
np, np\s, (np\s)/np, which are sometimes annotated with standard names for reference.
These types give us information regarding the combinatorial properties and semantic
function of a category. Furthermore, in Categorial Grammars, configurational structure
is relegated to category descriptions. There is no phrase structure component or
transformational component. The syntax is a free algebra driven by category structure
and the type calculus. The CCH is a claim about which categories a young child will
find it easy to produce and which ones will be harder to produce. Given a theory of
feature complexity, in standard terms, the CCH would tell us if a young child will learn
to use adverbs early on, or verbs, or conjunctions rather than other categories like nouns
and prepositions. In Categorial terms, the CCH specifies which kinds of logical type a
child finds it easy to use, or alternatively, which semantic functions are easy for a child
to process. Thus the more appropriate paraphrase in TGG is that children will use less
complex configurations of the target language before they use the more complex ones.
What would categorial development look like if we assumed children were
learning to use more complex logical categories as they are specified in Categorial
Grammars? To illustrate, we might informally distinguish categories on the basis of their
subtypes, each subtype being defined by a connective. Each connective can be

properties like complement selection. The feature values of adjectives [+V,+N] and
prepositions [-V,-N] are used to capture cross-categorial similarities in syntactic structure.
The [+V] feature has been used to capture the often similar syntactic properties of
adjectives and verbs across languages, for example.
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interpreted as an instruction to build a minimal binary branching structure, e.g., (10).

(10)

Category Type

Configuration Analogue

a.

n

n

b.

np\s

s
np

c

(np\s)/pp

np\s

s
np

np\s
(np\s)/pp

d.

(np\s)\(np\s)

pp

s
np

np\s

np\s

(np\s)\(np\s)

Configurational arrangements like these are artifacts of categorial description:
they are afforded no explanatory significance. However, we can see that the number of
connectives is positively correlated with the height of a configuration, a notion which
indicates configurational complexity in theories of syntactic development (Clahsen,
Vainikka, and Eisenbeiss 1990).
The point is that Categorial Grammars provide a natural way to describe
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incremental increases in syntactic complexity. Given an appropriate complexity measure
(like counting connectives, for instance), the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis claims
that telegrammatic speech will develop along the path outlined by the ordering of
categories (subconfigurations, in TOO) defined by the measure. We can describe the
progressive development in utterance length in child language production in the
following way. Let's suppose that connective count is our complexity measure and the
categories in (l0) are described by our recursive definition of categories. The CCH
predicts that children will learn to use categories like (lOa.) before they learn to use
categories like (lOb.), (lOb.) before (lOc.), etc. Another way of saying this is that
children learn to process simpler category types like (lOb.) before they learn to process
complex types like (IOc.). If we stop here, we predict children to initially be able to use
single word utterances like 'boy', 'there', 'Mommy', and 'tum' since these expressions
are assigned to the primitive categories in our system, n, locp, np, and s.
At an immediately later stage, children are able to use simple two-word verbal
predications like 'Mommy sleep', and simple nps like 'no pen'. At the next stage,
utterances using categories like (lOc.) can be processed by children, leading to utterances
exhibiting transitive predication, e.g., 'Mommy sees Daddy'
We can also handle 'fragmentary' utterances where certain contentives are
omitted. In addition to categories like (lOb.) we also predict that children will be able
to process the active function of complex categories if that function is simple. For _
example, transitive verbs are assigned to category type (np\s)/np. The active function of
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the category is the object argument function. A child who is only able to process first
order functions will be able to process only the active function of the verb category,
resulting in a verb-object utterance. Thus, in addition to being able to process functions
like (lOb.), a child will be able to process the object function of a transitive verb,

(11)

np\s
(np\s)/np

np

If the verb is 'see' and the np is 'Daddy', the child can produce' see Daddy' at
a stage when they are only able to process 'one instance of functional application. If we
assume associativity is a theorem of the calculus, we can derive 'Mommy see' by
making the subject argument of the verb category the active function and performing
functional application. 9
Certain types of negatives will be easy for children to process, and consequently
easy to use in discourse, whether they require short or long utterances. Others will be
harder because the category type assigned to the negative morpheme or to the negative
complement describe more difficult functions. The colloquial negation 'no pen' requires

9Th ere are several ways to handle cases like this. For example, we might assume
Brown's (1973) proposal that children initially assume all expressions can be ellipsed in
discourse until they learn the rules of discourse ellipsis for their language. Then we might
want to label the subject argument subcategory of the category for' sees' with a diacritic
to this effect, e.g, + ellipse or + redundant. We assume both child and adult speakers
treat such marked subcategories as inert or essentially deleted. In this case, we do not
require that the subject argument appear in the in the sequent. The sequent would then
be proved valid by applying one instance of functional application.
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a child to process one simple function, the application of the function in the category
assigned to determiner 'no', e.g., np/n. In contrast the metalinguistic negation 'not sleep
(but sheep!)' describes a much more complex function from predicates to predicates. The
negative morpheme in this case is instantiated as the higher order category (np\s)/(np\s),
higher order because it takes a function as its argument. The CCH predicts that
utterances of metalinguistic functions like 'not sleep' will occur much later than
utterances like 'no pen' , though they are of equal length both underlyingly (as part of
a sequent) and as an utterance.
Complexity differences exist at each utterance length value. To process a threeword rejection like 'no dirty soap', a child needs to process simple categories: npln,
assigned to 'no', and nln, assigned to 'dirty'. This is a relatively simple processing task,
given the complexity measures we describe below. Three word utterances like 'I not
Adam' include expressions assigned to more complex category types. We treat this
utterance as a copular sentence with the weakly stressed 'am' of the copula 'am not'
omitted during processing lO • The copula' am not' assigned to the higher order category
(np\s)/(np\s), making this a hard utterance to process for children.
One difference between our approach and that of Bloom and Bloom et al is that
we approach the complexity issue bottom up rather than top down. Short utterances are

lontis treatment of negative copulas is consistent with Categorial treatments of
copulas as well as 'do-support' constructions. In Categorial Grammars, 'be not' is
considered the negative copula, and 'do not' the negative expression in sentences with
relational predicates.
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short nO,t because they are reduced fragments of articulated underlying structures but
because young children can only process categorial functions which produce short
utterances, Second, we are not saying as Bloom et aI do that children omit items due to
the presence of another item in underlying structure. We would say that a child omits
using either a subject np or an object np with a transitive verb at the two-word stage
because the transitive verb category is simply too complex to process for a single
utterance. Only one function of the category can be processed at this stage. A child may
omit using a subject in a sentence negation because the child could not process all of
the functions needed to prove an entire sequent. Such a possibility is not specific to
negation, since any added function would cause a child to reduce her utterance.
The problem of subject and object omission in children's utterances is a difficult
and complex one which we do not discuss in detail in this thesis. However, the CCH
does make several predictions as to when a child is more likely to drop an argument
from an utterance. One prediction is that categorial complexity distinctions determine
which expressions children choose to omit in their utterances. The CCH would claim
that children omit categories in their utterances used to express complex functions more
often than they omit categories used to express simpler functions. Under this hypothesis,
children would leave out subjects in their utterances when they must be assigned to the
higher order generalized quantifier type np"s to gain wide scope over the vp (Moortgat
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1988, Bach 1988)11; or for the purpose of providing an antecedent for discourse
anaphora, for example. An ancillary prediction would be that children omit quantifier
determiners like 'every' or 'some' which express generalized quantifier functions much
more often than determiners like colloquial 'no', 'the' and 'a' which express functions
over individuals.
A second useful property of Categorial Grammars is that they have the property
of 'semantic accountability' (Bach 1988). By semantic accountability, we mean that
syntactic categories are defined in a way which informs us of their meaning. In UCG,
category structures describe the kinds of discourse-semantic functions expressions of the
category are used to express. The connection between category type and discoursesemantic type is extremely tight. Compositions in syntax mirror compositions in
discourse-semantic structure.
The tight link between the semantic or conceptual structures and syntactic
structures is evident in early language development (Bloom 1970, Bowerman 1973b,
Bloom, Lightbown, and Hood 1975/1991, Grimshaw 1981, Pinker 1984, and elsewhere).
Children's first categories are defined as simultaneous expressions of semantic and
syntactic information (Brown 1973, Bloom, Lightbown and Hood (1975/1991 :68) or
simply as semantic categories (Schlesinger 1982). The semantic accountability property

IIThere is a question as to whether children tend to drop pronominal subjects rather
than lexical subjects. The proposal that children learning English tend to drop pronominal
subjects rather than lexical subjects is found in Hyams (1986) and Hyams and Wexler
(1993). Arguments against this proposal are found in Valian (1991) and P.Bloom (to
appear).
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is the formal equivalent to what has been called thematic or semantic bootstrapping in
Transformational-Generative and Lexical-Functional acquisition theories (Grimshaw
1981, Pinker 1984, Berwick 1985, Schatz 19??). Berwick (1985:22-23) assumes that 'in
the very beginning of acquisition there is a 1-1 correspondence between thematic and
syntactic configurations' in simple sentences, where the thematic information represents
'who did what to whom (p.22). For example, in the sentence 'Reynaldo threw the ball',
the subject 'Reynaldo' assumes the AGENT role and the direct object 'ball' the THEME
role. Thematic bootstrapping helps to fix the order of arguments and determine whether
syntactic phrases are complete.
The important thing for Berwick is that bootstrapping follows from the Subset
Principle,

(12)

Subset Principle:

Learning hypotheses are ordered in such a way that
positive examples can disconfirm them (Berwick 1985:23)'.

The principle claims that learnabiIity considerations force a child to hypothesize
the narrowest possible language compatible with the data presented to them. Only under
these conditions can a child reliably learn from positive-only evidence. The strict, 1-1,
syntactic/thematic alignment follows from the Subset Principle. Children first align
subjects with AGENTS and direct objects with THEMES. The wider set of
correspondences between grammatical relations and thematic roles given in the input can
be learned from this initial setting on the basis of positive evidence.
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Pinker (1984 :40-41) defines the Semantic Bootstrapping Hypothesis as the
. hypothesis 'that the child initially uses semantic notions as evidence for the presence of
grammatical entities in the input'. These entities may be categories. Names of things are
bootstrapped to nouns, actions are bootstrapped to verbs etc. Or they may be
grammatical functions, cases, features, or configurations, e.g, restrictive modifiers of a
head X are bootstrapped to the sister position of X', nonrestrictive modifiers are
bootstrapped to the sister of X" position. Further, bootstrapping is a multidimensional
notion. Intonational phrasing, phonology, syntax, pragmatics or morphology may all be
used to aid in syntax acquisition.
The first thing to notice is that multidimensional bootstrapping and semantic
bootstrapping in particular is easily captured in sign structure in UCG. Discoursesemantic structure, for example, does what Berwick wants thematic structure to do, e.g.,
say 'who did what to whom'. Discourse-semantic information also gives us other kinds
of information which is helpful to the child, such as what kinds of things are being
talked about (individuals, locations, events, states, etc.).

Unique discourse-semantic

types are associated with each category type by the recursive function TYP. Thus, we
get semantic bootstrapping for free. In fact, we get multidimensional bootstrapping for
free as well, since category structure drives the construction of each dimension of lexical
sign structure.
A third important point about the CCH is that it is a claim about children's use
of categories for language production. This means that we are making a claim about
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children's production grammar, the ability to process category information for the
purposes of using those categories in an utterance. We are claiming that children are
constrained to use a subset of the set of categories that adults use because some
categories are too difficult for them to produce. We take some time to discuss this point.
It is important to note that our notion of processing constraint, processing

bottleneck, or processing difficulty is different from the way these terms are used by
Gerken and Bloom, who also claim that telegrammatic child language is a result of a
processing bottleneck of some sort. The difference between the uses is, in part,
attributable to different assumptions regarding knowledge of language and the
mechanisms implemented by a speaker wishing to use that knowledge as well as to
differences in perspective on what we should aim to solve.
Most Categorial Grammarians and Transformational-Generative Grammarians
assume that there is a distinction between grammars and the processing of those
grammars. A common assumption in acquisition studies using TGG is that the grammar
(syntax) encodes the knowledge a speaker has of his language. We consider the
grammatical processor or parser to be a set of procedures for recovering structural
descriptions (Berwick and Weinberg 1984:264) for the purpose of comprehending or
uttering an expression Berwick (1985 :9).
The relationship between grammatical processor and the grammar itself is often
defined in terms of type transparency or covering. Type transparency is a
condition guaranteeing that the way rules and structures are organized in the grammar
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is reflected precisely in the organization of the parser (Berwick and Weinberg
1984:39)12. As a result, the structure of a syntactic phrase marker is mirrored in the
parse tree for that phrase marker.
Depicting language production in these terms makes it easy to capture the notion
that a child speaker can use a telegrammatic language but utilize a correct, adult-like
grammar. A child may have represented the sentence 'I hug Mommy' with a perfectly
articulated phrase marker but use the subjectiess form 'hug Mommy' due to a processing
bottleneck occurring when the parser attempts to recover the phrase marker for the
language production mechanism. This is my interpretation of P.Bloom's claim that
children's production system includes a processing bottleneck when they attempt to parse
'heavy' constituents like subjects. If we assume, as Gerken does, that a metrical grid is
assigned to a sentence by the parser, then her claim that weakly stressed items are
omitted during language production makes perfect sense. Neither claim entails the claim
that children do not represent grammars as adults. Only that their ability to process a
complex parse tree is hampered by performance factors which limit the number of words
a child can assemble into an utterance. Such an account observes the strongest version

12This definition may be too strong (Barss, p.c.). We might adopt a weaker version
of transparency in which only the outputs of parser and grammar are isomorphic, leaving
the derivational mechanisms of grammar and parser free to differ. As we mention below,
the stronger version described in the text is much more natural to Categorial Grammars,
since each connective in a grammatical category naturally describes a processing unit.
We shall not take a stand on which version, if either, is correct during this discussion.
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of the Continuity Hypothesis when it applies solely to the grammar, since is needs to
posit no difference whatsoever between child and adult knowledge of language.
In Categorial Grammar, the logic of the system is commonly interpreted as the
grammar ('logic as grammar') and logical inferencing as parsing ('parsing as
deduction')\3. In our version of UCG, the grammar consists of the type languages for
the various dimensions of sign structure and the unification type calculus. There is an
intimate relationship between parsing and building grammatical structure. In fact, there
is no real distinction between the output of a parse and the output of a grammatical
derivation. The deduction is the parse. We start with a sequent AI .... Ale

I-

B and utilize

the type calculus and category structure to solve for each function (connective) in the
sequent until we arrive at axiom instances. If this can be done, the sequent is valid in
the system. There is no independent structure representing the parsing sequence.
So when we say that a child has trouble processing categories for language
production, we mean that the child has trouble solving for all of the category functions
described in a sequent. This notion can be made more explicit, as we show in detail
below. In assuming a unification calculus, we increase the number of ways a child might
have trouble solving categorial functions. Our hypotheses are restricted to the complexity

13We use the term 'parsing' as a way of referring to the computation of linguistic
structure for the purposes of language production. This is different from the way the term
is used, for example, by Berwick and Weinberg (1984) but not entirely inconsistent.
These authors define a parser as a 'procedure that carries out the mapping from (input)
sentence to output (tree representation)(p.1-2)'. This is one instantiation of what it means
to compute a linguistic form, e.g., map inputs to outputs, however. Speakers compute
sentences for various purposes including language production (Levelt 1989).
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of the functions represented in category structure. But category structures are just one
dimension of sign structure. A child might also find it difficult to solve a particular
function because it requires the unification of complex morphological formulas, or
phonological formulas, as well two complex category types. A discussion of these kinds
of notions would take us too far afield of our concerns here.
Now, we might

~so

hypothesize that an extralinguistic processing bottleneck

occurs in a production model incorporating DCG. All we have to say is that a child
speaker successfully parses sign structures and ships them off to an articulator
component, at which point a processing bottleneck limits the child to producing short
utterances. Even if this were correct, the processing bottleneck scenario does not address
the use of short, grammatical utterances, as we mentioned above, but those
ungrammatical utterances including omissions. This is because the bottleneck occurs

downstream from the grammatical encoder where syntactic structure is built.
What the CCH claims is that children will use simpler categories of their
language before they use the more complex ones. In conjunction with DCG, the
hypothesis is that children are able to process simpler categories of the language for they
are able to process more complex ones. Because categorial processing is intimately tied
to grammatical deduction, we are also making a grammatical claim. Though children
may use grammatical utterances, they may not be able to produce the same set of
grammatical utterances as adult speakers.
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4.3 A Developmental Theory of Category Complexity
4.3.1 Categorial Complexity
4.3.1.1 Partial Ordering
Our complexity measures rely on the notion of partial ordering of category types.
We explain what it means to be a partial order here.
We see that the recursive definition of categories defined in Chapter 3 describes
an unlimited set A of categories available to natural languages for classifying
expressions. Each natural language L is assumed to utilize a subset AI

E

peA), the power

set of A, as the set of category types it uses for classifying expressions. Let AL refer to
the set of category types utilized by some natural language L.
Now we can define a partial ordering on any AL. We use Partee, ter Meulen, and
Wall (1990:47-51) as our source for relevant definitions. A binary relation Ron AL is
a subset of AL x AL. An ORDER is a binary relation which is transitive and also either
reflexive and antisymmetric (a weak order) or irreflexive and asymmetric (a strict order).
A weak or strict order is a total or LINEAR ORDER iff it is connected. We define the
four properties as follows, following Partee, ter Meulen, and Wall (1990:39-42):

DEFINITION A relation R is transitive iff for all ordered pairs <x,y> and <y,z> in R,
the pair <x,Z> is also in R.
DEFINITION Given a set A and a relation R, R is reflexive iff all the ordered pairs of
the form <x,x> are in R for every x in A.
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DEFINITION Given a set A and a relation R, R is antisymmetric if whenever both
<x,y> and <y;1'> are in R, then x = y.
DEFINITION A relation R is connected iff for every two distinct elements x and y in
A, <x,y> E R or <y,x> E R (or both).

Let A be the set of natural numbers {1,2,3}. Then the '=<' relation R\ is a linear
weak order on A.

(13)

RI = {<I,I>, <1,2>, <1,3>, <2,2>, <2,3>, <3,3>}

RI is reflexive because for every x .in R I, there is an ordered pair <x,x> in R\
(e.g., <],1>, <2,2>, <3,3». RI is transitive, since for any two members <x,y> and <y,z>
in R I, there is an ordered pair <x,z> in R I. Let <1,2> and <2,3> be our arbitrarily
chosen ordered pairs. If RI is transitive, with respect to these pairs, then we should find
that <1,3> is in RI as well. This is true ofR I. RI is antisymmetric vacuously since there
are no two ordered pairs <x,y> and <y,x>, x , y, in R I. Furthermore, RI is connected
because every two elements of A are members of at least one ordered pair R I. Therefore,
RI is a linear weak order on A.

4.3.1.2 Resultant Complexity
There are a number of complexity factors which prove useful in distinguishing
child language production from adult language production. One complexity factor is the
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degree or the number of connectives in a category. Degree can be defined recursively

for a category in terms of the degree of its subtypes, given the following definitions
(based on Moortgat 1988:8):14 In the symbol XIY, Y describes the domain subtype and
X describes the range subtype.

(14)

Subtype
subtype(X) = {X} if X E BASCAT
subtype(XIY) = {XIY} u subtype(X) u subtype(Y)

(15)

Degree
d(X) = 0, if X E BASCAT
d(XIY) = 1 + d(X) + d(Y)

Informally, we might say that a category A with n connectives in its description
is more complex by a degree of 1 than a category B with n-l connectives in its
description. For example, a transitive verb of type (np[F]\s[FD/np[F] would be I-degree
more complex than the category for intransitive verbs, e.. g., np[F]\s[F].
It will be convenient for us to treat BASCAT expressions as having one order

of degree complexity, rather than zero order, as predicted by (15). We will see why this
is so when we discuss the single-word stage below. For this reason, we replace the
notion of degree complexity with a new notion, Resultant Complexity.

14Moortgat's definition covers the direction connectives '\' and 'I' and the composite
connective' 0'. Since we do not use the' 0' connective, we will assume that the definition
covers the directional connectives. We will discuss the complexity issues surrounding
exponential and metalinguistic types below.
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Resultant Complexity is a quantitative measure which counts the number of
BASCAT categories described in a category. Under Resultant Complexity, a category
A is more complex than another category B if A describes more functions over
BASCAT arguments than B does. Formally a category of type «(BIA.), ... ,)IAn.• )IAn)
is one order of Resultant Complexity above a category of type «BIA.), ... ,)IAn.• ),
where A is an argument from BASCAT, B is the resultant category, and I is a variable
over directional connectives. The recursive measure for determining Resultant
Complexity is given in (16).

(16)

Resultant Complexity
Order of Resultant Complexity OrdR
i.
ii.

(17)

OrdR(A) = 1 if A E BASCAT
OrdR(BIA) = Ord(B"A) = OrdR(B) + OrdR(A)

Sample Derivations
OrdR(B/A)/A

OrdR(B/A) + OrdR(A)
OrdR(B/A) + 1
= OrdR(B) + OrdR(A) + 1
= OrdR(B) + 1 + 1

=
=

=1 + 1 + 1
=3

by
by
by
by
by

(ii)
(i)

(ii)
(i)
(i)
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OrdR«B/(A\B)/(B/(A\B»
= OrdR(B/(A\B»

+ OrdR«B/(A\B»

= OrdR(B/(A\B» + OrdR(B) + OrdR(A\B»

= OrdR(B/(A\B» + 1 + OrdR(A\B»
= OrdR(B/(A\B» + 1 + OrdR(A) + OrdR(B)
= OrdR«B/(A\B» + 1 + 1 + OrdR(B)
= OrdR«B/(A\B» + 1 + 1 + 1
= OrdR(B) + OrdR(A\B» + 1 + 1 + 1
= 1 + OrdR(A) + OrdR(B) + 1 + 1 + 1
= 1 + 1 + OrdR(B) + 1 + 1 + 1

=1+1+1+1+1+1
=6

by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by
by

(ii)
(ii)

(i)
(ii)
(i)

(i)
(ii)
(i)
(i)
(i)

We can see that the Resultant Complexity order assigned to a category type is
simply the degree value of that type plus one.
We let Resultant complexity treat the existence of a BASCA T category as a
function though it is not really a function, so that we can count the use of BASCAT
expressions as a processing unit and so that we can distinguish BASCAT expressions
from more complex arguments.
Given (16), we determine a partial ordering on categories. Example, (ISb.) is one
order of Resultant Complexity above (ISa.) and the categories (ISc.) are one order of
Resultant Complexity above the category (18b).

(1S)

a. A
b. B/A
c. B/(A\B), (B/A)/A, A\(A\B)

Resultant Complexity describes a complexity order for predicates with different
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valencies. We assume that bare verbs are assigned to category S and are translated by
event variables. Since ordR(S) = 1, bare verbs are expressions of the first order of
Resultant Complexity. Intransitive verbs and intransitive verb phrases are assigned to
category np[F]\s[F], which are assigned to the second order of Resultant Complexity.
Transitive verbs assigned to category (np[F]\S[F])/np[F]

are assigned to Resultant

Complexity order 3 , as in the sample derivation, since the expression takes two
arguments to realize its resultant category. The exponent type constructor

1\

is treated

like the directional connectives.
Resultant Complexity ordering is a weak ordering on sets of categories. Let RC
be the relation between ascending orders of Resultant Complexity (the subset relation).
To show that RC describes a linear weak ordering on categories, we need to show that
RC is reflexive, transitive, anti symmetric, and connected. We let RC be reflexive by
assumption. For any set of categories X, Y and Z in CAT, we can see that RC is
transitive because for every set of ordered pairs <x,y> and <y,z> in RC, there is an
ordered pair <x,z> in RC. Furthermore, we see from inspecting the categories in (10)
that if <x,y> and <y,x> are in RC then x

= y (x and yare assigned the same Resultant

Complexity value). Thus, RC is antisymmetric. Further, every category type in the
recursive definition is assigned an RC order, since every type includes at least one
element of BASCAT. Thus, every two distinct elements x and y, we have either <x,y>
or <y,x>. Therefore RC is connected.
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4.3.1.3 Argument Complexity
Degree complexity does not distinguish categories according to the complexity
of

their

arguments.

Two

categories,

a

predicate

modifier

category

(np[F]\s[F])/(np[F]\s[F]) and a trivalent predicate category «np[F]\S[F])/np[F])/np[F]
have the same number of connectives. But the first category describes a second order
function while the second describes a series of first-order functions. We will find this
distinction relevant to distinguishing telegrammatic languages from adult language.
Moortgat (1988:8-9) captures this distinction in terms of either order complexity.
Though we will reject this way of distinguishing first order and higher-order categories
later, we describe Moortgat's way here. The distinction can be derived either by order
or count complexity.

(19)

a.

Order
o(X) = 0 if X E BASCAT
o(XIY) = max(o(Y), o(X) + 1)

The order value of a functor is the greatest of two values: the order of the
domain subtype + 1 if greater than the order of the range subtype, else the order of the
range subtype. This measure distinguishes the complexity values of our two categories
(np[F]\s[F])/(np[F]\s[F]) and «np[F]\s[F])/np[F])/np[F].
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order(np\s)/(np\s)

+ 1)
+ 1), o(np\s) + 1)
= max(max(o(s), o(np) + 1), (max(o(s), o(np) + 1) + 1)
= max(max(O, o(np) + 1), (max(o(s), o(np) + 1) + 1)
= max(max(O, 0 + 1), (max(o(s), o(np) + 1) + 1)
= max(max(O, 0 + 1), (max(O, o(np) + 1) + 1)
= max(max(O, 0 + 1), (max(O, 0 + 1) + 1)
= max(o(np\s), o(np\s)

= max(max(o(s), o(np)

= max(l, (max(O, 0
= max(l, {l + 1»

+ 1) + 1)

=2
order( (np \s)/np )/np

= max(o(np\s)/np), o(np) + 1)
+ 1), o(np) + 1)
= max(max(max(o(s), o(np) + 1», o(np) + 1», o(np) + 1)
= max(max(max(O, o(np) + 1», o(np) + 1», o(np) + 1)
= max(max(max(O, 0 + 1», o(np) + 1», o(np) + 1)
= max(max(max(O, 0 + 1», 0 + 1», o(np) + 1)
= max(max(max(O, 0 + 1», 0 + 1», 0 + 1)
= max(max(l, 0 + 1», 0 + 1)
= max(l, 0 + 1)
= max(max(o(np\s), o(np)

= max(1, 0

+ 1)

= 1

As for the case of degree complexity, we find it useful to aIter the definition of
order complexity so that a simple functor of type AlB will not be assigned an order
complexity. For this purpose we coin the term Argument Complexity.
Whereas Resultant Complexity tells us how many BASCA T categories are
described in a category, Argument Complexity order tells us how many functor
categories described in a category. A category of type «(BI(BIA)I)' ... ,)I(BIA)n.d(BIA)n
is one order of Argument Complexity above a category of type
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«(BI(BIA)\), ... ,)I(BIA)n.\ .
Formally, a recursive definition for partial orders of Argument Complexity for
categories is (20).
(20)

Argument Complexity
Order of Argument Complexity

i. If A E BASCAT and B E BAS CAT, then OrdA(A) = OrdA(BIA) =0.
ii. If A E BASCAT and B E BASCAT, then OrdA(B"A) = 1.
iii. If A ~ BASCAT, then OrdA(BIA) = OrdA(B) + OrdA(A) + 1.
iv. If A E BASCAT and B ~ BASCAT, then OrdA(BIA) = OrdA(B).

Sample Derivations
OrdA«BIA)/(BIA»

OrdA«B/A» + OrdA«B/A) + 1
OrdA«B/A» + 0 + 1
=0+0+1

=
=

by (iii)
by (i)
by (i)

= 1

OrdA«B/(BIA) )/(BIA)

OrdA(B/(B/A» + OrdA«B/A) + 1
OrdA(B/(B/A» + 0 + 1
= OrdA(B) + OrdA(B/A) + 1 + 0 + 1
= OrdA(B) + 0 + 1 + 0 + 1
=0+0+1+0+1
=2

=
=

OrdA«BIA)IA) )/((BI A)IA»
= OrdA«B/A)/A) + OrdA«B/A)/A) + 1
= OrdA«B/A)/A) + OrdA«B/A) + 1
= OrdA«B/A)/A) + 0 + 1
= OrdA(B/A) + 0 + 1
=0+0+1
= 1

by
by
by
by
by

by
by
by
by
by

(iii)

(i)
(iii)
(i)

(i)

(iii)

(iv)
(i)

(iv)
(i)
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Argument Complexity determines a partial ordering on second-order functions
in a similar fashion to the partial ordering defined over first-order categories by the
Resultant Complexity measure. Category (2Ib.) of Argument Complexity order 0 is one
order of Argument Complexity above category (2Ia.) or order 1, and category (2Ic.) is
one order of Argument Complexity above category (2Ib.) of order 2.

(21)

a. B/A
b. (B/A)/(B/A)

c. «B/(B/A»/(B/A)

We interpret the exponent type constructor A , which we used to assign
generalized quantifiers like 'every woman' to type npAs, as describing an order of
Argument Complexity. This is because exponentiation adds an order of argument
complexity to the translation of the base type for the exponent. Simple nps like
'Reynaldo' have individual-denoting translations, e.g., 'Reynaldo'=a', of type e.
Generalized quantifiers like' every woman' are translated by second order formulas, e.g.,
AQ.[s][woman'(a) --> [q][Q]], of type «e,f>,f>. The semantic category type exhibits one
order of Argument Complexity.
This is not the case for the metalinguistic type constructor OM' This constructor
adds no complexity to either the categorial or semantic dimension of a sign. It simply
adds a package of metalinguistic specifications to a category description so that it can
be unified with a metalinguistic operator. Thus, a category A is of the same complexity
value as a category OMA.
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4.3.1.4 Sequent Complexity
Each of the complexity measures discussed so far speaks to the complexity of
a category type. They do not speak to the complexity of an entire sequent.
A measure of this latter sort is needed, however, as Brown observed. For
example, we see that each of the categories in sequent (22) is within the second order
of Resultant Complexity.

(22)
Reynaldo:np[ nom] :Reynaldo'=a
eats:(p:np[nom]: [a][A]\s[fin])/p:np[obj]: [b][B]:AbAa.[e][e at'(e,b,a)
no:np[obj]/p:n[pl]:-'[[b][B]
beans:n[pl]:beans'(b):[b][B]
I- s:a:b:t

The problem with this scenario it that telegrammatic English rarely includes
compositional utterances of this length or longer, though utterances like' see man' are
observed quite often during this period. Intracategorial development is also limited
(Bloom 1970, Brown 1973). For example, we do not often find telegrammatic children
uttering NPs which require more than a single instantiation of functional application,
such as 'no big camels', though one might expect to find utterances expressing a single
function within the NP, such as 'no camel' or 'big camel' or less often, 'no big' at this
stage.
Neither Resultant or Argument Complexity addresses utterance length, since the
domain of each measure is an individual category type. Thus some other measure is
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needed to prohibit the use of complex NPs and long utterances composed of simple
functors.
A sequent can be complex in at least two ways. It can be complex in terms of
its depth or in terms of its length. The depth of a derivation or proof, or the number of
inferences required to prove a sequent, is directly related to the degree complexity of the
elements of the sequent. We can see by looking at the inference rules we presented in
Section 3.1.3, restated here, that the number of connectives in the premisses stated for
a rule is smaller by one degree than the number of connectives in the conclusion stated
for that rule (not for Cut).

(23)

IElim.

A

I-

<A,u>

Acr

= A U B = Bcr

Ll, <CIB,t> A, 0

\Elim.

A

I-

Ll, <A,v>
Ll

\Intro.

I-

I-

<B,u>

<BfA, IvV.U>

<A,v>, Ll
Ll

I-

I-

<B,u>

<A\B, IvV. u>

I-

I-

D

Ll, <Ccr,t(u}> 0

I-

D

D

Acr = A U B = Bcr

<A,u>

Ll, A <B\C,t> 0
/Intro.

I-

Ll, <Ccr,t(u}> 0

D
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Cut

A, A, 0 I- B

AI-A

A,A,0 I- B

The elimination rules specify degree simplification in the antecedent sequence.
The introduction rules specify degree simplification in the succedent.
The degree of a sequent in the application calculus determines its depth, or the
number of applications of the inference rules required to reach the identity axiom A -->
A. The maximal depth of the sequent

(24)

np:v,(np\s)/np:t,np:u I- s:t

would be two, since two applications of elimination inference are required to
arrive at axiom sequents.

(25)

np:v I- np:v s:t(u,v) I- s:t
---------------------.. ----------------\Elim
np:u I- np:u np:v, np\s:t(u) I- s:t
--------------------------------------~Iim

np:v, (np\s)/np:t, np:u

I-

s:t

This proof is one degree more complex than a proof which requires only one
application of elimination inference.

(26)

np:v I- np:v

s:t(u) I- s:t

---------------------------------~Iim

s/np:t np:v I- s:t
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This kind of sequent complexity may be meaningful to children learning to
produce utterances. A child may find it much easier to prove a sequent which involves
fewer applications of function cancellation than a sequent which involves more
applications. A child may be faced with the task of proving a sequent requiring many
inferences and choose to process only the first inference and ship the contents of the
product to the articulator for production, as in the case of the partial processing of
transitive verb category at the two-word stage discussed above,;'"
A sequent can also be complex because it includes higher order categories. (27)
and (28) differ in depth complexity by a degree order of one, like (25) and (26).
However, (27) is a more complex proof than (25) and (28) is a more complex proof than
(26), as evidenced by the semantic type transitions involved in solving for complex
arguments.

(27)
np:A.v<nP.s>.v(t) I- np:A.v<nP.s>.v(t) s:t(A.v.t') I- s:t
--------------------------------------------------------\Elim
np"s:A.v<np,s>.v(t) np"s\s:t I- s:t

(28)
np:v I- np:v s:t'(v) I- s:t'
-----------------------------------------------\Elim
np:v np\s:t' I- s:t' s:t(A.v.t') I- s:t
-------------------------------------"l!lim
np"s:A.v<np,s>.v(t) np\s:t I- s:t
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This kind of sequent complexity may also be meaningful to children learning to
produce utterances. A young child may find it difficult or impossible to solve a complex
higher-order function in a sequent. If the active functions of a sequent are all higherorder, a child may simply be unable to process the entire sequent and search for another
way to represent his message. Under different circumstances, a child may be able to
process simpler functions and when faced with a complex one, simply end the proof and
use the current product as the basis for his utterances.
The application calculus also has the property that every type occurring in a
premiss sequent of a proof is a subtype of some type occurring in the conclusion
sequent. This has been called the Subformula Property (Gentzen, Moortgat 1988:32).15

15Adding Cut to the application calculus does not affect the status of the Subformula
property. As Moortgat (1988:33) points out, we can compute the degree of the Cut
inference by adding the degrees of the parameters of the sequent, e.g., d(A) + d(B) +
d(~) + d(A) + d(0). However, we cannot guarantee that each type in the premisses of
the Cut rule are subtypes of the types of its conclusion, since the antecedent sequence
A of the premiss sequent A I- A may incluae types not included in the subtypes of the
sequent ~, A, 0 --> B.
Lambek (1958) proved that the set of theorems in calculi like the one we are
using here is not increased by adding the Cut rule. This is done by showing that any
proof including a Cut inference can be reduced to a Cut-less proof. We start by defining
a base case for Cut in which one of the premisses of the Cut inference is an axiom and
the other premiss is an instance of the conclusion. The basic Cut inference can be pruned
from a proof since it provides no new information (Moortgat 1988:33-34). Complex cases
are solved by reducing the degree of the original Cut inference until the base case is
reached.
For example, the proof for argument lowering in (i) is a proof with a Cut
inference.
(i)

np I- np
--------------------------Alntro
np I- npAs

npAs

I-

npAs

s

I-

s

-------------------------~Iim

npAs, npAs\s

I-

s
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------(;ut
np, np"s\s I- s
-----------------\Intro
np"s\s I- np\s
The righthand premiss 'np"s, np"s\s I- s' for the (;ut inference has a degree value
of 3, while the conclusion sequent 'np, np"s\s I- s' has a degree of 2. We can derive a
cut-free alternative proof for argument lowering by finding an auxiliary (;ut inference
which has a lower degree value than the righthand premiss and using the new (;ut rule
in proof (i).
Now let's look at the (;ut conclusion 'np, np"s\s I- st. We can see that there is an
alternative (;ut inference (ii) with a lesser degree value (e.g.,2) than the original (;ut rule
which can be used to replace the original (;ut rule of (i). This is depicted in (iii).
(ii)
np I- np"s np"s I- np"s
---------------------------------(;ut
np I- np"s
(iii)

np I- np
-------------"Intro
np I- np"s np·"s I- np"s
--------------------------------(;ut
s I- s
np I- np"s
-------------------------~lim

np, np"s\s I- s
------------------\Intro
np"s\s I- np\s
We can see that (ii) is an instance of the base case for Cut, since one premiss
matches the (;ut conclusion and the other is an axiom. This allows us to prune the
inference as in (iv).
(iv)

np I- np
-------------"Intro
s
np I- np"s

I-

s

--------------------------~lim

np, np"s\s I- s
------------------\Intro
np"s\s I- np\s
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The subformuJa property holds since the only action of the inference rules is to
eliminate a connective either in the antecedent or succedent of a sequent. Thus, the
premisses must include only subtypes of the types found in the conclusion. If we restrict
ourselves to finite sequents, the subformula property guarantees that every proof will
have a finite depth. This means that the application calculus is decidable: we can
determine whether a sequent is valid in an application calculus in a finite number of
steps.
We might interpret the Subformula Property as a well-formedness constraint on
derivations in application systems. Under this interpretation, the Subformula Property
becomes a constraint on well-formed derivations for children which restricts their
hypotheses about which category types should be selected for their language. The
Subformula Property states that the derivation of a category C is closed under subtypes.
As a developmental constraint, the Subformula Property says that the types a child
admits into his production grammar are closed under subtypes. An hypothesized category
would be no good to a child if she could not use it in a derivation. It would be helpful
to a child learning a language to know that she should restrict her hypotheses about new
category types to those which can be broken down into subtypes which she has already
mastered. The Subformula property is useful to children as a guide to making the correct

The complexity measures together with the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis
also give us a way to guarantee that a Cut inference will not be more complex than the
complexity of a sequent, since children's Cut inferences will be limited to the kinds of
categories they can use to prove other inferences.
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hypotheses about categories. A child who has mastered derivations using category types
C cannot hypothesize a more complex category type d for language production which
has subtypes not included in C because she does not yet know how to prove such a
subtype. If this were allowed, then we cannot guarantee that children can use the
category they hypothesized in a derivation.
Sequents can also be ordered by length. The length of a sequent is simply the
number of assumptions we need to solve for in the sequent. If we look again at the
application calculus we presented in (23), we can see that the action of the elimination
rules decreases the length of a conclusion sequent. Assuming all variable assumptions
in the \Elim rule are non empty, inspecting the right premiss of the rule shows that
elimination inference reduces the number of subgoals in the premiss by one. In tum, the
unification of two adjacent signs reduces the number of signs in the sequent by one. In
contrast the introduction rules add to the length of a sequent. The !Intro rule, for
example, extends the antecedent sequence of the conclusion by adding the assumption

tl to the right of the original assumption <A,v>.
The difference between the length and Resultant and Argument Complexities of
a sequent is important with regard to syntax acquisition because it provides a way to
distinguish categorial complexity from length complexity. Let us define the Resultant
Complexity of a sequent as the sum of the Resultant Complexity values of its
assumptions. And the same for Argument Complexity. Then, sequents of the same length
may have very different complexity values. To take a simple illustration, the following
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two valid sequents have a length value of five but different Resultant and Argument
Complexity values.

(29)

a. np., «np\s)/np), np I- s
b. (np"s)/n, n, np\s I- s

Resultant
Complexity

Argument
Complexity

6

o

7

1

The antecedent of the first sequent might describe the sentence 'Reynaldo pushed
Chantal' and the second, the sentence 'Every dog barks'. Though one would find these
simple utterances in adult speech, only the first example is found in telegrammatic
speech. Thus, the length of a sequent, or the length of a sentence, is not the lone
predictor for whether a child will find the sentence difficult to process.
However, length does matter. Let us assume that the reason why (29b.) is not
found in telegrammatic speech is because the antecedent includes a second order
determiner category. This gives the sequent its single order of Argument Complexity.
Also, let's assume that telegrammatic speech is entirely first order (it has Argument
Complexity value 0). Then we might expect children to be using strings like (30).

(30)

np/n, n, «np\s)/Iocp)/np, np/n, n, locp

I-

s

Resultant Complexity: 12
Argument Complexity: 0

But it is well known that telegrammatic children do not use utterances the length
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of the antecedent in (30), though it describes a valid sequent, e.g., 'This officer put that
dog here' .
The point here is that we need a notion of sequent complexity to describe why
children do not use utterances corresponding to (29b.) and (30). For our purposes, we
adopt Moortgat's definition as our sequent complexity measure. The complexity of a
sequent is the combined degree complexities of the assumptions in the sequent.

4.3.1.5 A Formal Definition of Telegrammatic Language.
The Resultant and Argument Complexity measures just discussed form the basis
for a general framework in which these mechanisms can be better understood.
Let an order of categorial complexity be defined as follows:

DEFINITION For any category c, the ORDER OF CATEGORIAL COMPLEXITY of
c ("Ord(cat}"), is a subscripted pair of natural numbers (r,a), where r is
the Resultant Complexity value for c (or c itself if c is a basic category),
and a is the Argument Complexity value for c.

We define a CHILD GRAMMAR «r,a}n.), f.> as a proper subalgebra of the
categorial algebra «r,a}n, f.> characterizing the adult discourse to which a child is
exposed, '.',here r is an order of Resultant Complexity computed using (16), a is an order
of Argument Complexity computed by using (20), f is an application calculus, and n is
a numerical value representing the order of categorial complexity reflecting the adult set
of categories. Where «r,a)", f.> is an ADULT GRAMMAR, we find every «r,a}j, f.> in
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the set {«r,a)I' f>, ... «r,a)n_I' f>} to consist of an application calculus and a nonrecursive set of categories used by a child in constructing a lexicon of category types
for language production. Sets of child grammars are ordinally related by the complexity
values r and a. For each pair of grammars «r,a)j, f>, «r,a)j, f> in {«r,a)\> f>, ... ,
«r,a)j, f>, «r,a)j, f.>, ... «r,a)n_l, f.>}, (r,a)j is one order of categorial complexity above

We define a stage of language production «r,a)j, f> as a proper subalgebra of
«a,b)n, f> which includes the set of categories with complexity values equal to or less
than r and a for (r,a)j.

DEFINITION

A STAGE OF LANGUAGE PRODUCTION <ord(r,a), /> =df the
algebra consisting of a set of categories C such that for all c in C,
ordR(c) ~ r and ordA(c) ~ a and / is functional application.

This definition is intended to define a sequence of stages «r,a), />1' ... , «r,a),

/>n-I which define a gradually larger subset of categories found in the adult grammar
«r,a)n,

I>.
The lowest order of complexity (r,a)\ is (0,0). This reflects the prelinguistic state,

or stageo (So, for Chomsky 1986). At this stage, we predict that a child does not have
the ability to enter lexical entries into her language production system for the purposes
of communicating the content of these entries.
The lowest order of complexity required for language production is (1,0). At this
order OrdA is undefined. Only expressions of BASCAT categories e.g. n[F], np[F],
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locp[F], s[F], and imp[F] can be produced at this stage. These are listed in (29) with
their translation types. We predict that children at this stage will only be able to refer
to individuals in the universe of discourse at the context of utterance. We submit this
order of complexity as the categorial equivalent of the single-word stage of language
production.
(31)

Categories Used for Language Production at «1,0),f>

a.
b.

c.

d.

np
n
s
locp

<e>
<e>
<£>
<I>

The multi-word stage is defined as the subalgebra «2,0), £>. At this stage, the
category type defining the upper bound of the order is the I-place first-order functor.
The set of categories in (32) are those which can be used for language production at this
stage.

(32)

Categories Used for Language Production at «2,0), £>

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

g.

np
n]
s
np/n
np/np
np\s
n/n

<e>
<e>
<£>
<e,e>
<e,e>
<e,£>
<e,e>

At stage «3,0),£>, children are able to construct categories including 1- and 2place first-order predicates. Thus, in addition to the categories in (32), we allow the
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generation of the following categories in (33) (among others) at stage <3,0), f>.

(33)

Categories Used for Language Production at «3,0),f>
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Categories in (32)
(np\s)/np
<e,<e,f»
(sllocp/np
<e,<l,f»
<e,<e,e»
(np\np)/np
(s\s)/s
<f,<f,f»

We let (4,0) be the least set of categories including 3-place functors.
We interpret the acquisition of stages defined solely over Resultant complexity
(i.e. where the Argument Complexity value is held constant at 0) to describe the
incremental increases in telegrammatic language production characterized by Brown as
cumulative complexity.

(34)
DEFINITION A TELEGRAMMATIC CIDLD LANGUAGE is a the set of stages of
language production «\11,0), f>, where \II is any set of Resultant
Complexity values, \11 > 0, selected for the target language L and f is
functional application.

This definition marks off stages in Brown's telegraphic stages as stages of
increasing Resultant Complexity, e.g., «1,0),f>, «2,0),f>, «3,0),f>. Looking at early
child languages in this way captures some correct generalizations missing from Brown's
account.
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The definition makes the prediction that children will emerge from the
telegrammatic period when they begin to learn to use the simplest second-order
categories, or categories allowed under the first order of Argument Complexity. In this
way, we provide the means for children to get from telegrammatic to post-telegrammatic
language production, an aspect of acquisition Brown did not address. One nice
prediction generated by Argument Complexity is that children should go through a
telegrammatic stage of some sort before learning to use higher order categories. This is
because in order to use categories in the first order of Argument Complexity, a child
must have minimally acquired the processing capacity needed to use 2-place functors
in speech, Le. the acquisition of Resultant Complexity order (2,0). For a category to be
second order it must take a functor, with at least one type constructor in its description,
into another category. This latter process is also described by a type constructor. In
saying that categories of the first order of Argument Complexity must have at least two
type constructors, we are saying that the category must be at least at Resultant
Complexity order 3. We can see this by computing the Resultant and Argument
Complexity order for a category like np"s/n, the category assigned to generalized
quantifiers.

(35)

OrdR(np"s)
= OrdR(np) + OrdR(s)
= 1 + OrdR(s)
= 1

=2

+

1
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This shows that the order of complexity for categories at the first order of
Argument Complexity must at least be (2,0).

4.4 Negative Predictions
The developmental theory constructed here is obviously makes claims about more
than the development of negation. Our intention is to discuss two clear predictions about
child language negation which find some support in the literature.

4.4.1 Determiner Development
Our approach predicts that telegrammatic children will use some determiners but
not others. Specifically, determiners which denote functions over individuals are
predicted to occur in telegrammatic speech. These include demonstratives like 'this' and
'that', cardinal determiners, 'no', indefinite 'a', and the definite 'the'. For example,
colloquial 'no' is assigned in the base case to category np[F]/p:n[F]:[a][A]:-' [[a][A]], of
type (e,e) and translation type <e,e>. This is a category generable at stage «2,0, f.>. We
also predict the use of the indefinite determiner' a' and the definite determiner 'the',
which are assigned to the same category type. The indefinite determiner' a' denotes a
function from individuals to individuals, as in sign (36a.). The definite determiner
denotes functions from singleton sets to their members (Partee 1989). We utilized the
iota operator to describe this translation of definite nps (36b.) following Partee (1989).
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We have not discussed the use of demonstrative determiners. Deictic uses of the
demonstrative to pick out physically perceived objects or objects recently mentioned in
a previous utterance are translated by contextual function (36c.).
(36)

(a)

(b)

a
the
np[F]/p:n[sg]:[a][A] np[F]/p:n[sg]:[a][A]
[a][A]
la.[a][A]
(c)

this
np[F]/p:n[sg]:[a][A]
[a=zc]

Other kinds of np quantification are predicted not to occur in telegrammatic
speech. These include the clearly quantificational determiners like 'every', 'some',
'many', and 'few'. Included in this set is 'no' when used as a subject or object
determiner in a sentence. We argued in Chapter 2 that negative subject or object
quantifiers like 'no man' are generalized quantifiers of type np"s, a second-order type
with the second order translation AQ.[s][man'(a) --> .., [[q][Q]]] of type «e,f>,f>.
Quantifiers like 'every man' or 'most women' which denote sets of individuals are
assigned to generalized quantifier types as well. The basic translation of these nps will
always be second order, e.g., AQ.[s][man'(a) --> [[q][Q]]] of type «e,f>,f>.
To use generalized quantifiers for language production, a speaker must be able
to use the category for the quantifier determiner, e.g., np"s/p:n[F]:[a][A] which is
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translated by the third-order expression AQAR.[s][[r][R] --> -. [[q][Q]]] of semantic type
«e,f> ,«e,f> ,f». The quantifier determiner category type has an Argument Complexity

order of two, and is predicted to be outside the range of category types available to
telegrammatic children for language production. We represent higher order determiners
like the negative subject np in (37).

(37)

no
np"s[nom]/p:n[sg]:[a][A]
APAQ.[S][[p][P] --> [[q][Q]]]

Reports of the use of determiners during the telegrammatic period suggest that
children may find quantifier determiners like' every' more difficult to use than 'a' and
'the'. This would be consistent with our approach. There are many reports of the use
of' a' and 'the' in early child language (Miller and Ervin 1964, Brown and Fraser 1964,
Maratsos 1976, De Villiers and De ViIIiers 1985, Valian 1986, Gordon 1988). Using the
same subj ects, Miller and Ervin (1964) and Gordon (1988) report that 'a' " the', and
'another' are used with the most frequency and, in a majority of cases, correctly before
a count noun. Inappropriate uses include Susan's (Age: 1. 9-2.0) use of 'a' before
demonstratives ('I know a that), genitive nps ('this a Bonl1ie pants'), and proper names
(' This a Joe?). In other rare cases, she used the determiner with mass nouns or
adjectives, e.g., 'a red', (the authors note that Susan may have represented adjectives and
common nouns as being in the same class at this stage). All of their subjects often
omitted' a' and 'the' in spontaneous speech. Valian (1986:566,575) reported that 87%
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of the uses of determiners in spontaneous speech by her six subjects (Age range: 2;0 2;5) consisted of the use of just four determiners: 'the' (39%), 'a' (33%), 'my' (9%),
and 'this/that' (6%). Uses of determiner 'no' constituted 2% of the total. All of the
children passed two of three syntactic criteria for correct usage of determiners, e.g., none
were used as a single word utterances, and none were used following a complement
adjective or noun. One child violated the third criterion, using two determiners in a
sequence, in one case e.g., 'some the'.
In contrast, these authors report that quantifier determiners are produced either
at low frequency or not at all. Miller and Ervin reported that Harlan (Age:2;2) used the
quantifier determiner' some' at low frequency but do not specify its use. Gordon reports
that his subjects do not establish the proper count/mass distinctions in their the uses of
'every' and 'many' until beyond the telegrammatic period (Age 5). In the most rigorous
study of the three, Valian reported no grammatical uses of quantifier determiners at all.
1% of the cases involved the use of 'all' as a nominal operator 'all(the/my)'. She
reported one occurrence of 'a few', which can be interpreted as being specific in
reference.
Thus, UCG, together with the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis, makes the right
distinctions among determiner types in this case. It also predicts that quantifier
determiners should be used later than determiners denoting functions over individuals.
Whether this prediction pans out is an empirical question.
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4.4.2 Progressive Development in the Uses of Negation
The predicted development in the use of negation is very specific. In (38), we
list complexity orders for category types we have been discussing. For expositional
purposes, we let category names replace complex category descriptions.

(38)
Category
Type

Category
Name

Complexity
Order

n

Common Noun (phrase)
Noun Phrase
Prolocative
Sentence Adverb (SA)
Determiner (DET)
Intransitive Verb Phrase (IV)
Common Noun Modifier (CNM)
Transitive Verb Phrase (TV)
Preposition (for a CNP-modifying PP)
Generalized Quantifier (GQ)
Quantifier Determiner (QD)
IV modifier (IV-MOD)
auxiliary (AUX)
Preposition (for a VP-modifying PP)

(1,0)
(1,0)
(1,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(3,0)
(3,0)
(2,1)
(3,1)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(5,2)

np
locp
s\s
npln
np\s

n\n
IVlnp
CNMlnp
npAs
GQ/n
IV\IV
IV/IV
IV-MODINP

We now list the complexity orders for the uses of 'no' and 'not' we have been
discussing.
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(39)
Operator

Category

Complexity Order

Descriptive Uses
a. Colloquial 'no'
b. Colloquial denial 'not'
c. Subject/Object 'no'
d. Sentence negation
'does/is not'

DET
locp/locp
TimeAdvlTimeAdv
GQ/n

(2,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)

AUX

(4,1)

(3,1)

(2,0)

e. Metalinguistic 'no'
Metalinguistic 'not'

f.
g.

n.
o.
p.

s/DMs
n/DMn
np/DMnp
locp/DMlocp
timeadv/DMtimeadv
SA/OMSA
DET/DMDET
IV/OMIV
CNMlOMCNM
TV/OMTV
IV -MOD/OMIV -MOD

q.
r.

TV-MOD/OMTV-MOD

h.
i.
j.
k.
I.
m.

AUX/~AUX

(2,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(2,0)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(4,1)
(4,1 )
(6,1)
(8,3)
(8,3)
(12,3)

The CCH predicts that we shouid find children using simpler types before more
complex types. Specifically, we should find the following order of emergence for the
child English negatives we have been discussing.
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(40)

(2,0) > (3,1) > (4,1) > (6,1) > (8,3) > (12,3)

We predict that the first descriptive negations to emerge in child English will be
those of complexity order (2,0), which include negative nps with colloquial uses of 'no'
and 'not' with n, locp, and deictic time adverbial complements, e.g., 'no pen', 'not there',
'not now', Colloquial descriptive denials of deictic terms 'now' and 'today' are assigned
to the basic category timeadv and translated by individual times or sets of times
assigned by contextual function, as in (39).

(41)

(a)

(b)

now
TimeAdv
[now'=tc]

today
Timeadv
[today'= {t} c]

The use of context-dependent translations is necessary to account for the fact that
the meanings of these words is contingent on when the utterance is being made. The
translation of 'now', [now'=tc] is used to indicate that the expression describes the time
of utterance picked out by the context function c. The translation of' today' indicates that
the expression describes a set of times (Parsons 1990:221-224) which together are taken
to be the present day of utterance. The day value is a value assigned to the time set by

c.
In negating a time adverbial, the speaker is asserting that an event is not to take
place at the time of utterance. The previous utterance is commonly a YIN question
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interpreted by the addressee as describing an event, as in the following adult-child
discourse:

(42)

Adult: (d)o you want this pencil?
Peter: This pencil, not now.

We assume that the previous utterance is translated with an implicit formula
'[now'=tc]' or 'now'(e)'. The negative response is written in UCG as the following sign:
(43)

not now
timeadv
..., [[now'=tc]
Thus, 'not', is instantiated in this case as the ;;:,lIowing sign

(44)

not
timeadv[F]/p:timeadv[F]: [t] [T]
..., [[t][T]]

which is generable at stage «2,O),f>.
A subset of the set of metalinguistic negations are generable in telegrammatic
speech as well. These include sentence-initialexcIamatory negatives like 'No the sun
shining' and 'No that's a cake' as well as contrast negatives with nouns Cnot dog (cat)'),
nps (Not Reynaldo (Chantal)'), deictic locps ('Not there j (therej)'), or deictic time
adverbials ('not now (later)'). The exclamatory negation operator 'no' is assigned to
category s[F]/DMP:s[F]:[s][S]. Contrastive negation operators with complements
consisting of BASCAT categories, e.g., np[F]/DMP:np[F]:[a][A], n[F]/DMP:n[F]:[a][A],
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10cp[F]/DMP:locp[F]:[I][L], and s[F]~p:s[F]:[s][S], are all available to children at stage

«2,O),£'> and are predicted to be used in telegrammatic English.
Other descriptive and metalinguistic negations are predicted to appear later when
children have acquired the ability to process higher order category types. These include
auxiliary '(does/is) not' (order (4,1», as in 'Reynaldo (does) not sail.' and 'Reynaldo (is)
not bald'. The metalinguistic negation of a sentential modifier expression like 'luckily',
as in 'not luckily (easily)') of type p:s[fin]:[s][S]\s[fin]) requires the negation operator
'not'to instantiate as type (p:s[fin]:[s][S]\s[fin])/ DM(p:s[fin]: [s][S]\s[fin]) also a category
of order (4,1). Included in the set of higher order expressions are universal quantifiers
like 'every woman' and negative np subjects and objects, e.g., 'No woman swims'. The
nps require the use of a quantifier determiner of type np"s[F]/p:n[F]:[a][A] of order
(3,1).·

One positive result of the predicted ordering is that it provides an

alternative explanation for Klima and Bellugi's (1966/1973) observation that 'preclausal'
negation preceded 'prepredicate' negation in child English. Preclausal negations like 'No
that's a cake', we have argued, are examples of exclamatory negation. The negative
operator is assigned to a first order category generable at stage «2,O),£'>. The use of
prepredicate or auxiliary 'not' is a second order category generable at stage «4,1),£'>.
The ordering of these negations falls out of the theory.
Finally, metalinguistic negations taking transitive verbs or predicate modifiers are
quite complex and predicted to be a very late acquisition. These include expressions like
'not used (fused)' (type: TV/OM TV, Order (6,1», 'not had (has)', (type

AUX~AUX,
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Order (8,3» and 'not over the fence' (type: IV-MODIDMIV-MOD; Order: (8,3».

4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed how the general notion that children will learn and
use simpler forms before they use more complex forms as a basis for presenting the
Categorial Complexity Hypothesis, which claims that children will learn to use simpler
categories before they use more complex categories. We discussed how the notion of
category differs between Categorial and Transformational-Generative Grammars and how
these distinctions bring out different kinds of predictions for the order of category
acquisition. We then presented a formal theory of category complexity.
The final chapter is devoted to discussing two predictions of the approach.
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5.0 EVALUATION OF PREDICTIONS
5.1 Prediction 1
5.1.1 Review of Prediction
The Categorial Complexity Hypothesis predicts that categorial complexity is a
predictor of the progressive development of negation in child English. The hypothesis
states that children produce simpler categories of their language before they produce
more complex ones. The logic underlying the use of category complexity as a predictor
for the development of negation is based on the idea that complex categories describe
complex discourse"semantic functions and simple categories describe simple discourse"
semantic functions. We know that child language differs from adult language. Children's
utterances are shorter in length and semantically and syntactically restricted. Children
frequently omit expressions from their utterances. If we assume complex functions are
harder to process than simple functions, we might expect that children should find it
difficult initially to produce expressions of complex categories since they may not be
able to process the functional information described in complex types. Less complex
categories describe simpler functions and presumably require the application of less
sophisticated processing abilities.
The CCH makes specific predictions concerning the progressive development in
children's production of a particular utterance type like negation. Negation is expressed
using a variety of negative morphemes and complement types of varying orders of
complexity. The claim would be that children learn to produce negatives utilizing
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simpler categories/simpler negative morphemes before they produce more complex
negatives/negative morphemes. Complexity distinctions covary with length differences.
Short negatives three words in length may be simple or complex depending on the
category types utilized in the negatives. If the CCH is making the right predictions, we
should find that utterances of constant length should increase in complexity over time.
In this chapter, we are interested in determining whether the CCH makes the
correct developmental predictions regarding the kinds of child language negation we
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. In the last chapter, we defined two types of categorial
complexity, Resultant Complexity and Argument Complexity. We used these notions to
define the notion 'stage of language production'. A stage of language production is a
subgrammar of the adult grammar consisting of a subset of category types of a certain
complexity order or lower and an application calculus. We then ranked the categories
assigned to negative morphemes and their complement types such as vps, vs, advs, and
pps according to complexity order. The CCH predicts that a child will experience stages
of language production in which they are limited to producing expressions of simpler
category types before they enter stages in which more complex categories can be
processed.

5.1.2 Subjects

The utterances of three children, Eve, Peter, and Adam, were selected for the test.
The transcripts were obtained from Brian MacWhinney and Catherine Snow from the
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CHILDes database system (MacWhinney and Snow 1985). The transcripts of Eve and
Adam were selected for the test because earlier claims about negation were based on
their speech. Peter's transcripts were much larger than others (e.g. Allison). We hoped
a larger sample would provide us with more negative tokens. Our search space began
with the earliest transcript available for the three children and ended with the transcripts
in which the children appeared to have acquired the adult categorization for the 'no' and
'not' operators.
Eve's data consists of 16 transcripts of spontaneous speech of Eve and four adult
speakers. Adam's data consists of 19 transcripts of the speech of Adam and three adults.
Both speech samples were collected by Roger Brown and his colleagues and discussed
in Brown (1973). Each transcript consisted of the speech of the participants taped over
a two-hour period every second week (Brown 1973:52). The children's ages and the
approximate Mean Length of Utterance (MLU) values for each transcript (taken from
Brown's (1973) Figure 2, p.57) are given in Table 5.1 and 5.2. Eve's total number of
utterances was obtained by counting the number of periods, exclamation marks, and
question m(lIks in Eve's speech. This was done using the CHILDes frequency function
FREQ.

Adam's utterance total was obtained by counting the number of Adam's

conversational turns in each transcript.
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Table 5.1

Eve's Transcripts: Ages, MLUs, Total Utterances
Transcript
Number

Age

MLU
(App.)

Total
Utterances
(9,761)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

1;6
1;6
1;7
1;7
1;8
1;9
1;9
1;9
1;10
1; 10
1;11
1;11
1; 12
2;0
2;1
2;1

1.50
1.65
1.81
1.90
2.00
2.41
2.50
2.60
2.72
2.85
3.05
3.15
3.05
3.21
3.39
3.80

729
468
621
572
696
500
516
906
484
538
446
632
849
469
703
632
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Table 5.2

Adam's Transcripts: Ages, MLUs, Total Utterances
Transcript

Age

MLU
(App.)

Total
Utterances
(16,392)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

2~3.4

2.00
2.00
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.00
2.55
2.55
2.55
2.25
2.40
2.40
2.45
2.45
2.35
2.35
2.35
2.45
2.45

1268
1290
862
783
858
835
893
665
880
972
894
755
546
590
775
660
861
979
1046

2;3.18
2~4.3

2;4.15
2;4.30
2;5.12
2;6.3
2;6.17
2;6.17
2;7.14
2;8.0
2;8.16
2;9.4
2;9.18
2;10.2
2;10.16
2;10.30
2;11.13
2;11.28

Peter's spontaneous speech data consists of 20 2 hour transcripts of Peter and
three adults. I have only analyzed the first 12 of these transcripts for this thesis, since
by the 12th transcript Peter showed signs of having acquired the ability to produce
complex sentence negations productively. The ages and corresponding MLU values
(rounded off to the nearest tenth) for Peter's sample are given in Table 5.3. The MLUs
were computed following the instructions outlined in Brown 1973 with one difference.
In addition to not counting meaningless interjective responses like 'mmhm', I have not
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counted responses 'huh?' which indicate Peter did not hear a question. This is the only
difference between my procedure and Brown's instructions.

Table 5.3

Peter's Transcripts: Ages, MLUs, Total Utterances
Transcript

Age

MLU
(App.)

Total
Utterances
(16,833)

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

1;9.7
1;9.21
1;10.5
1;11.7
1;11.21
2;0.7
2;0.7
2; 1.21
2;2;14
2;3.0
2;3.21
2;4.14

1.4
1.5
1.9
1.3
2.2
2.2
3.2
3.4
3.6
3.5
2.4
3.6

987
798
1288
2085
693
1303
1375
1338
1087
2377
1916
1586

11

12

In each case, we compiled the total number of utterances by combining the
frequency of periods, question marks, and exclamation points in the children's utterances
using the FREQ function found in the st of CHILDes CLAN programs. We consider this
to be a close approximation of the actual number of utterances.

5.1.3 Method
Our hypothesis is that children produce simpler categories in their negative
utterances before they produce more complex ones. Children are predicted to produce
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colloquial negations with simple complements like nouns (' no pen') and echoed
utterances and utterance fragments ('No not raining', 'No want stand head') productively,
before they produce negations with predicate complements, like 'not sleep (but sheep)',
and 'not on my nose', and internal predicate negation 'I not a copy cat' productively.
Our hypothesis would be wrong if children produces negatives of greater complexity
productively before they showed productive use of simpler categories in their negatives.
Computer searches were run on the transcripts listed in Tables 5.1 - 5.3 for
children's syntactic uses of 'no' and 'not'. Each entry in the list consisted of the child's
negative token in a 'discourse window' consisting of three conversation turns before the
child's negative and two conversational turns after the negative. Excluded from the study
were single word uses of negative morphemes and negatives which included pauses,
uninterpretable strings, and questionable words. Questionable words are words that were
not clearly stated by the child and marked by a [?] by CIDLDes transcribers indicating
a guess. Uninterpretable strings were clearly marked as 'xxx' or 'yyy' in the CIDLDes
transcripts. Pauses were clearly marked with a [#] symbol.
We also excluded idiomatic negatives like 'no good', apparently rote-learned
forms with 'more', e.g., 'no more light' and a single use of quoted 'no', e.g., 'Don't say
no'. Finally, we excluded negatives with utterance final 'no' which we could interpret
as neg-final exclamatives like the following:
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Adult: David is Ursula-'s little boy.
Adam: little boy, play, play toy. play toy play toy play toy play toy. play

game football no.

We then distinguished children's negatives as nonexistence, rejection, prohibition,
contrast, denial, opposition, and rectification statements according to the criteria and
arguments presented in Section 2.3.3.1. Our original criteria for classifying a negative
token as a contrast statement included the explicit use of a contrastive tag, e.g., Not X
(but) Y. Since there were a number of apparently contrastive uses of negation used
without a contrastive tag, we relaxed this criterion. We classified tokens as contrast
negation if they appeared in a contrastive environment whether or not they appeared
with a contrastive tag. Following Wiche (1991: 111), we assume these are examples of
exclusion negation, a form of external contrastive negation which communicates a
rejection without 'putting an alternative in its place' (See negation fragment in Chapter
3). The other criteria for contrast negation were observed e.g., the negative operator
must be 'not', the negative must appear in a contrastive environment, and the negative
complement must be echoic.
One question we have not addressed is what constitutes sufficient evidence for
crediting a child with the ability to produce a category type productively in speech
production. The goal of a productivity measure is to determine which utterances can be
said to be the reflection of stable, rule-based knowledge of language and which
utterances are more likely to be the result of imitation, rote-learning, attention span, etc.
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Though the appearance of any utterance may indicate rule-based behavior, an isolated
token is often not considered to be sufficient evidence to rule out other possible
explanations for its use (Bowerman 1973:12).
The notion of productivity is defined in different ways by different investigators.
Each way of defining it is grounded, in part, on methodological considerations. Perhaps
the most frequently used measure for determining productivity is frequency of
occurrence (Brown 1973, Bowerman 1973:89). On one end of the scale, one might
choose to use a single occurrence of a form as evidence for rule-based behavior. One
reason for adopting this criterion is so that one does not underestimate the grammatical
knowledge of a child when dealing with low token counts (Wells 1986: 116). This tack
is taken by Greenfield and Smith (1976:68) who needed to measure productivity using
diary observations alone. The drawback to such a productivity measure is that we cannot
be sure whether a single use of a construction is the result of rule-based knowledge or
simply a rote-learned form. Nor can we develop any detailed formal analysis of the
construction used in the utterance without further examples.
Toward the other end of the scale is Brown's (1973:257-58) criterion that the
point of acquisition of a grammatical morpheme be when the child produces it in 90%
of the contexts in which it is obligatory, where 'obligatory context' is defined over
syntactic, intonational, and contextual criteria. This value was used to reflect Brown's
observation (p.256) that the 90% value defined the level at which children's uses of
grammatical morphemes stabilized.
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Bloom (1970: 17) judged the productivity of a structure in spontaneous speech
on the basis of its frequency of occurrence with different formatives in different
situations. A structure was considered 'unique' if it occurred once in a speech sample.
These isolated occurrences of a structure were considered insufficient evidence for
determining rule-based behavior. A structure was 'marginal' if it occurred less than five
times with different words in different situations, and 'productive' if it occurred five
times or more. The attraction of this approach is that we can isolate those utterances in
discourse which reflect real grammatical knowledge with more confidence and thus
attribute grammatical knowledge to children in more cases than by Brown's system.
Our approach will be to extend Bloom's frequency criteria to category types.
Rather than taking particular constructions as the domain of the frequency measures, we
use category types of a particular complexity order as the relevant domain. If a child is
able to produce a category type of a particular complexity order at least five times in
a sample, we shall assume that the child can productively use categories of that
complexity order in speech at the age the sample was obtained. If a child produces a
category type less than five but at least two times in their speech, we shall assume
marginal productivity of types of that complexity order. If a child produces a category
type of a particular complexity order once, we will assume that categories of that order
of complexity are not used productively in speech. We choose five occurrences as the
productivity value arbitrarily. Our assumption is that children will produce more
instances of category types in their speech if their ability to process those category types
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is stable.
We make these extensions with the same considerations in mind as earlier
investigators. Productivity considerations which hold of particular constructions also
apply to the uses of categories. A child may produce an utterance not because she has
learned how to produce categories of a particular complexity order, but because the
particular utterance she used was rote-learned or an imitation. A single utterance of an
expression cannot be considered a reflection of the processing abilities required to
produce the categories usually assigned to the parts of that expression. If a child shows
that she can produce a complex category type on at least five occasions, we have more
confidence that the child has the processing ability to apply the function described by
that category type .
One nice feature of applying frequency measures to complexity ranks is that it
is much more liberal than applying frequency criteria to particular constructions. Under
our approach, we can claim that a child has a particular level of processing competence
if she produces anyone of a SET of category types included under an order of
complexity. A child's language must be severely deficient in a systematic way to not
reach productivity at a given complexity order.

5.1.4 Results

The proportional frequency of occurrence of 'no' and 'not' of the total set of
utterances for the three children is very small. Syntactic uses of these morphemes by
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Eve constituted .0041 of her total utterances. Peter used these morphemes in .0017 of
his utterances. Adam used them in .0043 of his utterances. We use cumulative frequency
over several transcripts as our measure of frequency (Wells 1986). The results of our
search are summarized in Tables 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6.

Table 5.4

Eve's Syntactic Uses of 'No' and 'Not'

Age

Complexity Order
(2,0)

(3,0)

(4,1)

Total

1;6 - 1;10
1;11 - 2;1

13(68%)
10(48%)

2(11%)
1(4%)

4(21%)
10(48%)

19
21

Total

23

3

14

40

Table 5.5

Peter's Syntactic Uses of 'No' and 'Not'

Age

Complexity Order
(2,0)

(4,1)

Total

1;10 - 2;0
2;1 - 2;4

5(83%)
13(57%)

1(17%)
10(43%)

6
23

Total

18

11

29
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Table 5.6

Adam's Syntactic Uses of 'No' and 'Not'

Age

(2,0)

(3,0)

(4,1)

Total

2~3
2~7

26(93%)
7(16%)

1(3%)
1(3%)

1(3%)
35(81%)

28
43

34

1

36

71

- 2~6
- 2;11

Total

We see in all three tables that the children initially produce complex negatives.
However, Eve is the only subject who produces complex negatives productively in the
earliest transcripts. This result is expected. Previous studies have identified Eve as a
particularly precocious language learner with regard to inflection learning (Brown,
Cazden and Bellugi 1968) and use of modality (Stephany 1986). As Table 5.1 illustrates,
she also obtained higher mean lengths of utterance at earlier ages than the other two
subjects. Given these findings, Eve's earlier production of complex negatives is not
surprising.
However, our results are confounded by an extremely small number of tokens.
Even if we found that Adam and Peter used more complex negatives only after they
used simpler ones, the small number of tokens would prohibit us from making any
claims regarding the prediction. Thus, we cannot make any claims about the CCH from
this data.
However, our results do point to two developmental properties which have been
described in previous studies. First, we find across children that the majority of the
negatives produced at earlier ages are constructed using the 'no' operator while the
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majority of later negatives use the 'not' operator. Again, we see that Eve's uses of
negation between ages 1~6 and 1~10 do not match the uses of the other two children in
that her uses of 'no' and 'not' are evenly dispersed at an early age.

Table 5.7

Percent Uses of 'No' and 'Not'

Child

Negative Morpheme
No

Not

Total

1;11-2;1

9(47%)
5(24%)

10(53%)
16(76%)

19
21

Total

14

26

40

1;10-2;0
2;1-2;4

6(100%)
9(38%)

0(0%)
14(62%)

6
23

Total

15

14

29

2~7-2;11

23(82%)
11(26%)

5(18%)
32(74%)

28
43

Total

34

37

71

Eve
1~6-1;10

Peter

Adam
2;3-2;6

This finding is consistent, for example, with the findings of Klima and BeIIugi
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(1966, 1973 :341) whose representative list of negative tokens produced in Stage 11 is

entirely made up of negatives with 'no' (see our discussion of Klima and Bellugi in
Chapter 2).
Second, we find that there is a transition from an early stage of mostly utteranceinitial uses of negative morphemes to a later stage in which utterance-initial and
utterance-final uses are more evenly dispersed. In addition, in two of three cases we
find that the majority of utterance-initial uses across ages use the' no' morpheme. Again,
we find that Eve's negatives do not correspond to this property. This is illustrated in
Table 5.8. In this table, each percentage value is the percentage of uses of negative
tokens of that type ('no' or 'not') used in the ages specified for the row the percentage
appears in.

IKlima and Bellugi, following Brown, define stages of acquisition in terms of mean
length of utterance. A child is considered to be at Stage 1 if her utterances have a mean
length of utterance between 1.75 and 2.25 morphemes. Translating MLU to age ranges,
we arrive at the following values: Stage 1: Eve: Ages 1;6 - 1;7, Ad.:m: 2;7 - 2;9, Peter
1;9 - 2;0.
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Distribution of Negative Morphemes

Table 5.8
Child

Occurrence
Utterance
Initial

Utterance
Medial

no

not

no

not

Totals

1;6-1;10
1;11-2;1

8(89%)
5(100%)

8(80%)
11(69%)

1(11%)
0(0%)

2(20%)
5(31%)

19
21

Totals

13

19

1

7

40

1; 10-2;0
2;1-2;4

5(100%)
8(89%)

0(0%)
6(40%)

0(0%)
1(11%)

0(0%)
9(60%)

5
24

Totals

13

6

9

29

2;3-2;6
2;7-2;11

23(100%)
6(55%)

4(80%)
0(0%)

0(0%)
5(45%)

1(20%)
32(100%)

28
43

Totals

29

4

5

33

71

Eve

Peter

Adam

This finding is consistent with the findings of Bellugi (1967). Bellugi and Klima
(1966;1973). more recently. Deprez and Pierce (1990, 1993:95). All of Klima and

Bellugi's (1966) samples of Stage 1 negatives involve utterance-initial 'no', Deprez and
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Pierce (1.993) find that the majority of 'nolnot' in sentential negatives are initially Neginitial for Peter and Nina while the percentage of

Neg-medial negatives rises

dramatically at later ages for these children. 2 Eve stands out as a child with a more
advanced grammar, as our results indicate.

Deprez and Pierce (1993:35)

(1)

Neg-Initial
Eve

Neg-Medial

18-21 mos.
22-24 mos.

76%
29%

14%
71%

Peter 23-25 mos.
26-28 mos.

96%
76%

4%
24%

100%
50%

0%
50%

Nina

23-25 mos.
26-28 mos.

These authors do not mention if either 'no' or 'not' is more prevalent in earlier
utterances. However, 9

of their 13 examples of neg-initial negatives use the 'no'

morpheme. 3

2We attribute the differences in percentages between our findings and those of
Deprez and Pierce to (1) differences in criteria for selecting tokens (2) the fact that these
authors included more of Eve's and Peter's transcripts in their study, and (3) the fact that
these authors were interested only in sentential negatives.
30f the remaining 4 neg-initial tokens listed, two begin with 'not' , one with' don't',
and one with 'never'. Three of the four negatives are Nina's. The authors do not supply
discourse contexts for these utterances, so we cannot judge whether these negatives are
discourse negations of some sort. The remaining negative 'Not Fraser read it' is Eve's
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5.1.5 Discussion
Although our developmental findings in Tables 5.7 and 5.8 support previous
findings regarding children's syntactic uses of 'no' and 'not', our claim is that the source
of these developmental properties is children's increasing capacity to process more
complex categories for the purposes of language production. But how does increasing
categorial processing capacity help to explain the development from utterance-initial uses
of negative morphemes to a higher percentage of utterance-medial uses? How does it
help to explain why children generally use 'no' as their utterance-initial negative
morpheme but' not' as their utterance-medial negative?
The development from a period of utterance-initial negatives to a period of
significantly increased uses of utterance-medial negatives is accounted for in our theory
as a development from the use of the simpler external negation to the use of the higher
order internal or predicate negation. Let's first look at neg-initial sentential utterances.

(i).
(i)

Adult: oh. Eve's going to read it.
Eve: Not Fraser read it.
Adult: Fraser's not going to read it.
Eve: Eve read it.

This example is at least ambiguous between a descriptive negative interpretation,
'Fraser doesn't read it' and two possible contrastive readings: subject np contrast, e.g.,
'Not Fraser (but Eve) reads it, or sentence contrast, e.g., 'Not Fraser read it, Eve read
it'. We favor either of the metalinguistic contrastive readings based on the grounds that
Eve makes a point of making the contrast explicit in her next utterance.
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We argued in Chapter 3 that sentence-initial 'no' is used by Eve, Adam and Peter as
an exclamatory negation operator with an echoic complement to express rectification or
opposition. Nina's neg-initial sentences appear to follow the pattern e.g., from Deprez
and Pierce (1993:35)\

(2)

Nina
Mother:
Nina:
Mother:
Nina:

Let me try it. (as mother takes whistle).
Yeah.
What's Mommy doing?
No mommy doing. David tum.
(As Nina brings the whistle to David)

Exclamatory negation 'no'

is assigned to complexity order (2,0): it takes a

sentence copy to its negation. Therefore, it is predicted to appear early in child English.
Utterances of internal predicate negation with an overt subject such as 'Mommy's
not doing it', require the use of a second-order function, the negation of a predicate of
its subject. The negation morpheme 'not' is accorded the complexity order (4,1) in our

4Deprez and Pierce interpret Nina's negation as probably meaning 'Mommy's not
doing.' or that it is not the mother's tum. However, it is not clear from context that the
mother is actually blowing the whistle (first, she cannot be blowing it and uttering
'What's Mommy doing' at the same time; second, Nina is bringing the whistle to David
as she utters the negative, indicating that Mommy is not blowing the whistle when the
negative is uttered). If she is not, the descriptive sentence negation 'Mommy not doing'
is infelicitous in this context. A simple sentence negation like 'Mommy's not doing it'
would be felicitous only as a metalinguistic negation with contrastive intonation isolating
'mommy'. This would explain the use of the rectification 'David tum' as well as the
opposition meaning carried by the negative. The exclamatory negation 'Like hell
Mommy's doing it (It's David's tum!)' is also felicitous in this context as the carrier of
the opposition meaning.
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system. Thus, predicate negation is a more complex function than external negation in
our system. This expresses the generalization that predicate negation requires more
sophisticated categorial processing abilities to compute than external negations like (8).
Thus the CCH seems to pick out the right generalization here with regard to some
children like Adam and Peter. These children learn to use internal predicate negation
productively after they learn to use external negation.
What of the remaining early uses of utterance-initial negation?
We can see from Table 5.8 that Adam uses 'not' utterance-initially four times.
In three of these cases, Adam combines' not' with a nominal form, either a proper name
('not Rusty'), common noun ('not fire') or demonstrative pronoun {'not that'). Each of
these cases of colloquial negation require a category complexity order of (2,0). In one
utterance, 'no pictures in here' , Adam uses the more complex preposition 'in', an
expression assigned to first-order type (n\n)/Iocp of complexity order (3,0). Adam also
uses a variety of non-sentential colloquial negations with 'no', such as the nonexistence
statements 'no mitten' and 'no whistle', and the prohibition 'no rocking' . Each of these
tokens is treated as an np with determiner 'no', which is assigned a complexity order
of (2,0). Eve uses similar negatives, such as the colloquial nonexistence statements 'not
there' and 'no dolls'. She also uses the metalinguistic contrastive negation 'not big stool,
little stool'. All of these negations are expressible at order (2,0).
It is important to note that these negatives are perfectly acceptable in English

discourse as they appear. Further, we are claiming that they are not sentences. There are
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no omitted elements to consider.
Eve also uses more complex negations like the subjectless 'not have coffee'.
Here, 'not' expresses predicate negation and is assigned to a category of complexity
order (4,1).

At later ages, we find that the three children use' no' in negative predicate

nominals like 'That no Mommy' and 'not' correctly in copular sentences like Peter's
'This is not a toy' and in sentence negations like Eve's 'Fraser not see him'. Here, we
are assuming that children construct the correct form of 'be' but omit it during
processing because it is weakly stressed, following Gerken (1990). To use these
negations, a child must be able to process categories of complexity order (4,1). They are
predicted to occur later in child English. Children also continue to use simple colloquial
negations at later stages of language production, as we would expect. Exclamatory
negation appears to be an exception (see our discussion of exclamatory negation in
Chapter 3).
The advantage of our approach as we see it is that we can include both colloquial
and Standard English negations in an analysis of child language negation and predict
when children should learn how to use them.
We now tum to some other important matters.
As we noted above, we are not in a position to claim that the Categorial
Complexity Hypothesis is supported by our results. This is due to a low token count and
the fact that some children like Eve explicitly do not follow the progressive sequence
predicted by the hypothesis. There are several ways to determine if the Categorial
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Complexity Hypothesis is a realistic predictor of the development of negation:

(1)
(2)
(3)

We can search through more transcripts and add to the negative token count,
We can rule out other possible analyses of the data,
We can run additional searches to see if the hypothesis makes the right
predictions concerning other utterance types.

First, we can do a more expansive search of the CmLDes data to obtain more
negative tokens. If we found that negation developed in a particular way in data from
a large number of children, and that the developmental pattern was predicted by the
Categorial Complexity Hypothesis, then we could use this finding as evidence for the
hypothesis. A detailed analysis of other children's transcripts is beyond the scope of this
thesis.
Second, we can try to rule out other possible analyses. We have already argued
in detail

aga~nst

previous syntactic analyses of child negation in Chapter 2. We do not

return to these arguments here. We must also determine whether the data can be
accounted for easily as an effect of the kind of input children are exposed to. For
example, one might hypothesize that children use certain utterances at a particular
frequency or at a particular complexity level simply because the input is characterized
by identical levels of frequency and complexity. Summarizing a number of previous
studies, Snow (1986:70) reports that speech directed to children between the ages of 18
months and 36 months is simpler, more grammatical or orderly, and more redundant
than speech directed to adults. Children have also been found to be more likely to attend
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to simpler or otherwise familiar utterances in the input than to complex and unfamiliar
ones (Shipley, Gleitman and Smith 1969). Furthermore, maternal speech to children is
often semantically restricted to topics concerning what is going on around the child
using words for things, places and actions which participate in these events (Snow
1986).
These reports would suggest two alternative explanations for our findings. The
first is that Eve, Adam, and Peter may tend to use simpler utterances (given some
measure) not because they were restricted in some way from using complex
constructions, but because they were modeling their speech on the target language. One
of our claims has been that many of children's negations are simple colloquial negations
used to express functions like rejection, prohibition and opposition rather than more
complex sentence negations. Semantically, colloquial negations are often understood
only with respect to particular contexts of use which involve knowledge of events
currently shared by speaker and addressee(s). It is possible then that children use
colloquial negations not because they are unable to construct more complex or longer
negations but because colloquial negations are familiar from adult speech.
A second hypothesis is that the low frequency count we obtained from the data
is not the result of a linguistic or extralinguistic restriction but because caretakers also
use 'no' and 'not' in syntactic constructions at the same frequency when talking to
children.
In order to test these hypotheses against the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis,
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we would need to do a detailed analysis of adult uses of 'no' and 'not' in the transcripts
we used in our experiment. If we found that the pattern of use observed in the children's
uses of negation were matched by a pattern in adult uses, we would have evidence that
caretaker speech is a predictor of the developmental pattern. This would be evidence
against the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis.
Another topic we need to address is whether utterance length is a confounding
predictor of the development of negation. If the development of child language negation
is simply a function of children being able to construct longer utterances as they get
older, we might be able to explain the development of negation simply as the gradual
emergence of longer strings. Evidence in favor of this hypothesis would be a finding
that children used the same kinds of negation at different ages to express the same
functions but omitted a lesser number of required morphemes as they got older. Another
source of evidence would be if children initially chose to use shorter colloquial
utterances we have discussed in this thesis to express negation and used longer and
perhaps different kinds of negative utterances later. We might imagine that a child may
exploit discourse ellipsis to his advantage early on and use more complex negations after
he could be reasonably confident that he could communicate his intentions using the
more complex forms. On the other hand, we would have evidence for the CCH if we
found that children used progressively more complex categories in their negatives while
holding utterance length constant.
Lastly, we must rule out the possibility that 'not' may emerge after 'no' because
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'not' is phonologically more complex than 'no'. Our results support previous reports
indicating that some children first use 'no' much more often than 'not'. Previous studies
have shown that children find closed syllables harder to pronounce than open syllables.
Thus, one hypothesis would be that children avoid using' not' in their initial negatives
because it is more complex than 'no. Evidence against this alternative analysis would
be a finding that children were able to use other words as phonologically complex as
'not' during the period in which 'not' was not used productively.
Our final task, once we have ruled out other possible analyses and added to the
database, is to find evidence for the claim that the order of emergence if it exists is a
function of categorial complexity, as predicted by the CCH.
We do not attempt to rule out these possible alternative analyses here but simply
discuss them as possible ways to argue for a particular analysis of a developmental
pattern. We will end this chapter by pursuing one additional prediction which falls under
the third way of testing the CCH.
The third method for testing the CCH is to do additional searches to see if the
hypothesis makes the correct predictions regarding other kinds of utterances. If we found
that a pattern of development of other utterance types matched the ordering predicted
by the CCH, we would have evidence that the CCH is a possible predictor of the
development of that utterance type.

•

The utterance type we are interested in searching for is 'don't' imperatives. We
choose to search for this particular negative type for several reasons. First, 'don't' is a
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second-order negation operator which is used to express prohibition, a function which
is expressed by children at the earliest stages of negative production with less complex
'no' prohibitions. We recaIl from Chapter 3 that 'don't' is assigned to category type
imp[bse]/(p:np[nom]:[a][A]\s[bse]) of complexity order (3,1). Given our previous results,
we would predict that children will learn to use' don't' relatively late, when children use
other second order negatives of order (4,1) and above.
Second, we would expect children to use' don't' with some frequency at early
ages, contrary to the predictions of the CCH. We imagine that 'don't' is used quite often
in parental speech. Further, it has a simple syntax. Therefore, it should be easy for
children to learn to use. The CCH, on the other hand, predicts that children should find
'don't' hard to learn because it expresses a complex function.

5.2 Prediction 2
5.2.1 Subjects
We use the same subjects and the same transcripts we used in the previous
experiment.

5.2.2 Method
The CCH predicts that children should not produce imperative 'don't'
productively in the earliest transcripts because it is a complex category. We searched
through the transcripts for syntactic uses of imperative 'don't'. We included subjectIess
'don't' imperatives like 'Don't fall!' as well as those with subjects, like 'Don't you fall!'.
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We recall from Chapter 3 that imperative subjects like 'you' are complex expressions
of complexity order (4,1). Therefore, imperatives with overt subjects are predicted to be
used productively later than imperatives with implicit subjects.
As before, we excluded any tokens which included questionable words, pauses
and uninterpretable strings. We excluded those cases discussed in Chapter 3 in which
a child apparently confused' don't' with prohibitive 'no', like Adam's 'Don't crying' and
'Don't fighting me!'. We also found that Adam seemed to use 'don't' imperatives
ungrammatically for the purpose of playing a game. For example, Adam used a number
of imperatives with double verbs, e.g., 'don't wear wear shirt' for this purpose. These
were also excluded from the final token count.

5.2.3 Results

The results of our search are summarized in Table 5.9.
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Table 5.9

Uses of Imperative 'Don't'
Uses of
Don't

Percent of
Total Utterances

0
9

.00
.0024

3
26

.0004
.0026

17
40

.0020
.0049

Eve
1;6 - 1;10
1;11 - 2;1
Peter
1;10 - 2;0
2;1 - 2;4
Adam
2;3 - 2;6
2;7 - 2;11

In two of three cases, we find that children use' don't' productively (Adam) or
semi-productively (Peter) in the earliest transcripts. This indicates that both Adam and
Peter can use second-order categories productively, given our frequency criterion.
Surprisingly, we found that Eve did not learn to use' don't' early, though she uses' don't'
grammatically in later transcripts. However, as we reported above, Eve does exhibit the
use of higher order categorial functions in her early transcripts. Thus, we conclude that
the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis does not make the right predictions regarding the
development of the use of' don't'.
One might try to look more closely at why Eve does not use' don't' in her earlier
transcripts. One possibility is that this negative has a low frequency in the input.
Another reason might be that' don't' is infrequent in Eve's speech and that it does not
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show up in the earliest transcripts because these transcripts are too small to include
instances of 'don't'. Another reason might be that Eve finds 'don't' too complex on some
lexical dimension (e.g., phonologically, morphologically, etc.). These questions require
a more fine-grained analysis of Eve's data than we can accomplish here.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, we tested two predictions made by the Categorial Complexity
Hypothesis. The first prediction concerned the progressive development of children's
uses of 'no' and 'not'. We predicted that children would learn to use simple negations
like the colloquial nonexistence statement 'no pen' before they learned to use complex
negatives like the sentence negation 'I'm not Mommy'. Our results do not support our
prediction. This is because only two of three of the children appeared to honor the
predicted ordering and we did not have enough token negatives to make any conclusions
regarding negative development.
We discussed two findings concerning the development of negation which have
either been reported in previous studies or consistent with previous studies. First, we
found that some children, Peter and Adam, appeared to use 'no' more often than 'not'.
Second we found that these children preferred to use utterance-initial negation in the
earlier transcripts and later learned to use utterance-medial negatives more often. We
discussed how the CCH can be interpreted as making the right predictions regarding the
second property. We offered some suggestions for why children might prefer to use 'no'
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vs 'not' as their external negation morpheme. We then discussed ways we might pursue
the task of finding support for the CCH.
This led us to our second prediction, which concerned the acquisition of the
higher order' don't' imperatives. The CCH predicts that children should learn to use this
operator when they learn to use other second order negative operators like internal
sentence negation 'not'. Our results did not support our prediction. We found that two
of three subjects learned to use 'don't' productively in the earliest transcripts. We
concluded that the Categorial Complexity Hypothesis is not supported by the results of
our second test.
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